------------------------------------------------------David T. Craig
941 Calle Mejia # 509, Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501
Home (505) 820-0358 CompuServe 71533,606
------------------------------------------------------Mr. Jef Raskin
8 Gypsy Hill
Pacifica CA 94044
Re: Canon Cat and SwyftCard information

Dear Mr. Raskin:
Enclosed is a photocopy of the Canon Cat article that I wrote for the Historical
Computer Society. The printed article is much better than the draft that you saw.
Thanks for your help.
Unfortunately, I was unable to obtain copies of all of your various articles
concerning the Cat and Information Appliance. I did finally receive your LEAP
paper from my local public library via inter-library loan, but the library could not
locate your Venture Vulture paper. I received the LEAP paper after I had sent the
final Cat paper for publication so was not able to correctly document LEAP's
technology.
In an e-mail to me from at least a month ago you said that if I sent you an
envelope large enough for a SwyftCard and return postage that you would send
me one. Please use the envelope that I've sent this letter in for this purpose. You
should also find here self-sticking stamps for the postage and a mailing label with
my mailing address. I would also very much like, if possible, to obtain a user's
manual for the SwyftCard. From your comments in Microsoft's book
Programmers at Work this manual seems to be very well written. There is no
rush in returning this envelope so please take your time.
I am slowly updating my Cat paper to add a correct description of LEAP and more
information about the people behind the Cat and its hardware and software. As
such, if you could be kind enough to copy for me your Venture Vultures article
and the history of the Cat that you mentioned I would be very appreciative. I've
enclosed $5 for these copies which I assume will cover the actual photocopies; the
balance is for your time.
Also, I would like to know if the following list of patents is complete in terms of
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the patents Information Appliance created. I used CompuServe's patent search
facility with your name as the inventor and obtained the following:
o METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLING A KEYBOARD
OPERATED DEVICE
o METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CONTROL OF AN ELECTRONIC DISPLAY;
VIDEO
AND/OR COLOR GRAPHIC IMAGES
o COMPUTER DISPLAY WITH TWO-PART CURSOR FOR INDICATING LOCI
OF OPERATION
Enclosed is a Macintosh disk with a wonderful history of the Apple ][ computer,
Apple Computer, and its other major systems. I came across this a year or so ago
and enjoyed reading this history very much. The author, Steven Weyhrich, has
obviously put forth a great deal of accurate research in producing this history. Last
I heard Weyhrich was updating his history as a commercial book. I think you will
enjoy this history. Weyhrich's e-mail address is s.weyhrich@genie.geis.com
Thanks again for the Cat feedback and good luck with your current endeavors.
Sincerely,

___________________
David T. Craig
Encl:

HCS published Canon Cat paper with HCS info
Mac 800K disk with Apple ][ history by Steven Weyhrich
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Jef Raskin’s 29 June 1994 Critique of
“Canon’s Cat Computer: The Real Macintosh”
( along with David Craig's reply to this critique )
David T. Craig -- CompuServe 71533,606
Sender: raskinjef@aol.com
Received: from mail02.prod.aol.net by dub-img-1.compuserve.com (8.6.4/5.940406sam)
id AAA11182; Thu, 30 Jun 1994 00:58:21 -0400
From: <RaskinJef@aol.com>
Received: by mail02.prod.aol.net
(1.38.193.5/16.2) id AA02786; Thu, 30 Jun 1994 00:58:20 -0400
X-Mailer: America Online Mailer
Sender: "RaskinJef" <RaskinJef@aol.com>
Message-Id: <9406300058.tn196982@aol.com>
To: 71533.606@compuserve.com
Date: Thu, 30 Jun 94 00:58:17 EDT
Subject: Cat Article
JEF RASKIN / 8 GYPSY HILL
PACIFICA CA 94044 USA
PHONE: 415-359-8588 / FAX: -9767
Internet: raskinjef@aol.com 37x37'37"N 122x31'10"W
29 June 1994
Dear David, <71533.606@compuserve.com>
I got your document and sent some comments into the aether. I have no idea
why they didn't get to you. It is great that you are documenting the Cat, and
aside from a few specific details, it gives a good overall impression of what
we did and what happened. Congrats.
The paper version is a little bit different than what I remember reading
(this may be due to differnces or a fading memory), and I will comment anew.
First of all, your quote from Shacklock (you have changed at least one word
in the quote, by the way, and should call it a paraphrase...), you might be
pleased to learn that we used the same quote in one of the Apple manuals I
wrote with Brian Howard many years ago. Is that where you found it or did you
dig it up elsewhere?
Comments on the content:
If you are ever in the bay area, you should try the Cat. I would not call it
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"The Real Macintosh" as it had many ideas that were invented after I left
Apple as well as some invented before that did not apply to the Mac or which
Apple was not interested in.
The floppy drive on most Cats held 384K bytes, not 256 kbytes. A few at
introduction had the smaller memories.
The keyboard was not quite compatible with a Selectric, it had a number of
keys (such as UNDO) as well as the LEAP (TM) that were not on the Selectric,
and some of the keys were not in the same location.
The modem was an auto-answer, auto-dial modem. The initial price was $1495,
but the design price was $795 and Canon lowered the price to that level after
a few months.
In the list of software abilities you omit the all-important spreadsheet
abilities.
The stream of text was not just broken up into pages but also into documents.
Your description of how Leap works is not quite right. My 1989 article
"Systemic Implications of an Improved Two-Part Cursor," in the Proceedings
of the Computer Human Interface Conference, 30 April 1989, has exact details.
Many people think that it worked the same as the EMACS find, but there are
significant differences that strongly decreased the error rate vs. the EMACS
method.
The ability to program directly in the interface was designed for third-party
developers, so that they would not have to buy as special development
program. Third-party software expansion was a very important part of the
design and our Technical Documentation manual had details on how to do it.
I don't think you mean "platitudes" on page 3. Platitudes are hackneyed
expressions, and I think you mean expressions of praise, or "plaudits".
It is certainly not the case that the Mac that came out was "totally opposite
of Raskin's ideas." For example, I designed click-and-drag to replace PARCs
(and, earlier, Sutherland's) method, which was click one button, move the
mouse, and then click another button. Of all the things I ever invented,
click-and-drag for moving and selecting (adapted by Atkinson so that it also
served to pull down menus) is the most widely copied. On the other hand, the
Cat was designed to be used with a graphic input device once Canon allowed
its dealers and marketers to admit that it was graphic-based. You quote a
paper, The Mac and Me, where did you see it? Did I send you a copy of the
draft? More recent versions (which I have not let out of my computer) are
more accurate as I learn more details from documents I keep on finding or get
sent. A big difference between the Mac and the Cat is that the former was
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designed to feel like a computer, the latter like an appliance.
My use of the PITS is from a short story about T.C. Pits (The Celebrated
Person In The Street), and you should cite that source. I will see if I can
remember who wrote it (Thurber?).
Your photo of a mock-up of an early Mac should have a caption mentioning that
that was just one of dozens of mockup, lest it give the impression that it is
a definitive expression of where the team thought we were going.
An interesting fact about both the Swyft- products and the Cat is that they
were essentially bug-free, which I attribute to the methods we used for
managing software development. As far as I know, no customer has ever
reported a bug in either.
It is not the case that none of the laptop cats exist. I have two, one is
still working. Did you mention that it came on instantly when you started
typing and that, like the present EPA suggestions for green machines, it
turned itself off when not in use? Another way that it was far ahead of its
time was in its strong object orientation. It also had what is now called a
"suite" of business applications long before the term was invented.
It is also not the case that companies that licensed some of the Cat
technology did nothing with it. There are still active projects at various
companies which may turn out products in the next year or two.
I do not wish to give the impression by listing these detailed comments that
I do not think well of your article. For someone who has never tried the
product, it is surprisingly good and accurate. Your research is commendable.
I will have to dig up the article on the Cat that I wrote a few years ago
which tells the same story from my inside perspective. And you really should
read the one technical article I published about the Cat (cited above) before
publication of your history; it is a primary source for technical details on
the interface. My view of the business side of the story of the Cat was told
in an article I wrote in Midnight Engineering magazine, another reference you
need to complete your research. (1990 "Venture Vultures" Midnight
Engineering Vol. 1 No. 2, pg. 55 ff Mar/Apr).
I do have tons of documentation and all the manuals. It would cost quite a
bit to reproduce the tForth manual and the Technical Documentation, and the
User Manual, perhaps 500 to 700 pages in all. Let me know what you want to
do.
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David Craig’s Reply to Jef Raskin’s Critique
Dear Jef:

30 June 1994

Thanks for the extensive replies to my Cat paper. I will try and get your comments and
corrections in the paper before its publication in the Historically Brewed journal. Some
replies to your replies follow:
> Shacklock
I "borrowed" this from your Apple Integer BASIC manual which I've had since 1978 or
so when I owned an Apple ][.
> If you are ever in the bay area, you should try the Cat
I would like that very much. I've corresponded with Owen Linzmayer, a Mac book
writer from SF, who said when he spoke with you about your role in the Mac project, he
also saw your Cat. FYI, he was very impressed with both the Cat and you. His book The
Mac Bathroom Reader should appear in August, you may want to get a copy since from
the drafts I've read it is very accurate.
> The ability to program directly in the interface was designed for third-party developers,
so that they would not have to buy as special development program
Great way of having a machine "programmer friendly"! Question: How many 3rd party
developers wrote anything for the Cat? I assume very few given the Cat's short life.
> I don't think you mean "platitudes"
Thanks for catching this - a big error on my part!
> It is certainly not the case that the Mac that came out was "totally opposite of Raskin's
ideas."
Correct (again). I guess I was being too general, a vice I believe your Mac 15 year history
paper takes exception to.
> You quote a paper, The Mac and Me, where did you see it?
I was sent a copy by a person with an interest in computer history. If what he did was
wrong I will tell him. If you _really_ want his name I can provide it, but don't want to
cause any problems.
> I learn more details from documents I keep on finding or get sent
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I have a rather extensive collection of Apple materials which I've collected since the
Apple ][ heydays. If you have any areas in mind that you want concrete info I may have
something. Eg I have extensive Lisa info ranging from the Lisa Product Introduction
Plan to various technical materials such as Bruce Daniel's 1984 paper The Architecture
of the Lisa Personal Computer for the IEEE.
> Your photo of a mock-up of an early Mac should have a caption mentioning that that
was just one of dozens of mockup
FYI, this is from your wonderful Selected Mac Project Papers: Feb 1980. Question: Do
you have any drawings or other photos of the various Macs you mocked-up? I think
these would be fascinating to see.
> Swyft- products and the Cat is that they were essentially bug-free, which I attribute to
the methods we used for managing software development
Great fact! Few computers can claim this. What methods did you use for your s/w
management? I've spoken with Doug McKenna who told me that the h/w and s/w
teams at IAI were very small, somewhere around 4-5 people in each group. Is this
correct? Concerning cat h/w and Apple, I recall reading that you said you stayed away
from Apple people due to legal reasons. How did you end up with Paul Baker as h/w
designer? I know of his role in the Lisa's h/w dev.
> laptop cats
Doug McKenna said none existed, thanks for the correction. It sounds like these were
well ahead of their time.
> not the case that companies that licensed some of the Cat technology did nothing with
it
Good to hear this. Again, Doug McKenna told me that the licenses expired recently on
these patents and that nothing had been done. Can you say anything in general about
what these companies are doing with Cat technology?
> For someone who has never tried the product, it is surprisingly good and accurate
Thanks. I work as a computer programmer, on the Mac in Santa Fe New Mexico, and as
such try and deal only with hard facts. I also like history and think that historical
reporting should be based soley on facts which can be documented. I'm always suprised
how many factual errors technically-oriented books contain (Steve Levy's books spring
to mind). Most of these errors can be fixed before publication by just contacting the
people involved in whatever you are writing about. That's why I contacted you.
> I do have tons of documentation and all the manuals
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I would love copies of anything you can spare. I would prefer the real thing, ie not
photocopies, buy if you can't spare any of these items I would be willing to purchase
photocopies from you. Naturally, I would pay for the copies and the postage. What
about machines themselves? If you have a Cat or SwyftCard that you don't want I
would gladly take them off your hands. I would pay for the postage of this stuff.
Thanks again for the reply and I will try to get what you've said into the final paper.
Good luck with your computing interests.
-- DAVID T CRAIG
-- End of Document --
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———————————————————————————
Jef Raskin’s 09 July 1994 Comments
———————————————————————————
( along with David Craig's reply )
David T. Craig -- CompuServe 71533,606
JEF RASKIN COMMENTS
Sender: raskinjef@aol.com
Received: from mail02.prod.aol.net by dub-img-2.compuserve.com (8.6.4/5.940406sam)
id LAA19537; Sat, 9 Jul 1994 11:44:19 -0400
From: <RaskinJef@aol.com>
Received: by mail02.prod.aol.net
(1.38.193.5/16.2) id AA07281; Sat, 9 Jul 1994 11:44:18 -0400
X-Mailer: America Online Mailer
Sender: "RaskinJef" <RaskinJef@aol.com>
Message-Id: <9407091144.tn192491@aol.com>
To: 71533.606@compuserve.com
Date: Sat, 09 Jul 94 11:44:15 EDT
Subject: cat article redux
1. I can send you a SwyftCard, send a self-addressed stamped package for a 3
X 5 or so PC board.
2. Two of the three Cat manuals are huge. I have only one copy of each and am
loathe to let them out of my hands. Then there are all our internal
development notes. This is a bookshelf full of stuff. If you have a friend in
this area who would want to copy them locally, I would be happy to cooperate.
I also have a filing cabinet with lots of early Mac stuff as well.
3. Our software development methods included detailed and specific
specifications (which sounds redundant but isn't), reading each other's code,
having a test routine for every subroutine (Forth Word in this case), and
very extensive commenting in the programs, which often reads like an essay
with an occasional line of code thrown in. We used a chief-programmer
organization and worked by "contract" (the programmers chose which parts of
the task they wanted to do, and estimated how long it would take. The tasks
were broken down into very small pieces that could be coded quickly and
understood readily, there were no sections of heroic size.).
Lastly, give credit to Brian Howard for turning up the Shacklock quote in the
first place.
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DAVID CRAIG'S REPLIES
Jef:

10 July 1994

Thanks for the continued Cat and Macintosh correspondence. FYI, I've updated the Cat
paper per your prior comments and will send you a copy of the printed article in
Historically Brewed. Due to a deadline I was unable to look at your Cat LEAP paper or
your vulture paper. I plan to update the Cat paper one more time and provide copies to
the Historical Computer Society (the maker of Historically Brewed) and the Computer
History Associated of California. I may send a copy of the final to the Apple Library so
that your "alma mater" will have some knowledge of what you did with your Post-Apple
life.
> I can send you a SwyftCard, send a self-addressed stamped package for a 3
X 5 or so PC board.
Will do. Would this include a SwyftCard manual? If not, I know someone with a SC
who could let me borrow the manual to make a copy.
> If you have a friend in this area who would want to copy them locally
I understand your reluctance to part with originals. I will see if I can get someone in the
SF area to maybe copy some of what you have.
> I also have a filing cabinet with lots of early Mac stuff as well
If you have your original Pascal memos I would like to see those. FYI, I have the source
code for UCSD P-System 1.5.
> software development methods
It sounds like you knew what you were doing. I've spoken with Doug McKenna who
mentioned a few of the Cat developers, his comments follow:
The Cat's software was written mostly in FORTH by Jim Straus (now at Global Village).
Parts of the software were written in 68000 assembly language by Jim Bumgardner. The
68000 assembler was itself written in FORTH.
Of these names who was the "chief-programmer"? I know Paul Baker was head of h/w
design. Who else was involved in the h/w and s/w design? I'm curious to know what
you had made in terms of technical docs. Do you have any h/w theory or s/w theory
docs on the Cat? I believe your SwyftCard manuals have this type of info. I assume you
have Cat h/w schematics. From your description of the Cat development process it
seems that the Cat s/w could be an excellent example of how to write software. Have you
given any thought to making this s/w public? It seems to me that this software could
provide some valuable lessons for other programmers. When I worked for a s/w dev
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company for several years I produced a short paper on the lessons I and the company
learned. Do you have something like this?
Concerning MAC AND ME, will this be a book? What is your schedule? From what I've
read so far you've done a great job and the stories you have to tell are fascianting.
Thanks again for the feedback. I hope my questions aren't a waste of your time.
-- David T. Craig
Jeff: 10 July 1994
Concerning your software development methods do you have any metrics on this
software? I'm curious to know a little about the architecture of this code since from what
you've said about this being bug-free it sounds like this is a great piece of software.
I'm looking for the following s/w info:
- FORTH object code size
- 68000 object code size
- FORTH word count
Some other not as technical questions follow. I hope you can answer these since some
may pertain to confidential/proprietary info.
- How long did it take to design the Cat s/w? Same for h/w?
- Was the Cat s/w-h/w original design followed closely? I.e. was the final Cat what you
had planned to make?
- Do you have any planning docs you can make available?
- How much did it cost to create the Cat s/w? Same for h/w? How does this compare to
other projects that you've been involved with (e.g. Apple projects)?
Do you have a listing of the word names from the source code? I'm looking for
something that something like the Pascal ProcNames utility would have produced for
FORTH.
-- David T. Craig
-- End of Document --
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CompuServe JEF RASKIN E-Mail
David T. Craig - 24 JULY 1994
736 Edgewater, Wichita, Kansas 67230 [316-733-0914]

Sender: raskinjef@aol.com
Received: from mail02.prod.aol.net by dub-img-2.compuserve.com (8.6.4/5.940406sam)
id CAA02909; Tue, 12 Jul 1994 02:44:47 -0400
From: <RaskinJef@aol.com>
Received: by mail02.prod.aol.net
(1.38.193.5/16.2) id AA15637; Tue, 12 Jul 1994 02:44:46 -0400
X-Mailer: America Online Mailer
Sender: "RaskinJef" <RaskinJef@aol.com>
Message-Id: <9407120244.tn296644@aol.com>
To: 71533.606@compuserve.com
Date: Tue, 12 Jul 94 02:44:04 EDT
Subject: -0-071533.606@compuserve.com
David,
Doug McKenna gave you a good start, here's the rest of the Information
Appliance programming team: The Chief Programmer was Jim Straus, to be sure.
A major part of the code was written by Forth expert Terry Holmes, along with
John Bumgarner and Jonathan Sand. I think that most of the code was written
by Holmes and Straus.
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The contract for the Canon Cat was signed about 11 months before the product
first appeared. The hardware development, including three custom chips, was
done in this time. Paul Baker led an extraordinary effort. The software was
written in this time though it had a head start via the SwyftCard
development. I had a lot of ideas about how reliable software could be
developed quickly, this project gave me a chance to test my theories of
software management, and they seemed to work very well in practice.
Your other questions will have to wait for a day when I have more time to
sort through the documents; if I spend too much time looking back I will
hardly have time to move forward with new work (which is much more exciting).
It was important to my reputation and potential for moving the field ahead
that I help correct the misleading reports that minimized my work at Apple,
but that is partly accomplished (thanks to people like yourself who are
digging out the facts).
As I said in my last note, I would be glad to cooperate in making files
available to serious historical research, but I probably should wait until I
retire if I am to do such myself. The problem with The Mac and Me is that it
seems to be too long for an article, too short for a book. I shall seek a
place for it in the next few months.
By the way, I hate Compuserve's use of numbers as names. Totally unmemorable.
We shouldn't have phone numbers either, but that's another discussion. Did
you see my review of Stross's book in this month's IEEE Spectrum? It has a
bit of history in it.
-- jef

Jef:

12 July 1994

Thanks again for rehashing what you may consider "ancient history". Given that my Cat
paper is "officially" done (i.e. its text has been added to the next addition of Historically
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Brewed's files) there is no rush on anything I may ask for relating to the Cat. I do want to
produce version 1.1 of this paper which would include your many helpful comments and
facts from your articles on the Cat and the venture vultures (I've ordered these from my
local library via inter-library loan -- I obtained your QuickDraw paper from Penn State this
way). If you can find your Cat history paper I would very much like a copy. I plan to place
this paper on the various info systems such as CompuServe and America On-Line.
> here's the rest of the Information Appliance programming team
Thanks. FYI, I've written Baker at Apple about the Cat and have yet to hear from him.
> It was important to my reputation and potential for moving the field ahead
that I help correct the misleading reports that minimized my work at Apple,
but that is partly accomplished (thanks to people like yourself who are
digging out the facts)
Glad I can be of some help in setting the historical record straight.
> The Mac and Me ... I shall seek a place for it in the next few months
I understand your reluctance to spend too much time on M&M. You may want to serialize
it in the Computer History Association of California. It produces a regular journal (The
Analytical Engine) covering California-based computing history. M&M may fit in well
here. You would retain the rights to your story. If interested, contact Mr. Kip Crosby at
CompuServe address 72341,2763. His home phone in El Cerrito CA is 510-527-7355. I'm a
member of this group and have enjoyed the AE issues (4 so far).
> I hate Compuserve's use of numbers as names
I totally agree. I use CIS' Information Manager which provides me with a list of names that
I click on. The address then appears in its box. As such, this lets me ignore these numbers.
Your INTERNET address is also in my CIS "phone book" so I don't need to remember it
either.
> see my review of Stross's book in this month's IEEE Spectrum
I haven't seen this, will check it out. I've read some of your copy in Wired and have liked
the reviews.
Concerning the Cat and what I believe is called "SWYFT Technology" why did you not
market the Cat after its Canon demise? I assume you held the rights to this technology
while Canon served basically as a seller.
-- David
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--- End of Document ---
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Sender: raskinjef@aol.com
Received: from mail04.mail.aol.com by arl-img-2.compuserve.com (8.6.9/5.940406sam)
id JAA02924; Mon, 26 Dec 1994 09:12:19 -0500
From: <RaskinJef@aol.com>
Received: by mail04.mail.aol.com
(1.38.193.5/16.2) id AA21999; Mon, 26 Dec 1994 09:09:16 -0500
Date: Mon, 26 Dec 1994 09:09:16 -0500
Message-Id: <941226090915_7313606@aol.com>
To: 71533.606@compuserve.com
Subject: old memo found
David:
Recently I discovered this memo from 1979. Thought you'd like to see it. I
have no objections if you want to use it in your magazine. What it reveals,
among other things, is that we at Apple didn't use higher-level languages
much in those days, worked without marketing plans or specifications, people
worked on software without review or management, and so on. There may have
been more to the memo originally, but if so I have not been able to find the
rest. If I do, I'll send it on.
SOFTWARE PLANNING AT APPLE
Jef Raskin 12 May 79
1. The difference between a program and a product.
While everybody can state the differences between a program and a product,
this fact of life is too often forgotten in the heat of creation. Just for
the sake of getting them down in phosphor, here are a few attributes that a
program must have to make it into a successful product:
a. Marketability.
It is the job of the marketing department to determine whether a product will
sell and be profitable or not. No product can be started unless there is some
reason to believe that it will be profitable, either directly as a
stand-alone sales item, or as an enhancement or part of some other product.
b. A clear definition. No job can be budgeted, scheduled nor have its market
analyzed unless it is known, in advance, of what that job consists. Without
clear definition, it is impossible to know how far a project has come along,
and in particular, it is impossible to know if and when it has been
completed. The clear definition allows the creation of
c. A written specification. A specification includes what is to be done,
including an outline of the methods to be used, a detailed explication of the
human interface, a list of the hardware required and the systems on which it
will or will not work, a list of the software and firmware with which it
interacts (or interferes) and, in the case of languages, a formal syntax and
as rigorous as possible semantics.
d. Maintainablility. A product will usually cost as much or more to maintain
over its life compared to the cost of producing it. Maintainability is
enhanced by adherence to programming standards, which must be uniform across
all kinds of programming whether system or application in nature. All
programs should be written in a higher-level language, and only those
portions that need extreme speed or compactness should be written in a

lower-level language, and then only after the algorithms have been checked
(if possible) in a higher-level language.
e. Audit trail. Every stage of the progress of a product must be documented,
all versions dated, every problem encountered committed to paper, signed and
dated. A master file of all transactions pertinent to the software must be
maintained.
f. Exposure. All stages of product development must be open to observation by
the company. No competent programmer or system analyst will fear the full
glare of observation by his or her peers. On the other hand, management must
be careful to allow people in creative positions (such as programming) some
time to pursue ideas that are not officially sanctioned. The fundamental idea
is that there should be no surprises.
g. Documentability. A product must be designed so that it can be documented
and explained to the level of user that marketing expects to be purchasing
it. Consistency is one of the prime requirements to make a product
documentable. This consistency must be maintained within a product and across
products as well.
h. Production. A software product, unlike a mere program, must be designed
with an eye open for questions of packaging and production, and must be
developed in conjunction with those whose responsibilties include these
areas.
2. The Unification of Software.
a. Software must be cumulative. Whenever the company has to rewrite a given
algorithm and cannot use earlier work, it is wasting time and money.
b. Minimize number of software systems. It is a disservice to our customers
and to the company itself to have a multiplicity of software systems.
END

Apple Directions magazine, Mar 95
Peter Bickford (AppleLink THE.DOKTOR)
"The Joys of Disambiguating"
Tog's idea of "disambiguating the input" was borrowed from earlier work by Jef
Raskin in order to solve this problem elegently.

CANON CAT INFORMATION
A Conversation with Jim Straus
10 April 1995
David Craig called JS today at JS' workplace
Global Village Communications, 1144 E. Arques Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086
GV phone number: 408.523.1000
JS phone number: 408.523.2139
JS e-mail: JimS@GlobalVillage.com
JS was involved with the Canon Cat's software development and had the following to
say:
•

S/w dev for Cat was done on the Cat itself. Originally the s/w was written on the
SwyftCard and its Apple //e host. Cat was not a good s/w dev environment,
though a user could go from the user editor to the Forth environment. Also not
good because lacked a source code configuration tool which complicated s/w builds
(JS was in charge of this integration).

•

5 people worked on the Cat's s/w:
Jim Straus
Jonathan Sands
Terry Holmes
John Baumgarner

high-level editor, leap, s/w integration
math calculations
low-level editing code
preferences, printer, modem

•

Implementing a Forth kernel on the Cat was fairly easy since the kernel was small.

•

Number of Forth words in the Cat ROM: ≈ 800-1000

•

Did not have s/w metrics on hand (eg # lines source code), would need to look
this stuff up in either the sources or the s/w dev notebook.

•

Has a Cat in the closet.

•

Has source code on disk and a notebook of s/w dev notes and structure
information. I asked if I could get a copy of this notebook, he said yes since there
was nothing here he could think of that was still proprietary.
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•

Thinks the Cat portable if it had become a commercial project (IAI ran out of
money before this could happen) would have been very successful. At that time
the laptop computers (eg Tandy Model 100) were new and doing well.

•

Thinks Cat's failure was due to Canon's Typewriter division which attempted to
sell the Cat but could not really understand what they had and the Cat didn't fit
into their typewriter strategy.

DC said he would send JS some of my Cat materials which he may like.
End of Document
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David T. Craig
941 Calle Mejia # 509, Santa Fe, NM 87501 USA
Home: 505.820.0358 CompuServe 71533,606
_______________________________________________________
ANDY IHNATKO
P.O. BOX 852
NORWOOD, MA 02062
Re: Apple Lisa, Apple Macintosh, Canon Cat information
Dear Andy:
Here are the Lisa mechanical drawings that you requested from me recently on CompuServe. I
hope these prove of use for your LisaAquarium project. When you complete this project I
would very much like to obtain a copy of the plans. Have you been able to contact James
Redhed about a Lisa? If not, I can with some digging get his phone number.
Concerning your MacAquarium plans, I searched on CIS and could not find them. I did a GO
MACUSER and ended up in the ZiffNet forum which I believe is MacUser’s forum. I searched
using the keyword MACAQUARIUM and it returned around 6,000 files as matching! I searched
also using your CIS user ID with same results. If you could e-mail a copy of the plans at your
convenience I would be very appreciative.
I’ve also enclosed several eclectic historical documents relating to the Lisa, Macintosh, and the
Cat. I think that if you have an interest in computer history some of this stuff will be
fascinating reading. If you’re unfamiliar with the Cat then I think it will be an eye-opener.
Raskin took his computer-human interface ideas that he developed over many years, mainly
while at Apple, and produced a rather remarkable computer in the mid-80’s. Unfortunately, his
ideas appear to have been about a decade ahead of their time. Fortunately, his computing ideas
are gaining favor now and maybe a Cat II will be produced by one of the portable makers.
Sincerely,

Encl: Lisa service manual (table of contents, Lisa 1 and 2 mechnical drawings)
The Architecture of the Lisa Personal Computer (Apple)
Apple Press Info: How Lisa Works
The Past, Present, and Future of the Macintosh Desktop
The Legacy of the Lisa (Tesler)
Lisa Product Introduction Plan (partial) (Apple)
An Interview with Wayne Rosing, Bruce Daniels, and Larry Tesler (BYTE)
Letter from Apple announcing Lisa phase-out
Apple’s Final Lisa Burial
Lisa Boot ROM listing - modification history section
The Legacy of the Apple Lisa Personal Computer: An Outsider’s View (Feb 93)
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The Genesis and History of the Macintosh Project (Raskin)
Macintosh Research Project: Progress Report of July 1980 (Raskin)
The Macintosh Project: Selected Papers (partial) (Raskin et al)
Macintosh’s Other Designers (BYTE)
Canon Cat: A Spiritual Heir to the Macintosh
Canon’s Cat Computer: The Real Macintosh (Jun 94) (DTC)
Canon Cat Comments by Ezra Shapiro (Oct 94)
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David T. Craig
941 Calle Mejia # 509, Santa Fe, NM 87501 USA
Home: 505.820.0358 CompuServe 71533,606
_______________________________________________________
DOUG CLAPP
4312 BRANSON ST.
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55424
Re: Apple Lisa, Apple Macintosh, Canon Cat information
Mr. Clapp:
Recently I had the pleasure of reading your book The Macintosh Reader. As a Macintosh and Lisa owner
and programmer since 1984 I found your book historically and technically interesting.
I noticed a few errors in the book relating to historical facts that I would like to bring to your attention. I
know some of these are contained in portions of the book that were written by others, but nevertheless these
are factual errors that you should have checked before including them. None of these errors to me seem to
cause any major problems, but I’m a stickler for accurate facts :-)
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

p20 Tessler is spelled Tesler (many authors seemed to misspell his name)
p21 As far as I know the Xerox Alto and its Smalltalk environment did not have icons. Icons were a
later addition that Xerox created for the Xerox Star (a.k.a. Dorado) for its StarWare environment. As
such, the icons that the Apple people later incorporated into the Lisa were independently developed
by Apple. FWIW, Larry Tesler, who gave Apple its Smalltalk demos, does not recall whether he used
an Alto or a Dorado. Alan Kay, who attended the demos, claims that a Dorado was used. I tend to
agree with Kay since from my knowledge of the Alto system it was a very limited environment for the
memory hogging Smalltalk so the Dorado would most likely have been used for third party demos
since it had more memory and ran much faster.
p23 The Apple ///’s operating system software (SOS) was called both Sara’s Operating System and
Sophisticated Operating System, not System Operating Software. Sara was the ///’s development
code name. Given the ///’s introductory problems SOS could also be read from a nautical
perspective (save our ship).
p24 The Lisa planning document that you refer to was called the Lisa Marketing Requirements
Document (MRD) and was written by Trip Hawkins and two others. Steve Jobs did not have a hand
in this.
p33 Howkins (paragraph 3) should be spelled Hawkins.
p36 The Lisa division name was Personal Office Systems, not Professional Office Systems.
p53 Your reference to 65K chips should be 64K. This section highlights a key controversy within
Apple concerning the Macintosh’s features which I don’t think you discussed fully. Many people
within Apple who were not directly involved with the Macintosh’s development thought the
Macintosh should have more memory and access to external disk drives, either floppies or hard
drives (see the Mac Desktop paper for comments from one Apple person). In my opinion the
Macintosh development team was too involved in developing the machine and not involved enough in
making certain that what they were creating was truly useful. Also, the number of people involved
with Macintosh were rather small until late in the development cycle so their input would tend to be
ignored if it required extensive system modifications. Jef Raskin should also be blamed a little for this
situation since he originally designed the Macintosh as a very low-end machine which would have
minimal storage resources (his early plans called for a 64K machine with 32K of ROM that would
support a bitmapped display but which only displayed text). As Macintosh grew into a mini-Lisa
Raskin’s original ideas became less viable, but he did not seem to alert people to the mismatch before
his early 82 departure from Apple.

There is one other Lisa fact that may interest you and which I don’t recall seeing in your book. “LISA” was
the internal code name that became the machine’s final name when Apple publicly introduced it in early
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1983. To give an official meaning to this name someone at Apple came up with the notion that LISA meant
“Local Integrated Software Architecture.” Some at Apple were wanting to call Lisa the Apple IV, but this
seemed too technical and was not used. Another interesting fact relates to Apple’s implementation of
Smalltalk on the Lisa around 1980. In one of the Xerox Smalltalk books there is a detailed report by Apple
about their work with Lisa Smalltalk and another Xerox ST book includes a photo of the Lisa running ST.
I’ve also enclosed several eclectic historical documents relating to the Lisa, Macintosh, and the Canon Cat, Jef
Raskin’s Macintosh successor. I think you may find some of this fascinating reading if you’ve not seen it
before. Raskin’s Macintosh history paper is great. If you’re unfamiliar with the Cat then I think it will be an
eye-opener. Raskin took his computer-human interface ideas that he developed over many years, mainly
while at Apple, and produced a rather remarkable computer in the mid-80’s. Unfortunately, his ideas
appear to have been about a decade ahead of their time. Fortunately, his computing ideas are gaining favor
now and maybe a Cat II will be produced by one of the portable makers. As you can tell I have a rather
extensive collection of Apple-related materials that I’ve collected since around 1977 when I used an Apple ][
in high school. This collection includes a complete set of Raskin’s Macintosh memos (around 170 pages),
tons of technical stuff on the Lisa (including a list of the 100 or so people who developed the Lisa and their
areas of responsibility), and much material on the Canon Cat machine and the Cat’s prototype SwyftCard.
Concerning Jef Raskin you may be interested in his Macintosh history document The Mac and Me. I’ve seen
a draft copy of this 40+ pages paper and found it fascinating reading. If you’d like to see a copy of this
contact Raskin at I believe the internet address JefRaskin@aol.com.
There is a recent Macintosh book by Owen Linzmayer, The Mac Bathroom Reader, that I highly recommend.
I think Linzmayer has produced the most accurate Apple technical history to-date. Linzmayer has copies of
the book he can sell if you want to obtain a copy directly from him. His e-mail addresses are AppleLink
“Owen”, AOL “Owen Ink”, and CompuServe 7133,3152.
Good luck with your writing work. I’m looking forward to your future Macintosh books.
Sincerely,
_________________________
David T. Craig

Encl:

The Architecture of the Lisa Personal Computer (Apple)
Apple Press Info: How Lisa Works
The Past, Present, and Future of the Macintosh Desktop
The Legacy of the Lisa (Tesler)
Lisa history letter from Trip Hawkins (94)
Lisa Product Introduction Plan (partial) (Apple)
Letter from Apple announcing Lisa phase-out
Apple’s Final Lisa Burial
The Legacy of the Apple Lisa Personal Computer: An Outsider’s View (Feb 93)
The Genesis and History of the Macintosh Project (Raskin)
Macintosh Research Project: Progress Report of July 1980 (Raskin)
The Macintosh Project: Selected Papers (partial) (Raskin et al memos)
Macintosh’s Other Designers (BYTE)
Canon Cat: A Spiritual Heir to the Macintosh
Canon’s Cat Computer: The Real Macintosh (Jun 94) (DTC)
Canon Cat Comments by Ezra Shapiro (Oct 94)
Information Appliance Inc. Trade Secrets
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IAI STUFF
MON, JUL 31, 1995, 09:05 PM
DAVID T CRAIG, 71533,606
DOUG MCKENNA, INTERNET:RESORCERER@AOL.COM

DOUG,
THANKS FOR TALKING WITH ME TODAY CONCERNING THE CANON CAT AND IAI.
THIS IS A REMINDER THAT I'M INTERESTED IN OBTAINING AT YOUR CONVENIENCE A
COPY
OF THE IAI BUSINESS PLAN AND HOPEFULLY ALSO THE CAT FORTH PROGRAMMING
NOTEBOOK
YOU MENTIONED. I WILL GLADLY PAY FOR COPIES OF THESE AND THEIR SHIPPING
COSTS
TO ME. IF YOU DON'T WANT TO HASSLE COPYING THEM I WOULD BE WILLING TO COPY
THEM AND RETURN THE ORIGINALS TO YOU PROMPTLY.
GOOD LUCK WITH RESORCERER.
-DAVID CRAIG
941 CALLE MEJIA # 509
SANTA FE, NM 87501
VOICE: 505.820.0358
INTERNET:71533.606@COMPUSERVE.COM

David T. Craig
941 Calle Mejia # 509, Santa Fe, NM 87501 USA
Home: 505.820.0358 Internet: 71533.606@compuserve.com
_______________________________________________________
MS. PAM LAU
APPLE COMPUTER, INC.
LIBRARY
10381 BANDLEY DRIVE
CUPERTINO, CA 95014
Re: Historical Macintosh development materials (ca. 1979-81)
Dear Ms. Lau:
You may recall that over the years I’ve contacted the Apple Library about various matters and
have received several interesting documents from you. Enclosed are a few historical
Macintosh development materials that I’ve had for a while and thought may interest the
library.
These materials pertain to the pre-Steve Jobs Macintosh project which Jef Raskin headed. As
such, these materials may provide people interested in the Macintosh’s early development
history with a fair number of facts about this period. The enclosed materials consist mainly
of Raskin’s Macintosh project memos from 79-80. Also present is a Macintosh history paper
by Raskin and a progress report from 1980. The QuickDraw materials describe the origins of
QuickDraw and how it obtained its name.
Sincerely,
_________________________
David T. Craig
Encl: Macintosh Genesis and History (Jef Raskin)
Macintosh Progress Report: July 1980 (Jef Raskin)
Jef Raskin’s Macintosh memos (170 pages)
The Etymology of QuickDraw
A few pages from Jef Raskin’s Quick-Draw thesis
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David T. Craig
941 Calle Mejia # 509, Santa Fe, NM 87501 USA
Home: 505.820.0358 Internet: 71533.606@compuserve.com
_______________________________________________________
MR. DOUG McKENNA
MATHEMAESTHETICS, INC.
P.O. BOX 290
BOULDER, CO 80306-0298
Re: SwyftCard BYTE review
Dear Doug:
Enclosed is a review from BYTE magazine of the SwyftCard. I came across this recently and
thought I’d send a copy your way.
Concerning the IAI business plan, if you find a copy I would very much like to see it.
Best of luck with your Macintosh work.
Sincerely,
_________________________
David T. Craig
Encl: SwyftCard BYTE review, Sep 1985, p37
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David T. Craig
941 Calle Mejia # 509, Santa Fe, NM 87501 USA
Home: 505.820.0358 Internet: 71533.606@compuserve.com
_______________________________________________________
MR. JEF RASKIN
8 GYPSY HILL
PACIFICA, CA 94044
Re: SwyftCard BYTE review
Dear Jef:
I hope this letter finds you busy putting the finishing touches on your UI book. From what
I’ve heard from Doug McKenna the book sounds great.
Enclosed is a review from BYTE magazine of the SwyftCard. I came across this recently and
thought I’d send a copy your way.
Best of luck with your current computer work.
Sincerely,
_________________________
David T. Craig
Encl: SwyftCard BYTE review, Sep 1985, p37
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David T. Craig
941 Calle Mejia # 509, Santa Fe, NM 87501 USA
Home: 505.820.0358 Internet: 71533.606@compuserve.com
_______________________________________________________
MR. JIM STRAUS
GLOBAL VIALLAGE COMMUNICATIONS
1144 E. ARQUES AVE.
SUNNYVALE, CA 94086
Re: SwyftCard BYTE review
Dear Jim:
You may recall that I contacted you a while back concerning your work with the IAI
SwyftCard and the Cat computer.
Enclosed is a review from BYTE magazine of the SwyftCard. I came across this recently and
thought I’d send a copy your way.
Concerning your Cat technical materials, I’m still interested in seeing a copy if possible. If
you have a disk copy of the Cat source code I would also love a copy of this.
Best of luck with your GV work.
Sincerely,
_________________________
David T. Craig
Encl: SwyftCard BYTE review, Sep 1985, p37
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David T. Craig
941 Calle Mejia # 509, Santa Fe, NM 87501 USA
Home: 505.820.0358 Internet: 71533.606@compuserve.com
_______________________________________________________
MS. CAROLINE ROSE
EDITOR, DEVELOP MAGAZINE
APPLE COMPUTER, INC.
1 INFINITE LOOP
CUPERTINO, CA 95014-6299
Re: Old Macintosh materials
Dear Ms. Rose:
Thanks for the e-mail recently concerning pre-1984 Inside Macintosh chapters. I’m looking
forward to obtaining whatever you find at your convenience. The 82 QuickDraw chapter
sounds very interesting.
Enclosed are a few Macintosh materials from the Jef Raskin Macintosh era that may interest
you. If you’re interested in this stuff you may want to look at some Raskin memos I’ve sent
to the Apple Library. These include a description of how Raskin organized the early
Macintosh memos.
Best of luck with your develop work.
Sincerely,
_________________________
David T. Craig
Encl: Macintosh Genesis and History (Jef Raskin)
Macintosh Progress Report: July 1980 (Jef Raskin)
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David T. Craig
941 Calle Mejia # 509, Santa Fe, NM 87501 USA
Home: 505.820.0358 Internet: 71533.606@compuserve.com
_______________________________________________________
MR. CHRIS ESPINOSA
APPLE COMPUTER, INC.
1 INFINITE LOOP
CUPERTINO, CA 95014-6299
Re: Jef Raskin’s Macintosh memos
Dear Mr. Espinosa:
You may recall speaking to me around the beginning of this year concerning your
work with early Macintosh documentation (e.g. QuickDraw).
I’m writing to tell you that I’ve placed a copy of Raskin’s Macintosh memos in the
Apple Library. I sent them to Pam Lau. I recall that when we spoke you had
expressed an interest in these memos.
Best of luck with your current Apple-Taligent work.
Sincerely,
_________________________
David T. Craig
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David T. Craig
941 Calle Mejia # 509, Santa Fe, NM 87501 USA
Home: 505.820.0358 Internet: 71533.606@compuserve.com
_______________________________________________________
MR. JEF RASKIN
8 GYPSY HILL
PACIFICA, CA 94044
Re: Inside Macintosh writing standard
Dear Jef:
Recently I obtained from Caroline Rose a copy of an early writing standard for the Inside Macintosh
chapters. Since you were involved with this area before your departure from Apple in early 1982 I
thought I would send a copy your way.
Also enclosed is an article I came across recently concerning usability engineering that may interest
you.
Best of luck with your GUI book. Last I heard you were attempting to finish it.
Sincerely,
_________________________
David T. Craig

Encl.: Inside Macintosh Writer's Guide, Caroline Rose, 2/26/85
Is Usability Engineering Really Worth It?, IEEE Software,
Nov 1993, p90

P.S.: You may be interested to know that recently I sent the Apple Library copies of all the Mac
memos I have from 1981 (aorund 170 pages of stuff). As such, Mac researchers should now know
more about your Mac contributions.
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David T. Craig
941 Calle Mejia # 509, Santa Fe, NM 87501 USA
Home: 505.820.0358 Internet: 71533.606@compuserve.com
_______________________________________________________
Neil J. Salkind
734 Indiana Street
Lawrence, KS 66044
Re: Jef Raskin and the Macintosh information

Dear Neil:
Enclosed are some documents relating to the Macintosh computer and Jef Raskin that may interest you
and which you may keep. You may recall that I mentioned these to you on CompuServe in September
and on 20 Sep you sent me your mailing address for this material.
You may also find of some interest my Canon Cat paper since it attempts to show the relationship
between the Cat computer and Raskin’s original Macintosh system.
Best of luck with your current activities in Lawrence. FWIW, I lived in KC for several years and
visisted Lawrence many times.
Sincerely,
_________________________
David T. Craig
Encl:

The Genesis and History of the Macintosh Project (Raskin, 1981)
Macintosh Research Project: Progress Report of July 1980 (Raskin)
Canon’s Cat Computer: The Real Macintosh (DTC, June 1984)
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David T. Craig
941 Calle Mejia # 509, Santa Fe, NM 87501 USA
Home: 505.820.0358 Internet: 71533.606@compuserve.com
_____________________________________________________________

JEF RASKIN
8 GYPSY HILL
PACIFICA, CA 94044
Re: Macintosh as a toaster

Dear Jef:
I came across the following comments by Caroline Rose about the Macintosh that I thought may
interest you. Best of luck with your current activities.

Sincerely,
_________________________
David T. Craig
Encl:

Editor’s Note, Develop magazine, issue 23, Sept. 1995, p2
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From: Jim Straus, INTERNET:jims@globalvillag.com
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Thu, Jan 11, 1996, 10:19 PM
RE: Canon Cat
Sender: jims@globalvillag.com
Received: from pmail.globalvillag.com (pmail.globalvillag.com
[192.187.202.60]) by arl-img-2.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id AAA02279; Fri, 12 Jan 1996 00:14:40 -0500
Received: from [140.174.222.1] ([140.174.222.1]) by
pmail.globalvillag.com with SMTP id <149602>; Thu, 11 Jan 1996 21:13:38
-0800
X-Sender: jims@globalvillag.com (Unverified)
Message-Id: <v02140400ad1b9b678229@[198.93.136.129]>
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
Date:
Thu, 11 Jan 1996 21:08:19 -0800
To: David T Craig <71533.606@compuserve.com>
From: jims@globalvillag.com (Jim Straus)
Subject: Canon Cat
Hi David I remember your interest in the Canon Cat. I don't know if you are
still
interested in the machine, but I found a local used equipment store that
has one. If you have any interest in the machine, drop me a line, and I
can pick it up and arrange to ship it to you.
-Jim Straus
----Jim Straus
jims@globalvillage.com

Distribution:
David T Craig 71533,606
From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: Jim Straus, INTERNET:jims@globalvillag.com
Date: Fri, Jan 12, 1996, 08:41 PM
RE: Canon Cat
Jim,
> I remember your interest in the Canon Cat. I don't know if you are
still
interested in the machine, but I found a local used equipment store that
has one. If you have any interest in the machine, drop me a line, and I
can pick it up and arrange to ship it to you.
Yes, I'm still very much interested in the Cat and would love to obtain
one, even if it didn't work. How much does it cost?
I'm also interested in obtaining a copy of whatever Cat technical
materials you still have. I recall you said you had a notebook with

Forth info. If you also have the source to the Cat's ROM I would like
that also. I'm still plannning on revising my Cat paper but have been
busy for other stuff for th past many months.
Nice to hear from you, thanks for remembering my Cat interest. FYI, I
received a nice e-mail from Jef Raskin around Christmas. He's still
busy with his HI interests. I believe he has a HI book out now or soon.
-David Craig
941 Calle Mejia #1006
Santa Fe, NM 87501
home voice (505) 820-0358

> I am very sympathetic to your observation that our
apparently fast, powerful, and capacious machines are slow and cumbersome. I
am writing on a 36 Mbyte 66 MHz 68040 and it is slower to use than my 384K 16
MHz 68000 Cat. <
I don't think this situation will change in the near future, alas :-(
> I keep on trying to wake up the industry. Thanks for the support. <
I think you would need a very large alarm clock to wake up this industry. Thanks for coming
up with neat ideas that I can support.
-David
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From: INTERNET:JefRaskin@aol.com, INTERNET:JefRaskin@aol.com
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Tue, Dec 26, 1995, 11:22 AM
Subject: H. New Year
Sender: jefraskin@aol.com
Received: from emout04.mail.aol.com (emout04.mail.aol.com [198.81.10.12]) by dub-img5.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id NAA13015; Tue, 26 Dec 1995 13:15:10 -0500
From: <JefRaskin@aol.com>
Received: by emout04.mail.aol.com (8.6.12/8.6.12) id NAA17209 for
71533.606@compuserve.com; Tue, 26 Dec 1995 13:15:09 -0500
Date: Tue, 26 Dec 1995 13:15:09 -0500
Message-ID: <951226131508_79146536@emout04.mail.aol.com>
To: 71533.606@compuserve.com
Subject: H. New Year
David,
Forgive me for not answering your last note sooner. I do have a copy of The
Trouble With Computers.
Your WHAT IF question about what the computer industry today would be like
is, of course, unanswerable. I try to not bother myself with untestable
propositions. But I am very sympathetic to your observation that our
apparently fast, powerful, and capacious machines are slow and cumbersome. I
am writing on a 36 Mbyte 66 MHz 68040 and it is slower to use than my 384K 16
MHz 68000 Cat.
I keep on trying to wake up the industry. Thanks for the support.
-- jef

From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: INTERNET:JefRaskin@aol.com, INTERNET:JefRaskin@aol.com
Date: Wed, Jan 3, 1996, 11:36 PM
Subject: H. New Year
Jef,
Happy New Year :-)
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From: Jim Straus, INTERNET:jims@globalvillag.com
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Sat, Jan 13, 1996, 08:43 PM
RE: Re: Canon Cat
Sender: jims@globalvillag.com
Received: from pmail.globalvillag.com (pmail.globalvillag.com [192.187.202.60]) by
arl-img-2.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id WAA21193; Sat, 13 Jan 1996 22:33:15 -0500
Received: from [140.174.222.1] ([140.174.222.1]) by pmail.globalvillag.com with
SMTP id <150337>; Sat, 13 Jan 1996 19:32:18 -0800
X-Sender: jims@globalvillag.com (Unverified)
Message-Id: <v02140400ad1e20851496@[140.174.222.1]>
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
Date:
Sat, 13 Jan 1996 19:26:54 -0800
To: David T Craig <71533.606@compuserve.com>
From: jims@globalvillag.com (Jim Straus)
Subject: Re: Canon Cat
David >Yes, I'm still very much interested in the Cat and would love to obtain one,
>even if it didn't work. How much does it cost?
It does work (I tried it at the store). It was going into a scrap pile,
but I asked that they hold it until Monday while I got hold of you. I can
probably pick it up for something like $20 or so. I will do so next week.
How would you like it shipped? UPS ground would be cheapest. I can scale
all the way up to FedEx next day if you want (at some exhorbatant cost, I'm
sure).
>I'm also interested in obtaining a copy of whatever Cat technical materials you
>still have. I recall you said you had a notebook with Forth info. If you also
>have the source to the Cat's ROM I would like that also. I'm still
>plannning on
>revising my Cat paper but have been busy for other stuff for th past many
>months.
Yes, I do. I'll see what I can do about copying the notebook.
sure I have the ROM sources.

I'm not

>Nice to hear from you, thanks for remembering my Cat interest. FYI, I received
>a nice e-mail from Jef Raskin around Christmas. He's still busy with his HI
>interests. I believe he has a HI book out now or soon.
I'll have to check at the book store. Bruce Tognazini has just released a
book "Tog on Software Design" that has at least a mention of the Canon Cat.
-Jim Straus
----Jim Straus
jims@globalvillage.com

Distribution:
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From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: Jim Straus, INTERNET:jims@globalvillag.com
Date: Sun, Jan 14, 1996, 09:05 PM
RE: Re: Canon Cat
Jim,
> I can
probably pick it up for something like $20 or so. I will do so next week.
How would you like it shipped? UPS ground would be cheapest. I can scale
all the way up to FedEx next day if you want (at some exhorbatant cost, I'm
sure).
Yes, please buy the Cat for $20 and ship it via UPS ground.
Send me a mailing address for you and I will send off the money to pay for the Cat
and the shipping. Do you want anything for your time?
> I'll see what I can do about copying the notebook.
sure I have the ROM sources.

I'm not

Anything you could copy from your Cat notebook would be much appreciated. If you
don't have the Cat ROM source, who does? I've corresponded with Jef and he said
he didn't have them. I will gladly pay for the copying and shipping of any Cat
docs you can send my way.
Thanks very much for going to the trouble to help me get hold of a Cat.
that works too :-)
Best of luck in '96 at GV.
-David Craig
941 Calle Mejia # 1006
Santa Fe, NM 87501
home voice (505) 820-0358

And one

From: Ezra Shapiro, INTERNET:cd001387@interramp.com
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Mon, Jan 15, 1996, 11:26 PM
RE: addresses and stuff
Sender: cd001387@interramp.com
Received: from smtp1.interramp.com (smtp1.interramp.com [38.8.45.2]) by
dub-img-4.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id BAA11798; Tue, 16 Jan 1996 01:14:55 -0500
Received: from [38.11.221.70] by smtp1.interramp.com (8.6.12/SMI-4.1.3PSI-irsmtp)
id BAA13194; Tue, 16 Jan 1996 01:14:50 -0500
X-Sender: ezra@pop3.interramp.com
Message-Id: <v02120d02ad20e3695120@[38.11.221.70]>
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
Date: Mon, 15 Jan 1996 22:17:27 -0700
To: David Thomas Craig <71533.606@compuserve.com>
From: cd001387@interramp.com (Ezra Shapiro)
Subject: addresses and stuff
Hi, David.
First, note the new electronic address above. Sigh. I keep changing
service providers, hoping to find a decent one. This is now an ISDN
line; we'll see how it goes.
Second, my street address has changed, too, but I doubt that it's
germane at this point.
Third, do you have current info for getting in touch with Jef Raskin,
electronic or otherwise? The last (and only) address I had for him, at
raskin@well.sf.ca.us, seems to be defunct now. I really would rather
not lose contact with him. . . .
Thanks!
-Ezra
-cd001387@interramp.com
eshapiro@huey.csun.edu
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From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: Ezra Shapiro, INTERNET:cd001387@interramp.com
Date: Tue, Jan 16, 1996, 06:36 PM
RE: addresses and stuff
Ezra,
Nice to hear from you.

Hope all is well with your writing efforts.

> do you have current info for getting in touch with Jef Raskin,
electronic or otherwise?
JefRaskin@aol.com
He also lives in Pacifica, CA so if you need to contact him you could
always call directory assistance to get his home number.
FWIW, I may be a Cat owner soon. I was contacted by a former AIA
programmer who came across one in a used computer store and said he
would buy it for me for $15. I'm looking forward to it very much.
-David

From: INTERNET:Regnirps@aol.com, INTERNET:Regnirps@aol.com
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Tue, Jan 16, 1996, 05:24 PM
RE: Cat
Sender: regnirps@aol.com
Received: from mail06.mail.aol.com (mail06.mail.aol.com [152.163.172.108]) by arlimg-3.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id RAA23443; Tue, 16 Jan 1996 17:34:02 -0500
From: <Regnirps@aol.com>
Received: by mail06.mail.aol.com (8.6.12/8.6.12) id RAA15926 for
71533.606@compuserve.com; Tue, 16 Jan 1996 17:13:53 -0500
Date: Tue, 16 Jan 1996 17:13:53 -0500
Message-ID: <960116171350_62684147@mail06.mail.aol.com>
To: 71533.606@compuserve.com
Subject: Cat
Dear Mr. Craig,
I was talking to Jim Straus to day and he mentioned your interest in the
Canon Cat. I have a couple of em and know where there is a good condition
Cat printer. I also have all the apprearence drawings for several
generations of concept work from the beginning of the company through the
notebook computer.
You really need a picture of the thin 7" crt model Swyft (I think John
Bumgarner has it). I have a transparent 7" crt Swyft used for temperature
measurements and a couple of the rubber mold pre-production Swyfts.
I could send pictures of the art work if you are interested.
Charlie Springer
Distribution:
71533,606
From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: INTERNET:Regnirps@aol.com, INTERNET:Regnirps@aol.com
Date: Tue, Jan 16, 1996, 06:44 PM
RE: Cat
Charlie,
Thanks very much for the correspondence concerning the Canon Cat.
> I have a couple of em and know where there is a good condition
Cat printer.
I would be interested in buying a Cat. Jim Straus said he would get me one, but I
would like a second Cat at least as a spare parts machine. If you're willing to
sell a Cat cheap I would like to get it. How much do you want?
> I also have all the apprearence drawings for several
generations of concept work from the beginning of the company through the
notebook computer.
I would love to have copies of this stuff and whatever else you have in your
possession concerning the Swyft, SwyftCard, Cat, or notebook systems. I've
written a paper about the Cat about a year or so ago and have always wanted to

update it to have some really neat technical info and
illustrations/drawings/photos. I am more than willing to pay for the copis and
their shipping.
Your name was familiar so I looked in my SwyftCard manual and read that you
"Charlie Springer contributed his technical know-how". What "know-how" did you
contribute? Was it software, hardware, or meatware (i.e. user interface stuff)?
Thanks again for the correspondence.
former IAI alumnus.

It is always a pleasure corresponding with a

-David Craig
941 Calle Mejia # 1006
Santa Fe, NM 87501
home voice (505) 820-0358
From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: INTERNET:Regnirps@aol.com, INTERNET:Regnirps@aol.com
Date: Tue, Jan 16, 1996, 06:46 PM
RE: Cat
Charlie,
>know where there is a good condition Cat printer
Can any printer work with the Cat? If not, then I would be interested in this
printer. I have an extra Apple ImageWriter serial printer, will this work?
-David

From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: Jef Raskin (2), JefRaskin@aol.com
Date: Wed, Jan 17, 1996, 10:25 PM
RE: Canon Cat hardware info
Jef,
I'm trying to locate any detailed hardware information about the Cat and
hope you have some that I could obtain a copy of.
I'm specifically looking for the following:
o
o
o

Schematics
Repair manual
Design documents for the h/w

I will gladly pay for the photocopying and shipping charges.
Regards,
David
Distribution:
Jef Raskin (2) JefRaskin@aol.com

From: INTERNET:Regnirps@aol.com, INTERNET:Regnirps@aol.com
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Tue, Jan 16, 1996, 11:28 PM
RE: Re: Cat
Sender: regnirps@aol.com
Received: from emout05.mail.aol.com (emout05.mail.aol.com [198.81.10.37]) by dubimg-1.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id BAA09647; Wed, 17 Jan 1996 01:20:37 -0500
From: <Regnirps@aol.com>
Received: by emout05.mail.aol.com (8.6.12/8.6.12) id BAA22753 for
71533.606@compuserve.com; Wed, 17 Jan 1996 01:20:13 -0500
Date: Wed, 17 Jan 1996 01:20:13 -0500
Message-ID: <960117002051_62998989@emout05.mail.aol.com>
To: 71533.606@compuserve.com
Subject: Re: Cat
The Cat printer is a nifty daisywheel with a sheet feeder. It took two
wheels. A 10 and a 12 pt or was it 12 and 14? Maybe there were more. With
the strike once ribbon it printed very good text.
I worked on a bunch of stuff. I joined the company on the last day it
occupied Jef Raskins shed and moved to downtown Palo Alto. I was a forth
programmer and instrument designer type guy and did a lot of different stuff.
For instance, I introduced the Bayer-Moore search algorithm that eveolved
into the super fast edde search for leaping. I "brought-up" the first swyft
proto (6502 based) with a simple Forth and font for human factor testing (7"
screen). I also put a bunch of Cats in the Stanford administration for beta
test. We had a bunch of very cool wooden computers built by our model maker,
Ralph Voorhees, who had been a member of the team that built first flight
craft at Lockheed. I did a lot of product testing and some advertising copy
writing -- some in the Canon brochure, and found the only serious bug in the
final version of the Cat. The system was so well conceptualized and
understood by the team that it took me over an hour to explain what was wrong
and convince them it actually happened. I don't recall exactly what it was,
but something like if you save ("disk") with highlighted text and then erase
or delete the text and go home for the night, and put a fresh disk in in the
moring, when the screen turns on you see a copy of the stuff you thought you
erased. It turns out that any new user naturally mimics part of the "copyup"
procedure; something the team members would never do by accident. It
confused the daylights out of em. The cure is to put a little line of text
on all your disketts so there are no unformated blank ones around.
I'll ask about the printer. My two Cats are in storage.
if I am going to be near them in about a week.
Charlie
Distribution:
71533,606
From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: INTERNET:Regnirps@aol.com, INTERNET:Regnirps@aol.com
Date: Wed, Jan 17, 1996, 09:57 PM
RE: Re: Cat

I'll let you know

Charlie,
> Cat printer
If you have one I would like it if its going for a reasonable price.
of your Cats.

Same for one

> I worked on a bunch of stuff
Thanks very much for the detailed "resume". I've found the Cat (and Swyft
technology in general) to be fascinating, at least so far from a reading
perspective. I'm looking very forward to actually sitting down in front of a Cat
and using it.
Copies of any technical materials or details that you have would be very welcomed
by me. I'm wanting to update my Cat paper and would like to include commentary
about whatever tech stuff I can get my hands on. If you would like a copy of my
earlier paper send my a USPS mailing address.
> The system was so well conceptualized and
understood by the team that it took me over an hour to explain what was wrong
and convince them it actually happened.
Great story! From Raskin I've gotten this same impression about the Cat's quality
and its quality control. If you have the source code to either the SwyftCard or
the Cat I would very much like to see a copy. Raskin has said that this code was
very well written and well commented. A sample or two or the Cat source in my Cat
paper (which also has a section on the SwyftCard) would be great.
Thanks again for the neat Cat/IAI info.
Regards,
David

Fascinating stuff!

From: Jim Straus, INTERNET:jims@globalvillag.com
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Sat, Jan 20, 1996, 08:39 PM
RE: Re: Canon Cat
Sender: jims@globalvillag.com
Received: from pmail.globalvillag.com (pmail.globalvillag.com [192.187.202.60]) by
arl-img-5.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id WAA24815; Sat, 20 Jan 1996 22:29:44 -0500
Received: from [140.174.222.1] ([140.174.222.1]) by pmail.globalvillag.com with
SMTP id <149254>; Sat, 20 Jan 1996 19:28:44 -0800
Message-Id: <v02140b00ad2761336a4f@[198.93.136.129]>
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
Date:
Sat, 20 Jan 1996 19:23:29 -0800
To: David T Craig <71533.606@compuserve.com>
From: jims@globalvillag.com (Jim Straus)
Subject: Re: Canon Cat
Hi David As I mentioned, I got the Cat for $15, and I shipped it today. Boy is
Mailboxes Etc expensive. In any case, they are shipping it (double boxed)
UPS ground. Should be there next thursday or so. The total to Mailboxes
Etc was $58.29 ($20.12 for shipping, $25 for packing material, $11 for
packing service, $2.17 tax). That gives a total of $73.29 for the Cat.
Still not bad compared to it's price new. In any case, the UPS tracking
number is 6266 219 064 1 and you can call 800-457-4022 to track it.
-Jim Straus
----Jim Straus
140 Huckleberry Trail
Woodside CA 94062
----Jim Straus
jims@globalvillage.com
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From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: Jim Straus, INTERNET:jims@globalvillag.com
Date: Sat, Jan 20, 1996, 11:18 PM
RE: Re: Canon Cat
Jim,
Thanks very much getting and packing the Canon Cat.
$73.29 tomorrow.

I will mail you a check for

I'm looking forward to using the Cat and seeing how Raskin's ideas for a total
system really work.
-David

David T. Craig
941 Calle Mejia # 1006, Santa Fe, NM 87501 USA
Home: 505.820.0358 Internet: 71533.606@compuserve.com
_____________________________________________________________

Jim Straus
140 Huckleberry Trail
Woodside CA 94062
Re: Canon Cat computer

Jim:
Thanks very much for going to the effort of obtaining a Cat for me. I’m looking forward to using
it when it arrives.
FWIW, I obtained some e-mail from Charlie Springer who provided some details about hist work
at IAI and also said he has some neat photos of prototype Cats and Swyfts.
Enclosed is a check for $73.29.
Best of luck at Global Village.

Sincerely,
_________________________
David T. Craig
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From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: Jim Straus, internet:jims@globalvillag.com
Date: Thu, Jan 25, 1996, 10:28 PM
RE: Canon Cat arrived :-)
Jim,
The Canon Cat arrived, thanks very much for getting it for me. I plan
to soon give it a real workout and see if it is as good as Raskin, you,
and others say it was.
You should have received my check for the Cat plus shipping by now.
you don't get it by beginning of next week contact me.
If you're ever in Santa Fe NM look me up.
lunch.
-David

If

I would like to take you to

From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: Marc Orchant, internet:orchant@subia.com
Date: Fri, Feb 9, 1996, 11:04 PM
RE: Jef Raskin information appliance white paper
Marc,
I just read and enjoyed your artile "THE APPLIANCE FACTOR" in Computer
Scene magazine (Feb 96). I've been a fan of Jef Raskin's for many years
and have some stuff that may interest you. If you would like a paper
copy of his information appliance white paper e-mail me a USPS mailing
address and I will send one your way.
Regards,
David Craig

From: Marc Orchant, INTERNET:orchant@subia.com
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Mon, Feb 12, 1996, 11:51 AM
RE: Re: Jef Raskin information appliance white paper
Sender: orchant@subia.com
Received: from kitsune.swcp.com (swcp.com [198.59.115.2]) by dub-img6.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id NAA24840; Mon, 12 Feb 1996 13:38:46 -0500
Received: from [198.59.115.142] (ppp32.swcp.com [198.59.115.142]) by
kitsune.swcp.com (8.6.9/8.6.9) with SMTP id LAA09345 for
<71533.606@compuserve.com>; Mon, 12 Feb 1996 11:38:40 -0700
X-Sender: orchant@swcp.com
Message-Id: <v02140501ad45394816b0@[198.59.115.142]>
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
Date: Mon, 12 Feb 1996 11:38:17 -0700
To: David T Craig <71533.606@compuserve.com>
From: orchant@subia.com (Marc Orchant)
Subject: Re: Jef Raskin information appliance white paper
>I just read and enjoyed your article "THE APPLIANCE FACTOR" in Computer Scene
>magazine (Feb 96). I've been a fan of Jef Raskin's for many years and
>have some
>stuff that may interest you. If you would like a paper copy of his information
>appliance white paper e-mail me a USPS mailing address and I will send one your
>way.
I'd love to see it. My snail mail is listed below. Thanks...
Marc Orchant - SUBIA
|
Voice: 505-345-2636
6612 Gulton Ct. NE
|
FAX: 505-344-9177
Albuquerque, NM 87109
|
WWW: http://www.subia.com/subia
"Sanity is the playground for the unimaginative."

Distribution:
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From: INTERNET:EVWing@aol.com, INTERNET:EVWing@aol.com
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Wed, Feb 21, 1996, 01:48 PM
RE: Re: Canon Cat tech info
Sender: evwing@aol.com
Received: from mail06.mail.aol.com (mail06.mail.aol.com [152.163.172.108])
by arl-img-3.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id PAA17520; Wed, 21 Feb 1996 15:08:33 -0500
From: <EVWing@aol.com>
Received: by mail06.mail.aol.com (8.6.12/8.6.12) id PAA02731 for
71533.606@compuserve.com; Wed, 21 Feb 1996 15:07:16 -0500
Date: Wed, 21 Feb 1996 15:07:16 -0500
Message-ID: <960221150715_428197187@mail06.mail.aol.com>
To: 71533.606@compuserve.com
Subject: Re: Canon Cat tech info
Hi
David I just signed on AOL to cancel the service but had 5 msgs
waiting for me over the last two weeks. Please note new address
<BobWing@nbn.com>. This gives me free telephone access to the server
instead of all those toll charges and also much quicker service.
I'd like to see your paper when you finish it.
I still have the wiring
diagrams, send me your snail mail address, use <BobWing@nbn.com> please.
I sent to San Diego all the other Cats, printers, spare mother boards, and
spare power supplies (that is what fails first, Jef designed one that would
last forever but Canon had to design their own). The modem also failed on
several of my CATs.
There is a typewriter shop in Santa Rosa where I bought several almost new
Cats and a friend here bought two new ones. He wants to keep his.. even
though he has bought a new PC. His may come available in time.
When Canon Cats were no longer sold this shop bought the remaining ones
from
the Santa Rosa Canon store. At that time I ordered a new 1987 workshop
manual for $50 as the repairman did not expect too much futher business.
I
also have an extra set of sales brochures, reference guide for the CAT and
Printer.
Right now I have here the regular manuals (Ref Manual, How-to Guide, 180
printer guide for $5 each, free Canon sales brochure, and the Repair manual
$50 which I can send US mail.
I have a floppy Jef sent to David Wing of the Forth Dictionaries, putting
your own msg on screen, how to turn Forth on and off and maybe some other
items, I can put those in the same package.
In San Diego are mother boards $25 each, repacement power supplies (not
Canon) $15/ea. If you want any of this hardware let me know and I will try
to find everthing. My Son in San Diego is coming north March 24 so I can
collect it here and send it to you.
I still use my Cat as telephone dialer but I may have to get a printer as
my

wife is now interested in using the CAT, last summer she said she wasn't.
went to a PB 180 so I could get on the internet.

I

Jef has one of the 4 prototype CAT laptops. He brought it here once when he
bought one of my electric vehichles. I told him that was what I really
wanted but he counld not talk anyone into producing the laptop.
Regards,

Bob Wing

Distribution:
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From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: Bob Wing, INTERNET:BobWing@nbn.com
Date: Wed, Feb 21, 1996, 09:30 PM
RE: Canon Cat tech info
Bob,
Thanks very much for the detailed reply to my Canon Cat technical
information request.
> I'd like to see your paper when you finish it
I have what I would call a preliminary version from 1994 which was published
in a computer history magazine. I can send a copy of this your way if
you're interested. Send me a USPS mailing address.
You mentioned some Cat stuff that you are willing to sell.
in the following:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

wiring diagrams
Ref Manual
How-to Guide
printer guide
Repair manual
Forth disk
Canon sales brochure

I am interested

$ ?
$ 5
$ 5
$ ?
$50

Let me know the full price for these materials, including shipping, and I
will send a check. Concerning repairing a Cat, is there a diagnostic disk?
I would assume so. If you have such a disk I would like to get it also.
My Cat, which I've had for only about a month, seems to work fine. I have
yet to really give it a stress test, but from what I've seen so far all of
its parts appear to work correctly.
Question: Were you connected with Information Appliance?
were involved in the Cat's development.
Regards,
David Craig

It sounds like you

941 Calle Mejia # 1006
Santa Fe, NM 87501
home voice (505) 820-0358

David T. Craig
941 Calle Mejia # 1006, Santa Fe, NM 87501 USA
Home: 505.820.0358 Internet: 71533.606@compuserve.com
_____________________________________________________________

Marc Orchant - SUBIA
6612 Gulton Ct. NE
Albuquerque, NM 87109
Re: Jef Raskin information

Dear Marc:
Enclosed are some materials relating to Jef Raskin and his Apple and post-Apple work that
may interest you. You requested a copy of Raskin’s information appliance white paper from
me via e-mail recently.
I enjoyed your ComputerScene article “The Appliance Factor” and took the liberty of sending
a copy to Jef Raskin.

Sincerely,
_________________________
David T. Craig

Encl:

Information Appliances: A New Industry (Jef Raskin, Feb 1986)
Canon Cat information (The Mac Bathroom Reader, 1994)
Letter from Jef Raskin re Mac and Cat (Jul 1987)
Canon’s Cat Computer: The Real Macintosh (David Craig, Jun 1994)
The Genesis and History of the Macintosh Project (Jef Raskin, Feb 1981)
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David T. Craig
941 Calle Mejia # 1006, Santa Fe, NM 87501 USA
Home: 505.820.0358 Internet: 71533.606@compuserve.com
_____________________________________________________________

JEF RASKIN
8 GYPSY HILL
PACIFICA, CA 94044
Re: Canon Cat

Dear Jef:
I am very pleased to say that I have just become a Cat owner!
Jim Straus contacted me a few weeks back and said that he had come across a working Cat in a
used computer store in Silicon Valley and that if I wanted to buy it for $15 he would send it to me.
I thought this price was reasonable given the Cat’s original price was somewhat above $15 so I sent
Jim a check :-). I ended up with what I believe is a Cat manufactured on 07 Sep 1987 since the
motherboard has a stamp labeled “DAY’ containing the number 870907. I have only had a very
short time to explore the Cat but have come away so far very impressed. The screen is very
readable and I am looking forward to reading the manual’s tutorial and putting the Cat through
its paces. If you have any hardware reference materials (e.g. repair manual, schematics) I would
like to obtain these so that if my Cat starts acting up I will be able to do something to fix it.
Naturally, I would pay for the copying and shipping of these materials if you have them.
Also, if you have the design specs for the SwyftCard or Cat I would love to have copies of these.
Enclosed are a few items I think you may find of some interest. The article “The Appliance
Factor” shows that some people still find your information appliance ideas valuable.
Take care and best of luck with your 1996 activities.
Sincerely,
_________________________
David T. Craig

Encl:

The Appliance Factor (ComputerScene magazine, Feb 1996)
Nobody Reads Documentation (Comm. of ACM, Jul 1991)
Macintosh UI columns (Apple Directions, Sep 1995, Jan 1996)
SwyftCard ad (BYTE, Nov 1985)
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Recently I contacted Jef Raskin and asked him if he had any technical materials
relating to the Canon Cat. He directed me to you since you were a member of the
Cat development team and may still have Cat materials.
I have an interest in the Cat and just became a Cat owner. I'm looking for any
technical material relating to this computer which includes schematics, hardware
diagnostic information, repair information, mechanical drawings, photos, source
code listings, etc. If you have anything like this I would gladly pay for the copying
and shipping.
I'm also in the process of updating a paper I wrote about the Cat about a year or so
ago and would like to include as much technical information as possible in the
paper.
FWIW, after reading a fair amount of IAI materials about information appliance
and the Cat and the SwyftCard and having played around with my new Cat for a bit,
I would like to say that I think you and the other IAI people did a very good job. It is
a shame that swyft technology has not been adopted by the computing industry, but
maybe this technology can find a home in the PDA market since a swyft interface to
me seems like a great match with the PDAs.
Thanks in advance.
Regards,
David Craig

cat 96_02_19 raskin -- 3

> I probably have a lot of the documents you want, but not the time to dig them
out and photocopy them. Now, if you happen to be in SF...
I understand. If I'm ever in your neighborhood I will definitely give you a call and
see what can be arranged.
FYI, I am in the process of sending you a copy of an interesting article from a local
computer magazine that talks about you. I think you will enjoy it.
Regards,
David
From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: Bob Wing, INTERNET:EVWing@aol.com
Date: Mon, Feb 19, 1996, 10:10PM
RE: Canon Cat tech info
Bob,
Recently I contacted Jef Raskin and asked him if he had any technical materials
relating to the Canon Cat. He directed me to you.
I have an interest in the Cat and just became a Cat owner. I'm looking for any
technical material relating to this computer which includes schematics, hardware
diagnostic information, repair information, mechanical drawings, photos, source
code listings, etc. If you have anything like this I would gladly pay for the copying
and shipping.
I'm also in the process of updating a paper I wrote about the Cat about a year or so
ago and would like to include as much technical information as possible in the
paper.
Thanks in advance.
Regards,
David Craig
From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: John Bumgarner, INTERNET:Flyn4th@aol.com
Date: Mon, Feb 19, 1996, 10:10PM
RE: Canon Cat tech info
John,
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From: INTERNET:JefRaskin@aol.com, INTERNET:JefRaskin@aol.com
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Sun, Feb 18, 1996, 11:31 PM
RE: cat stuff
Sender: jefraskin@aol.com
Received: from mail06.mail.aol.com (mail06.mail.aol.com [152.163.172.108]) by arlimg-7.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id BAA23399; Mon, 19 Feb 1996 01:29:30 -0500
From: <JefRaskin@aol.com>
Received: by mail06.mail.aol.com (8.6.12/8.6.12) id BAA22162 for
71533.606@compuserve.com; Mon, 19 Feb 1996 01:29:29 -0500
Date: Mon, 19 Feb 1996 01:29:29 -0500
Message-ID: <960219012928_225571244@mail06.mail.aol.com>
To: 71533.606@compuserve.com
Subject: cat stuff

Sorry I haven't answered about the Cat questions for a while. Here are two
people to email about it: Bob Wing (EVWing@aol.com) and John Bumgarner
(Flyn4th@aol.com) Both have maintained an interest in Cats. John helped
develop the product when he worked at Information Appliance.
I probably have a lot of the documents you want, but not the time to dig them
out and photocopy them. Now, if you happen to be in SF...
-- jef
Distribution:
71533,606
From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: Jef Raskin, INTERNET:JefRaskin@aol.com
Date: Mon, Feb 19, 1996, 10:06 PM
RE: cat stuff
Jef,
Thanks for the reply. I will contact the individuals you mentioned. Thanks for the
tip.

cat 96_02_19 raskin -- 1

David T. Craig
941 Calle Mejia # 1006, Santa Fe, NM 87501 USA
Home: 505.820.0358 Internet: 71533.606@compuserve.com
_____________________________________________________________

Marc Orchant - SUBIA
6612 Gulton Ct. NE
Albuquerque, NM 87109
Re: More Jef Raskin information

Dear Marc:
Enclosed are some more materials relating to Jef Raskin and his Apple and post-Apple work that
may interest you. I ment to enclose these in the last letter I sent.

Sincerely,
_________________________
David T. Craig

Encl:

Diagram by Jef Raskin showing IAI concepts
A Spiritual Heir to the Macintosh (BYTE Oct 1987)
Information Appliance Trade Secrets
Macintosh Research Project: Progress Report of July 1980
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From: INTERNET:FLYN4TH@aol.com, INTERNET:FLYN4TH@aol.com
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Thu, Feb 22, 1996, 08:44 AM
RE: Re: Canon Cat tech info
Sender: flyn4th@aol.com
Received: from emout09.mail.aol.com (emout09.mx.aol.com [198.81.11.24]) by arlimg-2.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id KAA08599; Thu, 22 Feb 1996 10:32:32 -0500
From: <FLYN4TH@aol.com>
Received: by emout09.mail.aol.com (8.6.12/8.6.12) id KAA11033 for
71533.606@compuserve.com; Thu, 22 Feb 1996 10:33:07 -0500
Date: Thu, 22 Feb 1996 10:33:07 -0500
Message-ID: <960222103306_228520309@emout09.mail.aol.com>
To: 71533.606@compuserve.com
Subject: Re: Canon Cat tech info
David,
Yes, I have a lot of technical info on the Cat software, software (you really
want version 4.2!) and memory upgrades, and some spare parts for it and the
Cat printer. I don't have schematics but Canon may still have them. I also
have several contacts who have a passion for the beast and may be able to
help.
Yes, the Swyft idea could use a port to another platform. The best idea
seems to be to the PC and then sold with a disk and a new keyboard with added
Leap keys.
Where are you?
John Bumgarner, POB 38, Morgan Hill, CA 95038, 408/779-1612
and I read email more often at job@garlic.com or jbumgarner@aol.com
Distribution:
David T Craig 71533,606
From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: John Bumgarner, INTERNET:job@garlic.com
Date: Thu, Feb 22, 1996, 02:01 PM
RE: Canon Cat tech info
John,
Thanks for the reply about the Canon Cat.
> Yes, I have a lot of technical info on the Cat software
I'm really looking for design notes and actual source code if still around and if
possible. If you have any of this stuff I would gladly pay for the copying and
shipping. I'm also interested in any tech info you may have for the SwyftCard. I
just read in the front of the SC manual that you were involved with the software
effort for the SC. Specifically, what did you do with SC, the Cat, the Swyft
prototype, or the Cat portable?
> I don't have schematics but Canon may still have them

Thanks for the tip.

Do you know someone at Canon I could contact?

> Where are you?
941 Calle Mejia # 1006
Santa Fe, NM 87501
home voice (505) 820-0358
FYI, I will today send you a copy of my earlier Cat paper which you may find of
some interest.
Regards,
David
From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: Jef Raskin, internet:JefRaskin@AOL.COM
Date: Thu, Feb 22, 1996, 02:05 PM
RE: Cat people addresses
Jef,
Thanks for the recent email listing the email addresses for Bob Wing and John
Bumgarner. I've emailed them and they seem like they will be very helpful in my
obtaining some Cat tech info.
FYI, here is some info that you may want for your email lists:
Bob Wing
BobWing@nbn.com
John Bumgarner
POB 38, Morgan Hill, CA 95038, 408/779-1612
job@garlic.com or jbumgarner@aol.com
Regards,
David
Distribution:
Jef Raskin internet:JefRaskin@AOL.COM
From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: Doug McKenna, internet:resorcerer@aol.com
Date: Thu, Feb 22, 1996, 02:10 PM
RE: Cat/SwyftCard specs, IAI business plan
Doug,
I hope this email finds you busy with Resorcerer.
I'm writing to ask if you have the Cat/SwyftCard specs or the IAI business plan.
If so, I would like if possible to obtain a copy of these. I will gladly pay for
the copying and shipping.
You may be interested to know that a few weeks back I became a Cat owner. Jim
Straus contacted me at that time and said that if I was interested in a Cat he saw
one in a silicon valley used computer store. I sent Jim $15 for the Cat (this is
what the store wanted) and I now have it in my study. I've only played around

with it for a short period, but expect soon to crack the manuals and become
familiar with the Cat's operations. From what I've done so far I been impressed
with the Cat. The screen is very clear and readble.
FYI, here are the current email addresses for some Cat people that I've been in
contact with recently.
Bob Wing
BobWing@nbn.com
John Bumgarner
POB 38, Morgan Hill, CA 95038, 408/779-1612
job@garlic.com or jbumgarner@aol.com
Regards,
David
Distribution:
Doug McKenna internet:resorcerer@aol.com

David T. Craig
941 Calle Mejia # 1006, Santa Fe, NM 87501 USA
Home: 505.820.0358 Internet: 71533.606@compuserve.com
_____________________________________________________________

John Bumgarner
PO Box 38
Morgan Hill, CA 95038
Re: Canon Cat computer

Dear John:
Thanks for your recent email about the Cat.
Enclosed is a copy of my 1994 Cat paper that you may enjoy. I’m trying to update this paper to
include a lot of neat facts about the Cat and other swyft-based machines that I’ve learned after
writing this paper.
Are you aware of Raskin’s Mac and Me history paper? It is currently being serialized in the
Computer History Association of California’s quarterly journal. I have a draft copy of around
40 pages if you’re interested in seeing it. Also, Raskin is currently finishing up (or has
finished) a book on computer user interfaces.
Sincerely,
_________________________
David T. Craig

Encl:

The Canon Cat: The Real Macintosh (1994)
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From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: Erick Wagner, internet:wagnere@netcom.com
Date: Thu, Feb 22, 1996, 09:33 PM
RE: Jef Raskin Patents
Erick,
I would like to obtain copies of 3 patents by Jef Raskin and thought I
recalled that you had access to patents in Dallas. If so, would you
mind copying for me the following patents?
5,025,705
5,019,806
4,806,916
Thanks in advance.
You may be interested to know that about 2 weeks ago I became a Canon
Cat owner. A former Cat programmer contacted me to say that he had come
across a Cat in a used computer store in silicon valley and asked if I
wanted the machine. I said yes and ended up paying $15 for the Cat (the
original 1987 price was around $1500). The postage was more than the
Cat itself. I've played with it for a little bit and have found it to
be very fast and to have a very readable screen, though on the small
size (similar to the original Macintosh's 9" screen).
--David
Distribution:
Erick Wagner internet:wagnere@netcom.com

David T. Craig
941 Calle Mejia # 1006, Santa Fe, NM 87501 USA
Home: 505.820.0358 Internet: 71533.606@compuserve.com

Bob Wing
PO Box 277
Inverness CA 94937-0277
Re: Canon Cat stuff
Dear Bob:
Enclosed is a check for $76 for the following Cat materials:
wiring diagrams
included in repair manual nc
Ref Manual
$5
How-to Guide
$5
printer guide
$5
Repair manual
$50
Forth disks plus
$5
Canon sales brochures nc
Thanks very much for going to the trouble of sending me this material. I’m sure it will come
in very handy.
I’ve also enclosed a copy of my 1994 Cat paper that may interest you. I’m slowly updating this
paper to provide more historical and technical information.
Best of luck at the electric car races :-)
Sincerely,
__________________
David T. Craig
Encl.: Check for $76
The Canon Cat Computer: The Real Macintosh (1994)
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From: Bob Wing, INTERNET:bobwing@nbn.com
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Thu, Feb 22, 1996, 06:27 PM
RE: Re: Canon Cat tech info
Sender: bobwing@moon.nbn.com
Received: from moon.nbn.com (moon.nbn.com [199.4.65.1]) by dub-img1.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id UAA22400; Thu, 22 Feb 1996 20:17:21 -0500
Received: from [199.4.66.37] (ncs-29.nbn.com [199.4.66.29]) by moon.nbn.com
(8.7.3/8.7.3) with SMTP id RAA27974 for <71533.606@compuserve.com>; Thu, 22 Feb
1996 17:17:13 -0800 (PST)
Date: Thu, 22 Feb 1996 17:17:13 -0800 (PST)
Message-Id: <v01530502ad5249680bd4@[199.4.66.37]>
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
To: David T Craig <71533.606@compuserve.com>
From: bobwing@nbn.com (Bob Wing)
Subject: Re: Canon Cat tech info
David,
>I have what I would call a preliminary version from 1994 which was published in
>a computer history magazine. I can send a copy of this your way if you're
>interested. Send me a USPS mailing address.
See address at signature below.

thanks.

>You mentioned some Cat stuff that you are willing to sell.
>the following:
wiring diagrams
included in repair manual nc
Ref Manual
$ 5
How-to Guide
$ 5
printer guide
$ 5
Repair manual
$50
Forth disks plus
$ 5
Canon sales brochures
nc

I am interested in

>Let me know the full price for these materials, including shipping, and I
>will send a check.
_____________
$70
Postage
6
______________
Total
$76
I have mailed 2 priority envelopes.

Let your check to me cross in the mail.

>Concerning repairing a Cat, is there a diagnostic disk?
No disk I know about, but there is a blue button in the back you push in
with a tooth pick. It is described in the manual and in one of the loose
paper notes I sent. You can double the memory by just plugging chips in,
it is already wired.
Do not leave the CAT on 24 hours a day. We were told it was alright to do
so. But the power supply will go after 5 years or so. What age is your
CAT? Do you have the 180 Printer and paper feeder?

>
>My Cat, which I've had for only about a month, seems to work fine. I have yet
>to really give it a stress test, but from what I've seen so far all of its
>parts
>appear to work correctly.
Have you tried the modem yet? I used it to go online to lllllllllllthe
Univ of Calif library system. when I could et the modem to work. It was
very tempermental.
>Question: Were you connected with Information Appliance?
>were involved in the Cat's development.

It sounds like you

No, but I wish I had been. Son David in SD was in the 2nd freshmen class
where Jef taught in the art dept. Of the 5 art majors in David's
graduating class, 3 went to Apple as did Jef. David went to a 2 year art
school for his MA and has taught at Grossmont College in La Mesa since. He
started a digital photo course during his sabbatical 7 years ago spending a
lot of time with Jef, founder of the Mac. I have an audio PBS tape with
Jef and Doug Englebart who sent the firstinternet msg to UCLA 27 years ago.
Doug worked at SRI as I did for 22 years, Doug invented the Mouse. Phone
me sometime if you want more info, this weekend 4-6 pm OK, will be in
Phoenix 2/29-3/3 for electric car races.
Jef sent me 3 doz foreign daisy wheels to go with the language choices. I
sent them to SD but I can try to get them back if they are still around and
if you have interest.
If you ever get to SF look us up.
Regards,
*********************************************
*
*
* Bob Wing, West Coast Editor GLEAN/EVNews *
*
EV Consultant
*
* Phone
415/669-7402
*
* Fax
-7407
*
*
*
* bobwing@nbn.com
*
*
*
* POB 277, Inverness
CA 94937-0277
*
*
*
* See you at the Phoenix APS races Mar 1-3 *
*
*
* Driving my EV '59MGA Roadster since 1972 *
*********************************************

Distribution:
David T Craig 71533,606
From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: Bob Wing, INTERNET:bobwing@nbn.com
Date: Thu, Feb 22, 1996, 09:54 PM

RE: Canon Cat tech info
Bob,
Thanks for the quick reply and the sending of the 2 packages with the materials
I'm looking for. I will mail you a check for $76 tomorrow. Thanks also for the
bio.
> What age is your CAT?
The motherboard seems to have a date stamp of Sep 1987.
> Do you have the 180 Printer and paper feeder?
No printer.

I was hoping to use an old Apple ImageWriter dot-matrix printer.

> Have you tried the modem yet?
No
> Jef sent me 3 doz foreign daisy wheels to go with the language choices. I
sent them to SD but I can try to get them back if they are still around and
if you have interest.
Not interested, thanks anyway.
Best of luck at the electric car races :-)
Regards,
David

From: John Bumgarner, INTERNET:job@garlic.com
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Fri, Feb 23, 1996, 08:57 AM
RE: Re: Canon Cat tech info
Sender: job@garlic.com
Received: from garlic.com (garlic.com [165.227.35.130]) by arl-img3.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id KAA27350; Fri, 23 Feb 1996 10:37:02 -0500
Received: by garlic.com (8.7.3/4.03)
id HAA11474; Fri, 23 Feb 1996 07:36:56 -0800
Date: Fri, 23 Feb 1996 07:36:56 -0800 (PST)
From: John Bumgarner <job@garlic.com>
To: David T Craig <71533.606@compuserve.com>
Subject: Re: Canon Cat tech info
In-Reply-To: <960222210802_71533.606_EHL161-1@CompuServe.COM>
Message-ID: <Pine.A32.3.91.960223072709.18628A-100000@quake.garlic.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; charset=US-ASCII
David,
I have a SwyftCard or two, I think, Several Swyfts, A box full of 'Flat
Cat' (known as the road kill) parts, couple of Cat printers, and some
spares (circuit boards, memory, CRTs, and custom gate arrays).
Software-wise, I have all of the source code for the Cat and, if it can
still be read, the Swyft and the SwyftCard (I think ... we would need an
Apple IIe and I don't know how well the 5" floppys stand up to storage).
I may be possible to find a Flat Cat or two, all of the prototypes went
to investors.
New Mexico is a favorite destination of mine, I have friends and
relatives in ABQ and was just there over Xmas. I need a food fix every
six months or so and then it is off to The Shed and El Pinto! Maybe we
can work something out.
job
Distribution:
David T Craig 71533,606
From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: John Bumgarner, INTERNET:job@garlic.com
Date: Sat, Feb 24, 1996, 11:11 AM
RE: Re: Canon Cat tech info
John,
Thanks for the reply.
> I have a couple of Cat printers

Will an Apple ImageWriter work with the Cat? Is this printer you're
talking about a laser or dot-matrix? If you're willing to sell the
printer, what would you sell it for?
> Software-wise, I have all of the source code for the Cat and, if it
can
still be read, the Swyft and the SwyftCard (I think ... we would need an
Apple IIe and I don't know how well the 5" floppys stand up to storage).
If I could get a copy of the Cat and SwyftCard sources that would be
GREAT! Jef has said that this software was very well written and I'm
curious to see if this cliam is true. If you're needing a //e I have a
friend who has one who should be willing to copy the sources to a more
readable format (eg Mac or PC disks). Please let me know how you would
like to proceed with this.
> I may be possible to find a Flat Cat or two
Are this the Cat portables? If you have a photo of one that would be
great since I think a scanned photo would make a great addition to my
Cat paper.
> New Mexico is a favorite destination of mine
Whenever you're in "town", either Albuquerque or Santa Fe let me know
and I would very much like to meet with you and treat you to a great
Mexican meal.
Adios,
David
From: Erick Wagner, INTERNET:wagnere@netcom.com
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Fri, Feb 23, 1996, 01:32 PM
RE: Re: Jef Raskin Patents
Sender: wagnere@netcom.com
Received: from netcom.netcom.com (netcom.netcom.com [192.100.81.100]) by
arl-img-1.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id OAA08262; Fri, 23 Feb 1996 14:53:41 -0500
Received: by netcom.netcom.com (8.6.12/Netcom)
id LAA17243; Fri, 23 Feb 1996 11:52:32 -0800
From: wagnere@netcom.com (Erick Wagner)
Message-Id: <199602231952.LAA17243@netcom.netcom.com>
Subject: Re: Jef Raskin Patents
To: 71533.606@compuserve.com (David T Craig)
Date: Fri, 23 Feb 1996 11:52:30 -0800 (PST)
In-Reply-To: <960223043001_71533.606_EHL156-1@CompuServe.COM> from
"David T Craig" at Feb 22, 96 11:30:02 pm
X-Mailer: ELM [version 2.4 PL23]
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Content-Length: 318
I'll add these patent numbers to my list of research items for my next
trip to downtown Dallas.
Unfortunately, I don't make it to the central libray very often.

Hmm... Perhaps I should check to see if the library at UTA in Richardson
has patent information. That would be a lot closer and easier to get
to.
Erick
Distribution:
David T Craig 71533,606
From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: Erick Wagner, INTERNET:wagnere@netcom.com
Date: Sat, Feb 24, 1996, 11:12 AM
RE: Re: Jef Raskin Patents
Erick,
No rush on this stuff.
Thanks in advance.
-David

Anything you can do would be very helpful.

From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: Bob Wing, internet:bobwing@nbn.com
Date: Mon, Feb 26, 1996, 09:55 PM
RE: Canon Cat stuff arrived
Bob,
Your Cat packages arrived. Thanks very much. The repair guide looks full of neat
facts. You should have received my letter and check today, if not then expect it
tomorrow.
Best of luck with your electric car interests.
Regards,
David
From: John Bumgarner, INTERNET:job@garlic.com
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Sun, Feb 25, 1996, 03:24 PM
RE: Re: Canon Cat tech info
Sender: job@garlic.com
Received: from garlic.com (garlic.com [165.227.35.130]) by dub-img2.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id RAA02170; Sun, 25 Feb 1996 17:06:54 -0500
Received: by garlic.com (8.7.4/4.03)
id OAA36528; Sun, 25 Feb 1996 14:06:50 -0800
Date: Sun, 25 Feb 1996 14:06:49 -0800 (PST)
From: John Bumgarner <job@garlic.com>
To: David T Craig <71533.606@compuserve.com>
Subject: Re: Canon Cat tech info
In-Reply-To: <960224180912_71533.606_EHL90-2@CompuServe.COM>
Message-ID: <Pine.A32.3.91.960225134422.32310A-100000@quake.garlic.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; charset=US-ASCII
Thanks for the reply.
> Will an Apple ImageWriter work with the Cat? Is this printer you're talking
> about a laser or dot-matrix? If you're willing to sell the printer, what would
> you sell it for?
The Cat has a few Canon printer drivers built right in and also a driver
for an Epson FX-80 (well, it was 1986 when we were doing this) so who
knows if it will drive an imagewriter. A fellow named Charlie Crummer
wrote another printer driver for his Cat and may be willing to share what
he learned about doing it. The Cat 180 printers that I have are
daisy-wheel printers - just like a typewriter. In fact, the 2.40
software will let the Cat/Cat180 pair work exactly like a typewriter!
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> Software-wise, I have all of the source code for the Cat and, if it can
still be read, the Swyft and the SwyftCard (I think ... we would need an
Apple IIe and I don't know how well the 5" floppys stand up to storage).
If I could get a copy of the Cat and SwyftCard sources that would be GREAT! Jef
has said that this software was very well written and I'm curious to see if this
cliam is true. If you're needing a //e I have a friend who has one who should

> be willing to copy the sources to a more readable format (eg Mac or PC disks).
> Please let me know how you would like to proceed with this.
Yes, I would like to get all of the Information Appliance Software into
the public domain. I will bring everything that I have with me.
>
> > I may be possible to find a Flat Cat or two
>
> Are this the Cat portables? If you have a photo of one that would be great
> since I think a scanned photo would make a great addition to my Cat paper.
I will do what I can to help your paper along.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> New Mexico is a favorite destination of mine
Whenever you're in "town", either Albuquerque or Santa Fe let me know and I
would very much like to meet with you and treat you to a great Mexican meal.
Adios,
David

I hope you mean that as it looks like a lady friend of mine and I will be
there on or about March 16th (Santa Fe, 14-15 March for ABQ). Blue corn
flat enchalads y flan y cerveza, por favor! Your generous offer of a
great Mexican meal is more that enough payment for everything.
John Bumgarner, 408/779-1612
Distribution:
David T Craig 71533,606
From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: John Bumgarner, INTERNET:job@garlic.com
Date: Mon, Feb 26, 1996, 10:13 PM
RE: Re: Canon Cat tech info
John,
Thanks for the Cat printer feedback. I just looked at the Cat reference manual
and it seems to say that any type of serial printer can be connected to the Cat.
Since the Apple ImageWriter is serial, I think it should work.
> Yes, I would like to get all of the Information Appliance Software into
the public domain. I will bring everything that I have with me.
I would like to see whatever sources you have. If possible I would like to be
able to copy the sources to disk for my own perusal. This would include the Forth
and assembly code for the Cat and SwyftCard. I would not place any of this
software in a publicly accessible place since it is not my property.
> I will do what I can to help your paper along.
Thanks in advance for any photos you may of the Swyft or portables.
to keep the photos, just have them long enough to scan.

I don't need

> I hope you mean that as it looks like a lady friend of mine and I will be
there on or about March 16th (Santa Fe, 14-15 March for ABQ). Blue corn
flat enchalads y flan y cerveza, por favor! Your generous offer of a
great Mexican meal is more that enough payment for everything.
Si! Let me know exactly when you will be in either SF or ABQ and I and my
girlfriend Shirley will definitely meet with you and your friend and treat you to
a Mexican meal. If you don't have a restaurant picked out let me know a head of
time and I will see what I can find. I've been to Maria's in SF which is very
good and has great margaritas.
Some Cat tech questions:
Q1: Is there a way to print the full Cat screen?
like the Macintosh supports.

I'm referring to a screen dump

Q2: Who wrote the Cat's 68000 assembly code? From what I know this code was used
for bootup, disk I/O, self-test and manual diagnostics. I assume assembly was
also used for screen I/O to make this as fast as possible.
Q3: Does the Cat contain any "Easter Eggs"?
designer names or photos.

I'm referring to hidden things like

Q4: Do you have the Cat Forth manuals? If so, I would very much like to obtain or
make a photocopy of these. I just received some Cat documents which describe how
to get into the Forth environment and it sounds interesting.
Regards,
David Craig
505/820-0358

From: John Bumgarner, INTERNET:job@garlic.com
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Tue, Feb 27, 1996, 01:04 PM
RE: Re: Canon Cat tech info
Sender: job@garlic.com
Received: from garlic.com (garlic.com [165.227.35.130]) by dub-img1.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id PAA29304; Tue, 27 Feb 1996 15:02:10 -0500
Received: by garlic.com (8.7.4/4.03)
id MAA53972; Tue, 27 Feb 1996 12:02:02 -0800
Date: Tue, 27 Feb 1996 12:02:02 -0800 (PST)
From: John Bumgarner <job@garlic.com>
To: David T Craig <71533.606@compuserve.com>
Subject: Re: Canon Cat tech info
In-Reply-To: <960227051043_71533.606_EHL107-1@CompuServe.COM>
Message-ID: <Pine.A32.3.91.960227113758.9542C-100000@quake.garlic.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; charset=US-ASCII

On 27 Feb 1996, David T Craig wrote:
>
>
>
>
>

John,
Thanks for the Cat printer feedback. I just looked at the Cat reference manual
and it seems to say that any type of serial printer can be connected to the Cat.
Since the Apple ImageWriter is serial, I think it should work.

The connection can be serial but the software drivers may interject junk
in the output. It is fun to experiment!
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> Yes, I would like to get all of the Information Appliance Software into
the public domain. I will bring everything that I have with me.
I would like to see whatever sources you have. If possible I would like to be
able to copy the sources to disk for my own perusal. This would include the
Forth and assembly code for the Cat and SwyftCard. I would not place any of
this software in a publicly accessible place since it is not my property.

It isn't anyone's property, as far as I know. IAI is dead and only
myself and DR. DR. seem to care about the paradigm.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> I will do what I can to help your paper along.
Thanks in advance for any photos you may of the Swyft or portables.
need to keep the photos, just have them long enough to scan.

I don't

> I hope you mean that as it looks like a lady friend of mine and I will be
there on or about March 16th (Santa Fe, 14-15 March for ABQ). Blue corn
flat enchalads y flan y cerveza, por favor! Your generous offer of a
great Mexican meal is more that enough payment for everything.
Si! Let me know exactly when you will be in either SF or ABQ and I and my
girlfriend Shirley will definitely meet with you and your friend and treat you

> to a Mexican meal. If you don't have a restaurant picked out let me know a head
> of time and I will see what I can find. I've been to Maria's in SF which is
> very good and has great margaritas.
I usually go to 'The Shed' when I am in SF but I am always interested in
a new discovery.
>
> Some Cat tech questions:
>
> Q1: Is there a way to print the full Cat screen?
> like the Macintosh supports.

I'm referring to a screen dump

Yes, just highlight the desired text and press Use Front J for Print.
>
> Q2: Who wrote the Cat's 68000 assembly code? From what I know this code was
> used for bootup, disk I/O, self-test and manual diagnostics. I assume assembly
> was also used for screen I/O to make this as fast as possible.
Yes ... actually, their is quite a lot of assembly code as the 68000
clock is only 5Mhz and we wanted it to be as fast as possible.
Assembly and High Level Forth was written by:
Terry Holmes (did the forth and all of the fast screen code as well as
lots of other stuff), myself (interrupts and this and that), Dave Boulton
(printer drivers), Jon Sand (Forth debugging code and this and that), Jim
Straus (got the short straw and had to manage the software effort), Mino
Taoyama (interrupts and disk I/O)
>
> Q3: Does the Cat contain any "Easter Eggs"? I'm referring to hidden things like
> designer names or photos.
>
Why, yes it does! Do you know of a programming team that didn't put one
or two in a big project?
> Q4: Do you have the Cat Forth manuals? If so, I would very much like to obtain
> or make a photocopy of these. I just received some Cat documents which describe
> how to get into the Forth environment and it sounds interesting.
I have all of the manuals, on disk and on paper, you get your choice.
Hope to see you around the 15th.
job 408/779-1612
Distribution:
David T Craig 71533,606
From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: John Bumgarner, INTERNET:job@garlic.com
Date: Wed, Feb 28, 1996, 08:14 PM
RE: Re: Canon Cat tech info
John,

Thanks for the detailed replies. I really appreciate the time you've spent to
answer what many would consider "ancient history" questions about the Cat.
Thanks also for the names of the people behind the Cat assembly effort. I knew of
them all except for Dave Boulton (the SwyftCard manual has an extensive list of
the people at IAI).
> Is there a way to print the full Cat screen?
press Use Front J for Print

highlight the desired text and

I'm referring to the whole screen, including the ruler graphic at the bottom. I'm
wanting to put some Cat screen shots into my Cat paper and want the whole bitmap
in a similar manner as a Macintosh screen dump.
Cat Easter Eggs:

How do I access them?

> I have all of the manuals, on disk and on paper, you get your choice.
If the disk manuals are complete, i.e. with illustrations if any, then these sound
fine. Otherwise, I would like to photocopy the Forth manuals.
> I usually go to 'The Shed' when I am in SF but I am always interested in
a new discovery.
I've heard of the Shed and would not mind eating there if you're not Shedded out.
I ate recently at a very nice place called the Guadalupe Cafe which seemed to have
very authentic Mexican food. If you haven't been the the GC and would like to try
it just say the word. When you decide upon a place let me know so that I can make
reservations if needed.
Adios,
David

David T. Craig
941 Calle Mejia # 1006, Santa Fe, NM 87501 USA
Home: 505.820.0358 Internet: 71533.606@compuserve.com
_____________________________________________________________

John Bumgarner
PO Box 38
Morgan Hill, CA 95038
Re: Santa Fe materials

Dear John:
Enclosed are a few items courtesy of the Santa Fe Chamber of Commerce that you and your friend
may find interesting.
I and my girlfriend are looking forward to meeting with you in March during your New Mexico
trip.
Sincerely,
_________________________
David T. Craig
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From: John Bumgarner, INTERNET:job@garlic.com
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Fri, Mar 15, 1996, 01:24 PM
RE: Good News!!!
Sender: job@garlic.com
Received: from garlic.com (garlic.com [165.227.35.130]) by arl-img4.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id PAA15744; Fri, 15 Mar 1996 15:18:45 -0500
Received: from w.assign.garlic.com by garlic.com (8.7.4/4.03)
id UAA69174; Fri, 15 Mar 1996 20:18:31 GMT
Date: Fri, 15 Mar 1996 20:18:31 GMT
Message-Id: <199603152018.UAA69174@garlic.com>
X-Sender: job@garlic.com
X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Version 1.4.4
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
To: David T Craig <71533.606@compuserve.com>
From: job@garlic.com (John Bumgarner)
Subject: Good News!!!
No, I am not coming to Santa Fe just yet BUT, I have 'acquired' an Apple //e
and the source for lots of stuff seems to be intact on the 5" disks I have!
I just spent a couple of hours trying to remember (it was '84 after all) how
it all worked so I don't know just yet exactly what I have but there is a
lot of it and it looks like I can transfer it to the PC for archiving.
Stay tuned!
I will be busy doing some work between now and April 2 so not much will get
done 'till then.
John B.
John Bumgarner, job@garlic.com
POB 38, Morgan Hill, CA 95038
TANSTAAFL
(Abortion is a controversial subject.)

Distribution:
David T Craig 71533,606

From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: Charlie Springer, INTERNET:Regnirps@aol.com
Date: Sun, Apr 14, 1996, 01:21 PM
RE: Cat portable design photos
Charlie,
Thanks very much for the Cat portable design photos.
these and make them a part of my Cat paper.
Can I keep the photos?
Cheers,
David

I plan to scan

If no, when do you want them back.

From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: INTERNET:Regnirps@aol.com, INTERNET:Regnirps@aol.com
Date: Mon, Apr 15, 1996, 09:29 PM
RE: Re: Cat portable design photos
Charlie,
I'll scan them in the next week or two (b/w scans only) and will return
the photos to you then. I can also send you the scanned images if
you're interested. I can send them on Mac or PC disks, in either PICT
or GIF format.
-David

From: INTERNET:Regnirps@aol.com, INTERNET:Regnirps@aol.com
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Sun, Apr 14, 1996, 11:24 PM
RE: Re: Cat portable design photos
Sender: regnirps@aol.com
Received: from emout09.mail.aol.com (emout09.mx.aol.com [198.81.11.24])
by dub-img-3.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id BAA18607; Mon, 15 Apr 1996 01:19:02 -0400
From: <Regnirps@aol.com>
Received: by emout09.mail.aol.com (8.6.12/8.6.12) id BAA06631 for
71533.606@compuserve.com; Mon, 15 Apr 1996 01:19:00 -0400
Date: Mon, 15 Apr 1996 01:19:00 -0400
Message-ID: <960415011900_470020015@emout09.mail.aol.com>
To: 71533.606@compuserve.com
Subject: Re: Cat portable design photos
If you are going to scan them, I would like to ge them back. They
worked out
pretty well and I may scan them myself and then try again on slide film
and
Kodak PhotCD.
Charlie
Distribution:
71533,606

From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: John Cowart, 76063,745
Date: Wed, Apr 17, 1996, 06:15 PM
RE: www site catalog?
Hi John,
If you have a little free time could you please look a the following web
site. I would like to obtain a catalog of the files here. Thanks in
advance.
www.taygeta.com
-david

From: John Cowart, 76063,745
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Wed, Apr 17, 1996, 08:22 PM
RE: Files
Hi David
Good news - looks like all of the web site stuff is duplicated in an FTP
site, so you should not need a browser after all. Try a GO FTP and go to
taygeta.com/pub. From there to the appropriate folder/directory, for
example:
ftp://taygeta.com/pub/publications
I will bring the printouts in tomorrow.
John
Distribution:
David T Craig 71533,606

From:
To:
Date:
RE:

David T Craig, 71533,606
Larry Tesler, INTERNET:cs@apple.com
Wed, Mar 5, 1997, 10:07 PM
dragging and modes -- my 2 bits worth

Larry:
Thanks for the CC of the correspondence between you, Jef
Raskin, and Bruce Horn concerning the origins of dragging and
modes. Here are a few comments that I thought I would throw
into this discussion that hopefully contribute something.
CLICK-AND-DRAG FOR DRAWIING
Tesler says: "I believe you could drag out lines and shapes
in Smalltalk painting programs circa 1973-4"
My copy of the "Alto User's Guide" (Sept. 1979) has the
following to say about dragging objects with Markup and Draw
(since this manual is dated 1979 its program instructions may
apply only to recent program versions ca. late 70s when some
of these features may not have been implemented ca. 73-74):
Bravo: (selecting single character - p35) You make selections
by pointing with the mouse and pusing one of its buttons.
Point the arrow at a character and click RED. The character
you pointed at should be underlined. There is only one
selection at a time. If you hold RED down, you can move the
cursor around and the selection will follow it. The
selection won't freeze until you release RED.
Bravo: (selecting multiple characters - p35) First select a
character with RED. Then point to another character and
click BLUE; Bravo will underline all the characters between
the one you selected with RED and the one you pointed at with
BLUE. Holding down BLUE and moving the cursor around, the
selection will change continously so that it includes the
characters between the one you originally selected with RED
adn the one you are pointing at now. When you let up the
button, the selection will freeze.
Bravo: (selecting a word - p35) Try selecting a word with
YELLOW and then using BLUE to extend the selection. Notice
that the end of the selection will be a word also.
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Bravo: (selecting white space - p35) Space, tab and carriage
return characters in a document simply appear as white space
on the screen. You can, however, select them like any other
character.
Markup: (text dragging - p89) When the [entered] text is
complete, position the cursor where the center of the text
string should go, and press the RED [mouse] button. If you
want to position it [text] more accurately than that, do not
release the RED button immediatley, but hold it down and move
the mouse in the direction you would like to move the text.
Markup: (dragging images and text - p91) The BLUE [mouse]
button is used to define the rectangular area to be picked
up, and the RED buttoin is used to insert the image and text
in the desired position.
Draw: (p104) You can copy and move lines, curves and text.
using RED [mouse button], click all the objects to be
selected. Selected text is shown on a black background.
Selected lines and curves exhibit a little square symbol [the
illustration for this type of selection shows a figure "8"
with a small square in the north-east corner]. Selected
objects may be translated with the command "up-arrow" [the
manual shows literaly an upward pointing arrow graphic].
Using RED, click twice with the tip of the arrow symbol to
specifiy a source point and a target point. The translated
objects remain selected.
MINOR CORRECTIONS
Tesler says that Patrick Beaudelaire was the author of Draw.
His last name is spelled Baudelaire in the Alto manual.
REFERENCES
The Xerox PARC paper "Alto: A Personal Computer" (CSL-79-11)
has some good references that I have not seen but may be of
some interest to you:
Display-selection techniques for text manipulation
W. Smith, D. Englebart, M. Berman
IEEE Trans. Human Factors in Electronics, HFE-8(1):5-14
March 1967
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The Smalltalk-76 Programming System: Design and
Implementation
D. Ingalls
Fifth ACM Symp. Prin. Prog. Lang., pp. 9-16
January 1978
I also recall reading long ago a BYTE article that compared
various text editors. I believe this article was from the
late 70s and contained comparisons of Gypsy and Bravo and
about a dozen other WPs. I know I have a copy, but where? I
can find it if anyone really wants to see it.
FWIW, I have a neat PARC document titled "A Field Guide to
Alto-Land, or Exploring the Ethernet with Mouse and Keyboard"
by Roy Levin (31 pages, April 1979) that seems to give a
great feel for what the Alto was and how it must have felt to
work for PARC in those days.
Other informative Xerox documents concerning Xerox user
interfaces are "The Star User Interface: An Overview"
(National Computer Conference, 1982) and "Designing the Star
User Interface" (BYTE, April 1982).
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From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: "Bruce Horn",
INTERNET:Bruce.Horn@alumni.cs.cmu.edu
Date: Wed, Mar 12, 1997, 09:50 PM
RE: Re: dragging and modes -- my 2 bits
Hi Bruce:
>>>
Thanks for the interesting info on click-and-drag. I do
remember Markup and
the other systems you mentioned, though mostly I spent my
time in Bravo and
various Smalltalks (which, by the way, still intrigue me the
most, and are
the systems about which I have the best feelings/memories...)
<<<
Do you have any Bravo screen dumps? I would very much like
to have one on disk (did the Alto support screen dumps? I
bet it did.)
>>>
I'm just crushed with work so haven't gotten any docs to you.
Sorry.
Remind me again in a bit...
>>>
No rush.
send.

Take whatever time you need for whatever you do

-David
From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: "Bruce Horn",
INTERNET:Bruce.Horn@alumni.cs.cmu.edu
Date: Wed, Mar 12, 1997, 09:51 PM
RE: Re: dragging and modes -- my 2 bits
Hi Bruce,
Me again. I forgot to ask for a mailing address for you
since I have something relating to the Mac that I would like
to send your way and which I think you will get a kick out
of.
-David

From: John 'Sandy' Bumgarner, INTERNET:job@garlic.com
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Sat, Apr 5, 1997, 12:14 PM
RE: Re: Canon Cat
Sender: job@garlic.com
Received: from garlic.com (garlic.com [165.227.35.130]) by hil-img5.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id NAA23807; Sat, 5 Apr 1997 13:47:57 -0500
Received: from z.sm1.garlic.net by garlic.com (8.8.5/4.03)
id SAA170066; Sat, 5 Apr 1997 18:47:45 GMT
Date: Sat, 5 Apr 1997 18:47:45 GMT
Message-Id: <199704051847.SAA170066@garlic.com>
X-Sender: job@garlic.com
X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Version 1.4.4
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
To: David T Craig <71533.606@CompuServe.COM>
From: job@garlic.com (John 'Sandy' Bumgarner)
Subject: Re: Canon Cat
Cc: infoneer@aol.com, dick@cfcl.com, ccrummer@cats.ucsc.edu,
boulton@ricochet.net, wvh@gethip.com, jefraskin@aol.com
David,
Staying at the sunnyvale Hilton is perfect for me as my current client is
right across the freeway. I will try to make it sunday afternoon and for
dinner. Also, in the evening after work would be OK for further talks.
I don't know what might be done about bringing IAI/Cat technology into the
GUI age (sounds awful) but at least we can kick some ideas around.
more below ...
>Hi John:
>
>Touching base to say that I'm looking forward to meeting you and other Cat
>people if time permits during my 13-17 April silicon valley trip.
>
>I just found out that I will be staying in Sunnyvale at the Sunnyvale
Hilton. I
>will be a little free time on Sunday afternoon (April 13) and evenings (April
>14-17). If you're available during any of those times that would be great.
>
>I just copied the Cat repair manual for you and hope that it will be of
some use
>for your broken Cats. It seems fairly straight forward in terms of telling you
>what to do for specific malfunctions. It is around 100 pages or so long
and has
>lots of flowcharts and diagrams.
Great, maybe I can fix a Cat or two.
>
>Cat questions:
>
>Q1: The repair manual states that the dictionary ROM contains the American
>Heritage dictionary. Did AH provide access routines for this dictionary or did

>AH provide info on how to extract words from this dictionary? I'm guessing
that
>AH provided a 68000 assembly code module that the Cat s/w would call since I
>assume that AH would not want others to know the details of its dictionary
>compression.
Yes they were cute about it but I wrote some tForth words that accessed the
dictionary the hard way buy supplying a word to check and then noteing the
ones that it thought were correct. I started with a and let it run to
zzzzz. Took a while. There were some pretty strange words that it thought
were OK. I also have the German and I thing French (could be wrong here)
spelling ROMs. Jef could tell you more about AH dealings.
>Q2: Do you have an e-mail address for JIM STRAUS? I wanted to contact him
>since he was the s/w project leader for the Cat and he told me that he had a
>notebook of s/w dev notes that sound interesting. I would like to contact him
>and see if he can copy his notes. FYI, he used to work for Global Village but
>he no longer does (I called his old number at GV the other day and another
>person answered).
>
I will check on Jim.
>Cheers.
>David T. Craig
>941 Calle Mejia # 1006
>Santa Fe, NM 87501 USA
>
>home 505/820-0358
>email 71533.606@compuserve.com
See you soon
Sandy
John 'Sandy' Bumgarner
POB 38, Morgan Hill, CA 95038
job@garlic.com
TANSTAAFL

Distribution:
71533,606

Cc:
INTERNET:DICK@CFCL.COM
INTERNET:CCRUMMER@CATS.UCSC.EDU
INTERNET:BOULTON@RICOCHET.NET
INTERNET:WVH@GETHIP.COM
INTERNET:JEFRASKIN@AOL.COM
INTERNET:INFONEER@AOL.COM

From: John 'Sandy' Bumgarner, INTERNET:job@garlic.com
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Sat, Apr 5, 1997, 09:51 PM
RE: meeting
Sender: job@garlic.com
Received: from garlic.com (garlic.com [165.227.35.130]) by dub-img3.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id XAA12536; Sat, 5 Apr 1997 23:37:08 -0500
Received: from j.sm1.garlic.net by garlic.com (8.8.5/4.03)
id EAA228288; Sun, 6 Apr 1997 04:36:55 GMT
Date: Sun, 6 Apr 1997 04:36:55 GMT
Message-Id: <199704060436.EAA228288@garlic.com>
X-Sender: job@garlic.com
X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Version 1.4.4
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
To: boulton@ricochet.net, ccrummer@cats.ucsc.edu, dick@cfcl.com,
infoneer@aol.com, jefraskin@aol.com, wvh@gethip.com,
71533.606@CompuServe.COM
From: job@garlic.com (John 'Sandy' Bumgarner)
Subject: meeting
I suggest that all that can make it meet at the Sunnyvale Hilton on the
afternoon of 13 April to get to know each other and see what might be done.
Dave Craig will be staying there, up from Santa Fe and it is a reasonably
central location.
Dave, I will be there so let us see how many others might come.
job
John 'Sandy' Bumgarner
POB 38, Morgan Hill, CA 95038
job@garlic.com
TANSTAAFL

Distribution:
71533,606
INTERNET:BOULTON@RICOCHET.NET
INTERNET:CCRUMMER@CATS.UCSC.EDU
INTERNET:DICK@CFCL.COM
INTERNET:INFONEER@AOL.COM
INTERNET:JEFRASKIN@AOL.COM
INTERNET:WVH@GETHIP.COM

From: John 'Sandy' Bumgarner, INTERNET:job@garlic.com
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Sat, Apr 5, 1997, 10:03 PM
RE: another name
Sender: job@garlic.com
Received: from garlic.com (garlic.com [165.227.35.130]) by hil-img5.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id AAA25174; Sun, 6 Apr 1997 00:00:16 -0500
Received: from w.sm1.garlic.net by garlic.com (8.8.5/4.03)
id FAA208886; Sun, 6 Apr 1997 05:00:01 GMT
Date: Sun, 6 Apr 1997 05:00:01 GMT
Message-Id: <199704060500.FAA208886@garlic.com>
X-Sender: job@garlic.com (Unverified)
X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Version 1.4.4
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
To: boulton@ricochet.net, ccrummer@cats.ucsc.edu, dick@cfcl.com,
infoneer@aol.com, jefraskin@aol.com, wvh@gethip.com,
71533.606@CompuServe.COM, tholmes@mail.telis.org
From: job@garlic.com (John 'Sandy' Bumgarner)
Subject: another name
I have added the email address of Terry Holmes who wrote more than a little
Cat code, added many fine ideas and shot down worthless ones. He could make
Sunnyvale on 13 April.
Please include him in the growing circle.
job
John 'Sandy' Bumgarner
POB 38, Morgan Hill, CA 95038
job@garlic.com
TANSTAAFL

Distribution:
71533,606
INTERNET:BOULTON@RICOCHET.NET
INTERNET:CCRUMMER@CATS.UCSC.EDU
INTERNET:DICK@CFCL.COM
INTERNET:INFONEER@AOL.COM
INTERNET:JEFRASKIN@AOL.COM
INTERNET:WVH@GETHIP.COM
INTERNET:THOLMES@MAIL.TELIS.ORG

From: John 'Sandy' Bumgarner, INTERNET:job@garlic.com
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Sat, Apr 5, 1997, 10:57 PM
RE: yet another name
Sender: job@garlic.com
Received: from garlic.com (garlic.com [165.227.35.130]) by arl-img3.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id AAA02853; Sun, 6 Apr 1997 00:46:15 -0500
Received: from j.sm1.garlic.net by garlic.com (8.8.5/4.03)
id FAA238780; Sun, 6 Apr 1997 05:44:36 GMT
Date: Sun, 6 Apr 1997 05:44:36 GMT
Message-Id: <199704060544.FAA238780@garlic.com>
X-Sender: job@garlic.com
X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Version 1.4.4
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
To: boulton@ricochet.net, ccrummer@cats.ucsc.edu, dick@cfcl.com,
infoneer@aol.com, jefraskin@aol.com, wvh@gethip.com,
71533.606@CompuServe.COM, tholmes@mail.telis.org,
dwing@michele.gcccd.cc.ca.us
From: job@garlic.com (John 'Sandy' Bumgarner)
Subject: yet another name
Dave Wing is another, smaller, Cat reservoir, please include him also.
tnx,
job
John 'Sandy' Bumgarner
POB 38, Morgan Hill, CA 95038
job@garlic.com
TANSTAAFL

Distribution:
71533,606
INTERNET:BOULTON@RICOCHET.NET
INTERNET:CCRUMMER@CATS.UCSC.EDU
INTERNET:DICK@CFCL.COM
INTERNET:INFONEER@AOL.COM
INTERNET:JEFRASKIN@AOL.COM
INTERNET:WVH@GETHIP.COM
INTERNET:THOLMES@MAIL.TELIS.ORG
INTERNET:DWING@MICHELE.GCCCD.CC.CA.US

From: John 'Sandy' Bumgarner, INTERNET:job@garlic.com
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Sat, Apr 5, 1997, 02:52 PM
RE: Re: Canon Cat
Sender: job@garlic.com
Received: from garlic.com (garlic.com [165.227.35.130]) by hil-img1.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id QAA16958; Sat, 5 Apr 1997 16:51:50 -0500
Received: from ab.sm2.garlic.net by garlic.com (8.8.5/4.03)
id VAA227090; Sat, 5 Apr 1997 21:51:45 GMT
Date: Sat, 5 Apr 1997 21:51:45 GMT
Message-Id: <199704052151.VAA227090@garlic.com>
X-Sender: job@garlic.com
X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Version 1.4.4
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
To: 71533.606@CompuServe.COM
From: job@garlic.com (John 'Sandy' Bumgarner)
Subject: Re: Canon Cat
Cc: boulton@ricochet.net
>Date: Sat, 5 Apr 1997 11:56:24 -0800
>To: job@garlic.com (John 'Sandy' Bumgarner)
>From: boulton@ricochet.net (David Boulton)
>Subject: Re: Canon Cat
>X-UIDL: d1e6867e960cd4a79cfb6e5867335111
>
>At 10:47 4/5/97, you wrote:
>[The middle of a conversation with David Craig]
>
>> >Cat questions:
>> >
>> >Q1: The repair manual states that the dictionary ROM contains the
American
>> >Heritage dictionary. Did AH provide access routines for this
dictionary
>>or did
>> >AH provide info on how to extract words from this dictionary? I'm
guessing
>> that
>> >AH provided a 68000 assembly code module that the Cat s/w would call
since I
>> >assume that AH would not want others to know the details of its
dictionary
>> >compression.
>>
>> Yes they were cute about it but I wrote some tForth words that
accessed the
>> dictionary the hard way buy supplying a word to check and then
noteing the
>> ones that it thought were correct. I started with a and let it run
to
>> zzzzz. Took a while. There were some pretty strange words that it
thought
>> were OK. I also have the German and I thing French (could be wrong
here)
>> spelling ROMs. Jef could tell you more about AH dealings.

>
>The code has an algorithm for hashing words, and then checks to see if
the
>hash is in the list of valid hashes provided in the ROM. Thus sometimes
>very odd strings of characters can have a hash collision with a real
word.
>Since these "words" are rarely in the set of things accidently typed by
>humans, it all works out.
>
>I suspect that the hash codes are further compressed by storing them as
>deltas or comlets. You don't store all the bits of the hash, just the
>distance from the previous hash. That's what we did at Friends-Amis, in
any
>case.
>
>I don't know the hash algorithm, and I don't think anyone at IAI ever
did.
>I seem to recall Terry (or maybe Jimmy) disassembling the code, but I
think
>that was just to make building Cat ROMs easier (no linking, etc.)
>
>>
>> >Q2: Do you have an e-mail address for JIM STRAUS? I wanted to
contact him
>> >since he was the s/w project leader for the Cat and he told me that
he had a
>> >notebook of s/w dev notes that sound interesting. I would like to
>>contact him
>> >and see if he can copy his notes. FYI, he used to work for Global
>>Village but
>> >he no longer does (I called his old number at GV the other day and
another
>> >person answered).
>> >
>>
>> I will check on Jim.
>
>Try <jims@key.com>. I don't have a current phone number, though. They
live
>in Woodside.
>
>GV is in the process of crashing and burning. Everyone with a clue is
now
>long gone.
>
>db
>
>
>
>->David Boulton
boulton@ricochet.net
>
>
>
>
John 'Sandy' Bumgarner
POB 38, Morgan Hill, CA 95038

job@garlic.com
TANSTAAFL

Distribution:
71533,606

Cc:
INTERNET:BOULTON@RICOCHET.NET

From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: John 'Sandy' Bumgarner, INTERNET:job@garlic.com
Date: Sun, Apr 6, 1997, 12:27 AM
RE: meeting
Hi Sandy (it seems that you want to be called Sandy):
Meeting at the Sunnyvale Hilton on the afternoon of April 13 (Sunday)
sounds fine with me. Looking forward to seeing you and any other Cat
people.
-David Craig

From: Dick Karpinski, INTERNET:dick@cfcl.com
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Sat, Apr 5, 1997, 07:59 PM
RE: Re: Canon Cat
Sender: dick@cfcl.com
Received: from cygnus.com (cygnus.com [205.180.230.20]) by dub-img1.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id VAA24224; Sat, 5 Apr 1997 21:29:07 -0500
Received: from cfcl.com (cfcl.com [140.174.42.20])
by cygnus.com (8.8.5/8.8.5) with SMTP id SAA02050;
Sat, 5 Apr 1997 18:28:45 -0800 (PST)
Received: by cfcl.com (4.1/SMI-4.1)
id AA16628; Sat, 5 Apr 97 18:24:52 PST
Date: Sat, 5 Apr 97 18:24:52 PST
From: dick@cfcl.com (Dick Karpinski)
Message-Id: <9704060224.AA16628@cfcl.com>
To: 71533.606@CompuServe.COM, job@garlic.com
Subject: Re: Canon Cat
Cc: boulton@ricochet.net, ccrummer@cats.ucsc.edu, dick@cfcl.com,
infoneer@aol.com, jefraskin@aol.com, wvh@gethip.com
Repair manuals?

Great!!

I would like to have a copy of every Cat/Swyft document on my Web site.
Please send me a copy (or even the original, but say so) of every such
document that you have access to and pointers to any others. It is of
course easiest if it's already in softcopy. Happy to pay any costs as
well.
Right now, my focus is on how to create a Forth home for this software
on a Mac, but I'm open to suggestions for easier or parallel paths.
What about software test jigs? Is there anything lying about to
supplement what I have from Sandy on IBM diskettes?
Dick
Distribution:
71533,606
INTERNET:JOB@GARLIC.COM

Cc:
INTERNET:CCRUMMER@CATS.UCSC.EDU
INTERNET:DICK@CFCL.COM
INTERNET:INFONEER@AOL.COM
INTERNET:JEFRASKIN@AOL.COM
INTERNET:WVH@GETHIP.COM
INTERNET:BOULTON@RICOCHET.NET

From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: Dick Karpinski, INTERNET:dick@cfcl.com
Date: Sun, Apr 6, 1997, 12:25 AM
RE: Re: Canon Cat
Hi Dick:
>>>
I would like to have a copy of every Cat/Swyft document on my Web site.
<<<
Here is a list of the Cat/Raskin/Apple docs that I have. Majority are
on printed paper except for my Cat paper from 1994. I have scanned a
fair number of the pictures from many of these documents and can provide
the images (GIF format) to you for you web site. If you can send me a
disk media such as a JAZ disk (which holds 1GB) I can easily put
everything on this disk. Floppy transfer would be a pain since the GIF
images take up around 40MB of data.
Jef Raskin, Early Macintosh Computer, Apple //e SwyftCard, and Canon Cat
Computer Documents as owned by David Craig
Updated:

12 July 1996

David T. Craig
941 Calle Mejia # 1006
Santa Fe, NM 87501 USA
voice: (505) 820-0358
email: 71533.606@compuserve.com
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From: Dick Karpinski, INTERNET:dick@cfcl.com
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Sat, Apr 5, 1997, 10:03 PM
RE: Re: meeting
Sender: dick@cfcl.com
Received: from cygnus.com (cygnus.com [205.180.230.20]) by hil-img5.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id XAA24964; Sat, 5 Apr 1997 23:59:15 -0500
Received: from cfcl.com (cfcl.com [140.174.42.20])
by cygnus.com (8.8.5/8.8.5) with SMTP id UAA03869;
Sat, 5 Apr 1997 20:58:55 -0800 (PST)
Received: by cfcl.com (4.1/SMI-4.1)
id AA16866; Sat, 5 Apr 97 20:55:02 PST
Date: Sat, 5 Apr 97 20:55:02 PST
From: dick@cfcl.com (Dick Karpinski)
Message-Id: <9704060455.AA16866@cfcl.com>
To: 71533.606@CompuServe.COM, boulton@ricochet.net,
ccrummer@cats.ucsc.edu,
dick@cfcl.com, infoneer@aol.com, jefraskin@aol.com,
job@garlic.com,
wvh@gethip.com
Subject: Re: meeting
I'll be there.

What's the time and the address?

Dick
Richard Karpinski
dick@cfcl.com
http://www.best.com/~karpinsk
6521 Raymond Street, Suite 77, Oakland, CA 94609-1126
(510) 658-3797
Distribution:
71533,606
INTERNET:BOULTON@RICOCHET.NET
INTERNET:CCRUMMER@CATS.UCSC.EDU
INTERNET:DICK@CFCL.COM
INTERNET:INFONEER@AOL.COM
INTERNET:JEFRASKIN@AOL.COM
INTERNET:JOB@GARLIC.COM
INTERNET:WVH@GETHIP.COM

From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: Dick Karpinski, INTERNET:dick@cfcl.com
Date: Sun, Apr 6, 1997, 11:09 AM
RE: Re: Canon Cat
Hi Dick:
>>>
Since I presume you have a Jazz drive, could you get the medium and
let me pay for it? I did wonder what would make me buy a Jazz drive
and I think you've done it. On the other hand, I don't have a Web
site that I can put hundreds of MB on inexpensively. Therefor, I
will probably not use the big GIFs until that changes.
<<<
A Jaz disk costs around $100 which is a little too much for me to buy.
If you buy a Jaz disk and mail it to me I will put all the GIFs I have
on it for you. Or, you could send me 3 boxes of 3.5" HD 1.4MB disks and
I could copy the GIFs onto these. This may be a little more work for me
and you but is lots cheaper since the Jaz drive is around $500 and the
disk around $100 whereas the 3 boxes of disks is around $20 or so.
>>>
On the other hand, Jef is currently being mined for the Stanford
history collection on Silicon Valley, and they may well also want a
copy of most of what you have.
<<<
I'm aware of Stanford's interest in Raskin's documents. I assume Jef
has most of what I have. FYI, I can copy any of my documents for 10
cents per page plus postage which basically covers my costs (the local
copy center charges 7 cents per page plus tax).
____
_
_
_____
____
_
| _ \ __ ___
_(_) __| | |_
_| / ___|_ __ __ _(_) __ _
| | | |/ _` \ \ / / |/ _` |
| |
| |
| '__/ _` | |/ _` |
| |_| | (_| |\ V /| | (_| |
| |
| |___| | | (_| | | (_| |
|____/ \__,_| \_/ |_|\__,_|
|_|
\____|_| \__,_|_|\__, |
|___/
David T. Craig
941 Calle Mejia # 1006
Santa Fe, NM 87501 USA
home 505/820-0358
email 71533.606@compuserve.com
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From: Dick Karpinski, INTERNET:dick@cfcl.com
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Sun, Apr 6, 1997, 03:01 AM
RE: Re: Canon Cat
Sender: dick@cfcl.com
Received: from cygnus.com (cygnus.com [205.180.230.20]) by arl-img1.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id EAA17008; Sun, 6 Apr 1997 04:46:57 -0400
Received: from cfcl.com (cfcl.com [140.174.42.20])
by cygnus.com (8.8.5/8.8.5) with SMTP id AAA07293
for <71533.606@CompuServe.COM>; Sun, 6 Apr 1997 00:46:54 -0800
(PST)
Received: by cfcl.com (4.1/SMI-4.1)
id AA17153; Sun, 6 Apr 97 00:43:04 PST
Date: Sun, 6 Apr 97 00:43:04 PST
From: dick@cfcl.com (Dick Karpinski)
Message-Id: <9704060843.AA17153@cfcl.com>
To: 71533.606@CompuServe.COM
Subject: Re: Canon Cat
Since I presume you have a Jazz drive, could you get the medium and
let me pay for it? I did wonder what would make me buy a Jazz drive
and I think you've done it. On the other hand, I don't have a Web
site that I can put hundreds of MB on inexpensively. Therefor, I
will probably not use the big GIFs until that changes.
On the other hand, Jef is currently being mined for the Stanford
history collection on Silicon Valley, and they may well also want a
copy of most of what you have.
Dick
Distribution:
71533,606

From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: Dick Karpinski, INTERNET:dick@cfcl.com
Date: Mon, Apr 7, 1997, 06:07 PM
RE: Re: Canon Cat
Hi Dick:
>>>
Can you tell me the name of a local store to you that has a copy of the
medium?
<<<
How about if I just copy my GIF files to MS-DOS 3.5" 1.4MB floppies and
mail them to you? I think this is easiest. You could then reimburse me
for the disks and the postage.
>>>
Do you already have your documents scanned?
<<<

Plans?

Cost?

Only pictures are scanned. If you want all the documents then I can
photocopy them and mail them to you. Copying costs will be 10 cents per
page. The list I sent you lists what I have and how large each document
is.
>>>
THanks very much for the document list.
or content indexing to speak of?
<<<

Done any cross referencing

Nope.
>>>
What would be the easiest kind of Cat to recreate in the modern era
that would useful to you? What would be most useful to you?
<<<
In general, I favor systems that are simple to use and therefore have
been designed to be simple. I think Raskin is on to something with his
ideas of "information appliances" since today's machines are too
complicated for most people.
-David

From: Dick Karpinski, INTERNET:dick@cfcl.com
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Mon, Apr 7, 1997, 02:41 AM
RE: Re: Canon Cat
Sender: dick@cfcl.com
Received: from cygnus.com (cygnus.com [205.180.230.20]) by arl-img3.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id EAA08276; Mon, 7 Apr 1997 04:36:02 -0400
Received: from cfcl.com (cfcl.com [140.174.42.20])
by cygnus.com (8.8.5/8.8.5) with SMTP id BAA14476
for <71533.606@CompuServe.COM>; Mon, 7 Apr 1997 01:36:00 -0700
(PDT)
Received: by cfcl.com (4.1/SMI-4.1)
id AA19752; Mon, 7 Apr 97 01:32:09 PDT
Date: Mon, 7 Apr 97 01:32:09 PDT
From: dick@cfcl.com (Dick Karpinski)
Message-Id: <9704070832.AA19752@cfcl.com>
To: 71533.606@CompuServe.COM
Subject: Re: Canon Cat
Can you tell me the name of a local store to you that has a copy of the
medium? Then I can call them up and buy one and you can pick it up.
Other methods to get it to you in time to be useful this trip look to
be more expensive than that. Right? And the medium is reusable and
convenient. I approve.
I worry about wasting money, but I just got my retirement lump sum
cashout payment, so I don't have to worry about cash flow for years.
Do you already have your documents scanned?
THanks very much for the document list.
or content indexing to speak of?

Plans?

Cost?

Done any cross referencing

What would be the easiest kind of Cat to recreate in the modern era
that would useful to you? What would be most useful to you?
Dick
Distribution:
71533,606

From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: Dick Karpinski, INTERNET:dick@cfcl.com
Date: Tue, Apr 8, 1997, 06:17 PM
RE: Re: Canon Cat
Hi Dick:
Re Cat image files, I will copy onto IBM PC 3.5" HD floppies soon and
mail to your Oakland address.
Re Cat doc list, you may post on your web site.
Re web site, I have not seen it but will try soon.
____
_
_
_____
____
_
| _ \ __ ___
_(_) __| | |_
_| / ___|_ __ __ _(_) __ _
| | | |/ _` \ \ / / |/ _` |
| |
| |
| '__/ _` | |/ _` |
| |_| | (_| |\ V /| | (_| |
| |
| |___| | | (_| | | (_| |
|____/ \__,_| \_/ |_|\__,_|
|_|
\____|_| \__,_|_|\__, |
|___/
David T. Craig
941 Calle Mejia # 1006
Santa Fe, NM 87501 USA
home 505/820-0358
email 71533.606@compuserve.com
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From: Dick Karpinski, INTERNET:dick@cfcl.com
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Mon, Apr 7, 1997, 06:54 PM
RE: Re: Canon Cat
Sender: dick@cfcl.com
Received: from cygnus.com (cygnus.com [205.180.230.20]) by arl-img4.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id UAA13360; Mon, 7 Apr 1997 20:52:52 -0400
Received: from cfcl.com (cfcl.com [140.174.42.20])
by cygnus.com (8.8.5/8.8.5) with SMTP id RAA11320
for <71533.606@CompuServe.COM>; Mon, 7 Apr 1997 17:52:50 -0700
(PDT)
Received: by cfcl.com (4.1/SMI-4.1)
id AA28301; Mon, 7 Apr 97 17:48:56 PDT
Date: Mon, 7 Apr 97 17:48:56 PDT
From: dick@cfcl.com (Dick Karpinski)
Message-Id: <9704080048.AA28301@cfcl.com>
To: 71533.606@CompuServe.COM
Subject: Re: Canon Cat
Thanks. I can handle that. Don't copy the papers until I figure out
what I need and want and don't have already....
May I post the list of them that you sent onto my Web page?
Have you seen my Web page?
Dick
Richard Karpinski
dick@cfcl.com
http://www.best.com/~karpinsk
6521 Raymond Street, Suite 77, Oakland, CA 94609-1126
(510) 658-3797
Distribution:
71533,606

From: INTERNET:JefRaskin@aol.com, INTERNET:JefRaskin@aol.com
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Tue, Apr 8, 1997, 05:05 PM
RE: visit on Tuesday?
Sender: JefRaskin@aol.com
Received: from emout19.mail.aol.com (emout19.mx.aol.com [198.81.11.45])
by hil-img-4.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id TAA17369; Tue, 8 Apr 1997 19:03:17 -0400
From: <JefRaskin@aol.com>
Received: (from root@localhost)
by emout19.mail.aol.com (8.7.6/8.7.3/AOL-2.0.0)
id TAA07975 for 71533.606@compuserve.com;
Tue, 8 Apr 1997 19:03:13 -0400 (EDT)
Date: Tue, 8 Apr 1997 19:03:13 -0400 (EDT)
Message-ID: <970408190050_1850502805@emout19.mail.aol.com>
To: 71533.606@compuserve.com
Subject: visit on Tuesday?

David,
I forgot that my son had a horn lesson on Monday the 14th. Can your
visit be
scheduled for the 15th instead?
-- jef
Distribution:
71533,606

From: INTERNET:JefRaskin@aol.com, INTERNET:JefRaskin@aol.com
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Tue, Apr 8, 1997, 05:37 PM
RE: Re: Hello, some stuff, regrets (I've known a few...)
Sender: JefRaskin@aol.com
Received: from emout30.mail.aol.com (emout30.mx.aol.com [198.81.11.135])
by arl-img-3.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id TAA01239; Tue, 8 Apr 1997 19:14:36 -0400
From: <JefRaskin@aol.com>
Received: (from root@localhost)
by emout30.mail.aol.com (8.7.6/8.7.3/AOL-2.0.0)
id TAA13451;
Tue, 8 Apr 1997 19:14:13 -0400 (EDT)
Date: Tue, 8 Apr 1997 19:14:13 -0400 (EDT)
Message-ID: <970408190827_-799936515@emout18.mail.aol.com>
To: Infoneer@aol.com, 71533.606@compuserve.com, job@garlic.com,
dick@cfcl.com,
tholmes@mail.telis.org
Subject: Re: Hello, some stuff, regrets (I've known a few...)
I know what an Aeronca is. Modeled it more than once. Seen them at
airshows
more than once, too.
I have invited David Craig to visit on Tuesday, the 15th, maybe a few
others
can come by, we can get some take out sushi and/or pizza, and talk
Swyfts and
Cats, and what's new. I haven't had a party for a while.
-- jef
Distribution:
71533,606
INTERNET:INFONEER@AOL.COM
INTERNET:JOB@GARLIC.COM
INTERNET:DICK@CFCL.COM
INTERNET:THOLMES@MAIL.TELIS.ORG

From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: INTERNET:JefRaskin@aol.com, INTERNET:JefRaskin@aol.com
Date: Tue, Apr 8, 1997, 06:20 PM
RE: visit on Tuesday?
Hi Jef:
>>>
I forgot that my son had a horn lesson on Monday the 14th. Can your
visit be
scheduled for the 15th instead?
<<<
No problem. The evening of the 15th (Tuesday) should be open. I can
call you on Monday to verify 15th is OK for you. I assume I would meet
you at your place in Pacifica, correct? The time should be around 6-7pm
since I would drive from Sunnyvale.
Looking forward to meeting you.
____
_
_
_____
____
_
| _ \ __ ___
_(_) __| | |_
_| / ___|_ __ __ _(_) __ _
| | | |/ _` \ \ / / |/ _` |
| |
| |
| '__/ _` | |/ _` |
| |_| | (_| |\ V /| | (_| |
| |
| |___| | | (_| | | (_| |
|____/ \__,_| \_/ |_|\__,_|
|_|
\____|_| \__,_|_|\__, |
|___/
David T. Craig
941 Calle Mejia # 1006
Santa Fe, NM 87501 USA
home 505/820-0358
email 71533.606@compuserve.com
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Sender: Infoneer@aol.com
Received: from emout24.mail.aol.com (emout24.mx.aol.com [198.81.11.129]) by hilimg-2.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id VAA29783; Mon, 7 Apr 1997 21:02:50 -0400
From: <Infoneer@aol.com>
Received: (from root@localhost)
by emout24.mail.aol.com (8.7.6/8.7.3/AOL-2.0.0)
id UAA02682;
Mon, 7 Apr 1997 20:56:52 -0400 (EDT)
Date: Mon, 7 Apr 1997 20:56:52 -0400 (EDT)
Message-ID: <970407205334_144116019@emout16.mail.aol.com>
To: 71533.606@compuserve.com, job@garlic.com, dick@cfcl.com, JefRaskin@aol.com,
wvh@gethip.com, ccrummer@cats.ucsc.edu, boulton@ricochet.net,
tholmes@mail.telis.org, dwing@michele.gcccd.cc.ca.us
Subject: Hello, some stuff, regrets (I've known a few...)
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-type: multipart/mixed;
boundary="PART.BOUNDARY.0.8244.emout16.mail.aol.com.860460814"
--PART.BOUNDARY.0.8244.emout16.mail.aol.com.860460814
Content-ID: <0_8244_860460814@emout16.mail.aol.com.9181>
Content-type: text/plain
Hello all, and THANKS to David C. and John B. for creating this Cat-o-phile
circle of friends.
Joe Stewart here, haven't yet seen a Cat, but I'm quite enamored of it based
on my readings.
I do have the Swyft //e stuff running under a MS-DOS Apple emulator and I've
attached it to this e-mail for you all to examine (hope I didn't violate TOO
many copyrights in the process, sorry)
I hoped to escape the Tennessee hills to visit y'all, but other commitments
prevent this from happening, but PLEASE include me in your Cat-ish
machinations.
Have fun,
Joe Stewart
712 Aeronca Road
(how many of you out there know what an Aeronca is?)
Knoxville, TN 37919-7001
423/539-3923
OR
Philips Consumer Electronics Company
6501 Deane Hill Drive (close to 6502, right?)
Knoxville, TN 37919
800/SET-TOPS extension 3106
--PART.BOUNDARY.0.8244.emout16.mail.aol.com.860460814
Content-ID: <0_8244_860460814@emout16.mail.aol.com.9182>
Content-type: application/octet-stream;
name="SWYFT.ZIP"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: base64
UEsDBBQAAAAIAINizSAmO10t5FkAACCuAAAJAAAAQVBQTEUuRVhF7DprdFNVujsnJ4+ePJt3
SymFgYIKgWkxMghYR6jjCNPyuPJSQRFkvIwPTJXlYhYBqlMTbKMXlVEHghWLE712vF3aAtK0
gbYi9YbysFKQCp1yDuU1AoVRSO63zzlJz0mTUP7NmnXLyv723t9zf4/97ZTOWJCD5iGEchAi
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/ZNUfuCSn/7bNPodCRBGIq1D155CF53jan7TOrShR20vy671OyoXUY7KxyjagWjZGLpUQv9Z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GsqvKYhP75d7b7vSj98awI+r1KjdsRb1Jd+/vNxIj37HSIVXJN/2H598X4HD9Tn2OsX7hHF4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8eirDTANv9n4XSmQYIxMsFguEA49MBmPEc1l8SQgeFzhEVIvJfwjXexAk6o8OlKYwofjlGI6
Gw0kH93hMulF9DzG4AEE0nhjZzM/6v5WG9nJjWqg5v9oe2cI++sgVyUG+up7UfUDMTVpRA71
C/+ABHOQIK9sR2gWhXSdaBrRaCEpfPzFQyH/6mcYev1//X+JeuqpkaP+e/8/qX/xmXM+v/kV
sqqRkLi+uL7L56elaz/+teSPJB/b8sUPyffk3x8gkaQHwL5/Qfv/WjsVR5IqJcuW/Qw9Tnzo
OUKWlpF8afa/oP//P/+dzzNEQoACEgUtpQqaMuMUNH/Ga2gZlELL4KG0zN9Gy3eqaPnnalq+
ewBLScExIiX/CVBLAQIVCxQAAAAIAINizSAmO10t5FkAACCuAAAJAAAAAAAAAAAAIAD/gQAA
AABBUFBMRS5FWEVQSwECFQsUAAAACACOskQQJpxv9nEnAAAAMAAACQAAAAAAAAAAACAAtoEL
WgAAQVBQTEUuUk9NUEsBAhULFAAAAAgAsXaiEPZEcc7hAAAAAAEAAAgAAAAAAAAAAAAgALaB
o4EAAERJU0suUk9NUEsBAhULFAAAAAgAI6OHIkeOoXSJAQAAZAIAAAkAAAAAAAAAAQAgALaB
qoIAAHN3eWZ0LnR4dFBLAQIVCxQAAAAIAEAAex4J+uurjCgAAABQAAAKAAAAAAAAAAAAIAC2
gVqEAABBUFBMRTIuUk9NUEsBAhULFAAAAAgARKZGH9FSOTIFQwAAAIAAAAsAAAAAAAAAAAAg
ALaBDq0AAEFQUExFMkMuUk9NUEsBAhULFAAAAAgAelZdH0KZmGXmNQAAAIAAAAsAAAAAAAAA
AAAgALaBPPAAAEFQUExFMkUuUk9NUEsBAhULFAAAAAgA46yGIq3dLbqYpAAAaAICAAkAAAAA
AAAAAAAgALaBSyYBAFNXWUZULklNR1BLBQYAAAAACAAIALwBAAAKywEAAAA=
--PART.BOUNDARY.0.8244.emout16.mail.aol.com.860460814--

From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: John 'Sandy' Bumgarner, INTERNET:job@garlic.com
Date: Wed, Apr 9, 1997, 09:43 PM
RE: Re: meeting
Hi John/Sandy:
>>>
David, let me know when would be a good time on Sunday.
in
the lobby?
<<<

Should we meet

Lobby seems fine. I think the best time to meet is around 3. I plan to
bring a box or two of PC disks for the Cat sources and documentation
that you have on your PC. I assume I could give these disks to you and
you could copy to them and we could meet again later in the week?
Looking forward to seeing you and any others who want to talk about the
Cat for a bit.
-David

From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: Bruce Horn, internet:Bruce.Horn@alumni.cs.cmu.edu
Date: Wed, Apr 9, 1997, 09:46 PM
RE: Silicon valley trip?
Hi Bruce:
Just touching base to see if you will be in the Silicon
Valley area during April 14-17 (Monday-thursday). If so I
would like to say hi and maybe see what you have in terms of
old Mac documents. I will be staying at the Sunnyvale Hilton
and am free during evenings. If you have a place that you
would like for me to meet you let me know and I'm sure I
could find it.
-David
Distribution:
Bruce Horn internet:Bruce.Horn@alumni.cs.cmu.edu

From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: Joe Stewart, internet:Infoneer@aol.com
Date: Wed, Apr 9, 1997, 09:38 PM
RE: Canon Cat computer
Hi Joe:
Thanks for emailing the Swyft emulator for the PC. Unfortunately, my
AOL does not like the files you sent, I assume something somewhere in
the files became corrupted. Would you mind mailing me on a PC disk the
emulator?
Thanks in advance.
-David

From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: Joe Stewart, internet:Infoneer@aol.com
Date: Wed, Apr 9, 1997, 09:38 PM
RE: Canon Cat computer
Hi Joe:
Thanks for emailing the Swyft emulator for the PC. Unfortunately, my
AOL does not like the files you sent, I assume something somewhere in
the files became corrupted. Would you mind mailing me on a PC disk the
emulator?
Thanks in advance.
-David

From: John 'Sandy' Bumgarner, INTERNET:job@garlic.com
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Thu, Apr 10, 1997, 12:08 AM
RE: Re: meeting
Sender: job@garlic.com
Received: from garlic.com (garlic.com [165.227.35.130]) by dub-img1.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id BAA00507; Thu, 10 Apr 1997 01:57:46 -0400
Received: from q.sm1.garlic.net by garlic.com (8.8.5/4.03)
id FAA230930; Thu, 10 Apr 1997 05:57:43 GMT
Date: Thu, 10 Apr 1997 05:57:43 GMT
Message-Id: <199704100557.FAA230930@garlic.com>
X-Sender: job@garlic.com
X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Version 1.4.4
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
To: David T Craig <71533.606@CompuServe.COM>
From: job@garlic.com (John 'Sandy' Bumgarner)
Subject: Re: meeting
>Lobby seems fine. I think the best time to meet is around 3. I plan
to
bring a
>box or two of PC disks for the Cat sources and documentation that you
have on
>your PC. I assume I could give these disks to you and you could copy
to them
>and we could meet again later in the week?
OK, 3 it is ... yes to the disk copy, I will be up that way and give
them to
you.
John 'Sandy' Bumgarner
POB 38, Morgan Hill, CA 95038
job@garlic.com
TANSTAAFL

Distribution:
71533,606

From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: Jim Straus, internet:jims@key.com
Date: Thu, Apr 10, 1997, 08:18 PM
RE: Canon cat tech info
Hi Jim:
You may recall that I got a Cat from you a while back.
I'm writing to say that I will be in silicon valley (Sunnyvale
specifically) during 14-17 April and if possible would like to see your
Cat technical materials. If your stuff is copyable I would like also to
get a copy since John Bumgarner should be providing me with a copy of
the cat source code.
Best of luck with your post-Global Village work.
____
_
_
_____
____
_
| _ \ __ ___
_(_) __| | |_
_| / ___|_ __ __ _(_) __ _
| | | |/ _` \ \ / / |/ _` |
| |
| |
| '__/ _` | |/ _` |
| |_| | (_| |\ V /| | (_| |
| |
| |___| | | (_| | | (_| |
|____/ \__,_| \_/ |_|\__,_|
|_|
\____|_| \__,_|_|\__, |
|___/
David T. Craig
941 Calle Mejia # 1006
Santa Fe, NM 87501 USA
home 505/820-0358
email 71533.606@compuserve.com
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From: Sunder
Sent: Tuesday, October 12, 1999 6:12 PM
To: David Craig
Subject: Re: Lisa, canon cat, and newt

David Craig wrote:
>
> Hi Ray,
>
> I just checked out www.sunder.net and you have added some nice Lisa books.
> I would like if possible to get the following books you list on your web
> site on a CD. Ideally, if I can get them as graphic files such as TIFF or
> GIF that would be great.
>
>
Lisa 2 Owner's Guide
>
Lisa Office System
>
LisaCalc Manual< (new)/A>
^^^ Hmm, that was an HTML typo. :) It's fixed now...
>
LisaTerminal Manual (new)
>
> Take care.

Thanks David,
As always you are welcome to anything on sunder.net. :) However, if you're
willing to a bit more patient while I scan in the other books in the Lisa
Office suite, you can have them all (LisaWrite, LisaProject, LisaList, etc.)
:)
Steve Hatle loaned me the whole box of documentation for exactly this purpose:
to scan them in. :)
They're all in jpg format, if you've a good OCR program it may be beneficial
to run them through it...
I've also noticed that these are in two color printing. i.e. white being the
paper, black and green. There are little highlights of green here and there,
hence I've used 24 bit color @ 150 dpi to scan in these books. I would have

gone 300dpi, but the images are already too huge for most modem users. At
least if you do try to print them, they won't look too bad. They are
unfortunately spiral bound, and when I scan them, they didn't lay down
perfectly flat, so some are a bit rotated...
Again, I'm sorry for not dedicating more time to the Lisa. I do have a good
reason, though not an excuse. :) I'm now married, and Mali has taken up quite
a bit of my free time. :) But now she's finished moving and has settled in,
so I can do some late night hacking here and there again. :)
By the way, incase you're a Newton Fan, Beyond Worlds Publishing, the guys
that put out Defying Graviity (the spine has it misspelled with two i's) - the
book about the creation of the Newton now sells copies of the same for $5 +
2.50 shipping... Call them if you're interested. I originally bought it
several years back and paid the full $30 for it, and got another two copies of
it recently at the $7 price...
Here's a copy of a message with the info for it:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

The book "Defying Gravity" is available for $5.00 plus $2.50 shipping and
handling (inside U.S.). If you're interested in ordering the book you can
fax(503-531-8773), e-mail(elvis@beyondword.com) or call(503)531-8700) with
your address and payment info. Let us know if you are interested, and thank
you for your interest in our publications.
Sincerely
Bradford A. King
Webmaster
Beyond Words Publishing
elvis@beyondword.com

-- Ray.

----------------------------- Kaos Keraunos Kybernetos -------------------+ ^ + Sunder
"Only someone completely distrustful of /|\
\|/ sunder@sunder.net all government would be opposed to what /\|/\
<--*--> -------------------- we are doing with surveillance cameras" \/|\/
/|\ You're on the air.
-- New York City Police Commissioner \|/
+ v + Say 'Hi' to Echelon
Howard Safir, 27 July 1999.

---------------------------- http://www.sunder.net ----------------------I love the smell of Malathion in the morning, it smells like brain cancer.

From: Sunder
Sent: Tuesday, October 12, 1999 10:37 AM
To: David T Craig
Cc: David Craig
Subject: canon cat
Hi David,
I've not sent you email in a while... Anyway, the reason for this one is two
fold.
Firstmost, please update my email address to this one (sunder@sunder.net) as
sunder@brainlink.com is now a black hole - i.e. email goes in, I don't
receive it. :)
www.sunder.net is back up, etc. Lots of Lisa stuff on there, including some
new Office Systems books thanks to Steve Hatle...

I saw a second Canon Cat show up on ebay yesterday. Its price immediatly
rose to $200. :) I suspect by the time that auction closes, it'll be close
to over $1100 - which the price of the first one I saw about a month ago.
A bit out of my range if it reaches that high... :)
A long while ago you mentioned you had ROM dumps for this machine, if you
still do, could you get them to me along with docs for the Cat's hardware
(the usual stuff: memory maps, schematics, etc...) If the ROM has comments
it'll probably be enough... Hard stuff is of course all the I/O, hence the
need for the memory/io maps...
I'm starting to get a bit more free time again and will continue LisaEm, and
wouldn't mind starting a Cat emulator... :)

-- Ray

----------------------------- Kaos Keraunos Kybernetos -------------------+ ^ + Sunder
"Only someone completely distrustful of /|\
\|/ sunder@sunder.net all government would be opposed to what /\|/\
<--*--> -------------------- we are doing with surveillance cameras" \/|\/

/|\ You're on the air.
-- New York City Police Commissioner \|/
+ v + Say 'Hi' to Echelon
Howard Safir, 27 July 1999.
---------------------------- http://www.sunder.net ----------------------I love the smell of Malathion in the morning, it smells like brain cancer.

From: Sunder
Sent: Wednesday, October 13, 1999 12:09 PM
To: David Craig
Subject: Re: Lisa, canon cat, and newt

David Craig wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>

Both are fine with me. My only point was the 150 dpi scans were not as
clean as 200 dpi scan. Also, I noticed some "artifacts" on your scanned
pages -- by this I mean if you print a page you will see some tiny dots
adjacent to characters. This can be fixed by changing your scanner's
contrast setting so that colors that are really white but are near black are
scanned as black.

Ok, I've already started on the LisaWrite manual, but I can do the rest at
200...
> LISA DOC UNBINDING / RE-BINDING
>
> Not too much of a trouble to rebind but you have to be in the right mood for
> it to work well :-)
I'll dig up an old Mac OS 6 book and practice on it first... Actually I've
got two scanners, one is a sheet feeder that I can get much faster scans from,
so if unbinding and rebinding isn't too horrid, I'll use it.
> NEWTON
>
> Do you want the Newton repair manuals and the developer books? I have all
> this stuff on CD, including I believe all the Newton user manuals.
Sure, if you could, please bundle it with the Cat stuff.
> Take care.
Thanks much. :)

----------------------------- Kaos Keraunos Kybernetos --------------------

+ ^ + Sunder
"Only someone completely distrustful of /|\
\|/ sunder@sunder.net all government would be opposed to what /\|/\
<--*--> -------------------- we are doing with surveillance cameras" \/|\/
/|\ You're on the air.
-- New York City Police Commissioner \|/
+ v + Say 'Hi' to Echelon
Howard Safir, 27 July 1999.
---------------------------- http://www.sunder.net ----------------------I love the smell of Malathion in the morning, it smells like brain cancer.

From: Sunder
Sent: Wednesday, October 13, 1999 9:20 AM
To: David Craig
Subject: Re: Lisa, canon cat, and newt

David Craig wrote:
> LISA DOC SCANS
>
> I am in no hurry, so if you scan the other books I would like those also.
Done.
> Concerning the scans, I did download a few pages and saw they were scanned
> at 150 dpi/24 bit color as your mention. Why don't you scan them at 200 dpi
> grayscale? This works well from my experience.
I've tried formats other than jpg, and usually they don't compress as well.
This way, we do get whatever gray scale is there as well as the green splashes
of color. I also don't notice any visible problems with JPG compression
artifacts. Why not GIFs? Unisys is starting to sue anyone who uses them if
they were created from a non-licensed program, not just the program's authors,
it doesn't compress as well for this large an image, etc, JPG's can be
converted to PNG's or GIF's without too much work...
Re: 200 dpi, it's a thought, but the text on the pages doesn't seem to
require the higher resolution as it's over 10 points.
>
>
>
>

Also, I have scaned my Lisa
2 Owner's Guide (1984 edition) and unbound the thing first -- much easier to
scan. FYI, there is a 1983 edition of this guide that is much nicer, ditto
for the Lisa 1 OG -- I have all 3 of these OGs.

If you do have the 83 version and can scan it, please do so. I didn't unbind
the books I scanned in because they aren't mine and I didn't want to risk
damaging neither the wire spine nor pages. Did you have any trouble with
rebinding them?
> NEWTON - DEFYING GRAVITY
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Thanks for the tip. I bought the book years ago when it came out and really
enjoyed it. You may have noticed the pictures of the Lisas here and there
in the book -- these were most likely from Larry Tesler and/or Steve Capps
office since both were involved with the Lisa's development (Tesler more so
than Capps since Tesler was in charge of the Office System, Capps worked
with the Printing Team but around mid-83 moved to Mac to work on the Mac
Finder).

Yes, I did notice them. :) As a birthday gift, I gave Mali (my wife) a
Newt 2000, and she's really happy with it. As I predicted she wasted a few
hundred hours of her life and the newt's playing Newtris. :) We now both
have Newts and beam stuff to each other regularly. I use my venerable 7100
to backup both our Newts.
I've also got a 130 that I'd like to turn into a master remote control for the
various stereo/tv stuff in the living room for which I've got about 8-9
remotes. :) The problem is that the 130's IR range is limited to several
feet. One of these days, I'll hit Radio Shack for an Op Amp and a high
powered IR LED... :)
(I don't mind hacking the 130 as I will only be using it for a remote.)

----------------------------- Kaos Keraunos Kybernetos -------------------+ ^ + Sunder
"Only someone completely distrustful of /|\
\|/ sunder@sunder.net all government would be opposed to what /\|/\
<--*--> -------------------- we are doing with surveillance cameras" \/|\/
/|\ You're on the air.
-- New York City Police Commissioner \|/
+ v + Say 'Hi' to Echelon
Howard Safir, 27 July 1999.
---------------------------- http://www.sunder.net ----------------------I love the smell of Malathion in the morning, it smells like brain cancer.

From: Sunder
Sent: Thursday, October 14, 1999 3:31 PM
To: David Craig
Subject: Re: canon cat info and new mail address..

David Craig wrote:
>
> Ray,
>
> Is your sheet-fed scanner fast? How long does it take to scan a page?
3-6 seconds a page. The problem is the software stops every 20 pages and forces
me to save them by hand. i.e.: name each one. I'd love for it to be able to just
save them all and auto number them. Figures as it is Windows software. :)
I suppose I could get QuickKeys on the job...
> I assume by "sheet-fed" you mean you place a piece of paper in a slot or
> container and the scanner grabs the paper and pulls it across its scanning
> element?
Yup. Exactly.
> FYI, one scanning trick that I use is to make certain to use a black piece
> of paper behind whatever I scan. This elliminates the problem of text or
> graphics on the reverse side of the paper coming thru when the other side of
> the paper is scanned.
I think the back of the scanner is already black, so that's unimportant. :)
The color ones you see on sundernet were done with the flatbed, also there
were a few dirty spots on the glass and scratches, hence the artifacts. I
gave the beast a good wash today using monitor cleaning fluid and a screen
cloth (lint free), etc...
----------------------------- Kaos Keraunos Kybernetos -------------------+ ^ + Sunder
"Only someone completely distrustful of /|\
\|/ sunder@sunder.net all government would be opposed to what /\|/\
<--*--> -------------------- we are doing with surveillance cameras" \/|\/
/|\ You're on the air.
-- New York City Police Commissioner \|/
+ v + Say 'Hi' to Echelon
Howard Safir, 27 July 1999.
---------------------------- http://www.sunder.net ----------------------I love the smell of Malathion in the morning, it smells like brain cancer.

From: Sunder
Sent: Thursday, October 14, 1999 1:29 PM
To: David Craig
Subject: Re: canon cat info and new mail address..
Ok, not a problem. :)
David Craig wrote:
>
> Ray,
>
>
*
Will send you a few docs this weekend, maybe a few 100
> pages. Is this OK?

----------------------------- Kaos Keraunos Kybernetos -------------------+ ^ + Sunder
"Only someone completely distrustful of /|\
\|/ sunder@sunder.net all government would be opposed to what /\|/\
<--*--> -------------------- we are doing with surveillance cameras" \/|\/
/|\ You're on the air.
-- New York City Police Commissioner \|/
+ v + Say 'Hi' to Echelon
Howard Safir, 27 July 1999.
---------------------------- http://www.sunder.net ----------------------I love the smell of Malathion in the morning, it smells like brain cancer.

From: Sunder
Sent: Thursday, October 14, 1999 12:00 PM
To: David Craig
Subject: Re: canon cat info and new mail address..

David Craig wrote:
>
> Hi Ray,
>
> Thanks for the reply.
>
> >>>
> > How many pages are we talking about?
> <<<
>
> The Workshop manual is around 300 pages, the others maybe arund 100 pages
> each. I would say there are around 1000 pages that I could easily send you.
Hmmm, that will take a while. :) But ok. Let's do this piecemeal.
----------------------------- Kaos Keraunos Kybernetos -------------------+ ^ + Sunder
"Only someone completely distrustful of /|\
\|/ sunder@sunder.net all government would be opposed to what /\|/\
<--*--> -------------------- we are doing with surveillance cameras" \/|\/
/|\ You're on the air.
-- New York City Police Commissioner \|/
+ v + Say 'Hi' to Echelon
Howard Safir, 27 July 1999.
---------------------------- http://www.sunder.net ----------------------I love the smell of Malathion in the morning, it smells like brain cancer.

From: Sunder
Sent: Thursday, October 14, 1999 9:52 AM
To: David Craig
Subject: Re: canon cat info and new mail address..

David Craig wrote:
> Thanks for the mailing address info.
No problem.
> You said in a recent email that you have a sheet-fed scanner. Does this
> scanner take a stack of papers (e.g. 25-50) and automatically scan and save
> the pages to graphic files?
Yes and no. It's a sheet feeder, but manual. :) It's an el cheapo parallel
port scanner that I got for $30 from a surplus mail order house. Fairly fast,
but it is something I have to do manually. :)
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

If so, would you like to scan some Lisa docs
that I have not sent you? I have several docs that are standard 8.5x11"
pages, b/w text only. I have the Lisa MRD, Lisa PIP, various tech docs such
as an OS manual from 82, and the Workshop 2 manual. If you can easily scan
these and want to do this, all I ask is that I get a CD with the scanned
images. I would take the images and convert them to nice PDF documents. I
recommend scanning these at 200 dpi in line art mode.

Sure, not a problem.
> I would also want to get the paper docs back since these are my originals.
I certainly will return them. How many pages are we talking about?
----------------------------- Kaos Keraunos Kybernetos -------------------+ ^ + Sunder
"Only someone completely distrustful of /|\
\|/ sunder@sunder.net all government would be opposed to what /\|/\
<--*--> -------------------- we are doing with surveillance cameras" \/|\/
/|\ You're on the air.
-- New York City Police Commissioner \|/
+ v + Say 'Hi' to Echelon
Howard Safir, 27 July 1999.

---------------------------- http://www.sunder.net ----------------------I love the smell of Malathion in the morning, it smells like brain cancer.

From: Sunder
Sent: Thursday, October 14, 1999 8:14 AM
To: David Craig
Subject: Re: canon cat info and new mail address..
Hey David,
Just wanted to update you. I'm no longer with Globix, nor with Fountainhead
Management. (I keep switching jobs to get increasingly highter salaries.) :)
The new work address: (preferred for big packages)
Ray Arachelian
c/o: Starmedia Networks
29 West 36 Street, 5th Floor
New York, NY 10018
(212) 520-6397
Home is the same:
Ray Arachelian
48-21 40th Street #3K
Sunnyside, NY 11104.
(718) 729-4662
----------------------------- Kaos Keraunos Kybernetos -------------------+ ^ + Sunder
"Only someone completely distrustful of /|\
\|/ sunder@sunder.net all government would be opposed to what /\|/\
<--*--> -------------------- we are doing with surveillance cameras" \/|\/
/|\ You're on the air.
-- New York City Police Commissioner \|/
+ v + Say 'Hi' to Echelon
Howard Safir, 27 July 1999.
---------------------------- http://www.sunder.net ----------------------I love the smell of Malathion in the morning, it smells like brain cancer.

From: Sunder
Sent: Monday, October 18, 1999 9:24 AM
To: David Craig
Subject: Re: Canon Cat - a peek

David Craig wrote:
>
> Hi Ray,
>
> CAT INFO
>
> I have created a CD (iso 9660 format) with all my Cat files. These come in
> both text and pdf format. I have 2 files with Cat ROM listings and a file
> with the ROM dump, all in text.
Ah, great. I did notice that the PDF was page selectable. i.e.: edit menu,
select all, copy, paste, but that would have been a hell of a lot of work. :)
Anyhow, since you do have them in plain text, that's perfectly fine. :) The
other possibility I was thinking of would have been to create a FILE TO:
ascii only printer. (NT has drivers for such) which would in effect extract
plain text from any print out. I'm glad that won't be necessary.
Cat Emu:
Other things I'll need (you might have already put them there) schematics
this isn't 100% necessary, but it is useful to find out what chips live on
a cat and what signals do what. I could get away without this provided I
did get an I/O map and listing of what chips live where. i.e. if Z8530
SCC chips are used, what are the I/O addresses for them (8530's are serial
controller ports, very standard stuff.)
Further, I'd need a map of the keyboard scan codes. i.e. pressing keys
produces what keycodes, etc. Some of this I can figure out from the ROM
listings certainly...
What area(s) of memory holds the video display; is it character based, or
bit mapped, etc. if char based, I'd need a dump of the font chars if
they're not in the rom, etc.
Lots of minor stuff like that. BTW: the 2nd ebay cat went for $800. A bit

closer to my budget, but still not quite there. :) I suppose if starmedia's
stock price by some miracle rises up when mine vests, I'll buy a cat at any
price. :) Until then, I'll work from the docs. :)
> LISA INFO
>
> Your scanning seems great. Does your LisaWrite scan print with artifacts
> like the other scans I saw on your web site?
Thank you. No it shouldn't as I cleaned the glass of the flat bed scanner.
The scratches in the glass don't seem to show up, but the dirt (which is now
wiped off) did.
> I will send you a package in a day or so with the Cat CD and several Lisa
> documents you may want to scan, or at least copy.
Great. I'll also dig out the sheet feeder scanner for those. Would you mind
if I run the Lisa paper docs you'll send through a xerox copier first? (One
of those sheet feeder jobs that you can dump a stack of paper, get a cup of
coffee, and your copy is done?) :)
This is for backup. Since you are sending me originals, I'd like to make sure
that nothing happens to them. Likely if I do this, I'll mail you the
originals
back the next day, and use the copies to scan. (I'd hate to have any chance
of
anything happening to your originals... especially since Lisa info is scarce
these days.) Are the documents nice and flat, no wrinkles, no staples? Or
will they get caught in a copier?
Finally, would you (or do you believe Canon would) object to me placing the
contents of your canon CD online? Considering the tooth and nail fights over
the two cats on ebay, I suspect this info is very badly needed.
----------------------------- Kaos Keraunos Kybernetos -------------------+ ^ + Sunder
"Only someone completely distrustful of /|\
\|/ sunder@sunder.net all government would be opposed to what /\|/\
<--*--> -------------------- we are doing with surveillance cameras" \/|\/
/|\ You're on the air.
-- New York City Police Commissioner \|/
+ v + Say 'Hi' to Echelon
Howard Safir, 27 July 1999.
---------------------------- http://www.sunder.net -----------------------

I love the smell of Malathion in the morning, it smells like brain cancer.

From: Sunder
Sent: Monday, October 18, 1999 8:35 AM
To: David Craig
Subject: Re: Canon Cat - a peek
Thanks a lot! :) I don't however have any way of extracting this from the
PDF file that it lives in. Do you have it in ascii form somewhere? And also
an assembled version of the ROM... I'll happily take it as a binary blob... :)
(If not, I suppose I can print them and scan them back in and OCR them, but
the thought of errors creeping in is a bit unsettling.)
But again, many many thanks. :) I'm half way through the LisaDraw docs.
LisaWrite is done, but not yet on sunder.net. Likely both will be up
tomorrow.
David Craig wrote:
>
> Ray,
>
> A peek at one of the Cat computer materials that I will be sending to you on
> a CD ...
>
> <<iai0192.zip>>
>
> (this is a zipped .pdf document)
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From: Sunder
Sent: Tuesday, October 19, 1999 9:40 AM
To: David Craig
Subject: Re: Cat/Lisa doc copying/desemination

David Craig wrote:
> YOU CAN DO FOR THE MOST PART WHATEVER YOU WANT WITH THE CAT OR LISA DOCS
I
> SEND YOU.
Will do.
> BEFORE YOU PLACE ANY CAT DOCS ON-LINE I WOULD APPRECIATE KNOWING WHAT
DOCS
> YOU WANT TO DO THIS TO. JUST THE NAME OF THE DOCS IS GOOD ENOUGH FOR ME TO
> KNOW THIS. I DON'T EXPECT ANY OBJECTIONS ON MY PART, BUT DO NOT INCLUDE THE
> CORRESPONDENCE FILES. ALSO, THE CAT ARTICLE IS DRAFT AND HAS
CORRESPONDENCE
> IN THE BACK -- DON'T USE THIS ARTICLE, INSTEAD USE MY 1994 VERSION. I PLAN
> TO UPDATE THE CAT PAPER IN THE FUTURE AND WILL REMOVE THE CORRESPONDENCE
> STUFF WHEN I DO THAT.
Not a problem. However, there were copies of one of the versions of your Cat
doc online. go to www.google.com and search for cannon cat. You'll get info
on cameras too since Canon has reused the "cat" name for some camera stuff.
There is one web site that no longer exists, but Google has it cached...
There
may be other copies elsehwere.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

YOU WILL NOTICE THAT EACH CAT DOC THAT IS IN THE "IAI" SERIES (AROUND 200+
OF THESE) HAS A HEADER THAT WAS PROVIDED TO ME BY JEF RASKIN WHO I BELIEVE
OWNS THESE MATERIALS -- I.E. HE IS THE CURRENT OWNER OF ALL OF IAI'S
MATERIALS. I GOT THESE MATERIALS FROM JOHN BUMGARNER IN 1997 BUT RESPECT
JEF'S WISHES IN THIS AREA. I THINK ALL JEF IS REALLY SAYING IS IF YOU MAKE
ANY MONEY OFF OF THIS STUFF HE WANTS SOME OF THE MONEY (HE LIVES IN CA ON
THE COAST IN A LARGE HOUSE AND HAS 3 KIDS ATTENDING PRIVATE SCHOOL SO I
EASILY SEE WHY HE WANTS MONEY :-)

As usual the emulator I will write will be freeware. :) However, I'll get in

touch with Jeff and let him know. I can include "send donations to: Jeff
Raskin, PO BOX ..." :)
I'm not exactly rolling in the dough myself, but I'm not starving either,
so there's no incentive for me to ask for money for emulators done for
the fun of it. :) That's what my day job is for. :) Certainly, I wouldn't
mind more money. :)
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From: Sunder
Sent: Tuesday, October 19, 1999 9:35 AM
To: David Craig
Subject: Re: Canon Cat - a peek

David Craig wrote:
> Files on CD that I will send you are both in PDF and text format (i.e. Mac
> text format, line ends are CR, not LF or CR-LF).
That's not an issue. :) I've MultiEdit on the PeeCee's, Emacs on the Unix
boxes, and of course BBEdit 5 on the Macs. :) As long as I can read the ROMs
and the docs, it's no issue.
From the sounds of the rest of your message (schematics, mem map, kb scan
codes, video pixmap,) there's more than enough to write an emulator without
an actual Cat. But yes, I will get in touch with these guys and see if
they're
willing to part with a cat for a couple of hundred.. I'd be willing to go as
high as $500 for a cat... and IMHO, that is high. :)
> Cat and eBay: $800 is rather steap in my opinion, 2 former IAI people have
> Cats they may want to sell cheaply -- charlie springer and john bumgarner
Will do.
>
>
>
>

Cat correspondence:
my Cat CD contains all the corresponce that I have
done over the years, please don't deseminate these files to others -- you
can get the email addresses from these for Cat people who may have extra
Cats

If I exclude that, can the rest be put online? I certainly don't want to
release non-public info to the public. I'm talking about things such as
the mem maps, schematics, rom dumps, etc. Those docs would be useful incase
I run across someone who wishes to help. :)
This by the way is excellent news though. :) I look forward to the CD.
I'm about to put LisaDraw and LisaWrite docs online now.
--
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From: Sunder
Sent: Thursday, October 21, 1999 6:21 PM
To: David Craig
Subject: Re: Cat disk
I see from the ROM source that these tokens are allocated thusly:
page 10 and on in the iai0192.pdf:
000570
000595
000598
000599
000600
000601
000620

token 216 diskmsg
token 22F nodisk
token 232 nodiskroom
token 233 nontextdisk
token 234 blankdisk
token 235 funkydisk
token 248 nonblankdisk

This will be useful: 000618 token 246 unimplement as it can be used to disable
the disk access by replacing the disk tokens.
The begining of the ROM doc has this nugget:
000054 30 6 * allot ( rom jsr table array )
000055 ( loaded by patchromvectors )
This says to me allocate 6 bytes * the size of the ROM JSR table. JSR is Jump
to Subroutine. This is of course a jump table.
If (and that's a big IF) I'm guessing right, this holds the table of
subroutines to each of the Forth keywords/tokens. So I could intercept these.
:)
At line 98, there are tokens for what seem to be hardware interrupts. Indeed,
if this is the start of memory (location 0) the 68000 uses the first few kb of
that indeed as a jump table for various things including interrupts.
Hmmm.. and then there is this gem:
000739 <trackdump> rheader <rsector> <vsector> <wsector> crc ?trk0 ?wprot
?diskrdy
000740 drive0 drive1 trackdump rsector vsector wsector wtrk romanfont boldfont
<remit>

000741 diskcmd? allselected cleantext? save backup displaydisk nontextdisk?
?textdisk
000742 samedisk? emptytext? driveA driveB notepointers noteramsize packtext
unpacktext
000743 copyup !id backupdisk? showdisk <Disk> Disk Disk1 DiskB DiskB1 <Bdisk>
Bdisk
000744 BdiskB Bdisk1 BdiskB1 <write55> write55 ?index unpackcopiedup savenew
This looks like some disk related things. rsector, wsector, and vsector
look like what I'd want to patch. Perhaps there are even higher level
ones, but I'm interested only in sector reads and writes. (Formatting is
of course a to be ignored case as no emulated floppy will ever be "bad".) :)
...
GOTCHA!

003010 code <rtrk> ( addr addr-info -> errcode ) ( MT 7/11 )
003011 sp )+ d0 move, sp )+ a1 move,
003012 (regs d4 d5 d6 d7 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 to) sp -) movem,
003013 sr sp -) .w move, 2700 #n sr .w move,
003014 crctable #n a3 move, ga3 fd.drd + #n a4 move,
003015 ga3 fd.status + #n a5 move, <rbyte> #n a6 move,
003016 d0 d7 move, 00 #n d6 moveq, a1 sp -) move,
003017 begin, i' system.status a0 move, a0 d6 track.err xw)d d0 .b move, ne
003018 if, d6 swap, 30 #n d6 .w move, sp ) a1 move,
003019 begin, i' system.status a2 move, ( get system.status )
003020 a2 ga2opr )d d0 .b move, ( get old opr )
003021 8 #n d0 .b or, d0 opr .b move, ( reset watchdog timer )
003022 <rheader> jmp2, d2 tst, 0 mi bra,
003023 d2 d7 cmp, d6 eq
003024 -until, eq
003025 if, <rdata> jmp2,
003026 else, -9 #n d2 moveq,
003027 then,
003028 0 :l d6 swap, i' system.status a0 move, d2 a0 d6 track.err xw)d .b
move,
003029 then, 200 #n sp ) add, 100 #n d7 add, 1 #n d6 .w add, 0A #n d6 .w cmp,
eq
003030 until, 4 #n sp .l addq, a0 track.err )d a0 lea, 0 #n d2 moveq,
003031 begin, a0 )+ d2 .b or, 1 #n d6 .w subq, eq

003032 until, sp )+ sr .w move, (regs d4 d5 d6 d7 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 from) sp )+
movem,
003033 d2 sp -) move, next;
...
These lines and the ones after them are responsible for the disk code.
If you notice this code is in assembly and it passes registers. i.e:
line 3016:d0 d7 move is reverse polish notation for move D0,D7 which is
68000 assembly. :)
That's it. that's where it lives. The ROM can be modified or I can trap
the emulator's execution of this particular code. Of course what we're
looking at here is the source code. Where this lives in the assembled ROM is
our good question. :)
But at least now I know what kinds of things to look
for. And likely, all I'll have to find is the jump table pointing to
the memory address that becomes line 3010 in the source to replace the
read track function.
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From: Sunder
Sent: Thursday, October 21, 1999 5:11 PM
To: David Craig
Subject: Re: Cat emulation

David Craig wrote:
>
> Ray,
>
> One area of Cat emulation that may be a little tricky is the floppy disk
> i/o.
Thanks for the heads up. It does sound like patching the floppy driver would
be the right way to go. It's likely I can watch the execution of the forth
interpreter for specific accesses. In either case, there is one thing that
will work easily.
When the cat executes the driver, I'll know the that the Forth interpreter is
accessing the routines in the ROM. When the 68k emulator reads (for
execution) from these locations, I'll know it's reading/writing to the
floppy. As I recall there were two functions that deal with the disk that I
need to worry over: reading the cat's world, and writing it back out.
There are likely other things that format the floppy or do sector level
accesses, but if I can bypass these, it'll work fine.
The other possibility is to simply not support disk accesses at all. Since
these floppies are non standard I'm uncertain that they could be read by a
PC/Mac. (I'm assuming here, and possibly wrongly), but since the cat only
used the floppy to dump its entire core and read it back in, we can ignore the
functionality totally. Instead the emulator itself could have a restore
image, save image function that would work on 384k files.
If I do this and it turns out that cat floppies are readable by PC's and
Mac's, then I could write more code. If this is the case, then indeed,
bypassing the Cat's driver will be the wrong way to go about it. I'll have to
patch it at the read/write sector level.
> standard OS-type driver but instead is a collection of FORTH "words" that
> the higher level FORTH words call as needed.

The big rom printout you've emailed me will likely have these "words." Hmm,
looks like I'll have to learn *some* Forth. :) That's fine. I can search the
printout and the PDF file for the gory details. Likely it's called "disk"
something or other.
>
>
>
>

For stuff like the floppy driver which could be difficult to emulate, one
possible emulation technique could be to intercept the calls to the driver
and just have your emulator then do the disk i/o to your virtual Cat disk.
John Bumgarner should be able to tell you if this is technically possible.

Yup.
> I don't know if Cat's FORTH execution environment has a single entry point
> so that your emulator could just patch this point and determine what FORTH
> words were being called.
This isn't too important, as I could trace the 68k accessing the memory
locations of the Forth routines. When it does, I halt the CPU, make the
adjustments in memory and release the CPU at a different location and with a
different state. Might get a bit tricky, but it's not too horrid.
Thanks for the contacts. I'll call them if it turns out I'll need them.
> -- most of these files are in MacWrite or MacWrite II format and these apps
> are on the CD also (use MS Word to read the MW stuff).
I can read all of those formats.
>
>
>
>
>

Also, the ROM source/dump you have is for I believe ROM 2.4. Per John
Bumgarner of Morgan Hill CA, a Cat developer, there is a later ROM which I
believe did not have wide distribution and which is supposed to be the
ultimate Cat ROM. You may want to contact him and see if you can get the
source and hex dump for this ROM.

That may cause problems if I write the floppy hack patches as they'll only run
that particular ROM. Likely I should see if I can get the new version before
I get serious about writing code.
Side note:
[[[[ Hmmm, it would be really fun to port this emulator to the Newton 2k. Do

you know the screen resolution of the Cat? Would it fit in 320x480? (Since
the core is in C, I can use the Arm C compiler and interface the UI using
Newtonscript.)
-- I've said the same of the LisaEm, and it may be possible, but it'll have to
run a different 68000 core - one that reads/writes directly to the card. The
reason is that the Newt doesn't have enough physical runtime/heap memory. But
if I can fit the 68k emulator and the UI in the heap, then the memory of the
guest OS can run from the card. This will slow it down a lot, and will
require big PCMCIA flash cards - I suspect a 10mb flash card would be enough
for a Lisa and a 5m profile.)
The big problem with the Newt is the screen resolution. It's not that I can't
fit a virtual screen, but how to handle the logistics of fitting 720x480 and a
floating keyboard on a 320x480 screen? :)
The Cat sounds far more feasible in this case. But still I don't know for
sure what resolution it has. It's a thought anyway. ]]]
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From: Sunder
Sent: Thursday, October 21, 1999 4:53 PM
To: David Craig
Subject: Re: Cat / Raskin papers...

David Craig wrote:
> It seems to me that a Cat emulator would just emulate the 68000 and handle
> the special I/O locations as needed.
Fair enough...
>
>
>
>

The 2 LEAP keys could also be handled nicely by using the 2 OPTION keys on
the Mac and the 2 ALT keys on the PC keyboards. See the SwyftCard info for
how IAI got an existing computer (Apple //e) to in effect emulate the Cat's
SWYFT technology.

Well, since the Cat didn't have cursor keys, they could be mapped to cursor
left and cursor right..
> Also, Cat video is bitmapped, simple 1 bit/pixel.
That's very easy to emulate. I can even use some of the LisaEm code. Do you
know if the Cat had soft brightness? If so, the LisaEm code will work
perfectly with a few mods as to width/height and maybe pixel order.
> LISA SCANS
>
> I downloaded page 17 of the Lisa Office System manual and when printed it is
> somewhat blurry. Is that the case on your end?
Seems as if the anti-aliasing is overdone. Not as crisp/high a contrast as it
should have.
>
>
>
>

It seems to me that it
could be much better visually. Why did you not scan these pages in
grayscale since this looks really nice -- I saw you scanned them in 32 bit
color.

The human eye can see about 256 grays anyway, so 24 bit color is equivalent to

that, but in all three channels. I suppose you could run them through a
contrast filter in Photoshop to clean them up. I just did this and increased
the contrast by +45% and it made it nice and crisp.
The reason for not using pure gray is that there are splotches of green I
wanted to get.
> Thanks for the OCR reply. I prefer PDF since the pages are exact
> reproductions of the originals and I keep stuff like this on CD and would
> never download since too cumbersome.
I must admit the HTML idea is a bit selfish. If it were HTML it would be
searchable by things such as excite, google and the like, and it would also
make for real fast loading. As is right now, these books are too huge to view
over a modem.
> Concerning Lisa 1 books, I may loan them to you at some time. These are
> really big though. I don't have the 1.0 s/w.
Sure.
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From: Sunder
Sent: Thursday, October 21, 1999 12:31 PM
To: David Craig
Subject: Re: Cat / Raskin papers...

David Craig wrote:
> The Cat sources are rather large. When you get my Cat CD (around Friday
> hopefully), you will see that there is a lot of Cat tech stuff on it, most
> in text file format.
Yes, they are, and Forth to me looks like space alien goobledegook. :) I
suppose I'd better hit www.forth.org and start reading... :)
> I mailed the packages to your work address since you said earlier to do this
> for large packages.
That's perfect.
> Thanks for the scans, I'm looking forward to them. I plan to convert to PDF
> documents.
If you've got a good OCR package and the time, it may be worth running it
through that first before making PDF's. I'm sure they'll compress nicely, but
PDF's hundreds of pages long of just images will eat up way too much space.
If you do OCR them, you might also consider dumping them into HTML format as
web browsers exist for every platform out there (even the Newton) whereas
Acrobat is limited to Win32, MacOS, and a couple of Unixen...
> Since you're scanning the Lisa Office System 3.0 (7/7) books, it may be nice
> to also scan the Lisa OS 1.0 books which I have and which are in much nicer
> 3-ring binders so pages are easy to extract.
That would be great, and would also be faster since I can feed them sheet by
sheet. Do you also have the older 1.0 software? I'm still too chicken to
unbind Steve's books. :) And besides, I've already gotten too far along to
switch.

--
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From: Sunder
Sent: Thursday, October 21, 1999 11:17 AM
To: David Craig
Subject: Re: Cat / Raskin papers...

David Craig wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hi Ray,
PACKAGES
Yesterday (Oct 21, Weds) I maile dyou 2 packages. One should arrive around
Friday, the other around middle of next week (2nd package was 2nd book rate
since rather heavy).

I'll let you know when they've arrived. I've also printed all but 90 pages of
the Cat ROM source, will do the rest today. It's a whole ream. :)
> APPLE HISTORY
>
> Owen Linzmayer's "APPLE CONFIDENTIAL" book is the most accurate account of
> Apple history.
I've read this book and still have it on my Apple shelf. :) It, and the
Bathroom reader were really great. Amelio's book also told some lesser known
truths. Yes, the only thing to like about Steve is his ability to inflict
strife and to lie. (aka Steve the "reality distortion field.")
As you probably saw from http://lisa.sunder.net/books.html I'm only two books
shy of getting the Lisa Office done. I'll mail you a CD with the entire site
as soon as they're done.
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From: Sunder
Sent: Thursday, October 21, 1999 9:17 AM
To: David Craig
Subject: Re: Cat / Raskin papers...
I just finished the Cat / Raskin papers you've emailed me as PDF's along with
the ROM sources. Many thanks for writing it and including the Mac and Me
draft. It's good to read some truer accounts of Steve Jobs, and it's amazing
the disparity between real life and books about it.
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From: Sunder
Sent: Monday, October 25, 1999 9:45 AM
To: david@cyberwolfinc.com
Subject: [Fwd: Cat emulation]
> I recommend using keys that are on the left and right of the space bar
> since this area is the optimum location for the LEAP-type keys. On a Cat,
> you use your thumbs to press the Left or Right Leap keys.
That would depend on the host computer. Not all machines differentiate
between the left and right Alt keys (or option keys.) I'll see what I can do
there.
>
>
>
>
>

One comment about the Cat LEAP patent that may interest you: The patent
talks about the LEX and REX keys. These are the Left LEAP and Right LEAP
keys. During the Cat's development these keys were internally called
Left-Extension and Right-Extension. I believe the cat's predecessor, the
SWYFT machine, had LEX and REX on the key caps.

Gotcha.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

CAT FLOPPY DRIVER
I recommend you contact John Bumgarner, formally of IAI, and see what he
has to say about this and Cat emulation in general. There was an effort a
few years back (ca. 95-97) in which Cat emulation was a hot topic. Some
of the participants in this may still be interested. But first look at
the IAI docs on my CD that you should get any day now. There are 227 of
these docs which contain a wealth of Cat knowledge.

Will do. Do you know who attempted to partake in the CatEmulation project?
>
>
>
>
>
>

development). I believe the disks are very close to the PC format but
different enought that they can't be read or written by a PC. I believe
IAI did this since the PC floppy access was not as fast as they wanted. I
actually don't know why they went to this trouble since it seems a big
waste of time to me -- John Bumgarner would know the answer to this
puzzle.

Hmmm, might be able to access these from unix, bypassing the normal OS
controller functions. If not, no big deal. The only loss would be to Cat
owners who would wish to bring their data over to the virtual cat.

> CAT ROM VERSIONS: 2.4 VERSUS 4
>
> John Bumgarner has this newer (final) ROM. If you get a copy of the
> source of the ROM itself I would like one too if possible,
I'll contact him. Do you have an email address for him?
> CAT SCREEN SIZE
>
> > Do you know the screen resolution of the Cat? Would it fit in 320x480?
>
> Yes. See IAI0168.TXT. Doug McKenna in this doc says the following:
I've not yet received the CD... Hopefully it shall arrive today. I did just
receive the 2nd box believe it or not! It has two CD's inside, is this the CD
you sent? (My NT box at work is a bit of a flake and sometimes it cannot
mount CD's properly. I was unable to mount these. I'd bet $50 that they'll
work just fine at home, but will let you know if they don't - not that'd I'd
pay you $50 if they didn't :^) )
320,243 sounds like a very good match for a Newton.... Of course a
keyboard will be required, and a couple of pixel lines may get chopped
off, but it is possible.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

The Cat source code was always told to me by its programmers as being all
FORTH, but as you have seen, that is not really the case. I would say
about 25% of the source is really 68k assembly. This was done in areas
where FORTH was not as fast and so the IAI people created a 68k assembler
(written in FORTH) and which took a FORTHian version of 68k assembly as
input. The screen drawing source is basically all in 68k as is the disk
i/o stuff from what I recall.

It also seems, they wrote their own Forth interpreter or compiler. :)
> After looking at lots of internal IAI and Canon documents over the years I
> have come to the conclusion that the Cat's development was not as clean as
> it has been touted as being.
Well, certainly, if something runs and has no bugs, it doesn't have to be
clean internally to be fully functional. Personally, if I don't have to look
at too much Forth to get a rudimentary emulator off the ground, I'll be

satisfied. After that, I'd debug the usual hardware issues, getting serial,
modem, and printer to work first, worrying about disk last (since it seems to
me we aren't likely to be able to read Cat disks.)
>
>
>
>
>

Specifically, the Cat developers have told
me that they had a great idea that they spent lots of time creating for
the pre-Cat system SWYFT. But from my readings it seems to me that either
the IAI really didn't have their ideas completed when Cat dev started, or
Canon wanted lots of changes.

Ah, the usual dose of politics, likely.
>
>
>
>
>
>

I base this commentary on the many IAI docs
in the IAI folder of my CD which show that the IAI people were constantly
changing how things worked. The Cat spec has many revisions even during
development. I don't believe IAI ever really finished the Cat's dev per
the spec. I would be curious to know your opinion on this matter if you
read this IAI stuff.

Soon as I can mount these CD's, I'll do exactly that.

> take care and happy catting :-)
:) Meow. :)
Hmmm, I'll need a well known Cat's name for this project. Morris? Garfield?
Heathcliff? Tom? :)

From: Sunder
Sent: Tuesday, October 26, 1999 4:23 PM
To: David Craig
Subject: Re: [Fwd: Cat emulation]

David Craig wrote:
>
> Hi Ray,
>
> > [CAT PORTABLE] Was that the version 4 ROM?
>
> No. I believe the Cat Portable ROM had version 7 or so. The 4 ROM was an
> in-house IAI ROM that never made it into the Canon Cat.
Might be nice to get V7 then, but likely it's buggy and uses different
hardware. I'll ask...
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> > Macavity
> ^^ This one looks promising as there is the obvious link to "Mac" :) Any
> particulars about this cat?
Section is titled "Macavity: The Mystery Cat". "master criminal who can
defy the law", "bafflement of Scotland yard", "there's no one like
Macavity".

Hmmm, I like this cat already! :)
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From: Sunder
Sent: Tuesday, October 26, 1999 4:00 PM
To: David Craig
Subject: Re: [Fwd: Cat emulation]

David Craig wrote:
>
>
>
>
>

Hi Ray,
The CAT PORTABLE had cursor keys and as far as I know it was working at
least in the development stage though it was never made a commercial
product. Jef Raskin has one of these.

Was that the version 4 ROM?
> > I took the CD's home last night and they mounted just fine on the Mac
>
> Glad to hear this. I guess NT is not a friendly as far as CDs are concerned
> as I think it should be :-)
Um, likely no, but my box in particular seems to have developed an alergy to
ISO 9660 disks. I've a feeling it's something I've installed. Other NT boxes
can read'em... I mostly use the CD to power my headphones. :) So I don't
mind so much.
> I mailed you 2 boxes, a large box and a small box -- the large box is around
> 1'x1'x1', the small around 1'x1'x0.25'. The small box has I believe the 2
> CDs. I only sent 2 CDs -- one with Cat info, the other with Lisa info.
Ah, I think then, I've received the SMALL one. :) It was sent priority mail
$4.30, it was labeled 2 of 2 on the bottom in pen, was originally an APS box.
contents: two cd's: one Lisa, one Cat, a letter from you, a sheet of address
labels, Guide to the Lisa OS, OS System Manual, etc...

>
>
>
>
>

Bast may need to be spelled Bastet, you may want to check this. Here are
the cat names from the T. S. Eliot 1939 book "Old Possum's Book of Practical
Cats":
Old Gumbie

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Growltiger
Rum Tum Tugger
Jellicles
Mungojerrie
Rumpelteazer
Old Deuteronomy
Mr. Mistoffelees

> Macavity
^^ This one looks promising as there is the obvious link to "Mac" :) Any
particulars about this cat?
> Gus
> Bustopher Jones
> Skimbeshanks
> Cat Morgan
>
> Or, a good name may be Kitten since one can consider the Cat to be the
> original and the Kitten to be a spin-off that is not the real thing but
> close.
That's also a good one.
> Great! Are these scans still fuzzy when printed? If so, any way you can
> clean them up easily?
I didn't notice them to print fuzzy. I've sent them to a big office HP
Laserjet 8000 and they show up ok. Hmmm, turning them into something that's
grayscale may do the trick for you. I don't have any tools to automate
filtering their contrast, but I can turn them to another format.
> Or are you satisfied with how they look and don't
> want to spend any more time on this?
I can try to feed them to something that will spit out grayscale, but I'm
unsure if they'll look good.
> You may also want to clearly state on
> your web page that these books are for the Lisa 3.0 (7/7) software and not
> the earlier software.
Done.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

FYI, I have the Lisa 1 Owner's Guide (copy sent to
you) and all the Lisa 1 application manuals. There were basically 3
versions of Lisa software (1, 2, 3) but there are only 2 sets of manuals for
v1 and v3. The v2 software was changed in small ways to support the Lisa 2
and its Sony floppy drive. The Lisa Owner's Guide came in 3 versions -- v1,
v3 dated 1983 and v3 dated 1984. The 2nd OG was in the nice 3-ring binding,
the 3rd OG in the cheap spiral binding like the 7/7 manuals you just
scanned. I have originals for both the 2nd and 3rd OG.

Ok.
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From: Sunder
Sent: Tuesday, October 26, 1999 2:58 PM
To: David Craig
Subject: Re: [Fwd: Cat emulation]
David Craig wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hi Ray,
LEFT/RIGHT OPTION-ALT KEYS
The Mac can differentiate between its 2 OPTION keys. I assume the
PC/Windows can do the same with the ALT keys. The Mac keys require special
ADB (apple desktop bus) programming to do this as far as I know since the
higher level key event mechanism does not differentiate.

Sorry for the slow response, I've been toiling away at our data center in New
Jersey without the comforts of a desk... :)
Hmm, that may be an issue on newer USB based Mac's and possibly powerbooks,
but I've no such hardware to test it on. I suppose, I'll let it be a user
selectable option. Still it wouldn't hurt to also map the cursor keys anyway,
since the Cat didn't have any.
> CAT EMULATION PROJECT MEMBERS
>
> Try Joe Stewart and Dick Karpenski. Their email addresses are in the CAT
> CORRESPONDENCE folder on the CD I sent you. Same for John Bumgarner.
I took the CD's home last night and they mounted just fine on the Mac. I
think it's either the CD player app I'm using or VMWare interfearing with
ISO9660 CD's. Anyway, I've copied it all to a Jazz cartrige and I'm about to
read it here on the NT box.
> CDS
>
> The 2nd box (small size) that I sent with the 2 CDs contain 1 CD with the
> Cat info. This is an ISO CD that I could read fine here on both Win NT and
> Mac. If unreadable for you can re-make and re-send.
I've only received a single large box containing Lisa and Cat printed material
and two CD's wrapped in red bubble wrap bags. :I Is the info on the other

CD's different?
>
>
>
>
>

CAT EMULATION NAME?
How about either one of the Cat names from the musical Cats (which is based
on a TS Elliot book that has lots of great cat names), or Bast (ancient
egyptian Cat god)? I can email you the Cats' cat names if interested.

Sure, go ahead. I didn't see Cats, nor read the book, but why not. Otherwise
it's a cartoon cat or Bast. :)
As you might have noticed, as of late last night, all the Lisa Office Systems
book were finished, and are live. I'm about to start copying your Lisa
originals, and then I'll mail them back to you along with a CD of it all.
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From: Sunder
Sent: Wednesday, October 27, 1999 4:39 PM
To: David Craig
Subject: Re: Canon Cat

David Craig wrote:
>
>
>
>

Concerning Cat documentation, I have lots more, but it is in paper format.
For example, I have the Cat user manuals, the repair manual, the SwftCard
manual, and a few other items. I plan to scan these at some time and would
definitely send you the scans.

These should be useful from a historical point of view, or for users of Cat's
and the emulator. I can probably build the emulator without them, but as you
suspect, I would like to have the scans as well.
> My understanding of FORTH is also that it is good for small projects and the
> Cat ROM was definitely not a small project (a 400 page source points to a
> large project in my opinion).
I agree with that.
>
>
>
>

Q:
If you were assigned the task of creating the system software for a
machine and this system software was to include an operating system and
applications, what language would you use? I am just curious. Also for
curiosity, what languages have you used for your programming projects?

Short Answer: If I had to use existing tools: C. C++ is too cumbersome. If I
had a choice, I'd write my own language, one that's similar to C, but has less
rope to hang yourself with, but more importantly, I'd be concerned with the
IDE/editor tools than the language...
The long answer:
I've mostly used C, Perl, Assembly, a bit of Java, and various BASIC's (not
that evil smelly pile of armpits named VisualBasic) and would likely gravitate
towards as much C as possible. Though, I'm not too happy with the whole
editor/make file rigamarole that is standard these days.
Incase you've played with FutureBasic, it has a fairly good editor (though

it's a horrid compiler and bad with structures and objects), its editor lends
itself to being used. It indexes your functions for you and your project
fairly well. It has an interactive window where you can type in commands and
try stuff....
Editors: I personally use MultiEdit and BBEdit rather than the IDE's that come
with compilers, though Borland C++'s IDE is very nice. I do tend to like
MultiEdit over BBEdit. It's far more intuitive and faster to use. It's
unfortunately Win16/Win32 only. I think this is one of the best $260 I've
spent in my life so far. :)
Personally I'm dissatisfied with both the environments and the languages. I'd
like to have something a bit more visual, and yet far faster to deploy.
Something that compiles as I type and lets me know of my errors, but doing so
without getting in my way. Running Lint for example by hand is tedious.
I dislike having to define everything all the time before being able to use
it. (As Raskin would say, that whole noun-verb vs verb-noun thing). Further,
languages that allow you to use variables without predefining them get to be
dangerous, but C and Pascal like environments where everything has to be
predefined are painful and make you lose track of what you're coding so you
can concentrate on the variable type.
For a big huge OS, I'd go with a very layered approach. That is separate the
hardware devices as much as possible from the core of the OS itself. Device
drivers could and should be in assembly, and the layers above that in C or
C++.
IMHO, I wouldn't mind getting a stab at writing my own language one of these
days that would (IMHO) fix these problems. A java like language in terms of
portability and objectiveness would be useful, but even Java is cumbersome to
me.
I've spent more type debugging code than writing it and I'm positive everyone
also has. Something needs to be done in that aspect. The editor itself
certainly has a lot of help to offer in that aspect.
i.e: have the editor keep track of all my variables, and bug me to document
them, and when I type, if I could click on them, remind me of what they do or
where they were written in.
Having it precompile my functions as I write them would be ideal, as then I

could run the code rather than wait and wait and wait only to see a screenful
of errors and warnings scroll by, and then have to go back to the editor,
track them down and fix them.
If you've ever played with PeeCee's try QuickBasic. It was a pleasure to work
with. Not that I like Microsoft products, but it was fast and easy and would
do the job well. Each function/subroutine would show up in its own window.
It had syntax checking as you went along. You rarely had much debugging to
do once the code was built. Yes, it had lots of problems (not oop, left room
for ugly spaghetti code, etc.)
IMHO, strong typing gets in the way of development. The compiler/editor
environment should be smart enough to warn you as you code that what you're
doing is bad, and the runtime environment shouldn't let you crash the entire
machine.
In terms of recent use - i.e.: Lisa, it's a pain in the ass to design a user
interface for it. Writing for X is no different than writing for Mac. Lots
of hairy ugly functions and structs to pass back and forth. One little typo
somewhere and your code crashes spectacularly. In this day and age, I feel
that UI coding should be automatic. :)
> Concerning John Bumgarner, I recommend that you bug him for a Cat since you
> really should see one before you start your emulator in earnest.
I've just fired off a message to him right before I saw your intro to the both
of us... :)
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From: Sunder
Sent: Wednesday, October 27, 1999 4:16 PM
To: job@garlic.com
Subject: Canon Cat info needed for emulator.

Hi, I've spoken to David T. Craig for the past few days in regards to building
a Cat emulator. (I'm also working on a Lisa emulator, you can get information
on this from http://lisa.sunder.net )
David has been good enough to give me the Cat documentation he has, and it is
very valuable. There are however, here and there, a few missing pieces. He
recommended I contact you regarding these.
What I need is a very detailed memory map that tells me what each memory
location is used for. I've figured out some of this from the ROM source
code, and the generalized memory map in the Cat Workshop Manual. But there
are gaps.
I did get the information for the Motorola DUART 68681 from www.mot.com, and
this should suffice along with the Cat ROM sources in terms of supporting the
serial port.
What's missing is more details as to the Gate Arrays, and what (if any)
interrupts were used, the disk controller, the parallel port, the keyboard, ,
modem chip - I've nothing at all on this, and sound output if any, etc.
Based on the IAI docs he provided, I'm 99% sure that I can easily build the
display driver and about 75% on how the keyboard scancodes work and what their
locations are.
I also did see some of the source code have pointers to various video controls
such as scan lines, and a way to invert the display. I need more information
of this type, as well as how to communicate (order, protocols, etc) with the
gate arrays.
Also, if you do have copies of the later version ROMs (v7?), these would help
- that is if they're stable, and production worthy.

Thank you much,

-- Ray Arachelian.
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From: Sunder
Sent: Wednesday, October 27, 1999 3:56 PM
To: David Craig
Subject: Re: cat hardware

David Craig wrote:
>
> Hi Ray,
>
> Seems like you've been busy reading the Cat stuff I sent. A few comments on
> some of your comments:
>
> > Macavity
>
> How about "Gronagen"? See IAI 0032 for the details.
I saw that. It's possible. It doesn't have the same flow as Macavity, but
you can take Macavity two ways: Ma Cavity and Mac Avity. :) Then again, it
could just be simply "Cat."
> I do recommend that you contact JOHN BUMGARNER (job@garlic.com) sooner
> rather than later.
Ok, I'll do that right now. I had wanted to beef up on Cat knowledge first so
as not
to ask endless and possibly boring questions. :)
>
>
>
>
>
>

The reason I say this is he to my knowledge has the most
extensive collection of Cat technical information. He keeps a lot of it in
a shed but the shed is not in that great of condition. I have a feeling
that the longer you wait to contact him the better chance of his Cat stuff
disappearing. I recommend that you email him and tell/ask him the
following:

That is a good reason. Ok.

> Here's what I recall about the Cat dev -- see the IAI docs and Paul Baker's
> letter to me for more details. At the end of IAI's life they wanted to use
> the Mac II to develop the Cat software -- maybe for the Cat Portable. MACH2

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

was a commercial FORTH sold for the Mac. The Cat s/w was originally created
on a 6502 cpu (or 6809?) machine called the SWYFT. Then Canon got involved
and IAI changed to the 68k cpu. The Cat dev environment was on the Cat
itself. The source was on 2 double-sided floppies and each IAI programmer
had a special Cat that had 2 double-sided drives. The public Cat had a
single single-sided floppy drive. As far as I know the FORTH environment
including the FORTH compiler and 68k assembler were all written by IAI based
on existing public-domain FORTH code (I believe IAI's FORTH is a derivative
of T-FORTH or maybe Lion FORTH).

That explains it a bit..
>
>
>
>
>

I believe IAI's programming tasks were constrainted by the Cat's hardware so
they wanted to use a more powerful machine. The Mac II fit this bill. I'm
not sure if they ever got the Mac II dev environment working, the IAI docs
seem to basically talk about what was needed in this area and include the
Mac II sources. John Bumgarner would be able to clarify this info.

> I found looking at the Cat sources somewhat tedius. Though IAI claimed that
> the sources were well commented, I did not find this so in that the sources
> don't have that much commenting.
That much was obvious from the first I took a look at the ROM source. It's
truly unclean. Even if there were no comments, the way they were written is
a bit crazy, sort of like the old spaghetti code I first wrote when I got
started. :) But at least, it was searchable enough to get done.
>
>
>
>

IAI may have really ment that the programs
were documented in seperate manuals such as the FORTH manual. If you can
ignore the actual programming and just create an emulator that knows about
the 68k and the Cat hardware, then I think that would be wonderful.

Like the Lisa's ROM, the Cat's ROM is authoritative on how the Cat accesses
the hardware. It's not that I'd want to read either ROM, but if the
documentation is missing or unclear, reading the source gives me the
background
I'd need to figure out how the hardware behaves.
> I will see if I can read one of my Cat disks on my Mac. I will also create
> a Cat disk for you this weekend and send it to you.
Likely if anything can read it, it would be DART or DiskCopy. :) The question

is whether or not it will grab the 10th sector. Most likely not.
> > Still this stuff is what history is truly made from, not what
> > > winds up as myth on TV in the form of Silicon Alley Pirates... :)
>>
> Glad you've found this stuff interesting. I was very fortunate to have
> gotten this stuff since it is rather rare and it also shows how a rather
> unique computer was developed. Info like this tends to be pitched after the
> computer's life ends. Thankfully John Bumgarner has kept a lot of it, but
> his storage setup is primitive and to me seems prone to loss.
I suppose I'm lucky that someone out there is as much (more so in this case)
of a pack rat to keep such information around. You're right, at the end of
projects, most data about them gets chucked. I've got shelves full of this
kind of info, but in books that have been published. None of it is of the
internal, unpublished kind.
Today while visiting Motorola, I did notice that a few of the files seem
to have gotten lost. These were 68000 CPU related, and I've plenty of
references on these, but yes, slowly, over the years, it all vanishes.
There are two big reasons I want this stuff scanned in. On paper it wastes
lots of space, and I've little. In electronic form, it doesn't and further,
it can be shared far more easily with those that need it. Further, the
difficulty of making backups of paper (i.e. I don't own a big fast copier)
makes these docs prone to being lost to old age, fire, flood, rodents,
oxygen, etc. Scanned in data will also eventually rot, but it can be
backed up without any loss in most cases.

>
>
>
>
>

I don't know who wrote this, but I would bet either Bumgarner or Raskin.
Jim Straus would also be a good person to contact about the Cat. I have a
feeling that the masonic reference is to computer people in general who
don't really know what they want in a computer so the computer industry has
given them everything :-)

Sounds right, and yes, the Monty Python flavor is there. :)
> These sentences may also be from a Monty Python skit since they have a MP
> flavor.
--
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From: Sunder
Sent: Wednesday, October 27, 1999 1:38 PM
To: David Craig; sunder@sunder.net
Subject: Re: cat hardware

David Craig wrote:
> The Cat Workshop manual is mostly a repair manual. The pages I copied for
> you are the only things dealing with theory.
Gotcha. I do at this point have the big picture, it's the details that are
fuzzy and or missing. As stated in the previous message, I am indeed just
starting to skim around, so yes, I'm sure the gems we need are hidden in there
somewhere. :)
>
>
>
>
>

LISA DOC SCANNING
Anything you can scan will be great. I think it would be wonderful to have
a CD filled with all the Lisa docs ever made. A lofty goal, but not
insurmountable.

I agree. Personally, I'd like to have it all on lisa.sunder.net for anyone to
get at. I'll set up the sheet feed scanner on my PC sometime soon - likely
tonight and feed the pages in. Should go a bit faster than the Lisa books.

Macavity:
The following comments don't necessarily affect you, but they might give you
insight as to what my thoughts are, and what I'm looking at, etc. I've not
edited this message for misconceptions, so you're getting everything including
the wrong turns. :) I'm cc:'ing this to myself as my starting notes for this
project.
I'd rather first gather all the information based on what you've given me and
digest that than to contact the designers and ask them questions on stuff I
have answers for, but haven't read yet...
Not that it matters much, but I've found the following useful so far:
ia006,22,23,27. 227 is about the portable, but gives some hints as how memory

is organized...
There also seems to be mentions of a Swyft II that would run(?) on a Mac
II of some sort. I'm not sure if that's the case or whether it was their
development environment. Hm, IAI0221 seems to address this as using a Mac
compiler to build these. Ok... That answers that and mentions some
development environment(?) called MACH2 or MACH TC...
P7 seems to be the code name for a machine - possibly the portable.
This is interesting: (from 207):
> The screen coordinates in decimal are:
>
> 0,0 the origin is at the upper left
> 0 <= y < 340 (reverse direction from Cartesian coordinates)
> 2 <= y <= 308 (to use text area only, leaving borders)
> 0 <= x < 672
> 2 <= x <= 669 (to use text area only, leaving borders)
Seems that one of the possible screen resolutions was 672x340... Not sure if
this one made it or not... as it's rom v1.74.
0214 seems to be a catalog of these files... but with a non iai????
designation.... 0213,0185 seem to be the DUART (serial) drivers. 216 seems
of all things to talk about the Mac device driver for serial ports...
183 is about different keyboard types. *0193* and 0191 are 75% of what I
need! This says where certain devices live and what their individual
registers are - at least for the serial ports! It's not perfect as I don't
have docs on everything (i.e: keyboard, modem), but it's another step in the
right direction. 191 also contains the keyboard scan tables... Now based on
these and some Forth, I'll figure out how the keyboard decoder works.
Here's an interesting tidbit:
>
>
>
>
>
>

The Cat CRT resolution is ~100dpi horizontal and 78dpi vertical and is 672 dots
wide by 344 high. It goes from hex 400000 to 4070df for 70e0 bytes. if we use
some software and the 1200 bps modem, how long would it take to transmit a
picture? Well, 70e0 is 28896 bytes and with no compression at all it would
take about 241 seconds or 4 minutes for a line drawing picture. If the picture
were small but useful, say 120 lines by 160 samples/line, 3X4 TV aspect ratio

>
>
>
>
>
>

then the cat would need 120 lines and 205 samples/line to display it with a one
to one relationship. That size image could go over the modem with no
compression in 26 seconds. With compression at 5 bits/pixel and a guess of 40
% of the picture changing we might get it to about 6 seconds per frame. If we
put voice on the same phone link it seems that we might get so-so audio and a
small picture too, updated every 10-15 seconds.

Looks like they've also had plans for a video conferencing system!
The above does confirm what you suspected about the video quality of the cat!
Really high resolution. 100dpi X 78dpi. The Mac's monitor was 72dpi unless
I'm confusing the ImageWriter with the display.
From the above comment alone I can figure out and build the video driver. A
672x344 giving 70e0 bytes means they're using as you suspected a 1-bit depth
display. The above also confirms the location of the video screen. The
memory maps in the repair manual don't state location explicitly, but say
"video + system memory" -- it also means it won't fit on a Newt2K. :) Though
it could if we divide it in half horizontally.
A further comment later on indicates that the Cat supports upto 64 keys.
Hmmmm, 8x8=64. this is typical of an 8 bit keyboard interface, and previous
docs indicate ports for reading and writing the keyboard. I suspect that the
keyboard is an 8x8 scanline matrix, where one would write bitvalues out and
then read the other port to see what lines are shorted. This means eight
scans might be needed to get a single keystroke. This is what the Commodore
64 used. Not 100% sure that the Cat does this, but it's a possibility I'll
assume until I notice text or code otherwise. (An advantage is that writing
0xff - all bits on and then reading non zero values would indicate a key press
- any keypress at all.) Hmmm 0189 seems to enforce this idea when they talk
about extending the keyboard to 70 keys on the parallel port.
0196 near line 7033 seems to give more keyboard info - this may be of hw
emulation importance. I'll have to return to it later for greater detail.
Hmmm, as per 0158 P7 means "Project 7" not portable 7.
IA0173 is the TForth manual! Just what's needed to make heads or tails of the
code...
From 113, to blank the screen you fill it with zero's. I'll assume that the
Cat like the Lisa used 0 bits to indicate white -- as in paper. So 1's are

black. Yup, as suspected, the LisaEm video driver will work here quite well,
with just height/width adjustments.
45 and 46 mention pinouts for the Parallel ports...
56,55,54 is stuff about the disk controller state machine - could be useful.
66 is about the keyscan:
>
Keyboard connector: 20 pins. 8 key scan in, 8 key strobe out,
>
CC scan out, LED driver, VCC, and GND (for safety and RFI
>
purposes).
It is what I suspected.
65 mentions dip switches, but doesn't state how they're connected to the Cat's
memory.
69 states this about the IBM floppy format:
b - MFM formats which use the C2 or A1 with missing clock pulses
for byte sync.
The format that we are using now is different than the IBM format
since we have 10 sectors per track. We can read a disk formatted
by an IBM PC without change to our code, but there are only 9
sectors per track in the IBM format. Our exact format is
attached to this fax.
Problem is that we don't have the attachments to the fax. :) I'm not sure if
the PC can read the Cat's 10th sector or not. Also there are some missing
clock pulses which may make it impossible to read. However, a while back
there were some programs that were able to squeeze 1.8Mb on a HD floppy from
1.4Mb. I'm unsure if they did this by adding sectors or not. If there were
source for these, then the Cat floppies would be readable.
0085 talks about the disk words - the same I found earlier in the pdf ROM.
0090 talks about a video inverse memory location:
We are modifying the initialization per your request. I note
that you request that we store a 14H at location 840001H. This
enables the video reverse. We would prefer to store a 04H at

this location and keep the white screen with black characters,
which research shows is easier to read.
This is useful.
0109 has a disk and memory map.
0108 lists more memory addresses regarding the GA 1,2,3 gate arrays and
details specific locations for various things.
And at this point, yes, I've skimmed the entire IAI docs folder!!! Time to go
rest my eyes...

Hmmm... Reading this stuff is truly great. Makes me want to take a week off
from work, sit down with alternatively a bottle of 30 year old single malt, or
several pints of Guinness by a warm fireplace and read away. The unfortunate
reality of owning only the scotch and not being able to take the vacation do
seep in... Still this stuff is what history is truly made from, not what
winds up as myth on TV in the form of Silicon Alley Pirates... :)

As an aside, ia005 is great:
To further enhance compatibility, we might or might not separate
the text from the supporting data structures and the Forth
dictionary into a file with a similar name but different extent
(IBM) or into a resource fork of the same file (Macintosh).
That's the kind of blinkered philistine pig ignorance that I've
come to expect from you non-creative garbage.
Sitting there on your loathesome spotty behinds squeezing
black-heads and not giving a tinker's cuss about the struggling
artist.
You whining hypocritical toadies with your Tony Jacklyn golf
clubs and your color TV sets and your bleeding Masonic handshakes.
Well, I wouldn't become a freemason now, if you got down on your

lousy stinking knees and begged me!
ROTFL! :)
I'm not sure what the freemason reference is in regards to, but my wild guess
is that the author has met with someone from Canon who demanded compatibility.
:)
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From: Sunder
Sent: Wednesday, October 27, 1999 10:27 AM
To: David Craig
Subject: cat hardware
Ok, from the printed stuff you gave me, the Canon Cat Workshop Manual seems to
contain the important info which I need.
The invaluable stuff is in the memory map, but I'll need more detail on
certain things. I did notice the mention of a DUART MC 68681, so I went to
www.mot.com and downloaded the spec sheet/user's guide for it. From this I
can build a serial port emulator.
From the memory map page (2-1) I can probably build a functional display
driver for the emulator.
What I'm missing is details on the custom built gate arrays from a
programmer's point of view (i.e: Canon Cat OS developer) as these control the
keyboard, parallel port, disk controller, modem, etc. I might be able to
guess some of this from the Forth code, but... Yuck. :) Does the full
workshop manual have more details on this stuff?
Now this may well be on the CD, I've not yet gone through every single file,
and I'm about to search them. :) I've read some of Raskin's UI thoughts last
night.
Lisa:
I've also copied the Lisa OS guides you've sent. The copy machine at work is
adequate for this, though it doesn't like double sided pages. (I simply
copied it twice, I still have to interlace and sort the copies, but it's good
enough.)
I'll dig out the sheet feed scanner soon to scan them in.
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From: Sunder
Sent: Thursday, October 28, 1999 4:32 PM
To: David Craig
Subject: Re: Cat
Hi,
David Craig wrote:
>
> Why do you want to expand the Cat's RAM in your emulator? There may be some
> technical issues for why this can not be done -- John should be able to give
> an authorizatitive any here.
It was his suggestion. We can take the Cat to 16Mb if the ROM's are 24 bit
clean, or the max, 4.2gb if they're 32 bit clean. I doubt anyone will use
4.2gb's on a virtual Cat. :) It would be a nice to do, but yes, as you said,
there may be limitations in the ROM. "Sandy" would let me know when he
answers back.
(I don't even have a machine capable of running 4.2Gb. :) There are some nice
speedy Sun machines here at work in the over $50,000 range, but even these
don't have that much RAM.) It was a theoretical limit.
> I have a feeling from recalling some IAI docs
> I saw that the main limit to the Cat's RAM capacity was the floppy disk.
But again, we'll be working with a virtual floppy, or none at all, so it might
not be an issue.
>
>
>
>
>

The Cat workspace model was the workspace/RAM would be completely savable to
a disk. Since the Cat had a small disk it ment the workspace/RAM would be
small too. The limit here may be the disk driver which can see only a up to
a certain size disk -- I recommend you check the IAI docs for any comments
about this.

The emulator can bypass this. The trick is this: If he can get new ROMs
compiled, we can do whatever we like, even possibly expand the screen to
something like 800x600. It depends on the ROMs and how "hardcoded" they are.
Of course, I'm going to have a set of preferences that can tune all of this up
or down, so you can select to have a 256K cat or 384K cat and anything up from
there.

This is all dependant on several key things, so again, it's just a thought,
and it might not happen. It might not be possible to build new ROM images.
It might not be possible to get rid of all references to the high memory areas
used for I/O, etc. I'm not sure on this and haven't received his answer on
it.
> Sounds good to me. I bet he has all the dev stuff and most likely even one
> of the Cat dev machines.
I hope so. I guess the next conversation will tell.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Concerning the Cat and development, it is a unique
machine in that it comes with its own development environment which allows
users towrite FORTH and 68k programs. But this environment does not have
the horsepower to compile the Cat ROM sources since these are much larger
than the built-in dev environ can handle without extra hardware such as I
believe disk space and maybe memory. I also believe that the Cat ROM in the
dev machine that compiled the ROM image itself was special in certain ways.
It would be interesting to learn what John Bumgarner has to say about this
if you ask him.

If the dev machine didn't have too much weirdness and if he's got the docs for
it, I can build that as the emulator. I suppose it did allow for normal use
as a Cat, so there's no reason to not have the added ability. But that's a
Sandy dependant thing pending on whether or not he's got the info required.
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From: Sunder
Sent: Thursday, October 28, 1999 11:28 AM
To: David Craig
Subject: Cat
Sandy (his nickname) is very interested in helping out on this project and he
does have spare cats. He's perfectly willing to give me one (on basis of
completion of the emulator.) In his words "they'll be bookends once an
emulator exists." :)
I've asked him for something that IMHO would cause this projected to be done
with in a single month and expand the Cat from 256K to a possible max of 4.2gb
(depending on the ROM.) He's not responded yet, but I'll let you know.
That is if he still has all the tools to recompile a ROM, or patch an existing
binary ROM, to either tell me where the magic words are that do disk reading
and basically all I/O, then it can be done rather quickly. If he can have
each of those words cause an A-Trap (like the Mac's mechanism), we'll have a
working Cat emulator in a month or two. If not, I'll build the devices one by
one as planned.
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From: Sunder
Sent: Thursday, October 28, 1999 9:58 AM
To: David T Craig; David Craig
Subject: Oops, that wasn't your 1st box.
No, it wasn't the books... It was a printer... A Canon PJ1080 - I got it
from eBay - this is the inkjet the Lisa uses. He included a second one, a
Copal(???) Write Hand 1200L dot matrix printer. (I got these for $0.01 + $16
shipping.) :)
Any idea if the WriteHand was used by anything like the Cat? I'm considering
chucking it.
For a minute there I was surprised by the size of the box. :) It was 3' x 2'
by 1'! :) I couldn't imagine xeroxing that much paper! :)
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From: Sunder
Sent: Friday, October 29, 1999 3:36 PM
To: David Craig
Subject: Re: Cat ROM dump

David Craig wrote:
>
> If you want a simple ASCII hex document with the Cat ROM, see the Mac
> self-extracting program ROM240_2CB ARCHIVE.SEA. This produces the ROM dump
> that I used to make the nicely formatted dump (IAI0163) that you said you
> wanted to convert to binary.
Yes, that's the beastie. I actually need this as a binary, so I wrote this
program to turn it into such:
----------------------------------------------------------------------#include <stdio.h>
int main(int argc, char *argv[])
{
char c1,c2;
FILE *bin;
if (argv[1]==NULL) {fprintf(stdout,"%s outfile\n",argv[0]); exit(1);}
bin=fopen(argv[1],"wb");
while (!feof(stdin))
{
c1=fgetc(stdin);
if (feof(stdin)) {fputs("Warning half byte at end!",stderr);}
c2=fgetc(stdin);
if (c1>='0' & c1<='9') c1=(c1-'0')<<4;
if (c1>='A' & c1<='F') c1=(c1-'A'+10)<<4;
if (c1>='a' & c1<='f') c1=(c1-'a'+10)<<4;
if (c2>='0' & c1<='9') c2=(c1-'0');
if (c2>='A' & c1<='F') c2=(c1-'A'+10);
if (c2>='a' & c1<='f') c2=(c1-'a'+10);
fputc(c1+c2,bin);
}
fclose(bin);
}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

As an afterthought, this of course could have been simplified with something
like:
char buf[3];
...
buf[2]=0;
buf[0]=c1; buf[1]=c2; value=strtol(&buf,NULL,16);
but I was in a hurry.
It's compiled with gcc hex2bin.c -o hex2bin and run like this:
hex2bin rom.bin <file.hex
> This original ROM dump was made by Sandy's ROM dump FORTH program which is
> discussed in one of the IAI docs (IAI0162). This dump also has a 4 byte
> checksum after every 1KB block.
Hmmm, I'll have to strip the checksums out every 1K then, but that's what's
needed to build a loadable/executable ROM. :) Then I write a loader to load
it in to 0x0000000, and start the cpu core while occasionally displaying the
video at 0x400000...
> Concerning Cat ROM FORTH word nomenclature, I think one thing that would
> have made this ROM's word architecture more programmer friendly is to have
> the FORTH words start with a module abbreviation. For example, I would
> start all words that access machine hardware with something like "HW_", e.g.
> HW_ReadDiskTrack. From what I know of FORTH it can have rather long names
> (I assume at least 32 characters). Maybe this was not done because 1) the
> IAI programmers could remember what "module" a word belonged to or 2) each
> word's name needed to be stored in the ROM and longer names would take up
> more ROM space than they had to spare (I would solve this by using a bigger
> ROM).
Yes, and I need to find out where these are stored in the ROM as a
jumptable... likely there's a bunch of code that has addresses ranging from 0
to 20000. Sandy said they used a 3 byte address table to save space. Hence
that may indicate 24 bit clean code only, so the hard limit would be 16mb.
So I'd look for a bunch of data in the ROM binary that read as 24 bit values
is in the 0-40000 range, and its modulo 3 results in zero. I can write a
small bit of code to do that. (Modulo 3 because 68k assembly cannot be on odd
boundaries, and since it's 32 bits wide, it's 4 bytes long.)

Once that table is found, I can use the sources which list the tforth keywords
one at a time, and match it. Hopefully I can find which one is which this
way.
This will get something up and running without Sandy's help, and I'll have
(possibly) something that crashes wonderfully (until I replace the words). :^)
>
>
>
>

Concerning the Cat ROM, it contains a hidden screen that has lots of funny
things to say about the IAI people. See block 145 in doc IAI0163. Sandy
long ago sent me a special keypress series that would cause this screen to
appear.

He did mention that, and that Canon didn't find that screen, so it snuck past
their guys and made it into production Cats. :) Fun stuff! :)
I think I'll sneak a few things into the precompiled binary distributions of
the Lisa emulator. :) Do you know if the Lisa had any Easter Eggs? Certainly
the ROM sources don't, but the OS might.
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From: Sunder
Sent: Friday, October 29, 1999 2:30 PM
To: David Craig
Subject: [Fwd: Re: Swyft question.]

-------- Original Message -------Subject: Re: Swyft question.
Date: Fri, 29 Oct 1999 14:17:45 -0700
From: "Sandy Bumgarner" <job@garlic.com>
To: Sunder <sunder@sunder.net>
All of the stuff I have is coming out of the storage shed. It is likely
that I have many interesting things - I know I have very early hardware.
--------->From: Sunder <sunder@sunder.net>
>To: Sandy Bumgarner <job@garlic.com>
>Subject: Swyft question.
>Date: Fri, Oct 29, 1999, 2:10 PM
>
>David Craig personally thanks you for your help and has a question:
>
>> Q2 Does he have any planning or specification documents for the SWYFT
>> machine that IAI developed in-house and which preceeded the Cat? If so,
>> any way to get copies?
>
>As usual, we'd be willing to pay for copying / shipping costs.
>
>
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From: Sunder
Sent: Friday, October 29, 1999 2:08 PM
To: David Craig
Subject: Re: Cat update...

David Craig wrote:
>
> Thanks for the Cat emulator updae. Glad to hear Sandy/John is willing to
> help you. I hope he has enough info for this emulation to really work. One
> thing that I think would be neat to have is a Cat hardware theory manual
> similar to the Lisa h/w manual you have. I don't know if IAI produced such
> a thing but bet they did. I think Raskin would be a great source of Cat
> info but he may be unapproachable on this since if he has to do anything
> then he would most likely not help.
Yes it would. Again, the big *IF* here relies on being able to replace the
forth words. I think it can be done, and if so, we can skip all the hardware
and still get a good emulator. (You recall how long it took to write the
Lisa, 90% of that was building emulators of the I/O stuff.) :) The remaining
10% is what's left to do, which is get the CPU core to work.
> Could you ask Sandy the following for me:
>
> Q1
Did IAI ever produce a working Cat portable? If so, does he have
> the source and/or ROM for this?
I spoke to him about this in the morning, the answer is no. He's got a bunhc
of boards of a prototype and I think a design spec, but that's it. He called
it the "flat-cat" :) It was indeed the P7 that the docs mention.
He also mentioned that there's a company out there in Oregon that does a
vintage computer show which uses Cats exclusively to organize and they're
desperate for actual Cats.
He also bounced some thoughts as to whether or not some development can be
done to have proportional fonts on the Cat. Apparently Canon disliked them,
but the original Swyft machine had them, so out they went. This was due to
the limitations in the printer bundles they were offering.
> Q2

Does he have any planning or specification documents for the SWYFT

> machine that IAI developed in-house and which preceeded the Cat? If so, any
> way to get copies?
I'll ask him.
> Also tell Sandy thanks from me for willing to help with your project.
Will do.
There's a hex dump of a ROM somewhere in the files you've emailed me. It's all
ASCII hex. I'm going to write a hex encoder in the next few minutes to turn it
into a binary, then I'll look for the infamous jump table.
Thanks again for all your help.
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From: Sunder
Sent: Friday, October 29, 1999 1:08 PM
To: David Craig
Subject: Cat update...
Talked with Sandy on the phone today. He's going to scrounge through his docs
and talk to some of the other developers to get some info on the project.
He's also going to pack up a Cat and send it my way.
He's very excited to have the possibility of a virtual cat.
He did confirm an important thing: there is a tforth words table in ROM, and
it is a jumptable as suspected. What he couldn't confirm is whether or not
they are the same throughout different versions of the ROMs. He'll look into
that. He's also going to send rom 242. (The files you have are of 2.4 which
has some sorting bug that affects decimal points.) This will be in several
weeks as he'll be going on vacation soon, so there's a bit of a delay. I can
still work from what I have. (And I really do need to put a bit of time to
the Lisa emulator as well.)
As for me, I'll start coding fairly soon. First thing will be the video
display driver and a shell that will load the ROM, and start the emulator.
It'll use the Generator 68k core. I expect it'll crash beautifully at first.
Slowly, as I replace forth words with emulator code, it should start producing
results.
Depending on Mali (my wife), I may get some scanning done this weekend of box
1. :)
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From: Sunder
Sent: Monday, November 1, 1999 10:22 AM
To: David Craig
Subject: Re: Cat ROM dump
Hi,
Yup, 0 is the ROM start address, and so the first 1K (or whatever the 68k
uses) is the vector table for IRQ's. At first I thought that this vector
table also contained the Forth word vectors, but based on conversations with
Sandy, I believe this isn't the case. If I do have some time today, I'll
start reading the tforth manual to get more details.
Yes, from the Workshop manual, it seems there is the option of a second spell
checker ROM. Strangely enough, one of the IAI files that has the Jef
"freeware" heading contains a list of those words. :)
David Craig wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Thanks for the status report.
Re Cat ROM, I believe its base address is 0 which means the ROM's start
contains the 68k reset and exception vectors.
Does the Cat have 2 ROMS? The 2nd contains the dictionary, or is there only
1 ROM with the executable stuff and the dictionary?
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From: Sunder
Sent: Monday, November 1, 1999 7:50 AM
To: David Craig
Subject: Re: Cat ROM dump
Hey David,
David Craig wrote:

> Looks like you've been busy with your new Cat "machine".
Not quite yet. :) So far, it's just poking and reading the docs.
>
>
>
>

I don't believe the Cat ROM had these 1kb block checksums. See Sandy's IAI
doc for the detail shere -- I believe his FORTH program added these
checksums for each 1kb of ROM that it read. I also believe the checksum
algorithm is one used by the disk driver.

Right, so I'll have to remove them before attempting to run the emulator, else
the 68k will think they're opcodes and crash.
>
>
>
>
>

Search for "phone" in my Cat ROM dump and you will see a large table of the
Cat word names. Maybe the jump table for these is stored near this table.
Your idea of looking for 3 byte addresses into the ROM seems the best way to
find this table unless Sandy has a doc that says where it is. What about
the TFORTH manual -- does it say anything about this aspect of FORTH? FWIW,

It might, I've not read anything yet. I've read (most scanned) some of the
smaller docs here and there and the memos. This was done to weed out the
chaff from the wheat. The tForth manual is on my "to read" list. :)
> I believe "TFORTH" means "Terry's FORTH" since there was a Terry at IAI who
> I believe basically wrote the FORTH interpreter/compiler.
Yes, I think Sandy did mention that as well.
>
>
>
>
>

I don't believe the Lisa people has such mischeavous perspectives. I have
never heard of such a thing. I also believe there was more adult
supervision at Apple concerning the Lisa software and think that Easter Eggs
would have been spotted. For example, Apple had a large regression testing
group that tested the s/w extensively and also there was lots of code review

> by the various s/w groups.
Too bad. :) It would have been fun to discover them. :) Still having good
testers is far more important than a hidden joke here and there.
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From: Sunder
Sent: Tuesday, November 2, 1999 9:29 AM
To: David Craig
Cc: Sandy Bumgarner
Subject: Re: CatEm status, SwyftCard emulation, Reading Cat Disks
<<File: dim.exe>>
I'm cc:'ing this message to Sandy, so he could answer some of these questions,
and possibly try DIM on a Cat disk himself. Sandy, I'll email you the Swyft
emulator in a separate message.
David, thanks for the Swyftcard emulator, I'll give it a try just to see what
a Cat would feel like. :) Also, I've just received your 1'x1'x1' Lisa docs
box.
Status update: last night I completed the hex2bin.c program. It now
successfully takes in the hex ROM dump from the tforth program, strips out the
1K checksums and generates a binary ROM which I could load in the emulator.
I'll write the code to look for the forth vectors likely tonight or tomorrow
time permitting.
After that, I'll write a small X program to display the Cat's video RAM, a
possible keyboard translator, link them to the 68000 core from Generator.
Then we should see it crash beautifully.
Likely you'd need custom software to read the cat disks. I'd try this:
boot up your Mac with extensions off and try DART. I've also attached a DOS
program I'd like you to try.

David Craig wrote:
>
> APPLE //E COMPUTER SWYFTCARD EMULATION PROGRAM
> The disk is an MS-DOS 1.4MB disk. I made a disk image of this disk using a
> Mac and the DISK COPY 4.2 program. Then I compressed the image file with
> the STUFFIT program to get a .sit file.
That's fine.
> I inserted the disk in the Mac and about a minute later the Mac Finder said
> the disk was unreadable. I also ran DISK COPY and it could not even

>
>
>
>
>
>

recognize that a disk had been inserted. I attribute this behavior to these
disks being _almost_ MS-DOS format but different enough that the Mac thinks
it sees a MS-DOS disk but then finds some weird stuff. Sandy or Mino may
have an answer to if these disks can be read -- I believe there was a
translation program that IAI developed for this purpose, but am not 100%
certain about this.

Hmmm, Sandy?
> I also inserted the Cat disk in a Win NT machine and NT said it was
> unreadable.
You'd need something like the unix "dd" command to access the sectors
directly, but dd (data dump) won't be able to selectively access just the
sectors you want.
There aren't any recognizable file systems on the floppy since it's a raw
sector by sector dump of memory.
I wrote something called DIM a long time ago that you could try from
under DOS or NT. I'll allow you to specify sectors. You'll need to run it
from a command line. i.e.: Start, Run, CMD.EXE, and then type in DIM and its
parameters. I highly suggest you run it from plain DOS on a PC. If you run
it under 95's DOS mode (i.e. while 95 is no longer running), you might have to
run LOCK to unlock the INT13 function.
Running DIM by itself will spit out its built in help.
I've used it to do all sorts of weird things with floppies, such as
duplicating a 360K 5.25" disk on to a 1.44M 3.5" and having it be recognized
exactly, etc. So it might do the trick.
For a 256K Cat, I suspect it's something like 51 or 52 tracks.
(256K/10sectors/512bytespersector)=51.2.
For a 384K Cat it should be 77 sectors (384K/512/10=76.8tracks)
Just experiment with the number of tracks until it works. I know it's 10
sectors/track, single sided based on some of the IAI docs. I'm not sure about
512 bytes per track, but DIM cannot read any other sector sizes.
The track numbers might be higher depending on whether or not there's extra
tracks for other info.

The only question is whether or not your PC/floppy/controller can read the
extra 10th sector. It could have a problem since the IAI docs state that they
got rid of some sync bytes to squeeze this in. Then again, that's likely what
the Format 1.8Mb programs do, so it's up in the air.

Run DIM thusly under DOS:
DIM M A: catdisk1.dim -FD:80:1:10
(You might also want to vary the 80 to be 79, and the 10 to be 9, but 9 would
mean 9 sectors per track, so we'd lose the extra Cat sectors.)
512 bytes/sector * 10 sectors/track * 80 tracks = 400KB, so.
It might work on NT or 95, but it's safer to run it under DOS. The -FD
parameters are 80 tracks, 1 side, 10 sectors per track. If you run it without
the -FD, DIM will try and read as many sectors and tracks as possible, but
sometimes it'll fail.
I suspect you'll need a real PC to run it on, and not something like Virtual
or SoftPC under a Mac. :)
The "M" means make an image. R would "restore" the image back to a floppy thus overwriting the floppy. (I'd write protect the floppy just incase, DIM
isn't able to bypass write protection, and it won't.)
A: means your A: floppy drive of course.
catdisk1.dim is the file name to create. It's limited to 8.3 since this is a
dos program.
Please try it and email me some images, even ones that have failed.

----------------------------- Kaos Keraunos Kybernetos -------------------+ ^ + Sunder
"Only someone completely distrustful of /|\
\|/ sunder@sunder.net all government would be opposed to what /\|/\
<--*--> -------------------- we are doing with surveillance cameras" \/|\/

/|\ You're on the air. -- NYC Police Commish H. Safir.
\|/
+ v + Say 'Hi' to Echelon "Privacy is an 'antisocial act'" - The FedZ.
---------------------------- http://www.sunder.net ----------------------I love the smell of Malathion in the morning, it smells like brain cancer.

From: Sunder ROOT
Sent: Wednesday, November 3, 1999 5:14 PM
To: David Craig
Cc: 'sunder@sunder.net'; 'job@garlic.com'
Subject: Re: Cat disk reading on Mac and Windows NT -- No-Go
Here's another idea:
It could be that the Cat does format disks from track 80 down to 1 (not
likely but it's worth a shot.)
If you could format a 720K floppy from a Mac or a PC as PC format, then,
give it to the cat to save over.
(If track 0 is bad, there's no way for DIM to work.)
Otherwise, if that fails, then indeed, PC's need the SYNC marks which IAI
removed, and it won't be possible to image these disks unless one writes a
custom floppy driver (which won't be compatible due to chipset
differences.) So if this fails, I think we give up on floppy
import/export support.
I suppose we could write a tforth program to dump a cat floppy out the
serial port as an alternative means to cat owners who still have working
cats.
ROM: hex2bin program works, but I notice strange things, so I suspect a
bug on my part. Some of the text got garbled. ie: disks became diska,
n's get swapped for k's. It's 99% something stupid.
also, I wasn't able to find the jump table by looking for 3 or 4 byte
blocks that have the MSB less than 0x40 and the LSB mod 4 =0 because there
were simply too many positive answers. I suspect they're near the start
of ROM though as the ROM source shows keywords such as int0 int1 int2
where the 68000 trap table is. I'll assume this until I get a working CPU
core to play with.

On Wed, 3 Nov 1999, David Craig wrote:
> Hi Ray and Sandy,
>

> I tried to read a Cat disk on both a Mac and a Windows NT machine. Neither
> worked.
<SNIP>

From: Sandy Bumgarner
Sent: Thursday, November 4, 1999 3:55 PM
To: David Craig
Subject: Re: Cat disk questions

>Thanks for the answers to my Cat/IAI questions.
You are most welcome and I have a strong interest in seeing this thing
through and will help any way I can.
>FYI, I corresponded with
>Paul Baker a few years back and he did send me a nice letter. As as
>documents for the Cat are concerned I recall he said he didn't have any and
>I think he was not interested in the Cat any more.
I recall you telling me about now that I think about it.
>Q: Do you have an email address for Mino? Or, do you want to be the
>only contact person with him?
I would like to be the contact person - for a while at least. I am (or was)
good friends with Mino so I am pretty sure he is approachable about this.
Paul is a damn fine engineer but was not involved in the IAI thing for as
long as Mino and I (from the very beginning to us two locking the door for
the last time - I have a photo of that event) so I can understand his lack
of interest.
>Q: Would you like a CD of my digital Cat documents? If so, what is
>your mailing address?
Yes! Can my Mac read it?
Sandy Bumgarner
1553 Magnolia Ave., Rohnert Park, CA 94928
POB 723, Penngrove, CA 94951-0723
707-664-8833 home
408-391-1950 cell
>Are you still a contract programmer for the Valley? I'm just curious since
>when we met in 97 that is what you were doing. Still involved with FORTH?

Yes and yes (BTW the name is correctly spelled Forth as it is not an
acronym)
Is it true that you published some of the material in Acrobat? Cool! Maybe
we could get all of the original Canon manuals and cheat sheets published
that way.
Would you mind if I put it on the Forth resource web page (www.taygeta.com)?
job

From: Sandy Bumgarner
Sent: Thursday, November 4, 1999 10:36 PM
To: david@cyberwolfinc.com; sunder@sunder.net
Subject: source code snooping
I did a little snooping around in the source code and here is the result.
font will help the legibility ...
------------------400000
integer ramstart
ramstart /scan 2* 2+ + integer screen
ramstart 20000 + integer text
80000
integer ramsize
ramstart 5fff8 + integer ramend

A fixed pitch

( start of ram in the Swift)
( starts below overscan )
( absolute start of text area )
( all the ram that we can save )

NOTE by job 99nov04:
****** the above is a clue about the disk capacity, see also below *******
ramstart /scan 2* +

integer screenstart

( Forth values)
1000
1c0
b00
f00
10
40
10
80
11
13

integer
integer
integer
integer
integer
integer
integer
integer
integer
integer

intsize
#ints
#romtokens
#ramtokens
#vocs
maxword
#lbls
#cmds
xon
xoff

(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

max size of rom int table, mult of 400 )
# of rom 'int' names )
# of rom tokens for rom table *** )
# of ram tokens for ram table )
# of vocabularies)
max size of a word name, see <find>)
number of labels in assembler )
# of commands in ROM command array )
xon value MT 4/22 )
xoff value MT 4/22 )

a00000
40000
.shadow
romsize 18 target targsize +
target romsize +
.top 2+
target

integer
integer
integer
integer
integer
integer
integer
integer

.shadow
romsize
target
targsize
.top
.tiptop
.checksum
savehere

(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

where the shadow ram will be )
size of entire rom )
target compile in shadow rom )
size of target complied image )
initial top+1 of forth ram )
top of ROM image + checksums )
put <cksum4> of image here )
to save here during TC )

200
300

integer stacksize ( the size of the data stack )
integer rstacksize ( the size of the return stack )

( these data arrays are now in ROM 1 )
.top target -

( topmost available byte in ROM 1 )

#romtokens 3 * dup 1 and dup integer .romtbl

( 3 bytes per token )
( align on an even boundary )
( rom token table )

#cmds 2* dup integer .cmds
-----------------------

( rom space for initial EDDE command table )
( 2 bytes per command )

Here is the loop that moves and expands the tokens (some editing done here to make the
Forth assembler a bit clearer) ... Note, #n means immediate, )+ is a post
auto-increment, .b means a byte move, .w means a word move, and early Swyfts had 16 bit
ROM tokens.
On the previous page, I calculate .romtbl to be 3DEE8.

.tb #n
a1
move,
.romtbl #n
a0
move,
#romtokens 1- #n d0 .w move,
0 #n
d1
moveq,
begin,
0 #n
d1
moveq,
a0 )+
d1 .b move,
8 #n
d1
lsl,
a0 )+
d1 .b move,
8 #n
d1
lsl,
a0 )+
d1 .b move,
d1
a1 )+ move,
d0 nt -until,

(
(
(
(

ram base addr of 32 bit token table)
rom base addr of 16 bit -?- token table)
this is the number of tokens to move)
clear d1 to zeros ??? redundant)

( clear d1 to zeros)
( pick up a 24 bit rom address, 1st byte)
( second byte)
( third byte)
( put into 32 bit wide RAM token table)
( loop until d0 exhausted)

Also, I ran into some of Minoπs (initials MT) code so here is another clue ...
0A integer sectors
50 integer tracks

( Number of sectors per track MT)
( Number of tracks per disk MT)

and, as noted above, 5FFF8 bytes ( 393208 bytes) is the disk capacity.
about:

So, a sector is

5FFF8 50 A * / . ( a little Forth, I did it with an RPN calculator on my Palm V)
1EB or 491+ bytes, decimal.
Take a peek at the target compiler file - the first few pages have a lot of info about
the hardware.
I will try to contact Mino again tomorrow.
Sandy

From: David Craig
Sent: Friday, November 5, 1999 1:44 PM
To: 'Sandy Bumgarner'
Subject: RE: IAI door closing photo
Hi Sandy,
No rush on the IAI closing picture. Whenever you find it I would like a copy.
I have a Cat quick reference card, but don't believe I have a Cat 180 printer manual.
If you have an extra one I would like a copy.
FYI, my home address is
DAVID T. CRAIG
941 CALLE MEJIA # 1006
SANTA FE, NM 87501
(505) 820-0358

Regards,
David T. Craig
########################################################
# David T. Craig / ACUMEN Inc. / ACI 4D Developer #5
# Aspen Plaza, 1596 Pacheco, Suite 203
# Santa Fe, NM 87505 USA
# 505 983 6463 ext 15 / 505 988 2580 fax
# david@cyberwolfinc.com
########################################################
---------From: Sandy Bumgarner
Sent: Friday, November 5, 1999 12:36 PM
To: David Craig
Subject: Re: IAI door closing photo

>Q: I would very much like to have a scanned image of this photo if
>possbile? I would like to place a copy in my Cat paper.
You are most welcome to have one but you have to wait 'till I find the pic.

>Q: Are you still living in your geodesic house on the Hill? I thought
>that was a really nice building.
Part time - thanks for the complement.
>Concerning my Cat CD (ISO 9660 format) I will make a copy this weekend and
>mail to you.
Many thanks, did you get a quick reference card and a Cat 180 manual?
job

From: David Craig
Sent: Friday, November 5, 1999 9:45 AM
To: 'job@garlic.com'
Cc: 'sunder@sunder.net'
Subject: IAI door closing photo
Hi Sandy,
> locking the door for the last time - I have a photo of that event
Q:I would very much like to have a scanned image of this photo if possbile?
like to place a copy in my Cat paper.
Q:Are you still living in your geodesic house on the Hill?
really nice building.

I would

I thought that was a

Concerning my Cat CD (ISO 9660 format) I will make a copy this weekend and mail to
you.
Regards,
David T. Craig
########################################################
# David T. Craig / ACUMEN Inc. / ACI 4D Developer #5
# Aspen Plaza, 1596 Pacheco, Suite 203
# Santa Fe, NM 87505 USA
# 505 983 6463 ext 15 / 505 988 2580 fax
# david@cyberwolfinc.com
########################################################

From: Sunder
Sent: Thursday, November 4, 1999 5:37 PM
To: David Craig; Sandy Bumgarner
Subject: Cat...
Another archeological find.
Sandy, over the phone you mentioned that the forth words jump table
consists of three byte entries. In the IAI0163 file (this is a ROM
dump that's been prettied up by David's program) at address marker
[159488] line 5473 there seems to be the start of a forth dictionary.
The first word says "image", the second "length", there is a gap, then
!char, !csp, !doublechar, !id... they seem to be separated by 3 bytes of
junk. That junk could be a pointer, though it doesn't look like pointers
to me, but some seem to be out of range. ie: >0x40000 which would exceed the
ROM space... not 100% sure. Hmmm...
I did find the Easter Egg screen:
:)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------For more information: Dial 0 and talk to the operator.
If you like your Canon CAT, you might like to know that it was created by
Information Appliance Inc., who are:
Software:
Jim "Mr. Integrator" Straus
Terry "No Whine Before It's Time" Holmes
Jonathan "Only 6 Bugs Left" Sand
Dave "I've Lost the Will to Live" Boulton
John "My Life is a Setup" Bumgarner
Electronics:
Paul "I Love This Job" Baker
Mino "I Didn't Touch Those Bits!" Taoyama
Mechanics:
Ralph "Looks Like Flying Weather" Voorhees

English:
Lori "Where's My Macintosh?" Chavez
David "They Changed It Again!?" Alzofon
Dave "Calc Does What??" Caulkins
Kibitzing:
Jef "I Never Read That!" Raskin
Doctor Dr. 'Jim' "This is Awful!" Winter
Scott "Fat Bits" Kim
Support:
Sharon "I'm Sorry" Lagapa
Leslie "Do You Have Your Timesheet?" Morgan
Charlie "Pyramid Power" Springer
Richard "Elmo OK'ed It..." Krause
Hofstadter's Law: "It always takes longer than you expect, even when you
take Hofstadter's Law into account" - Godel, Escher, Bach
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------- Kaos Keraunos Kybernetos -------------------+ ^ + Sunder
"Only someone completely distrustful of /|\
\|/ sunder@sunder.net all government would be opposed to what /\|/\
<--*--> -------------------- we are doing with surveillance cameras" \/|\/
/|\ You're on the air. -- NYC Police Commish H. Safir.
\|/
+ v + Say 'Hi' to Echelon "Privacy is an 'antisocial act'" - The FedZ.
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From: Sunder
Sent: Friday, November 5, 1999 11:49 AM
To: Sandy Bumgarner; David Craig
Subject: Re: source code snooping
Thanks much. :)
So any idea how I can find an absolute address to where the token vector table
starts? :)
Sandy Bumgarner wrote:
>
> I did a little snooping around in the source code and here is the result. A
> fixed pitch font will help the legibility ...
>
> ------------------> 400000
integer ramstart
( start of ram in the Swift)
> ramstart /scan 2* 2+ + integer screen ( starts below overscan )
> ramstart 20000 + integer text
( absolute start of text area )
> 80000
integer ramsize
> ramstart 5fff8 + integer ramend
( all the ram that we can save )
>
> NOTE by job 99nov04:
>
****** the above is a clue about the disk capacity, see also below *******
>
> ramstart /scan 2* + integer screenstart
>
> ( Forth values)
>
> 1000 integer intsize
( max size of rom int table, mult of 400 )
> 1c0 integer #ints
( # of rom 'int' names )
> b00 integer #romtokens
( # of rom tokens for rom table *** )
> f00 integer #ramtokens
( # of ram tokens for ram table )
>
10 integer #vocs
( # of vocabularies)
>
40 integer maxword
( max size of a word name, see <find>)
>
10 integer #lbls
( number of labels in assembler )
>
80 integer #cmds
( # of commands in ROM command array )
>
11 integer xon
( xon value MT 4/22 )
>
13 integer xoff
( xoff value MT 4/22 )
>
> a00000
integer .shadow
( where the shadow ram will be )
> 40000
integer romsize
( size of entire rom )
> .shadow
integer target
( target compile in shadow rom )
> romsize 18 integer targsize
( size of target complied image )
> target targsize +
integer .top
( initial top+1 of forth ram )
> target romsize +
integer .tiptop
( top of ROM image + checksums )
> .top 2+
integer .checksum ( put <cksum4> of image here )
> target
integer savehere
( to save here during TC )
>
> 200
integer stacksize ( the size of the data stack )
> 300
integer rstacksize ( the size of the return stack )
>
> ( these data arrays are now in ROM 1 )
>
> .top target ( topmost available byte in ROM 1 )
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

#romtokens 3 * dup 1 and dup integer .romtbl

( 3 bytes per token )
( align on an even boundary )
( rom token table )

#cmds 2* dup integer .cmds
-----------------------

( rom space for initial EDDE command table )
( 2 bytes per command )

Here is the loop that moves and expands the tokens (some editing done here
to make the Forth assembler a bit clearer) ... Note, #n means immediate, )+
is a post auto-increment, .b means a byte move, .w means a word move, and
early Swyfts had 16 bit ROM tokens.
On the previous page, I calculate .romtbl to be 3DEE8.

Ah, ok, 3dee8 is the ROM vector table... From what I'm reading here, the
vector table is later stored in RAM? So then it can be patched in RAM...
Hmmm, that's very useful. That's probably the place to start my patches. Let
me guess, you guys decided to not hardcode the vectors in the ROM so that they
could be patched. Very good idea for future upgrades! Sort of what the Mac
does :)
Then, once it's in RAM, I can trap on those vector addresses. Now I'll need
two more things. The address in RAM where it lives (likely I can calculate
this from the code around the snippet you gave below) and in what order the
tokens are, which is likely something I can get from the code too.
After that, I'll have to figure out what parameters each of the routines I
need to replace takes (ie: d0 is sector number, d1 is track number, a0 is
address) to do disk and other I/O's. And then we're done. :) This is
commented in the source, so I just have to do lots of reading in the next few
days.

>
.tb #n
a1
move,
>
.romtbl #n
a0
move,
> table)
>
#romtokens 1- #n d0 .w move,
>
0 #n
d1
moveq,
>
begin,
>
0 #n
d1
moveq,
>
a0 )+
d1 .b move,
> byte)
>
8 #n
d1
lsl,
>
a0 )+
d1 .b move,
>
8 #n
d1
lsl,
>
a0 )+
d1 .b move,
>
d1
a1 )+ move,
>
d0 nt -until,

( ram base addr of 32 bit token table)
( rom base addr of 16 bit -?- token
( this is the number of tokens to move)
( clear d1 to zeros ??? redundant)
( clear d1 to zeros)
( pick up a 24 bit rom address, 1st

( second byte)
( third byte)
( put into 32 bit wide RAM token table)
( loop until d0 exhausted)

Unfortunately the disk stuff seems to be hopeless as INT13 (direct disk I/O)
on PC's doesn't seem to be able to read Cat floppies at all due to missing
address markers on the tracks.
> Also, I ran into some of Minoπs (initials MT) code so here is another clue
> ...

>
>
0A integer sectors
( Number of sectors per track MT)
>
50 integer tracks
( Number of tracks per disk MT)
>
> and, as noted above, 5FFF8 bytes ( 393208 bytes) is the disk capacity.
> a sector is about:
Yup, so it's 80 tracks 10 sectors per track single sided MFM. :(
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

So,

Oh well.

5FFF8 50 A * / . ( a little Forth, I did it with an RPN calculator on
my Palm V) 1EB or 491+ bytes, decimal.
Take a peek at the target compiler file - the first few pages have a lot of
info about the hardware.
I will try to contact Mino again tomorrow.
Sandy
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From: Sandy Bumgarner
Sent: Saturday, November 6, 1999 4:39 PM
To: Sunder; david@cyberwolfinc.com
Cc: taoyama@apple.com
Subject: Contact with Mino
I talked with Mino today and he is willing to correspond about the Cat
hardware and software. I also sent him the applicable email we have
exchanged so he can get a leg up.
Contact him at: taoyama@apple.com
Sandy

From: David Craig
Sent: Monday, November 8, 1999 4:04 PM
To: 'taoyama@apple.com'
Cc: 'sunder@sunder.net'
Subject: Canon Cat computer
Hi Mino,
I saw your email address in an email from Ray Aracheliam (sunder@sunder.net)
concerning the Canon Cat computer and I would like to ask you a few historical
questions about the Cat's development. I've been helping Ray by giving him Cat info
that I have.
Thanks in advance for any info you can provide.
I've had a Cat for several years and am intrigued by the Cat's development. I have
lots of technical Cat info and IAI info stuff and have found these materials and the
Cat/Swyft paradigm fascinating. For example, I have the Cat specification and the
Cat ROM source. In 1994 I wrote a paper about the Cat which you may find of some
interest:
<<File: Cat Article 1994 web.pdf>>
I would like to update this paper and include comments about the Cat's development
from the various development team members. You may also be interested in a letter I
received from Paul Baker a few years ago concerning IAI:
<<File: Cat PaulBaker Letter 941003.pdf>>
Here are my questions:
Q1:When did you become involved with IAI? When did you leave IAI?
were one of the first and one of the last IAI people.

I believe you

Q2:Was all your IAI work hardware-related? I've heard you were hired to work on the
h/w and did a fair amount of the h/w design. Later Paul Baker came onboard and you
and he were the principle h/w people.
Q3:Did you work on all the IAI systems (Swyft 6502, Swyft 68008, SwyftCard //e, Cat,
Cat Portable)?
Q4:Did all of the IAI systems reach a functional stage in their development? By this
I mean did you have working h/w for all these systems? I've heard the Cat Portable
was never implemented though there was a spec (P7?) and plastic cases manufactured?
Q5:Which IAI system did you find the most interesting from both a development and
functionality perspective? For example, was the Swyft 68008 machine better than the
Cat since S68008 was really an IAI system whereas the Cat was to some degree Canon's
system? I've seen a Swyft machine at Sandy Bumgarner's place in 1997 and liked the
display and the proportional fonts.
Q6:Do you have any Cat h/w docs such as a Cat "h/w theory of operation" manual? I
have the Cat user manuals and the Cat Workshop manual that Canon created for Cat
repairs, but assume IAI would have created a more technical document describing the
Cat h/w.
Q7:Do you have any specs for the Swyft machine (either 68008 or 6502) or SwyftCard
//e? If so, can I obtain copies? I would gladly pay for the copying and shipping.
Q8:Was working with Canon a problem at times? I'm asking since it seems to me from
reading some IAI memos and some comments from Jef Raskin that Canon tended to make
the Cat spec/design not as clean as IAI wanted. For example, using a fixed-width
font on the Cat when the Swyft used a nicer looking proportional font.

Q9:Did you write all your h/w code using tForth or did you use a non-Cat based
assembler? I've seen your 68k programming in the Cat source.
Q10:Was working at IAI a good experience for you? I'm asking since it seems to me
that IAI was always under lots of time pressure and from projects that I've worked on
pressure can really be a bummer. Some IAI memos I've read talk about dev schedules
for the Cat and Canon was always wanting things done much earlier than IAI thought
realistic.
Q11:What aspects of the Cat h/w do you consider the most innovative?
Q12:What aspects of the Cat s/w do you consider the most innovative?
Q13:Would you like a CD of all of my digital Cat/IAI materials? This includes lots
of Cat tech info such as source code listings and design-type documents (e.g. the
tForth manual). If so, all I need is a mailing address for you.
Concerning your current Apple work, what do you do? I'm just curious about this.
I
assume something hardware-related. Do you work with Paul Baker? Last I heard he was
still with Apple and was working on PPC stuff.
Thanks for your time.
Regards,
David T. Craig
########################################################
# David T. Craig / ACUMEN Inc. / ACI 4D Developer #5
# Aspen Plaza, 1596 Pacheco, Suite 203
# Santa Fe, NM 87505 USA
# 505 983 6463 ext 15 / 505 988 2580 fax
# david@cyberwolfinc.com
########################################################

From: Sunder
Sent: Monday, November 8, 1999 10:03 AM
To: taoyama@apple.com
Cc: Sandy Bumgarner; david@cyberwolfinc.com
Subject: Re: Contact with Mino
Hi Mino,
As Sandy has informed, I'm interested in building a Cat emulator.
Path 1:
I've found some of the information I need to build a hardware emulator (i.e: I
emulate the hardware of the Cat, and don't touch the software), however, that
information isn't complete. For example, I don't have full information about
the gate array addresses, how to talk to the modem, disk, or other devices.
I do have the ROM sources (2.4.0) which Sandy and David provided, but they're
a bit long. :)
Path 2:
The alternative, and IMHO, a better way to go about it in the long term is to
replace the tForth words that handle hardware by trapping them in the
emulator. This would also allow us to expand the Cat's memory quite a bit,
and would allow me to build a much faster emulator.
Sandy provided some details as to the word table, but I'm still a bit fuzzy on
some of the details. I'd need a way to find each tForth word's vector location
in ROM and RAM. Based on a code snipped Sandy found, I understand that the
words table is copied into RAM on startup, so patching it in RAM would likely
be better.
Also, I realize that there are several versions of the ROM. Sandy mentioned a
sorting bug in 2.4.0 which was fixed in 2.4.2, etc. The issue is, do the
words vector tables differ between ROMs, or can I expect things like :disktest
and such to be vectored from the same spot.
Path 3:
Now for the super optimal way: if it is possible to recompile ROMs from
scratch, and I'm unsure whether the tools to do so still exist, then I could
simply code illegal A-line (or even F-line) 68k opcodes for each of the
hardware related words.
This would have an even bigger advantage, since I could expand things such as
the display size, and raise the RAM limit to something like 8MB, or even 16Mb,
possibly up to 4.2Gb... :) (Ok, a 4.2GB Cat is very unrealistic, but a
several MB Cat could be achieved by removing all the special hardware I/O
addresses, and any limitations in the ROM source code that check, assume, or
limit for the top of system RAM. Path 2, can't do this fully as the source
code does make assumptions about RAM size.)
Thanks much.
Here's my contact info:
email: sunder@sunder.net
Work: (preferred)
Ray Arachelian
c/o: Starmedia
29 West 36 Street, 5th Floor
New York, NY 10018

(212)-520-6397 Work
(917)-418-2569 Cell
ray-pager@starmedia.net (text pager)
Home:
Ray Arachelian
48-21 40th Street #3K
Sunnyside, NY 11104
(718)-729-4662
Sandy Bumgarner wrote:
>
> I talked with Mino today and he is willing to correspond about the Cat
> hardware and software. I also sent him the applicable email we have
> exchanged so he can get a leg up.
>
> Contact him at: taoyama@apple.com
>
> Sandy
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---------------------------- http://www.sunder.net ----------------------I love the smell of Malathion in the morning, it smells like brain cancer.

CANON CAT / I.A.I. INFORMATION
03 Oct 94 - PAUL BAKER to DAVID CRAIG - Letter

The following is a letter from Paul Baker, the chief engineer behind Information
Appliance. Paul Baker currently works for Apple Computer. He worked on the
Apple Lisa computer in the early 1980’s and also worked on Apple’s family of Low
Cost (LC) Macintosh computers.
Hi David,
I received your letter some time ago, but have had a fun summer and not kept up
with my mail. Sorry it has taken me so long to respond.
I did indeed work at Information Appliance and worked on the Canon Cat as well as
the earlier product of IAI, which we called the Swyft and the plug-in card for the
Apple //e, which was called SwyftCard.
Once I left IAI, I didn’t keep any of the Cat or other documents that I had, but I think
I can answer your questions.
0- How many people worked on the Cat hardware and who were they?
At IAI, we had myself, Mino Taoyama, Charlie Springer and Ralph Voorhees.
There was also a large staff at Canon, but I can’t remember all their names. The
project leader at Canon was Susumu Takase and there was a team member named
Suzuki, but that’s all I remember.
There was also a software team composed of four individuals: Terry Holmes, Jim
Straus, John [Jim] Bumgarner, Johathan [Jonathan] Sands. There were a few other
individuals in the company who contributed to the product, one was Jef’s friend Jim
Winters who was one of the originators of the leaping concept and Scott Kim who
designed our fonts and did other graphic and software design (although he was
more involved in the Swyft than the Cat). Also, Doug McKenna, who was actually
one of our investors, is very technically competent and provided us with help in
evaluating design options throughout the project.
1- Why did we choose the 68K [68000] CPU?
Well, the first reason was probably that we had built the Swyft with a 68008, so we
could easily port the code from the older product to the Cat. However, since almost
all the code for the Cat was rewritten, really the big part of the code that transferred
was the FORTH development environment and interpreter. On the earlier Swyft,
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the original design used a 6502 (same processor as the Apple ][), but when I joined
the company we redesigned to use the 68008 because it was at least 4x the
performance and only cost a few dollars more [than the 6502]. The 68008 also has a 1
Mbyte address space vs the 64K address space of the 6502 and using the 68K let us get
away from any sort of RAM/ROM banking which made the code more efficient and
also allowed us to have a larger memory, which improved the product. I think the
Cat also had a 256KB main memory. We had 128KB of ROM as well.
The SwyftCard used banking (because it ran on the Apple //e which had a 6502 and
small memory space). This was a constant source of bugs and it also made it more
difficult to develop the code. We were glad to have a single address space in both
the Swyft and the Cat.
2- Why did you choose a disk size of 256K vs a larger size?
The operating paradigm of the Cat (and the Swyft and SwyftCard) was that the disk
was simply an image of the memory. Thus the disk capacity matched the memory
size - if the RAM was 256K, then the disk had to be the same size. Since the Cat had
no concept of files, there was no need for the disk to have any different capacity than
the RAM. In fact the disk drive we used was a regular FM 80 track 3.5” floppy, so the
capacity of the drive was actually 360KB, but only 256K was used. The floppy drive
had only one head, so it was half the capacity of the standard floppy used on IBMcompatible PC’s at the time. We did not use the GCR encoding that is used by Apple
computers, which meant that we would not have had the 400KB capacity available
to us.
[DTC: Raskin read this section and had the following to say in his 31 Oct 94 e-mail:
The last version of the Cat had 384K in both memory and on the drive. So Baker
can’t be exactly correct about a 360K limit. ]
One advantage of recording the entire memory to disk was that we could recall the
data that was on the screen first, so it seemed like the user’s data loaded instantly,
when it actually took about 15 seconds.
3- How far in the development phase was the Cat laptop?
While I was there we built a model with Swyft (not Cat) software which worked.
After I left the company, Mino produced a much better model which was based on
Cat software. I think they were trying to productize the laptop when the company
ran out of money and was closed.
I did enjoy reading your article and thought that it presented the Cat and IAI in a
very favorable light. I worked there three years and enjoyed the work, although
there were many long hours and we were ultimately unsuccessful in producing a
commercial product.
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With the wisdom of looking back, it is easy to see that the Cat was doomed more by
the advance of other technologies. The product was ideally suited to the task of
word processing and communicating. But the Macintosh, and now Windows, with
their graphical user interface has made more powerful computers more
approachable for users and relegated text only systems like [MS-] DOS and the Cat
obsolete. I suppose you could say that the current “pocket organizer” type products
are the legacy of the Cat - text only, limited function, low cost products. These
products would probably benefit greatly from the “leap” function which makes it
very easy to find things in a computer.
Although Canon may not have been successful in selling the Cat I would say that
Takase-san with whom I worked very closely was a pleasure to work with and the
several trips I made to Japan to work with the Cat team were very enjoyable because
of the quality of the engineers working on the project on Canon’s behalf.
Although I was closely involved in the hardware design of the Cat, my actual title at
IAI was Vice President of Engineering (which is pretty meaningless in a company of
12 people), but what I did was serve as the project leader - working on both hardware
and software as well as coordinating the specification for the project.
This
responsibility fell to me largely because Jef did not like to work with the Canon
people. They had several features that they absolutely required (for example spell
checking) which Jef felt made the system more complex than the original simple
system he and Jim Winters had conceived. Thus it fell to me to negotiate between
Jef and Canon to resolve the final spec as well as its implementation.
Although the Cat was produced on schedule, the reason that we had to sell the
product to Canon in the first place was that our original product, the Swyft, was
about a year late and our investors refused to invest the several million dollars that
would have been required to launch the Swyft under IAI’s own name. One fairly
amazing thing about IAI was that it was in business for around 8 years total and the
investors really only lost about $3 million over that whole period - there have been
many startups that burned that much money in one year!
Thanks for your earlier letter. I was suprised that anyone would be interested in the
Cat or IAI so many years after it was out of business.
Regards,
Paul Baker
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From: John Bumgarner, INTERNET:job@garlic.com
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Thu, Feb 29, 1996, 09:57 AM
RE: Re: Canon Cat tech info
Sender: job@garlic.com
Received: from garlic.com (garlic.com [165.227.35.130]) by dub-img4.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id LAA23201; Thu, 29 Feb 1996 11:55:05 -0500
Received: by garlic.com (8.7.4/4.03)
id IAA58922; Thu, 29 Feb 1996 08:55:02 -0800
Date: Thu, 29 Feb 1996 08:55:01 -0800 (PST)
From: John Bumgarner <job@garlic.com>
To: David T Craig <71533.606@compuserve.com>
Subject: Re: Canon Cat tech info
In-Reply-To: <960229031039_71533.606_EHL214-2@CompuServe.COM>
Message-ID: <Pine.A32.3.91.960229083726.21224A@quake.garlic.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; charset=US-ASCII
> Thanks for the detailed replies. I really appreciate the time you've spent to
> answer what many would consider "ancient history" questions about the Cat.
As you have noticed, I really like the beast so it is fun for me.
> I'm referring to the whole screen, including the ruler graphic at the bottom.
> I'm wanting to put some Cat screen shots into my Cat paper and want the whole
> bitmap in a similar manner as a Macintosh screen dump.
Let me look into writing a Forth word to do that.
> Cat Easter Eggs:

How do I access them?

Ho, you want in on the secret, do you ... hummm ...
Seriously, you know about one (accessing Forth) and I will tell you about
the most interesting one:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Press and hold the left Leap key and the shift key.
While holding the above down, press Q W E R A S D F Z X C V
Let go of the UF & shift keys
Press UF Explain.
Surprise!

Wild horses will not drag any more information from my finger tips (or lips).
> If the disk manuals are complete, i.e. with illustrations if any, then these
> sound fine. Otherwise, I would like to photocopy the Forth manuals.
The manuals would be best but the Forth manuals have only simple
illustrations anyway.
>
>
>
>
>

I've heard of the Shed and would not mind eating there if you're not Shedded
out. I ate recently at a very nice place called the Guadalupe Cafe which seemed
to have very authentic Mexican food. If you haven't been the the GC and would
like to try it just say the word. When you decide upon a place let me know so
that I can make reservations if needed.

It may not be possible for me to be tired of good New Mexican food. I
have a suggestion, lets do both and you buy my meal at one of them. I
expect to spend the day chatting with you so lunch together seems right.
My friend will probably be visiting her daughter at Los Alamos and then
maybe we can all have dinner together. Just a suggestion, what do you think?
Hasta Luigi
Juan
Distribution:
David T Craig 71533,606
From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: John Bumgarner, INTERNET:job@garlic.com
Date: Thu, Feb 29, 1996, 09:13 PM
RE: Re: Canon Cat tech info
Juan,
Thanks for the Easter Egg info.

I will try it tonight.

> The manuals would be best but the Forth manuals have only simple
illustrations anyway.
If the FORTH manuals are fairly short (i.e. < 200 pages) then I would like to make
a copy. Otherwise, the disks would seem easier.
> It may not be possible for me to be tired of good New Mexican food. I
have a suggestion, lets do both and you buy my meal at one of them. I
expect to spend the day chatting with you so lunch together seems right.
My friend will probably be visiting her daughter at Los Alamos and then
maybe we can all have dinner together. Just a suggestion, what do you think?
Both sounds great. I'm looking forward to eating at The Shed, I've heard it is
good. I think you will like the Guadalupe Cafe (which now resides on Old Santa Fe
Trail, not Guadalupe street).
Adios,
David

From: John Bumgarner, INTERNET:job@garlic.com
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Fri, Mar 1, 1996, 12:40 AM
RE: Re: Canon Cat tech info
Sender: job@garlic.com
Received: from garlic.com (garlic.com [165.227.35.130]) by arl-img6.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id CAA21501; Fri, 1 Mar 1996 02:39:56 -0500
Received: by garlic.com (8.7.4/4.03)
id XAA62936; Thu, 29 Feb 1996 23:39:55 -0800
Date: Thu, 29 Feb 1996 23:39:55 -0800 (PST)
From: John Bumgarner <job@garlic.com>
To: David T Craig <71533.606@compuserve.com>
Subject: Re: Canon Cat tech info
In-Reply-To: <960301040908_71533.606_EHL139-1@CompuServe.COM>
Message-ID: <Pine.A32.3.91.960229233822.55470B-100000@quake.garlic.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; charset=US-ASCII
David,
The trip seems to be shaping up ...
I got your snail mail today and will give the article a good read
tomorrow.
I will be in contact as the departure time grows nigh.
job
Distribution:
David T Craig 71533,606

From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: John Bumgarner, INTERNET:job@garlic.com
Date: Sun, Mar 3, 1996, 11:53 AM
RE: Canon Cat screen dumps
John,
Thanks for the easter egg -- I tried it the other day and saw all the
names behind the Cat. This is definitely a screen that will go into my
revised Cat paper.
Concerning Cat screen dumps, if possible I would like very much to have
a way to send the screen bitmap out the Cat's serial port. You had
mentioned that with some programming this may be possible. I could then
capture the outputted data with a Macintosh terminal program and convert
it to a bitmap on my Macintosh. If the Cat's screen data could be sent
on a byte basis with each byte corresponding to 8 screen line pixels
then I should be able to convert the outputted data on my Macintosh to a
Macintosh bitmap which could then be copied to my Cat paper. The data
could also be sent as plain ASCII with each ASCII byte corresponding to
a nibble (e.g. "A5" would represent 8 screen pixels). Ideally, the user
interface for this screen dump feature would be that the user pressed a
key or keys and the screen bitmap would be dumped. If this feature
could support any screen (e.g. the Cat people easter egg screen) that
would be great.
Q: What are the pixel dimensions of the Cat screen?
Reagrds,
David
From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: John Bumgarner, internet:job@garlic.com
Date: Sun, Mar 3, 1996, 10:00 PM
RE: More Cat questions
John,
Here are some more Cat questions that if you could answer I would be
very appreciative. Thanks in advance.
Q: Do you have any IAI design specs for its various machines? I'm
looking for the design specs for the 68008 Swyft, SwyftCard, Cat, and
Swyft Portable. I've read in the SwyftCard manual that the SC spec was
around 50 pages long. If you have these I will gladly pay for the
photocopying and shipping.
Q: Do you have a timeline for IAI and its machines? I'm trying to put
together a short timeline detailing when IAI started, when it ended, and
when each of its machines was developed. I assume some development work
existed in parallel due to the small staff at IAI.
Q: I noticed that you are listed as a founder of IAI in the front of the
SwyftCard manual. What exactly does this mean? I'm just curious here.
FWIW, I have a letter from Paul Baker from a year or so ago in which he
discusses IAI and its machines. When you come to Santa Fe I plan to
give you a copy of this letter since Baker has lots to say and I think
you may find his comments interesting reading.

Regards,
David
Distribution:
John Bumgarner internet:job@garlic.com

From: John Bumgarner, INTERNET:job@garlic.com
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Mon, Mar 4, 1996, 01:46 PM
RE: Re: More Cat questions and lots of answers.
Sender: job@garlic.com
Received: from garlic.com (garlic.com [165.227.35.130]) by dub-img7.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id PAA24877; Mon, 4 Mar 1996 15:15:41 -0500
Received: by garlic.com (8.7.4/4.03)
id MAA25146; Mon, 4 Mar 1996 12:15:35 -0800
Date: Mon, 4 Mar 1996 12:15:33 -0800 (PST)
From: John Bumgarner <job@garlic.com>
To: David T Craig <71533.606@compuserve.com>
cc: jbumgarner@aol.com
Subject: Re: More Cat questions and lots of answers.
In-Reply-To: <960304045621_71533.606_EHL121-1@CompuServe.COM>
Message-ID: <Pine.A32.3.91.960304105901.31608B-100000@quake.garlic.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; charset=US-ASCII
>
>
>
>
>

Q: Do you have any IAI design specs for its various machines? I'm looking for
the design specs for the 68008 Swyft, SwyftCard, Cat, and Swyft Portable. I've
read in the SwyftCard manual that the SC spec was around 50 pages long. If you
have these I will gladly pay for the photocopying and shipping.

Yes, design spec. documents will be coming to you, all or most on disk.
>
>
>
>
>

Q: Do you have a timeline for IAI and its machines? I'm trying to put together
a short timeline detailing when IAI started, when it ended, and when each of its
machines was developed. I assume some development work existed in parallel due
to the small staff at IAI.

Roughly: 82oct, Jef and I talk about his idea for a machine outside of
the Red Lyon in San Jose while we were at a Forth convention. 83jan,
actually join IAI, I take employee number 4 for mine (fourth). We find
it very difficult to create the paradigm so it took until ... 84dec we
had the 7" Swyft working. 85jun the 9" soft-tooled Swyft was in use. ??
created hard tooling for the 9" Swyft. ?? Contract with Canon to build a
commercial version of the Swyft. ?? build the Woody, a meld of Swyft and
Cat with a unique circuit board, Cat CRT, two disk drives. ?? Prototype
Cats are used to develop all of the software. ?? Canon launches the
Cat. ?? version 2.4 software for the Cat. ?? work begun on the flat
Cat, later called the P7. ?? Several prototypes of the P7 are built with
soft-tooled and hand made cases (thanks to Ralph). ?? vulture
capitalists take $1M away leaving us with a couple hundred K. ?? Nearly
ready to sign a contract with Smith Corona for the P7. ?? Olivetti buys
SC and fires the president - the deal for the P7 collapses. 89jun IAI
finally dies. 89aug-or-sep auction off the equipment. 89oct Mino and I
lock the building up for the last time. The leftover Cats, Swyfts, most
software, some P7 parts, etc. exist in a storage locker in Morgan Hill
and the address of IAI is POB 38. I finally get tired of paying for the
storage locker and move everything up to my place where most of it still is.
The ?? dates will have to be worked out with Jef, Mino, Ralph, me, etc.

> Q: I noticed that you are listed as a founder of IAI in the front of the
> SwyftCard manual. What exactly does this mean? I'm just curious here.
See above, I was there from the gleam in Jef's eye. Actually, Jef and
Dr. Dr. Had the original idea. You have to ask them about that part. I
came in right after that.
>
>
>
>

FWIW, I have a letter from Paul Baker from a year or so ago in which he
discusses IAI and its machines. When you come to Santa Fe I plan to give you a
copy of this letter since Baker has lots to say and I think you may find his
comments interesting reading.

Yes I would. Paul is a good engineer and contributed a lot to the Swyft
and Cat after about 84jun. I hope I come across well in his view.
You may want to talk to Ralph and Mino as they were there from the
beginning to the end as I was.
Try Ralph at 415/566-6393. You should really talk to him as his
viewpoint will be different than, say Jef's.
The last number I have for Mino is 415/441-7261, minoru@aol.com, or, as
he is young and may have moved, if that doesn't work tell me and I will
call his parents.
Also, Dave Alzofon will have some things to say 415/321-6352.
you call him too.

I suggest

Between the above folks, Jef, and I you should get an accurate picture.
I am really glad someone is interested in writing this up from an outside
viewpoint. We are all too biased to see the real situation. I can talk
a lot about it if you like but that is best done with a tape recorder. I
will do it from here if you can handle the small cassettes.
About the screen dump ... do the following
1) connect the computers. Use a null modem if necessary (or, their is a
switch on the Cat's circuit board at the back. We all drilled holes in
the case in between the serial and parallel connectors so the switch can
be thrown easily. The switch probably should be toward the disk side of
the Cat for serial communications with a Mac).
2) set Cat and Mac serial ports to, oh, say 2400 baud to keep it simple.
The Cat will do 38,400 but who knows if the handshake will be OK. Best
to wait a few minutes for the transfer.
3) verify the serial connection, send a long document Cat-to-Mac to
verify the handshake (but at 2400 bps it will not be necessary, most
likely).
When all is ready, hardwarewise ...
4) Get into Forth on the Cat (Use Front - Shift then Space) and enter the
following Forth code (I assume you know about Enable Forth Language ).
: sendnybbles ( b -> | Nybbelize byte and send upper nybble first,
nybble base is hex 41 or an A)
dup 4 shr ( get the upper nybble) ascii A + semit 0f and ascii A + semit ;

: screendump ( -> | Dump the screen binary image, screen size 672 dots
and 344 lines or 28,896 bytes or hex 70e0. Base address hex 400,000)
4070e0 400000 do i c@ ( get a screen byte) sendnybbles loop beep ;
: dumpdefault ( -> | dump the default message)
defaultmsg extexpl screendump quit ;
' dumpdefault
re

key drop

scancode 2* cmds + w!

[return]

[s]

[return]

The [return] and [s] mean to press RETURN and the letter s key. The line
that begins with ' (called tick in Forth) loads the token for the word
named dumpdefault into the command array in the letter s' scancode
position. You don't have to type the comments ... the words in between
the parentheses.
5) OK, things should look normal as the
Cat editor (known at IAI as Edde).

re

above put you back into the

6) LEAP to shift QWERASDFZXCV for the cookie preliminary.
7) ready the Mac to receive a text file at 2400 bps.
8) Press Use-Front s to start dumping the screen. You will be left in
Forth after it is over (the Cat beeps when it is done). Type re to get
back into Edde.
9) If you want to dump a normal text screen, omit the dumpdefault word
and use the screendump word name after the ' (tick) in the interpreted
line where you load the command vector. Now pressing Use-front s will
dump whatever is on the screen and land you back in forth. I think you
could put a re in place of quit in screendump and land back in Edde
but I just thought of that and haven't tried it.
Have fun.
Naturally, if you have any questions, call me.
I feel strongly that you should have a good long talk with Ralph, Mino
and Dave if you can. Dave and I will also be glad to read and comment on
the draft.
Good luck, and hope to see you next week,
John
Distribution:
David T Craig 71533,606

Cc:
INTERNET:JBUMGARNER@AOL.COM

From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: John Bumgarner, INTERNET:job@garlic.com
Date: Mon, Mar 4, 1996, 08:42 PM
RE: More Cat questions and lots of answers.
John,
Thanks very much for the extended answers to my various Cat questions. I
definitely will call the people you mentioned. The Forth screen dump stuff looks
great, I will try to give it a try tonight and see what happens.
The IAI timeline seems great.
Cat people.

I will bounce a few of the ??? off of some other

I'm looking forward to meeting with you in a week or so.
-David
From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: Charlie Springer, INTERNET:Regnirps@aol.com
Date: Mon, Mar 4, 1996, 08:49 PM
RE: Canon Cat / IAI timeline
Charlie,
You may recall corresponding with me a few weeks back about the Canon Cat and IAI.
I'm in the process of revising a paper I wrote in 94 about the Cat and just
corresponded with John Bumgarner who provided some info about an IAI timeline.
There are several areas in this timeline that John couldn't quite remember (??)
and I'm hoping that you could fill some of these in.
Thanks in advance.

Here's what John provided ...

Roughly: 82oct, Jef and I talk about his idea for a machine outside of
the Red Lyon in San Jose while we were at a Forth convention. 83jan,
actually join IAI, I take employee number 4 for mine (fourth). We find
it very difficult to create the paradigm so it took until ... 84dec we
had the 7" Swyft working. 85jun the 9" soft-tooled Swyft was in use. ??
created hard tooling for the 9" Swyft. ?? Contract with Canon to build a
commercial version of the Swyft. ?? build the Woody, a meld of Swyft and
Cat with a unique circuit board, Cat CRT, two disk drives. ?? Prototype
Cats are used to develop all of the software. ?? Canon launches the
Cat. ?? version 2.4 software for the Cat. ?? work begun on the flat
Cat, later called the P7. ?? Several prototypes of the P7 are built with
soft-tooled and hand made cases (thanks to Ralph). ?? vulture
capitalists take $1M away leaving us with a couple hundred K. ?? Nearly
ready to sign a contract with Smith Corona for the P7. ?? Olivetti buys
SC and fires the president - the deal for the P7 collapses. 89jun IAI
finally dies. 89aug-or-sep auction off the equipment. 89oct Mino and I
lock the building up for the last time. The leftover Cats, Swyfts, most
software, some P7 parts, etc. exist in a storage locker in Morgan Hill
and the address of IAI is POB 38. I finally get tired of paying for the
storage locker and move everything up to my place where most of it still is.
Thanks in advance,
David Craig
Distribution:

Cc:
From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: John Bumgarner, internet:job@garlic.com
Date: Mon, Mar 4, 1996, 08:59 PM
RE: Some Cat info that you may enjoy
John,
Here's some Cat info that you may enjoy. I thought I would send this your way via
email instead of via a letter since this is quicker.
____________________________________________________________________________
Comments from CHARLIE SPRINGER from about 2 weeks ago:
I worked on a bunch of stuff. I joined the company on the last day it
occupied Jef Raskins shed and moved to downtown Palo Alto. I was a forth
programmer and instrument designer type guy and did a lot of different stuff.
For instance, I introduced the Bayer-Moore search algorithm that eveolved
into the super fast edde search for leaping. I "brought-up" the first swyft
proto (6502 based) with a simple Forth and font for human factor testing (7"
screen). I also put a bunch of Cats in the Stanford administration for beta
test. We had a bunch of very cool wooden computers built by our model maker,
Ralph Voorhees, who had been a member of the team that built first flight
craft at Lockheed. I did a lot of product testing and some advertising copy
writing -- some in the Canon brochure, and found the only serious bug in the
final version of the Cat. The system was so well conceptualized and
understood by the team that it took me over an hour to explain what was wrong
and convince them it actually happened. I don't recall exactly what it was,
but something like if you save ("disk") with highlighted text and then erase
or delete the text and go home for the night, and put a fresh disk in in the
moring, when the screen turns on you see a copy of the stuff you thought you
erased. It turns out that any new user naturally mimics part of the "copyup"
procedure; something the team members would never do by accident. It
confused the daylights out of em. The cure is to put a little line of text
on all your disketts so there are no unformated blank ones around.
Adios,
David
Distribution:
John Bumgarner internet:job@garlic.com

From: INTERNET:Regnirps@aol.com, INTERNET:Regnirps@aol.com
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Mon, Mar 4, 1996, 10:54 PM
RE: Re: Canon Cat / IAI timeline
Sender: regnirps@aol.com
Received: from emout07.mail.aol.com (emout07.mx.aol.com [198.81.11.22]) by arlimg-7.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id AAA11179; Tue, 5 Mar 1996 00:52:00 -0500
From: <Regnirps@aol.com>
Received: by emout07.mail.aol.com (8.6.12/8.6.12) id AAA26307 for
71533.606@compuserve.com; Tue, 5 Mar 1996 00:51:52 -0500
Date: Tue, 5 Mar 1996 00:51:52 -0500
Message-ID: <960305005151_160433795@emout07.mail.aol.com>
To: 71533.606@compuserve.com
Subject: Re: Canon Cat / IAI timeline
I'll bet the only date I know for sure is my first day, when the company
moved from Jef's shed to Palo Alto, but I will check. I took photos of the
art work I have so I can send them to you -- when I get them developed.
More later.
Charlie
Distribution:
David T Craig 71533,606
From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: Charlie Springer, INTERNET:Regnirps@aol.com
Date: Tue, Mar 5, 1996, 07:14 PM
RE: Re:
Charlie,
Thanks for looking at the IAI timeline.
know.

If you remember anything please let me

> I took photos of the
art work I have so I can send them to you -- when I get them developed.
If you have drawings I would like them in any form. If you want to photocopy them
that would do the trick also. Thanks for taking photos, whatever you have and can
spare I would like to see. I would return anything you sent.
Cheers,
David

From: John Bumgarner, INTERNET:job@garlic.com
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Fri, Mar 8, 1996, 09:47 AM
RE: Re: Canon Cat screen dumps
Sender: job@garlic.com
Received: from garlic.com (garlic.com [165.227.35.130]) by arl-img3.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id LAA00731; Fri, 8 Mar 1996 11:22:26 -0500
Received: by garlic.com (8.7.4/4.03)
id IAA28692; Fri, 8 Mar 1996 08:22:15 -0800
Date: Fri, 8 Mar 1996 08:22:15 -0800 (PST)
From: John Bumgarner <job@garlic.com>
To: David T Craig <71533.606@compuserve.com>
Subject: Re: Canon Cat screen dumps
In-Reply-To: <960303184936_71533.606_EHL109-1@CompuServe.COM>
Message-ID: <Pine.A32.3.91.960308081603.33250H-100000@quake.garlic.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; charset=US-ASCII
David,
Did the screen dump work?
I may not be traveling to AZ after all as a job came up that must be done
before 2 Apr. and that shoots the window for my friend.
All of the IAI software and documents will be on the taygeta site in a
couple of days. Try www.taygeta.com and see the amount of stuff there about 100 Mb of Forth (BTW it is not FORTH but rather: Forth. The word
is not an acronym.) to which I will add a few Mb of IAI stuff.
job
Distribution:
David T Craig 71533,606
From: John Bumgarner, INTERNET:job@garlic.com
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Fri, Mar 8, 1996, 11:26 PM
RE: Selling Cats
Sender: job@garlic.com
Received: from garlic.com (garlic.com [165.227.35.130]) by arl-img4.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id AAA23093; Sat, 9 Mar 1996 00:48:59 -0500
Received: by garlic.com (8.7.4/4.03)
id VAA18490; Fri, 8 Mar 1996 21:48:48 -0800
Date: Fri, 8 Mar 1996 21:48:48 -0800 (PST)
From: John Bumgarner <job@garlic.com>
To: 71533.606@compuserve.com
Subject: Selling Cats
Message-ID: <Pine.A32.3.91.960308214315.23474A-100000@quake.garlic.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; charset=US-ASCII

Dave,
A really sharp dealer that really knew how to sell Cats (so much that
they bought up Cats from others because they couldn't get enough of them)
was:
Cypress Business Equipment, Ltd.
2802 5th Ave. North
Lethbridge, Alberta T1H 0P1
Canada
403/328-8604
My contact there was Gary Robillard (home: 403/320-0381) and he and I became
good friends so I think he wouldn't mind if you called.
I actually did
restaurants (a
Cat gather the
about what was
stuff that the
John B

Distribution:
71533,606

some software development for them for Cats in fast food
Taco chain called Taco something). The idea was to make the
day's data (by typing it in with a fairly rigorous filter
acceptable) and send it to headquarters. This is the kind of
Cat would have been good at. Ha, sigh ...

From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: Jef Raskin, internet:JefRaskin@AOL.COM
Date: Mon, Mar 11, 1996, 10:09 PM
RE: Bruce Horn's Mac UI comments
Jef,
Here are some comments about the Macintosh's user interface from Bruce
Horn, a Finder author, that may interest you.
Regards,
David
Bruce Horn’s History of Xerox, Apple, Lisa, and Macintosh
11 March 1996
Source: Guy Kawasaki’s MacWay Digest 154
Date: Mon, 11 Mar 1996 09:11:13 -0500
From: MacWay@aol.com
To: macway-for-guy@solutions.apple.com
Subject: Xerox, Apple, and Progress
This tidbit is from Bruce.Horn@alumni.cs.cmu.edu. Bruce is one of the
original Macintosh Division engineers. He co-authored the Finder. (A
short bio is at the end.)
Guy
On Xerox, Apple, and Progress
----------------------------I've been watching the debate for more than a decade now about where the
Macintosh User Interface came from. Most people assume that it was taken
directly from Xerox, after Steve Jobs went to visit. This "fact" is
reported over and over, by people who don't know any better (and also by
people who should!). This just isn't true--there are some similarities
between the Apple interface and the various interfaces on Xerox systems,
but the differences are substantial.
Steve did see Smalltalk when he visited PARC. He saw the Smalltalk
integrated programming environment, with the mouse selecting text, popup
menus, windows, and so on. The Lisa group at Apple built a system based
on their own ideas combined with what they could remember from seeing
the Smalltalk demo, and the Mac folks yet another. There is a
significant difference between using the Mac and Smalltalk (or the Star;
I don't know if Steve ever saw that, and none of the Mac group did
before the Mac came out).
There was no Finder in Smalltalk, and no need for one, really. Drag-anddrop file manipulation came from the Mac group (the Finder prototype was
shown to the Lisa group, which implemented their own version), along
with many other unique concepts: resources and dual-fork files for
storing layout and international information apart from code; definition
procedures; drag-and-drop system extension and configuration;
types/creators for files; direct manipulation editing of document, disk,
and application names; redundant typed data for the clipboard; multiple

views of the file system; desk accessories; and control panels, among
others. The Lisa group invented quite a few fundamental concepts as
well: pull down menus, the imaging and windowing models based on
QuickDraw, the clipboard, and cleanly internationalizable software.
Smalltalk had a 3-button mouse and popup menus, in contrast to the Mac's
menubar and one-button mouse. Smalltalk didn't even have self-repairing
windows--you had to click in them to get them to repaint, and you
couldn't draw into windows that were partially obscured. Bill Atkinson
did not know this, so he invented regions as the basis of QuickDraw and
the Window Manager so that he could draw in covered windows and repaint
portions of windows brought to the front easily and quickly. The one
thing that I can recall where a Macintosh feature is identical to one in
Smalltalk is the selection-based modeless text editing with cut and
paste, which was created by Larry Tesler for his Gypsy editor at PARC.
The difference between the Xerox system architectures and the Mac's
architecture is huge; much bigger than the difference between the Mac's
architecture and Windows. Not surprising, since Microsoft was shown
quite a bit of the Macintosh design (API's, sample code, etc.), during
the Mac's development from 1981-1984; the intention was to help their
programmers write applications for the Mac, but having this also gave
their system designers a template from which to start designing Windows.
In contrast, the Mac and Lisa designers had to invent their own
architectures. Of course, there were some ex-Xerox people in the Lisa
and Mac groups, but the design point for these machines was so different
that we didn't leverage off our knowledge of the Xerox systems as much
as some people think.
The hardware itself was an amazing step forward as well. All-in-one
design, 4-voice sound, small footprint, clock, auto-eject floppies,
serial ports, and so on. The small, portable, appealing case was a
serious departure from the ugly-box-on-an-ugly-box PC world, thanks to
Jerry Manock and his crew. Even the packaging showed amazing creativity
and passion; do any of you remember unpacking an original 128K Mac? The
Mac, the unpacking instructions, the profusely-illustrated and
beautifully-written manuals, and the animated practice program with
audio cassette were packaged together tastefully in a cardboard box with
Picasso-style graphics on the side. Never before had a computer been
delivered with so much attention to detail and the customer's needs.
Read Guy Kawasaki's books, "The Macintosh Way" and "Selling the Dream,"
and you'll get an idea about what *really* went on at Apple. In
particular, "Selling the Dream" includes the entire Macintosh Product
Introduction Plan in an appendix. The Mac project was innovative from
top to bottom, from engineering to marketing to sales to evangelism to
product design. We can thank Steve Jobs for hiring the kind of people
who brought the enthusiasm, creativity, and passion for excellence that
made the Mac possible.
Looking Back
-----------In my opinion, the software architectures developed at Xerox for
Smalltalk and the Star were significantly more advanced than either the
Mac or Windows. From what I have read since, the Star was a tremendous
accomplishment, with features that current systems haven't even started
to implement; OpenDoc will be a strong advance past the Xerox systems. I
have great respect for the amazing computer scientists at Xerox PARC,
who led the way with the innovations that we all take for granted now,

and from whom I learned a tremendous amount about software design.
Still, the Lisa and Macintosh groups deserve respect for making a large
number of these innovations available to personal computer users, and a
significant number of homegrown innovations as well.
Apple could have developed a more complex, sophisticated system rivaling
the Xerox architectures. But the Mac had to ship, and it had to be
relatively inexpensive--we couldn't afford the time or expense of the
"best possible" design at every step of the way. As a "little brother"
to the Lisa, we didn't have multitasking or protection, since we didn't
have space for the extra code or stack required. Our memory and disk
constraints were very tight: for example, the Resource Manager took up
less than 3K bytes of code in the ROM, and the Finder 46K on disk. There
were *many* design decisions that we regretted to some extent--even at
the time some of us were disappointed at the compromises we had to make-but if we had done it differently, would we have shipped at all?
The Past and Future
------------------In many ways, the computing world has made remarkably small advances
since 1976. I suspect that some of the Star features still are not
available on any platform. We continually reinvent the wheel: Smalltalk
had a nice bytecoded multiplatform virtual machine long before Java. As
far as language technology is concerned, Object-Oriented Programming is
the hot thing now, and it's almost 30 years old (see Simula-67).
Environments have not progressed much either: I feel that the Smalltalk
environments from the late 1970's are the most pleasant, cleanest,
fastest, and smoothest PE's I have ever used. While CodeWarrior is
reasonably good for C++ development, I haven't seen anything that
compares favorably to the Smalltalk systems I used almost 20 years ago.
Even the Smalltalk systems of today aren't as clean, easy to use, or
well-designed as the original Smalltalks, in my opinion.
We are not even *close* to the ultimate desktop computing/ information/
communication device. There is *much* more work to be done on system
architectures and user interfaces. In particular, user interface design
must be driven by deep architectural issues and not just new graphical
appearances; interfaces are structure, not image. Neither Copland nor
Win95 (or NT for that matter) are the last word on operating systems.
Unfortunately, the market forces are slowing the development of the next
revolution. Still, I think you can count on Apple being the company
bringing these improvements to the next generation systems.
I'm sure that some of the things that I remember as having originated at
Apple were independently developed elsewhere. But the Mac brought them
to the world.
Bruce Horn
-(a short bio follows, at Guy's request)
At Xerox I was a student in the Learning Research Group (1973-1981),
where Smalltalk was developed. While there I worked on various projects
including the NoteTaker, a portable Smalltalk machine, and wrote the
initial Dorado Smalltalk microcode for Smalltalk-76. At the Central

Institute for Industrial Research in Oslo, Norway (1980) I ported
Smalltalk-78 to an 8086 machine, the Mycron-2000.
At Apple (1981-1984) my contributions included the design and
implementation of the Resource Manager, the Dialog Manager and the
Finder (with implementation help from Steve Capps). I also was
responsible for the type framework for documents, applications, and
clipboard data, and a variety of system-level design decisions. I
consulted on a variety of projects in the late 80's at Apple as well.
Since then I've received a PhD in CS from Carnegie-Mellon University
(1993) and have worked as a computer science consultant, working on
projects with Apple and other companies.
### END ###
Distribution:
Jef Raskin internet:JefRaskin@AOL.COM

CANON CAT HISTORICAL INFO -- MEMO FOR RECORD
Conversation with John Bumgarner
12 March 1996
DC called JB at his home (408-779-1612) concerning JB’s involvement in the development of the
Canon Cat computer. JB provided lots of great info.
•

JEF RASKIN: Alienated himself at the end of the project by being disappointed in the Cat’s lack
of success and taking this out on the Cat developers. JR was a friend of Ralph Vorhees at start
of project, no longer so.

•

CAT VERSION 4 ROMS: JB has a copy and can send to me.

•

CAT FINAL PRICE: Office supply place bought many and sold them at around $400 each at the
end of the Cat’s life.

•

CAT CURSOR: “spacial integral of the Macintosh i-beam cursor”

•

PATENTS: Assigned to Raskin, Winters, and Bumgarner.

•

PHONE NUMBERS OF OTHER CAT PEOPLE:
Dr. Dr. Winter (PhD, MD)
601-525-3180 (pa)

•

CAT LOVERS: Crummer 408-464-8237

•

CAT INVENTORY: JB has a small storage place with a few Cats and early Cat prototypes.

•

PAUL BAKER: Great to have him on the Cat team, provided lots of experience.

•

MINO: In early 20’s when joined Cat dev,did most of the early h/w dev, later assisted by Baker.

•

IAI DEV INSENTIVE: Developers rewarded for _reducing_ features, not increasing them.

4/18/96 dc called jb, jb said no materials on ftp site yet, has all swyftcard materials, will be in abq
around a month or so, has some cat equipment for me, startrek fan (send him the startrek
memos)
-- END --
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From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: John Cowart, 76063,745
Date: Sat, Apr 20, 1996, 10:57 AM
RE: Stuff
John,
Thanks very much for the ftp site info.
on this and definitely owe you a lunch.
Cheers,
David

I really appreciate your time

From: INTERNET:JefRaskin@aol.com, INTERNET:JefRaskin@aol.com
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Thu, May 30, 1996, 02:12 PM
RE: thanks again
Sender: jefraskin@aol.com
Received: from emout15.mail.aol.com (emout15.mx.aol.com [198.81.11.41])
by dub-img-5.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id PAA17730; Thu, 30 May 1996 15:44:37 -0400
From: <JefRaskin@aol.com>
Received: by emout15.mail.aol.com (8.6.12/8.6.12) id PAA17383 for
71533.606@compuserve.com; Thu, 30 May 1996 15:44:30 -0400
Date: Thu, 30 May 1996 15:44:30 -0400
Message-ID: <960530154428_403899543@emout15.mail.aol.com>
To: 71533.606@compuserve.com
Subject: thanks again

David,
I am continually amazed. You sometimes seem know more about my history
than I
do, or, at least, are far better organized with respect to the
historical
materials. I am always forgetting what documents I've written and losing
them
in remote corners of my office. I wish I could find someone like you to
organize and make available the documents in my files.
Concentrating on the future, as I try to do, makes it very hard to
concentrate on the past.
Thanks for the input, I hope you share the list of references with the
MacWay
people, if you haven't already.
One current puzzle is whether PARC had click-and-drag (e.g. for
selection)
before or after I invented it in '79 or early '80. Bruce Horn thinks
that
PARC had it at about the same time, but as I remember the systems I saw
at
PARC, they didn't. The STAR certainly didn't. It may even be that the
concept
migrated from Apple to PARC. This would be worth some investigation and
perhaps an article for you (or someone) to write. Was it simultaneous or
nearly simultaneous invention? I remember having to convince Tesler that
it
and the one-button mouse could work when he came to Apple from PARC but
Horn
says that Tesler used it when he was at PARC. I dunno.
-- jef

Distribution:
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From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: INTERNET:JefRaskin@aol.com, INTERNET:JefRaskin@aol.com
Date: Thu, May 30, 1996, 09:40 PM
RE: thanks again
Hi Jef,
Thanks for the continued correspondence.
>You sometimes seem know more about my history than I
do, or, at least, are far better organized with respect to the
historical
materials.<
I've been lucky to have found a fair amount of information relating to
interesting computing ideas.
Concentrating on the future, as I try to do, makes it very hard to
concentrate on the past. FWIW, I was given a set of your 1981 Mac memos
in the late 80's by DAN ALLEN, a member of Apple's system software team
(he and a few others were responcible for the Mac PLus ROM). Dan was a
big fan of yours and thought you had some great ideas and was able to
find your memos at Apple.
>One current puzzle is whether PARC had click-and-drag (e.g. for
selection)
before or after I invented it in '79 or early '80. Bruce Horn thinks
that
PARC had it at about the same time, but as I remember the systems I saw
at
PARC, they didn't. The STAR certainly didn't. It may even be that the
concept
migrated from Apple to PARC. This would be worth some investigation and
perhaps an article for you (or someone) to write. Was it simultaneous or
nearly simultaneous invention? I remember having to convince Tesler that
it
and the one-button mouse could work when he came to Apple from PARC but
Horn
says that Tesler used it when he was at PARC. I dunno.<
I will check my Xerox materials and see what they say. A cursory glance
at the Alto user's guide (Sep 1979) shows that the main Alto text
editor, Bravo, did appear to support click-n-drag using the mouse's RED
button. The guide says "if you hold RED down, you can move the cursor
around and the selection will follow it. The selection won't freeze
until you release the RED or move the cursor out of the text area."
Therefore, it appears that click-n-drag for selection may have been a
Xerox creation. I can ask the main Bravo author about this (TOM MALLOY,
he also wrote LisaWrite and may work for Adobe today). I'm not sure if
Tesler's editor Gypsy supported this but it may have since I believe
Gypsy was a revision of Bravo without Bravo's numerous modes.
Smalltalk's editor may have supported this but I will have to check my
ST books.
Re Canon Cat, I demoed it the other night at a local computer meeting
and the people were very impressed. They saw it as a great writing
machine and were amazed to learn that it was self-contained (eg all

programming was in the machine) and that software development was also
built-in.
-- David

From: Joe Stewart, INTERNET:stewartj@knox.pcec.philips.com
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Mon, Jun 24, 1996, 02:53 PM
RE: Canon Cat
Sender: stewartj@knox.pcec.philips.com
Received: from relay.philips.nl (ns.philips.nl [130.144.65.1]) by arlimg-7.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id QAA28380; Mon, 24 Jun 1996 16:37:13 -0400
Received: (from smap@localhost) by relay.philips.nl (8.6.9/8.6.9-950414)
id WAA10364 for <71533.606@compuserve.com>; Mon, 24 Jun 1996 22:37:08
+0200
Received: from unknown(130.140.96.243) by ns.philips.nl via smap
(V1.3+ESMTP) with SMTP
id sma010348; Mon Jun 24 22:36:43 1996
Received: from wpmail.knox.pcec.philips.com by knox.pcec.philips.com
(4.1/SMI-4.1)
id AA14732; Mon, 24 Jun 96 16:36:48 EDT
Received: from Eng-Message_Server by wpmail.knox.pcec.philips.com
with Novell_GroupWise; Mon, 24 Jun 1996 16:35:44 -0500
Message-Id: <s1cec3e0.041@wpmail.knox.pcec.philips.com>
X-Mailer: Novell GroupWise 4.1
Date: Mon, 24 Jun 1996 16:36:39 -0500
From: Joe Stewart <stewartj@knox.pcec.philips.com>
To: 71533.606@compuserve.com
Subject: Canon Cat
David,
Bob Wing mentioned your name as someone who might know where to
purchase a Canon Cat.
I'm very interested in the machine (from a user interface perspective)
and I've been trying to grab one for quite a while. Any leads towards
this
will be greatly appreciated.
Bob also implied that you have technical information on the Cat. What
are
the chances of getting copies of these materials?
Thanks for your time,
Joe Stewart
stewartj@knox.pcec.philips.com
423/602-3106 (voice)
1-800-SET-TOPS (voice)
423/690-4479 (fax)

Distribution:
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From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: Joe Stewart, INTERNET:stewartj@knox.pcec.philips.com
Date: Tue, Jun 25, 1996, 10:01 PM

RE: Canon Cat
Hi Joe,
>>> Bob Wing mentioned your name as someone who might know where to
purchase a Canon Cat.
I'm very interested in the machine (from a user interface perspective)
and I've been trying to grab one for quite a while. Any leads towards
this
will be greatly appreciated.
Bob also implied that you have technical information on the Cat. What
are
the chances of getting copies of these materials? <<<
Try John Bumgarner -- job@garlic.com -- he was on the Cat development
team and may know of Cats for sale.
I have lots of Cat technical info. This includes my Cat paper (about a
dozen pages), the Cat user manuals, Swyftcard manual, and the Cat repair
manual. I can copy whatever you want for 10 cents per page plus
postage.
Q: Why are you interested in the Cat's user interface? I'm just
curious. FWIW, I think the Cat UI was a wonderful idea which may have
been ahead of its time. It seems to me, and others who know more about
the Cat and the computing industry in general, that the Cat UI would be
great on the newer PDAs such as the Apple Newton. The Cat UI seems a
natural for someone to use to locate quickly text. One could even
extend the Cat UI to support pen input in addition to keyboard input.
Oh, I also have Jef Raskin's Cat Leap paper which is fascinating
reading. I have lots of scanned documents (eg Cat ad from Canon) and
the schematics in high-res GIF format (about 30 GIF files).
Here's some Cat and Swyftcard info that you may enjoy:
----------------------------------Review of the Apple //e SwyftCard
Ezra Shapiro o BYTE o September 1985 o p37
Application Environment for the Apple//e
The SwyftCard from Information Appliance Inc. is a text-oriented datahandling product based in ROM that comes as an add-in card for the Apple
//e. The brainchild of Jef Raskin, former head of the Apple Macintosh
development team, the card offers word-processing, informationretrieval, program-development, calculation, and telecommunications
capabilities in an integrated package.
The SwyftCard environment is designed for speed. Because the program
resides in firmware, there is no need to access a disk for program
information. All data manipulation occurs in memory, roughly 40K bytes
on a 64K-byte Apple //e. The SwyftCard uses a disk format that equates
one disk to that 40K-byte figure; this wastes some disk capacity, but
the only times the program really has to use the disk drive are at the

beginning of a work session (retrieving data) and at the end (saving
data).
The program is available directly from the card’s firmware when you turn
on the computer. Since the SwyftCard serves as its own operating
system, you need a single disk only to store data. Thus you can use the
card with minimal hardware setup: an 80-column 64K-byte Apple //e, a
monochrome monitor, and one disk drive. The SwyftCard does not
interfere with other Apple software; if you place a program disk in the
drive, one keystroke removes the SwyftCard system and loads the new
program.
The environment is essentially a continuous scroll of text divided only
by page breaks. You enter data as with any word processor, and the
SwyftCard provides all standard word-processing functions. There are no
files as such; if you wish to print a section of the scroll, you mark
the top and bottom of the region and send the block to the printer.
Formatting for printing is automatic, although you can change parameters
when you want. Rapid movement through the text scroll is provided by a
search algorithm that takes advantage of a peculiarity of the Apple //e
keyboard -- two keys with apple symbols on either side of the space bar.
Depressing one of those keys initiates a search for the next letter or
combination of letters entered; you can abort the search by typing a
short string of gibberish. The right key searches forward; the left one
moves backwards.
The SwyftCard interfaces smoothly with the //e’s AppleSoft BASIC
interpreter. You enter programs as raw text. You highlight the program
text as you would for any word-processing operation, press one command
key, and the program executes. BASIC can also be used as a shortcut for
some text manipulations. For example, you can store boilerplate phrases
or paragraphs as string variables. Typing the variable name, marking
it, and executing recalls the stored text; retyping or complex copying
operations are replaced by a few keystrokes. You follow similar markand-execute procedures for calculating numeric expressions in text and
for setting printer and telecommunications parameters.
You do the same to dial the modem. Once you are connected, the text of
your on-line session is incorporated into the scroll. If the modem is
set to auto-answer, the SwyftCard will act as a rudimentary bulletin
board -- it will accept an incoming text stream. If you are at the
keyboard, the card stores the message without interrupting your work.
Priced at $89.95, the SwyftCard package contains the card itself, selfadhesive labels for the nine command keys, a manual, a schematic diagram
and theory of operation, a tutorial disk, and a utility to convert
SwyftCard files to Apple ProDOS format.
Contact Information Appliance Inc., 530 University Ave., Palo Alto, CA
94301, (415) 328-5160.
NOTE: This review also featured a photo of the SwyftCard labeled “The
SwyftCard add-in for Apple //e computers” and the following text:
SWYFT™ SOFTWARE
PLACE THIS CARD IN SLOT 3
COPYRIGHT © 1985 INFORMATION APPLIANCE INC.
SWYFT™ ROM CARD REV C

S/N 008)
------------------------------------PATENT SEARCH FOR PATENTS BY JEF RASKIN
COMPUSERVE (GO PATENTS) - 26 SEP 1994
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLING A KEYBOARD OPERATED DEVICE
Inventors: *Raskin Jef* (US)
Assignee : Unassigned Or Assigned To Individual Assignee Code: 68000
Patent
Issue
Applic
Applic
Number
Date
Number
Date
---------------------------Patent:
US 5025705
910625
US 441183
891122
Continuation of: ABANDONED
US 295161
890106
Priority Applic:
US 441183
891122
US 295161
890106
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CONTROL OF AN ELECTRONIC DISPLAY;
VIDEO AND/OR COLOR GRAPHIC IMAGES
Inventors: *Raskin Jef* (US); Winter James (US)
Assignee : Information Appliance Inc
Patent
Issue
Applic
Applic
Number
Date
Number
Date
---------------------------Patent:
US 5019806
910528
US 338413
890411
Continuation of: ABANDONED
US 605448
840430
ABANDONED
US 30277
870323
Priority Applic:
US 338413
890411
US 605448
840430
US 30277
870323
COMPUTER DISPLAY WITH TWO-PART CURSOR FOR INDICATING LOCI
OF OPERATION
Inventors: CURRY RENWICK (US); *RASKIN JEF* (US); WINTER JAMES (US)
Assignee : Information Appliance Inc
Patent
Issue
Applic
Applic
Number
Date
Number
Date
---------------------------Patent:
US 4806916
890221
US 937157
861202
(Cited in 002 later patents)
Cont.-in-part of: ABANDONED
US 902339
860829
Priority Applic:
US 937157
861202
US 902339
860829
------------------------------------Its been nice to hear from a fellow Cater.
-David
From: Joe Stewart,
To: David T Craig,
Date: Wed, Jun 26,
RE: Thanks for Cat

INTERNET:stewartj@knox.pcec.philips.com
71533,606
1996, 09:14 AM
info

Sender: stewartj@knox.pcec.philips.com
Received: from relay.philips.nl (ns.philips.nl [130.144.65.1]) by arlimg-5.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id KAA29547; Wed, 26 Jun 1996 10:52:44 -0400

Received: (from smap@localhost) by relay.philips.nl (8.6.9/8.6.9-950414)
id QAA17271 for <71533.606@CompuServe.COM>; Wed, 26 Jun 1996 16:52:41
+0200
Received: from unknown(130.140.96.243) by ns.philips.nl via smap
(V1.3+ESMTP) with SMTP
id sma017157; Wed Jun 26 16:52:03 1996
Received: from wpmail.knox.pcec.philips.com by knox.pcec.philips.com
(4.1/SMI-4.1)
id AA14092; Wed, 26 Jun 96 10:52:00 EDT
Received: from Eng-Message_Server by wpmail.knox.pcec.philips.com
with Novell_GroupWise; Wed, 26 Jun 1996 10:51:00 -0500
Message-Id: <s1d11614.089@wpmail.knox.pcec.philips.com>
X-Mailer: Novell GroupWise 4.1
Date: Wed, 26 Jun 1996 10:51:41 -0500
From: Joe Stewart <stewartj@knox.pcec.philips.com>
To: 71533.606@CompuServe.COM
Subject: Thanks for Cat info
Boy, you're the guy I want to talk to.
I've never seen a Cat. I read about SwyftCard quite some time ago, but
couldn't remember enough about the product to find any info.
I've had the general "feel" that Raskin was doing the right thing
interface-wise, although I haven't proven it to myself yet (which is why
I
want to get my hands on the interface).
My interest in all of this is to produce an alternative to the Microsoft
Word+OLE+Winblows crap everybody has to deal with on the PC
platform. I've tinkered with about a zillion operating systems/windowing
environments and the Cat sounds like a good model to work from.
A couple of environments that sound similar to Cat (although they suffer
from techie-itis) are the Oberon language/operating system (from N.
Wirth), and the Acme shell in AT&T's Plan-9 operating system. If you
want any papers on these subjects, let me know.
Let me know what the dollar total for copies ALL your Cat (and
SwyftCard) information (photocopies, gifs, whatever) would be, and
how you'd like to receive payment (cash is fine, BARTER is better).
Let me say it again... my goals are to produce an information tool; it
possibly will be modelled after the Cat. I've talked to Raskin about
this in
passing, but I don't know what the final verdict will be. I'd like "my"
product to be available in a manner similar to Linux, or possibly
shareware. Any interest in working on this?
Oh, BTW I'm a hacker (disguised as a software engineer) working at a
consumer electronics manufacturer in Knoxville, Tennessee.
Talk to you later,
Joe
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71533,606

From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: Joe Stewart, INTERNET:stewartj@knox.pcec.philips.com
Date: Wed, Jun 26, 1996, 09:38 PM
RE: Thanks for Cat info
Hi Joe,
> Let me know what the dollar total for copies ALL your Cat (and
SwyftCard) information (photocopies, gifs, whatever) would be, and
how you'd like to receive payment (cash is fine, BARTER is better).
Will send you a list of what I have this weekend with total page counts.
> My interest in all of this is to produce an alternative to the
Microsoft
Word+OLE+Winblows crap everybody has to deal with on the PC
platform. I've tinkered with about a zillion operating systems/windowing
environments and the Cat sounds like a good model to work from.
A couple of environments that sound similar to Cat (although they suffer
from techie-itis) are the Oberon language/operating system (from N.
Wirth), and the Acme shell in AT&T's Plan-9 operating system. If you
want any papers on these subjects, let me know.
Sounds like a very worthwhile project, though one that seems to me will
require lots of work :-) I think you're correct in stating that "Raskin
was doing the right thing interface-wise". Raskin has, IMO, tried to
make an "operating system" that users are unaware of which I think is
great. I've used lots of OSs since the mid-70's and have found most to
be too technical and therefore not something a "real" user would want to
have to use.
Re the Oberon OS and Plan 9 OS I would like to see short papers about
these. From my readings of these OSs the people behind these seem to
know what they're doing, but I lack specific details.
FYI, I have some of Raskin's memos from his Apple days in which he
outlines in a fair amount of detail his ideas for the original
Macintosh. This was to be a text-based system, though the text was all
done thru bitmapped graphics, and the "os" was a text editor. This
editor would then access other "applications" directly thereby avoiding
modes. This idea became the Cat and the Macintosh obviously became a
slow distant cousin to the Xerox PARC Alto machine.
> Any interest in working on this?
Maybe, at least I may have some ideas that could be of some use. Re
Raskin, are you aware of his UI book that is either just released or
will be soon? He says it has lots of good info.
-David

From: Joe Stewart,
To: David T Craig,
Date: Thu, Jun 27,
RE: Re: Thanks for

INTERNET:stewartj@knox.pcec.philips.com
71533,606
1996, 07:00 AM
Cat info -Reply

Sender: stewartj@knox.pcec.philips.com
Received: from relay.philips.nl (ns.philips.nl [130.144.65.1]) by dubimg-2.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id IAA09586; Thu, 27 Jun 1996 08:56:34 -0400
Received: (from smap@localhost) by relay.philips.nl (8.6.9/8.6.9-950414)
id OAA21037 for <71533.606@CompuServe.COM>; Thu, 27 Jun 1996 14:56:32
+0200
Received: from unknown(130.140.96.243) by ns.philips.nl via smap
(V1.3+ESMTP) with SMTP
id sma020834; Thu Jun 27 14:55:27 1996
Received: from wpmail.knox.pcec.philips.com by knox.pcec.philips.com
(4.1/SMI-4.1)
id AA06449; Thu, 27 Jun 96 08:55:33 EDT
Received: from Eng-Message_Server by wpmail.knox.pcec.philips.com
with Novell_GroupWise; Thu, 27 Jun 1996 08:54:37 -0500
Message-Id: <s1d24c4c.060@wpmail.knox.pcec.philips.com>
X-Mailer: Novell GroupWise 4.1
Date: Thu, 27 Jun 1996 08:55:24 -0500
From: Joe Stewart <stewartj@knox.pcec.philips.com>
To: 71533.606@CompuServe.COM
Subject: Re: Thanks for Cat info -Reply
I don't want to sound fanatical (Raskin sounds like a brilliant man),
but
any paper/memo Raskin has produced, I'd like to read, so please include
these in your list if it's convienent.
One other note about what my goals for an alternative OS. As you
stated, most computer environments that come out are fundamentally
"techie" ie. "Why do I have to start up or shut down an application, why
isn't it just available all the time?", (I'm sure you know the issues
here).
Also note that many computer environments that strive to be easy-to-use
have so much baggage (dialog boxes, pop-up controls, you name it) that
experienced users really want the ability to "cut through the crap" to
accomplish a particular goal.
My guiding principle is "1) don't baffle the new user; 2) don't
frustrate the
experienced user."
I have at least two other jobs right now, so I'll be noodle-ing on this
for
the next 2 or 3 months without producing any code.
BTW, I wasn't aware of Raskins UI book, have any details?
Keep me posted on Cat/Raskin notes, as you seem to be connected with
that scene.
Thanks for your quick response...
Joe
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From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: Joe Stewart, INTERNET:stewartj@knox.pcec.philips.com
Date: Fri, Jun 28, 1996, 11:53 PM
RE: Re: Thanks for Cat info -Reply
Hi Joe,
> I don't want to sound fanatical (Raskin sounds like a brilliant man),
but
any paper/memo Raskin has produced, I'd like to read, so please include
these in your list if it's convienent.
I will email you this weekend a list of my Raskin/Cat/SwyftCard/Mac
materials. Please note that I have 2 thick notebooks with this stuff so
be prepared for a fairly long list :-)
> My guiding principle is "1) don't baffle the new user; 2) don't
frustrate the experienced user."
It seems to me that an OS with the capability to determine a user's
experience level would meet your goals. For example, I wrote a command
line based program many years back which counted the number of times a
user entered invalid commands and if a certain threshhold was reached
the program automatically provided on-line help for the misused
commands. Simple to program, but an effective "learning" system.
Obviously, such a scheme could be made more sophisticated so that with
expert users the system would reduce the amount of verification
material, e.g. dialogs asking "is this really OK?", to a minimum.
> BTW, I wasn't aware of Raskins UI book, have any details?
No, but you should email him for details.
> Keep me posted on Cat/Raskin notes, as you seem to be connected with
that scene.
I'm not really, but would like to be more connected. FYI, I work as a
programmer for a small company in Santa Fe NM where I work on the
Macintosh and the PC platforms. I've worked with the Macintosh since
its 1984 intro and have been fortunate to have collected a fair amount
of Macintosh and Cat info over the years. Obviously, Raskin has played
a significant role in both machines with the Cat really being what he
wanted the Macintosh to be. I also have a Lisa (I used it to develop
early Macintosh software), and an Apple /// (another interesting
computer with lots of potential that was never effectively used).
-David

From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: Joe Stewart, INTERNET:stewartj@knox.pcec.philips.com
Date: Sun, Jul 7, 1996, 10:56 PM
RE: Jef Raskin and Canon Cat document catalog
Hi Joe,
Here's the catalog of Raskin and Cat documents that I have that you
expressed an interest in. I can copy any of this for 10 cents per page
plus the postage. Let me know what you want and it is yours.
Concerning the disks, I have 18 Mac 800k disks with many pictures of Cat
stuff such as the Cat portable design drawings. I can copy these disks
for $1 each.
-David
Jef Raskin, Early Macintosh Computer, Apple //e SwyftCard, and Canon Cat
Computer Documents as owned by David Craig
Updated:

07 July 1996

David T. Craig
941 Calle Mejia # 1006
Santa Fe, NM 87501 USA
voice: (505) 820-0358
email: 71533.606@compuserve.com
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From: Joe Stewart, INTERNET:stewartj@knox.pcec.philips.com
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Tue, Jul 9, 1996, 11:28 AM
RE: Jef Raskin and Canon Cat document catalog -Reply
Sender: stewartj@knox.pcec.philips.com
Received: from relay.philips.nl (ns.philips.nl [130.144.65.1]) by arlimg-6.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id NAA16553; Tue, 9 Jul 1996 13:17:08 -0400
Received: (from smap@localhost) by relay.philips.nl (8.6.9/8.6.9-950414)
id TAA14052 for <71533.606@CompuServe.COM>; Tue, 9 Jul 1996 19:17:04
+0200
Received: from unknown(130.140.96.243) by ns.philips.nl via smap
(V1.3+ESMTP) with SMTP
id sma013953; Tue Jul 9 19:16:07 1996
Received: from wpmail.knox.pcec.philips.com by knox.pcec.philips.com
(4.1/SMI-4.1)
id AA17958; Tue, 9 Jul 96 13:16:04 EDT
Received: from Eng-Message_Server by wpmail.knox.pcec.philips.com
with Novell_GroupWise; Tue, 09 Jul 1996 13:15:26 -0500
Message-Id: <s1e25b6e.008@wpmail.knox.pcec.philips.com>
X-Mailer: Novell GroupWise 4.1
Date: Tue, 09 Jul 1996 13:16:05 -0500
From: Joe Stewart <stewartj@knox.pcec.philips.com>
To: 71533.606@CompuServe.COM
Subject: Jef Raskin and Canon Cat document catalog -Reply
I got your catalog, good gravy, I want it all!
I need some more information from you,
* how do we work out the money (do you want me to send you a check.
do you want to send the stuff COD, etc)
* what about shipping
Let me know, and thanks for you help!!
(any word on Cats for sale?)
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From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: Joe Stewart, INTERNET:stewartj@knox.pcec.philips.com
Date: Tue, Jul 9, 1996, 07:23 PM
RE: Jef Raskin and Canon Cat document catalog -Reply
Hi Joe,
>>> I got your catalog, good gravy, I want it all!
No problem, give me about 2 weeks to copy everything
>>> * how do we work out the money (do you want me to send you a check.
do you want to send the stuff COD, etc)
Send the money when you receive the materials

>>> * what about shipping
The package(s) you receive will have the shipping cost, most likely
around $10 I'm guessing
>>> (any word on Cats for sale?)
No, but if I hear of any I will let you know. Have you emailed John
Baumgarner who may have some? I sent you his email address a little
while ago.
Glad to hear that you're interested in the Cat, the "cat club" is rather
small these days and never was more than 20,000 at its peak (this is the
number of cats that were sold).
I will mail you tomorrow a copy of my Cat paper which I think you will
find interesting. I would like to obtain the plan-9 and oberon papers
you mentioned you have. I will reduce the copying fee by the
appropriate number of pages.
Regards,
David
From: Joe Stewart, INTERNET:stewartj@knox.pcec.philips.com
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Tue, Jul 9, 1996, 08:24 PM
RE: Re: Jef Raskin and Canon Cat document catalog -Reply -Reply
Sender: stewartj@knox.pcec.philips.com
Received: from relay.philips.nl (ns.philips.nl [130.144.65.1]) by arlimg-6.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id VAA02771; Tue, 9 Jul 1996 21:59:52 -0400
Received: (from smap@localhost) by relay.philips.nl (8.6.9/8.6.9-950414)
id DAA25430 for <71533.606@CompuServe.COM>; Wed, 10 Jul 1996 03:59:50
+0200
Received: from unknown(130.140.96.243) by ns.philips.nl via smap
(V1.3+ESMTP) with SMTP
id sma025415; Wed Jul 10 03:59:23 1996
Received: from wpmail.knox.pcec.philips.com by knox.pcec.philips.com
(4.1/SMI-4.1)
id AA26039; Tue, 9 Jul 96 21:59:22 EDT
Received: from Eng-Message_Server by wpmail.knox.pcec.philips.com
with Novell_GroupWise; Tue, 09 Jul 1996 21:58:45 -0500
Message-Id: <s1e2d615.009@wpmail.knox.pcec.philips.com>
X-Mailer: Novell GroupWise 4.1
Date: Tue, 09 Jul 1996 21:59:30 -0500
From: Joe Stewart <stewartj@knox.pcec.philips.com>
To: 71533.606@CompuServe.COM
Subject: Re: Jef Raskin and Canon Cat document catalog -Reply -Reply
(re: sending out the copies) Great!
I'm not quite as organized as you regarding the Plan-9 and Oberon stuff.
I'll be happy to print and/or copy the material I have.
I'd feel like I was cheating you unless I mentioned that some of the
stuff
is I've got freely available on the Web as PostScript files.
Another of my interests is the programming language/os, Forth. As you
may know, the Cat had some form of Forth as its "macro language". I
have TONS of info on Forth.

I'm primarily a PC guy (by professional necessity, not personal
preference) and I suspect that you are primarily a Mac person. I don't
know the nuances of converting PC to Mac. From experiences long past,
I seem to remember that the Mac had a unique file structure where files
had a "resource" and "data" fork, that kind of made transfers more
challenging to non-Mac architectures. Do you know how to overcome
the issues here?
Oh well, I'm rambling now... thanks for the info, I can hardly wait!
I'll send you a list soon (do I have your mailing address?)
Joe
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From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: Joe Stewart, INTERNET:stewartj@knox.pcec.philips.com
Date: Tue, Jul 9, 1996, 09:02 PM
RE: Re: Jef Raskin and Canon Cat document catalog -Reply -Reply
Hi Joe,
>>>
(re: sending out the copies) Great!
I'm not quite as organized as you regarding the Plan-9 and Oberon stuff.
I'll be happy to print and/or copy the material I have.
I'd feel like I was cheating you unless I mentioned that some of the
stuff
is I've got freely available on the Web as PostScript files.
Another of my interests is the programming language/os, Forth. As you
may know, the Cat had some form of Forth as its "macro language". I
have TONS of info on Forth.
I'm primarily a PC guy (by professional necessity, not personal
preference) and I suspect that you are primarily a Mac person. I don't
know the nuances of converting PC to Mac. From experiences long past,
I seem to remember that the Mac had a unique file structure where files
had a "resource" and "data" fork, that kind of made transfers more
challenging to non-Mac architectures. Do you know how to overcome
the issues here?
Oh well, I'm rambling now... thanks for the info, I can hardly wait!
I'll send you a list soon (do I have your mailing address?)
<<<
Please send the oberon and plan-9 stuff, sounds interesting. Are you
familiar wiht Wirth's LILITH machine and OS? It is supposed to be good
also.
Yes, I'm mainly an Apple guy with lots of Mac experience (since 1984).
PC to Mac conversion is somewhat difficult if the PC stuff is plain text
and you want a GUI implementation on the Mac.
Forth: Yes, Cat "os" and apps are all Forth-based. Only a very small
percentage of the Cat sys s/w was in 68000 assembly (mainly drivers and
a few items that had to be as fast as possible such as the "fast eddy"
search routine). The Cat has a complete Forth dev environment built
into it which any Cat user can acess via a "magic" incantation.

Regards,
David Craig
941 Calle Mejia # 1006
Santa Fe, NM 87501 USA
voice phone: (505) 820-0358

From: Joe Stewart, INTERNET:stewartj@knox.pcec.philips.com
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Tue, Jul 9, 1996, 10:05 PM
RE: Re: Jef Raskin and Canon Cat document catalog -Reply -Reply
-Reply
Sender: stewartj@knox.pcec.philips.com
Received: from relay.philips.nl (ns.philips.nl [130.144.65.1]) by arlimg-6.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id AAA22573; Wed, 10 Jul 1996 00:04:04 -0400
Received: (from smap@localhost) by relay.philips.nl (8.6.9/8.6.9-950414)
id GAA03863 for <71533.606@CompuServe.COM>; Wed, 10 Jul 1996 06:04:02
+0200
Received: from unknown(130.140.96.243) by ns.philips.nl via smap
(V1.3+ESMTP) with SMTP
id sma003856; Wed Jul 10 06:03:34 1996
Received: from wpmail.knox.pcec.philips.com by knox.pcec.philips.com
(4.1/SMI-4.1)
id AA20421; Wed, 10 Jul 96 00:03:34 EDT
Received: from Eng-Message_Server by wpmail.knox.pcec.philips.com
with Novell_GroupWise; Wed, 10 Jul 1996 00:02:55 -0500
Message-Id: <s1e2f32f.001@wpmail.knox.pcec.philips.com>
X-Mailer: Novell GroupWise 4.1
Date: Wed, 10 Jul 1996 00:03:30 -0500
From: Joe Stewart <stewartj@knox.pcec.philips.com>
To: 71533.606@CompuServe.COM
Subject: Re: Jef Raskin and Canon Cat document catalog -Reply -Reply
-Reply
>> Please send the oberon and plan-9 stuff, sounds interesting. Are you
familiar wiht Wirth's LILITH machine and OS? It is supposed to be good
also.
FYI, Oberon is the extension of Modula-2/Lilith into the quasi-OO world,
I'll
send a document talking about Lilith as well.
I have a disk from BYTE that contains an old version of the Macintosh
Oberon, it's yours!
FORTH: (somewhat of a dirversion, but...)
When I was a Mac guy, I played around with a cool OO-forth called
Neon. I understand that the original creators (??Charles Duff??) placed
it
in the public domain which has emerged as two separately available
languages: Yerk and Mops. These are out on the net, and I have a
free,fast connection (FRAME RELAY!) and can get them for you if you're
interested (on PC formatted floppies or ZIP disks)
Don't stay up too late!
Joe
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From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: Joe Stewart, INTERNET:stewartj@knox.pcec.philips.com
Date: Wed, Jul 10, 1996, 08:17 PM
RE: Re: Jef Raskin and Canon Cat document catalog -Reply -Reply
-Reply
Hi Joe,
>>>
I have a disk from BYTE that contains an old version of the Macintosh
Oberon, it's yours!
<<<
thanks
>>>
FORTH: (somewhat of a dirversion, but...)
When I was a Mac guy, I played around with a cool OO-forth called
Neon. I understand that the original creators (??Charles Duff??) placed
it
in the public domain which has emerged as two separately available
languages: Yerk and Mops. These are out on the net, and I have a
free,fast connection (FRAME RELAY!) and can get them for you if you're
interested (on PC formatted floppies or ZIP disks)
<<<
I've heard of NEON and recall that it received good reviews. Thanks but
no thanks for the Yerk/Mops stuff, I don't have the time to become a
forth programmer :-)
Q: What is your mailing address?
Cat paper.
-David

I would like to send you a copy of my

From: Joe Stewart,
To: David T Craig,
Date: Thu, Jul 11,
RE: Re: Jef Raskin
-Reply -Reply

INTERNET:stewartj@knox.pcec.philips.com
71533,606
1996, 01:57 AM
and Canon Cat document catalog -Reply -Reply

Sender: stewartj@knox.pcec.philips.com
Received: from relay.philips.nl (ns.philips.nl [130.144.65.1]) by dubimg-6.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id DAA29169; Thu, 11 Jul 1996 03:42:23 -0400
Received: (from smap@localhost) by relay.philips.nl (8.6.9/8.6.9-950414)
id JAA17977 for <71533.606@CompuServe.COM>; Thu, 11 Jul 1996 09:42:21
+0200
Received: from unknown(130.140.96.243) by ns.philips.nl via smap
(V1.3+ESMTP) with SMTP
id sma017699; Thu Jul 11 09:40:41 1996
Received: from wpmail.knox.pcec.philips.com by knox.pcec.philips.com
(4.1/SMI-4.1)
id AA16558; Thu, 11 Jul 96 03:40:40 EDT
Received: from Eng-Message_Server by wpmail.knox.pcec.philips.com
with Novell_GroupWise; Thu, 11 Jul 1996 03:40:05 -0500
Message-Id: <s1e47795.003@wpmail.knox.pcec.philips.com>
X-Mailer: Novell GroupWise 4.1
Date: Thu, 11 Jul 1996 03:40:25 -0500
From: Joe Stewart <stewartj@knox.pcec.philips.com>
To: 71533.606@CompuServe.COM
Subject: Re: Jef Raskin and Canon Cat document catalog -Reply -Reply
-Reply -Reply
Of course...
Joe Stewart
712 Aeronca Road
Knoxville, TN 37919
423/539-3923
423/690-4479 (fax)
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David T. Craig
941 Calle Mejia # 1006, Santa Fe, NM 87501 USA
Home: 505.820.0358 Internet: 71533.606@compuserve.com
____________________________________________________________
Joe Stewart
712 Aeronca Road
Knoxville, TN 37919
Re:

Canon Cat paper

Hi Joe:
Enclosed is a copy of my 1994 Cat paper that may interest you. Note that this paper is somewhat
dated since 1) it contains some minor technical errors and 2) I now own a Cat (purchased for $15)
and have learned a lot about it since the paper was written.
I will be copying my other Cat materials for you in the next two weeks. I may send you two
parcels of materials with the first parcel mailed this Saturday.
Sincerely,

_________________________
David T. Craig

Letter from David T. Craig

cat 96_07_11 straus
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David T. Craig
941 Calle Mejia # 1006, Santa Fe, NM 87501 USA
Home: 505.820.0358 Internet: 71533.606@compuserve.com
__________________________________________________________________
Joe Stewart
712 Aeronca Road
Knoxville, TN 37919
Re:

CANON CAT AND JEF RASKIN DOCUMENTS

Hi Joe:
Enclosed are some of the Raskin documents that you requested from me on Compuserve recently.
I hope you are able to find something here that will improve your OS design. Please mail me
your Oberon/Plan 9/Lilith OS info, they sound interesting. I will deduct the page lengths for
these from the next batch of materials I send your way.
Please reimburse me for the copies (10 cents per page) and the postage. The postage will be on the
package.
Cost = 291 pages x 10 cents/page = $29.10
I plan to send you another package next Saturday which should consist of the remainder of my
Raskin materials. This will include the Cat user manuals and the Macintosh disks with the many
GIF files that I’ve created of Cat pictures.
I’ve also enclosed several other documents that I had not listed for you since I think you may find
these interesting reading also. These include some emails from Raskin to me with corrections to
my Cat paper and a copy of the original Macintosh case signature sheet in which Raskin’s name
appears. Also present is a letter from Paul Baker, the technical project leader at IAI.
Best of luck finding a Cat. FWIW, it took me about a year to find one and that only happened
because one of the Cat designers who I’d contacted about Cat history came across one in a Silicon
Valley used computer store and was kind enough to buy it for me ($15) and mail it to me ($20
postage).
Sincerely,

_________________________
David T. Craig

Letter from David T. Craig

cat 96_07_12 straus

1

Enclosed documents:
Cat stuff ...
Canon Cat: A Spiritual Heir to the Macintosh (BYTE Oct 1987)
Canon Cat Comments by Bruce Tognazzini (Apple UI expert 1992)
Information Appliances: A New Industry (Raskin 1986)
Jef Raskin interview (Programmers at Work, 1989)
Information Appliance Inc. patent list
Cat Leap description (Raskin 1989)
Cat comments by Owen Linzmayer (1994)
Down with GUIs (Wired magazine, Raskin Dec 1993)
Cat comments by Ezra Shapiro (1994)
Information Appliance Inc. Trade Secrets (Raskin)

3
1
7
20
1
4
1
2
1
3

SwyftCard stuff ...
SwyftCard user's guide: Theory of Operation section
The Race goes to the Swyft (A+ magazine)
SwyftCard BYTE ad (Nov 1985)

7
4
1

Macintosh stuff ...
The Macintosh Project: Selected Papers (Raskin Apple memos)
Macintosh's Other Designers (BYTE Aug 1984)
Macintosh Research Project: Progress Report of July 1980 (Raskin)
Genesis and History of the Macintosh Porject (Raskin 1981)
The Mac and Me: 15 Years of Life with the Macintosh (Raskin 1994)

171
7
10
6
42

Total pages:

291

Letter from David T. Craig
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From: Joe Stewart,
To: David T Craig,
Date: Tue, Jul 16,
RE: Re: Jef Raskin
-Reply

INTERNET:stewartj@knox.pcec.philips.com
71533,606
1996, 02:19 PM
and Canon Cat document catalog -Reply -Reply

-Reply

Sender: stewartj@knox.pcec.philips.com
Received: from relay.philips.nl (ns.philips.nl [130.144.65.1]) by dub-img1.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id QAA16615; Tue, 16 Jul 1996 16:12:03 -0400
Received: (from smap@localhost) by relay.philips.nl (8.6.9/8.6.9-950414) id
WAA25323 for <71533.606@CompuServe.COM>; Tue, 16 Jul 1996 22:12:01 +0200
Received: from unknown(130.140.96.243) by ns.philips.nl via smap (V1.3+ESMTP) with
SMTP
id sma025280; Tue Jul 16 22:11:50 1996
Received: from wpmail.knox.pcec.philips.com by knox.pcec.philips.com (4.1/SMI-4.1)
id AA12488; Tue, 16 Jul 96 16:11:46 EDT
Received: from Eng-Message_Server by wpmail.knox.pcec.philips.com
with Novell_GroupWise; Tue, 16 Jul 1996 16:11:20 -0500
Message-Id: <s1ebbf28.074@wpmail.knox.pcec.philips.com>
X-Mailer: Novell GroupWise 4.1
Date: Tue, 16 Jul 1996 16:11:37 -0500
From: Joe Stewart <stewartj@knox.pcec.philips.com>
To: 71533.606@CompuServe.COM
Subject: Re: Jef Raskin and Canon Cat document catalog -Reply -Reply
-Reply -Reply
Hey, I got the stuff (two mailings) you sent. Thanks, I've been slow to
respond because my wife gave birth to our healthy new baby girl on
Friday (our third kid!) I'll get you a money order out later today... I've got
tons of stuff to send you, but probably not as much stuff as you have
for me... so I'll give you some $$$ in the mean time.
Thanks again,
Joe

Distribution:
71533,606
From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: Joe Stewart, INTERNET:stewartj@knox.pcec.philips.com
Date: Tue, Jul 16, 1996, 07:40 PM
RE: Re: Jef Raskin and Canon Cat document catalog -Reply -Reply
-Reply

-Reply

Hi Joe,
Hope you enjoy the Cat stuff, expect another mailing next week which should be all
that I have :-)
Congratulations on the baby girl.
Regards,
David

From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: Joe Stewart, 76473,230
Date: Mon, Jul 22, 1996, 08:02 PM
RE: Neat stuff arrived, thanks
Joe,
Thanks for the two recent packages which included the Oberon, Plan 9,
and Mac design history article and the Oberon disks.
I think I have plenty of materials on the OSes you're interested in :-)
FYI, I was really only interested in fairly short papers on each but
appreciate having all the gory details in case I need to look up
something specific.
Concerning the Mac design article it did not present Raskin's early Mac
work correctly, as most early Mac history articles generally get this
wrong too.
How do you want to be paid for this stuff? I assume a trade. Tell me
how many papes the materials that you sent are worth and I will make
certain that the next batch of Raskin stuff subtracts that amount.
I'm attempting to finish the copying of the final Raskin materials. I
have yet to copy the Cat user manuals and the Cat repair manual. I plan
to mail this package to you on Saturday.
Q: What type of programming do you do? I recall you said something
about working for a consumer electronics firm in TN.
Thanks again for the neat info.
-David
Distribution:
Joe Stewart 76473,230

From: Denise Stewart, 76473,230
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Sat, Jul 27, 1996, 08:55 AM
RE: Hello from c-serve
Hey David,
As far as payment, trade is fine. I'll give you an approximate page
count (I lost the piece of paper with the totals) and if it's okay we
can trade on a page-per-page basis.
Sorry for the "gory details"... I've got a few more short articles on
modula, lilith, and plan-9 that I need to send you. Most interesting is
a paper on the Oberon windowing system which touts "anything on the
screen should be available as a command, argument to a command, program,
text, etc." which in an inside out kind of way reminds me of SwyftCard
and Cat.
I've started implementing a text editor based on the "LEAP" paper and
some of the other documents you sent me. It'll be DOS code initially. If
you have access to a DOS machine I'd be happy to send it your way when
it's in better shape.
The info you sent me is absolutely wonderful. I've read it all and I'm
anxious for more. About me and my work, I work for Philips Consumer
Electronics Company, which designs most of the Magnavox brand name TVs,
Projection TVs, and VCRs. We also have produced a number of non-TV
products (although none of them have done particularly well... remember
the Oddessy videogame), and custom applications (for in hotel-room movie
delivery, etc.). In the past two years, Philips has tried to move into
the digital world, and I've worked on projects ranging from a Digital
satellite uplink system, direct broadcast digital downlink system, and
more recently, a "consumer electronics control system" which is
basically a computer with infrared in and outs, six video/audio input
switcher, speaker-phone, web-browser, etc, etc (throw in the kitchen
sink). This recent project is suffering from a user interface identity
crisis and the people responsible for the user interface model don't
have a clue. I had hoped to get Raskin to work on the project (and he
seemed willing to do so), but my influence isn't great enough (and the
project has grown completely out of proportion anyway).
But I've gone on too long about myself... what are you doing?
Thanks again for your hard work and research. It's been extremely
helpful to my "hobby"
Sincerely,
Joe
Distribution:
David T Craig 71533,606
From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: Denise Stewart, 76473,230
Date: Sat, Jul 27, 1996, 11:45 PM
RE: Hello from c-serve

Hi Joe,
> As far as payment, trade is fine. I'll give you an approximate page
count (I lost the piece of paper with the totals) and if it's okay we
can trade on a page-per-page basis.
Sounds fine with me. FYI, I've copied the remainder of my Cat papers
and have almost copied my many scanned images (about 25 or so Mac disks
with GIF files). These include scanned photos of the Cat portable which
only made it to the prototype stage, I believe Raskin has 2 of these
machines.
> Sorry for the "gory details"... I've got a few more short articles on
modula, lilith, and plan-9 that I need to send you. Most interesting is
a paper on the Oberon windowing system which touts "anything on the
screen should be available as a command, argument to a command, program,
text, etc." which in an inside out kind of way reminds me of SwyftCard
and Cat.
Sounds interesting, please send them.
> I've started implementing a text editor based on the "LEAP" paper and
some of the other documents you sent me. It'll be DOS code initially. If
you have access to a DOS machine I'd be happy to send it your way when
it's in better shape.
Great! I have a Windows 95 machine at work that runs DOS programs so
please send me a copy of your program when you getting it working.
> The info you sent me is absolutely wonderful. I've read it all and I'm
anxious for more.
Sounds like you may make the Cat a reality for the 90s :-) If you have
specific technical questions you may want to address them to Raskin or
John Bumgarner who are both Cat experts (B is more accessible than R,
you may also want to try Jim Straus at Global Village Communciations who
was part of the Cat team).
> I work for Philips Consumer Electronics Company, which designs most of
the Magnavox brand name TVs, Projection TVs, and VCRs.
Thanks for the bio, sounds interesting. I used to work for a similar
company in Kansas City several years back where we designed and built
computer programs for businesses. I currently work as a Macintosh
programmer for a Santa Fe company which produces and sells a Macintosh
and Windows 95 application for book publishers. We sell the program for
around $6-10K per copy and have 50 clients worldwide.
I plan to mail the rest of my Cat stuff to you this week, most likely
Tuesday or Wednesday.
Regards,
David

David T. Craig
941 Calle Mejia # 1006, Santa Fe, NM 87501 USA
Home: 505.820.0358 Internet: 71533.606@compuserve.com
__________________________________________________________________
Joe Stewart
712 Aeronca Road
Knoxville, TN 37919
Re:

CANON CAT AND JEF RASKIN DOCUMENTS (package 2)

Hi Joe:
Enclosed are copies of the rest of Raskin materials that should benefit your Cat reimplementation
project :-) I think you will enjoy the Cat user and reference guides.
Also present are 25 Mac disks with GIF files that you also requested. I mentioned in an email a
while back that I would copy these for 1.00 each (25.00 total). The first disk contains a shareware
Mac program called Graphic Converter which is great at viewing, editing, and printing GIF
images. It also converts from GIF to many other graphic file formats and vice-versa.
Please reimburse me for the copies (10 cents per page) and the postage. The postage will be on the
package.
Cost = 786 pages x 10 cents/page = $78.60
I would also like to be reimbursed for the first package that was sent to you on 11 July ($29.10 for
copies + $4.00 postage).
TOTAL DUE
78.60 (copies 2) + 29.10 (copies 1) + 4.00 (postage 1) + postage 2 + 25.00 (disks)
=
136.70 + postage for package 2
I would like to subtract from this total what you think your OS info is worth plus the postage for
the OS info (8.40).
Best of luck finding a Cat. I would very much like to see what you come up with on MS-DOS.
You’ve almost made me want to implement a Cat editor for the Macintosh :-)
Sincerely,
_________________________
David T. Craig

Letter from David T. Craig

cat 96_07_31 straus

1

Enclosed documents:
Raskin Quick-Draw Thesis
Cat Catform application manual
Cat ad
Cat ad
Cat ad: Micro-chem
Cat user’s notes
The Appliance Factor
More on the Canon Cat (letter)
Review of the Apple //e Swyftcard (BYTE)
Raskin sketch of IAI founding concepts
Needed: A GUI Revolution
It wasn’t supposed to be like this
Cat repair and theory of operation manual
SwyftCard user’s manual
Cat how-to guide
Cat reference guide
Cat quick reference card

119
17
12
2
3
13
3
1
2
1
1
2
201
81
160
160
8

Total pages:

786

Letter from David T. Craig
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David T. Craig
941 Calle Mejia # 1006, Santa Fe, NM 87501 USA
Home: 505.820.0358 Internet: 71533.606@compuserve.com
__________________________________________________________________
JEF RASKIN
8 GYPSY HILL
PACIFICA, CA 94044
Re:

Mac historical info

Hi Jef:
Enclosed is a copy of a Mac design history that may interest you.
Best of luck with your current activities.
Sincerely,
_________________________
David T. Craig

Encl:

Design case history: Apple’s Macintosh (IEEE Spectrum Dec 1984)

Letter from David T. Craig
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From: Joe Stewart, 76473,230
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Sun, Aug 11, 1996, 10:51 PM
RE: Hello from c-serve
I got your "care package" a few days ago (or was it a week... time
flies). Thank you once again.
As far as settling up, (and I believe this to be an accurate count of
the pages I sent you)
362 pages (@ .10/page) = $36.20
postage = $8.40
total = 44.60
You sent me some Mac disk (800k) which I transferred to MS-DOS readable
media (specifically, an Iomega ZIP drive), and therefore have no need
for. I'd like to return these to you and deduct $25 from the total as
well. If you feel you need reimbursment for your time, that's fine, just
let me know the total (I just don't have a need for MORE disks... if you
need some 1.44m disks, I have BOXES full). I don't want this to be a
sore point, so let me know what you want me to do :-).
$136.70 (your postage, copies, and floppies)
-44.60 (my postage + my copies)
-25.00 (disks I'm returning to you)
=69.60 (the amount I owe)
There will be a money order in the mail (and the disks) to you tomorrow
(8/12) for this amount.
On a side note, Jim Burgarner is sending me a Cat! We hope to "revive"
the Cat on the Intel platform, and he's going to supply me with some of
the details of the system. I'll keep you posted!
Jim also wants to establish a support net for Cat owners. I'll soon have
access on a local web server, and I'm negotiating space for a CAT-FAQ
web page. Would you like to contribute (content) to the cause? (I
actually would like you to grant permission to place the .gif images on
the site)
...let me know!
Joe
Distribution:
David T Craig 71533,606

From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: Joe Stewart, 76473,230
Date: Wed, Aug 14, 1996, 10:18 PM
RE: Hello from c-serve
Hi Joe,
Thanks for the $70 check and the disks.

No sore point here.

> Jim Burgarner is sending me a Cat! We hope to "revive" the Cat on the
Intel platform, and he's going to supply me with some of the details of
the system. I'll keep you posted!
Great! If you can get the source code for the cat and swyftcard from
him I would love to see them. He said he would put them on a web site,
but nothing so far that I've heard.
> Jim also wants to establish a support net for Cat owners. I'll soon
have access on a local web server, and I'm negotiating space for a CATFAQ web page. Would you like to contribute (content) to the cause? (I
actually would like you to grant permission to place the .gif images on
the site)
Great (again)! Permission granted to place the .gif images wherever you
want. I scanned these from my cat materials.
-David

From: Denise Stewart, 76473,230
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Mon, Aug 12, 1996, 04:28 PM
RE: Hello from c-serve
As I mentioned last night, I sent the check and disks today. I wasn't
paying attention (my mind wanders at times) and sent the stuff overnight
which cost $15 (whoops). Good news for you, though you'll have a money
order tomorrow.
On another note, (and I must ask you this off the record) have you dealt
with Raskin or Bumgarner before? Raskin wants me to sign a nondisclosure (which I'm not totally comfortable with) whereas Bumgarner
seems willing to turn all kinds of source code, manuals, etc. Any
opinions?
Hope all is well with you. My time has been sucked by a after hours
project with some East Coast Pediatricians (we're developing an practice
management package that will be pitched to the American Academy of
Pediatrics in October)... too much to do!
Later
Joe
Distribution:
David T Craig 71533,606

From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: Denise Stewart, 76473,230
Date: Wed, Aug 14, 1996, 10:31 PM
RE: Hello from c-serve
Hi Joe (Denise?),
>>>
(and I must ask you this off the record) have you dealt with Raskin or
Bumgarner before? Raskin wants me to sign a non-disclosure (which I'm
not totally comfortable with) whereas Bumgarner seems willing to turn
all kinds of source code, manuals, etc. Any opinions?
>>>
I've talked with Bumgarner several times and he has been most
forthcoming about Cat info and people. I've also corresponded with
Raskin many times and he has answered my Cat questions without any
strings attached.
I'm not certain who has the rights to the Cat "idea" but would assume
Raskin would.
I recommend (off the record) that you get as much as you can from
Bumgarner and not ask Raskin for anything until you have what you want.
FYI, Raskin did send me the Swyftcard manual and card last year without
any qualms. I'm not sure that Raskin's non-disclosure is worth anything
since as far as I know IAI is no longer a company and all of its
materials became public domain. I send Raskin a list of the IAI trade
secrets a while back and he said these were no longer secret.
Therefore, it seems to me that you should be able to use the Cat ideas
(i.e. trade secrets) to recreate a Cat on another system.
>>>
too much to do!
<<<
Same here :-(
-David

From: Joe Stewart, 76473,230
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Wed, Aug 14, 1996, 11:04 PM
RE: Hello from c-serve
Thanks for all the info and advice. I'll get you what I can (from
Bumgarner).
BTW Denise is my wife, we share this account (I just never bothered to
put both of our names here...)
John B. said he'd ship the Cat/Apple2e out last Sat. (or a few days
following). You mentioned you had a Cat shipped to you. May I ask how
much it costs to ship something of that size? Which service (USPO, UPS,
FedEx) did you use?
TIA,
Joe
Distribution:
David T Craig 71533,606

From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: Joe Stewart, 76473,230
Date: Thu, Aug 15, 1996, 06:29 PM
RE: Hello from c-serve
Joe,
> you had a Cat shipped to you. May I ask how much it costs to ship
something of that size? Which service (USPO, UPS, FedEx) did you use?
Around $20 from CA to NM via UPS.
-david

From: Joe Stewart, 76473,230
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Wed, Aug 14, 1996, 11:06 PM
RE: Hello from c-serve
David,
One other thing, Raskin wants me to look at something "one step beyond"
Cat. Don't know what else I can say at this point.
Joe
Distribution:
David T Craig 71533,606

From: Joe Stewart, INTERNET:stewartj@knox.pcec.philips.com
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Fri, Aug 16, 1996, 09:58 AM
RE: Fun stuff...
Sender: stewartj@knox.pcec.philips.com
Received: from relay.philips.nl (ns.philips.nl [130.144.65.1]) by hilimg-3.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id LAA14016; Fri, 16 Aug 1996 11:52:51 -0400
Received: (from smap@localhost) by relay.philips.nl (8.6.9/8.6.9-950414)
id RAA12538 for <71533.606@CompuServe.COM>; Fri, 16 Aug 1996 17:52:39
+0200
Received: from unknown(130.140.96.243) by ns.philips.nl via smap
(V1.3+ESMTP) with SMTP
id sma012510; Fri Aug 16 17:52:11 1996
Received: from wpmail.knox.pcec.philips.com by knox.pcec.philips.com
(4.1/SMI-4.1)
id AA02052; Fri, 16 Aug 96 11:51:02 EDT
Received: from Eng-Message_Server by wpmail.knox.pcec.philips.com
with Novell_GroupWise; Fri, 16 Aug 1996 11:52:15 -0500
Message-Id: <s21460ef.030@wpmail.knox.pcec.philips.com>
X-Mailer: Novell GroupWise 4.1
Date: Fri, 16 Aug 1996 11:52:07 -0500
From: Joe Stewart <stewartj@knox.pcec.philips.com>
To: 71533.606@CompuServe.COM
Subject: Fun stuff...
Prior to sending out a Cat, John Bumgarner is sending me some Swyft
stuff for the Apple.
My goal is to transport the Apple Swyft source and executables to a
more contemporary medium (ie 1.44 MS-DOS disks). I'm also going to try
to get the Swyft stuff working on an Apple II emulator that runs under
DOS (mainly for historic curiousity).
Do you want any of this stuff? Is there an Apple II emulator for Macs? I
can get you the MS-DOS version if you want, it is truly an amazing piece
of software.
On another front, you mentioned you have an Apple ///. When I has in
high school, I did some programming for the ///. I though it was an
especially cool piece of hardware (well, maybe the gigantic heatsink on
the back wasn't so cool :) ). Have you heard of anyone producing a ///
emulator? I can't remember much about SOS, but I certainly was more
advanced than the other OS's I was using at the time.
Let me know,
Joe

Distribution:
71533,606

From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: Joe Stewart, INTERNET:stewartj@knox.pcec.philips.com
Date: Fri, Aug 16, 1996, 02:14 PM
RE: Fun stuff...
Joe,
> Do you want any of this stuff? Is there an Apple II emulator for Macs?
I
can get you the MS-DOS version if you want, it is truly an amazing piece
of software.
Yes, I would love the SwyftCard source code on disk (Mac or PC formats
are ok). I don't know of an Apple II emulator for Mac. I would like a
copy of the MS-DOS AII emulator. Thanks in advance.
> I did some programming for the ///. I though it was an
especially cool piece of hardware (well, maybe the gigantic heatsink on
the back wasn't so cool :) ). Have you heard of anyone producing a ///
emulator? I can't remember much about SOS, but I certainly was more
advanced than the other OS's I was using at the time.
I thought it was a very good machine also. Too bad Apple didn't make it
its main machine instead of the AII. /// emulator? I've heard that
someone was working on such a creature for the PC, but don't think it
would be an easy chore. FWIW, I have the source code listing for SOS if
you would like a disk copy just ask.
-David

From: Joe Stewart, INTERNET:stewartj@knox.pcec.philips.com
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Fri, Aug 16, 1996, 02:35 PM
RE: Re: Fun stuff... -Reply
Sender: stewartj@knox.pcec.philips.com
Received: from relay.philips.nl (ns.philips.nl [130.144.65.1]) by hilimg-3.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id QAA25545; Fri, 16 Aug 1996 16:28:05 -0400
Received: (from smap@localhost) by relay.philips.nl (8.6.9/8.6.9-950414)
id WAA03233 for <71533.606@CompuServe.COM>; Fri, 16 Aug 1996 22:28:00
+0200
Received: from unknown(130.140.96.243) by ns.philips.nl via smap
(V1.3+ESMTP) with SMTP
id sma003216; Fri Aug 16 22:27:31 1996
Received: from wpmail.knox.pcec.philips.com by knox.pcec.philips.com
(4.1/SMI-4.1)
id AA17417; Fri, 16 Aug 96 16:26:21 EDT
Received: from Eng-Message_Server by wpmail.knox.pcec.philips.com
with Novell_GroupWise; Fri, 16 Aug 1996 16:27:34 -0500
Message-Id: <s214a176.069@wpmail.knox.pcec.philips.com>
X-Mailer: Novell GroupWise 4.1
Date: Fri, 16 Aug 1996 16:23:49 -0500
From: Joe Stewart <stewartj@knox.pcec.philips.com>
To: 71533.606@CompuServe.COM
Subject: Re: Fun stuff... -Reply
David,
It might be a few weeks before I have the Swyft stuff ready to send (I
prob. wont get the machine/code til Wed. next week)
In the mean time, I can send you a disk with the DOS apple emulator, the
apple rom images (][+, //e, //c), and the various DOS's for apple (3.3,
ProDOS) plus some other goodies.
In return, will you send me the SOS source?
TIA,
Joe

Distribution:
71533,606
From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: Joe Stewart, INTERNET:stewartj@knox.pcec.philips.com
Date: Sun, Aug 18, 1996, 03:05 PM
RE: Re: Fun stuff... -Reply
Joe,
Yes, please send whatever you have for the Apple ][ emulator and
whatever you get for the SwyftCard sources.
I will mail you a Mac disk with the Apple /// SOS sources plus all of
the /// driver sources that I have (e.g. console driver).
-david
From: Denise Stewart, 76473,230

To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Fri, Aug 16, 1996, 03:37 PM
RE: Hello from c-serve
Thanks for the info (shipping cost)
Joe
Distribution:
David T Craig 71533,606

From: Joe Stewart, 76473,230
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Thu, Aug 22, 1996, 12:05 AM
RE: Hello from c-serve
David,
I just got the //e and the Swyft stuff. It may be awhile on the Swyft
side, as I'm having some trouble with the serial card in the //e. I'll
get the PC-based emulator out to you Thursday, though. You said you had
a SwyftCard. Did you know there was a bootable SwyftDisk that didn't
require the card? I now have it!
Take care...
Joe
Distribution:
David T Craig 71533,606
From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: Joe Stewart, 76473,230
Date: Thu, Aug 22, 1996, 11:17 PM
RE: Hello from c-serve
Hi Joe,
> I just got the //e and the Swyft stuff. It may be awhile on the Swyft
side, as I'm having some trouble with the serial card in the //e. I'll
get the PC-based emulator out to you Thursday, though. You said you had
a SwyftCard. Did you know there was a bootable SwyftDisk that didn't
require the card? I now have it!
Great! Looking forward to the Apple ][ PC-based emulator. I know an
Apple ][ enthusiast whom I sure will really enjoy it. I think I know of
this SwyftCard disk -- is it the one that converts files between SC and
ProDOS? I don't have it, could I get a copy?
-David

From: Denise Stewart, 76473,230
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Fri, Aug 23, 1996, 05:58 AM
RE: Hello from c-serve
I have the SC<>ProDos converter disk, but the SwyftDisk is the Swyft
workprocessor as a bootable disk... you don't need the swyftcard to edit
(it was intended to make the swyft software available to the //c market)
Later
Joe
Distribution:
David T Craig 71533,606

From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: Denise Stewart, 76473,230
Date: Sun, Aug 25, 1996, 01:08 PM
RE: Hello from c-serve
Hi Joe:
> I have the SC<>ProDos converter disk, but the SwyftDisk is the Swyft
workprocessor as a bootable disk... you don't need the swyftcard to edit
(it was intended to make the swyft software available to the //c market)
Neat! I was unaware of the bootable disk. Could I obtain a copy of
this diska nd the SC<->PD disk if possible?
some questions (I'm just curious about a few items) ...
Does John Bumgarner have the source for the bootable disk?
Are you getting other neat stuff from JB?

I hope so.

What's the status of your correspondence with Jef Raskin? Last I heard
from you he wanted you to sign a non-disclosure agreement.
-David

From: Denise Stewart, 76473,230
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Mon, Aug 26, 1996, 04:34 PM
RE: Hello from c-serve
David (rambling follows...)
I was going to send the emulator this weekend, but things got crazy
(sorry). I've got source code for everything (as far as I can tell...
things are a little disorganized... a few of the apple disks say "68000
assembler" on them. Maybe pre-cat dev. stuff?) With the exception of 1
disk, everything exists on non-dos 3.3 formatted floppies (the classic
forth block-oriented system, I suppose) which makes it challenging to
xfer to disk images. I just got a //e tool called SST, which was a piece
of pirating software, to make transferrable nibble images. Swyft "boots"
on the emulator, but crashes on the first keypress. Oh well. John's busy
now, but he's gonna give me some guidance soon. We'll see.
From John: Cat TFORTH manuals to come later!
About Raskin: I'm skittish. I don't want to sign a non-disclosure that
might prevent me from using the Cat stuff in the public domain. I've
convienently ignored Raskin for the time being. I've also had some
warnings... enough said?
A Swyftdisk (apple //e disk) and a PC disk with the PC emulator will be
in the mail to you shortly...
Joe
Distribution:
David T Craig 71533,606

From: Joe Stewart, 76473,230
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Tue, Sep 10, 1996, 10:20 AM
RE: Change of address
To everyone,
As some of you may already know, I've resigned from Philips. This
necessitates a change in e-mail address!
I can now be reached at:
infoneer@aol.com
Please note that my address and home phone number HAVE NOT changed.
ALSO NOTE this message originated from compuserve (don't ask why) so DO
NOT use the "reply" feature of your e-mail reader because it will use
(this) compuserve address.
I'll e-mail each of you personally later...
Take care,
Joe Stewart
infoneer@aol.com
Distribution:
Mark Arnold INTERNET:arnoldmw@ccs2.CCS.ORNL.GOV

Cc:
John Bumgarner INTERNET:job@garlic.com
David Craig 71533,606
Denise INTERNET:ZacAndMac@aol.com
Chris Gray INTERNET:c_gray@knox.mindspring.com
Don Lighter INTERNET:DoctorDEL@aol.com
Marc Lighter INTERNET:MLIGHTER%UTMCK_MIS%HUB%UTKVX@wpgate.utk.edu
Jef Raskin INTERNET:JefRaskin@aol.com
Joe Stewart INTERNET:infoneer@aol.com
Trevor INTERNET:house127@teleport.com
Steve Tymoszuk INTERNET:tymoszus@knox.pcec.philips.com
Jeff Vantrease INTERNET:jvan@esper.com
Pete Wang INTERNET:wanypyw@cojk.com

From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: Joe Stewart, internet:infoneer@aol.com
Date: Sun, Nov 3, 1996, 10:28 AM
RE: Canon Cat info
Hi Joe,
I hope this email finds you busy with your Cat emulation project for the
PC.
Last I heard you had Cat and/or SwyftCard source code.
contain copies?

If so, could I

Cheers,
____
_
_
_____
____
_
| _ \ __ ___
_(_) __| | |_
_| / ___|_ __ __ _(_) __ _
| | | |/ _` \ \ / / |/ _` |
| |
| |
| '__/ _` | |/ _` |
| |_| | (_| |\ V /| | (_| |
| |
| |___| | | (_| | | (_| |
|____/ \__,_| \_/ |_|\__,_|
|_|
\____|_| \__,_|_|\__, |
|___/
David T. Craig
941 Calle Mejia # 1006
Santa Fe, NM 87501 USA
home 505/820-0358
email 71533.606@compuserve.com
Distribution:
Joe Stewart internet:infoneer@aol.com

JEF RASKIN INFO -- MACWAY DIGEST 580
Date: Sun, 29 Dec 1996 03:19:09 -0500
From: MacWay@aol.com
Subject: BMUG at MacWorld
Message-ID: <961229031909_36109619@emout08.mail.aol.com>
This tidbit is from:
<Hoai-An_Truong@bmug.org> (Hoai-An Truong)
Come to the Annual BMUG Main Meeting at MacWorld on Thursday, January
9th. This year will be the best yet with Adobe, Corel, MS Bay and other
great vendors demoing their hot, new products. It starts at 6:30 and
goes
until the raffle is over!!!!
This year's Meeting will be held in Room 304 of the Moscone Center. So
come on down and win a raffle prize.
Will the REAL Founder of the Mac PLEASE Stand up?
On Wednesday, January 8th, BMUG and MacHome Journal will co-sponsor a
delightful, informative reception featuring the true father of the Mac,
Jef Raskin. Come listen to Mr. Raskin explain the actual start of the
machine we've all come to know and love.
Mr. Raskin begins speaking at 6:30 at the Cartoon Art Museum located at
814 Mission Street. Mini refreshments will be served. Following the
reception will be the BMUG/Microsoft Party (look below).
Microsoft and BMUG!!! Whod'a thunk it?
Come to the co-sponsored BMUG/Microsoft Bay Party. On Wednesday, January
8th, following the Jef Raskin reception, we'll be having a joint bash
beginning at 7:30 at the Cartoon Art Museum, located at 814 Mission,
between 4th and 5th streets. This party will provide music, food, the
great art work of the Cartoon Museum, and did we mention a FREE CPU to
be
raffled off by MS Bay? Trust us - it's worth the trip!!!!

________________
Do you believe in Macintosh? Please check out:
<http://www.evangelist.macaddict.com/>
Join the EvangeList mailing list by sending an email to:
<evangelist@macway.com>.
From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: Hoai-An Truong, internet:Hoai-An_Truong@bmug.org
Date: Wed, Jan 1, 1997, 04:57 PM
RE: Jef Raskin speech
Hoai-An:

I just read about the speech Jef Raskin will be giving at BMUG on
January 9 and thought you or BMUG may be interested in some historical
Raskin information about his work with the Macintosh.
I have several papers written by Raskin when he headed Macintosh
development. These papers consist of status reports and a Macintosh
development history. If you would like copies of these materials send
me a physical mailing address and I will send them to you. These papers
show that Raskin's Macintosh was not the Macintosh that Apple introduced
in 1984. His Macintosh was more textual based and had a different
operating system paradigm. The Macintosh that Apple produced was
basicaly a smaller (and less capable) version of the Apple Lisa
computer.
FWIW, I think Raskin has many interesting ideas about computing. For
example, his ideas about computer-human interfacing would in my opinion
make computers much easier to use. If you talk to Raskin ask him about
his Cat computer that he developed in around 1986. The Cat was (and is)
an eye opening system. The Cat is what Raskin wanted his Apple Macintosh
to be.
I came across your meeting notice in MacWay Digest 580.
-David Craig
71533.606@compuserve.com

From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: Doug McKenna, internet:resorcerer@aol.com
Date: Wed, Jan 1, 1997, 06:24 PM
RE: IAI info
Hi Doug:
You may recall that I've talked with you in the past about IAI and the Canon Cat.
I'm writing to ask if you have any IAI development plans such as Cat or Swyft
specs could I obtain a copy? I will gladly pay for the copying costs and postage.
If you don't want to hassle copying them I could copy the originals and return
them to you promptly.
I came across a reference to Raskin that may interest you which I've enclosed.
Best of luck in 97.
Date: Sun, 29 Dec 1996 03:19:09 -0500
From: MacWay@aol.com
Subject: BMUG at MacWorld
Message-ID: <961229031909_36109619@emout08.mail.aol.com>
This tidbit is from:
<Hoai-An_Truong@bmug.org> (Hoai-An Truong)
Come to the Annual BMUG Main Meeting at MacWorld on Thursday, January 9th
. This year will be the best yet with Adobe, Corel, MS Bay and other
great vendors demoing their hot, new products. It starts at 6:30 and goes
until the raffle is over!!!!
This year's Meeting will be held in Room 304 of the Moscone Center. So
come on down and win a raffle prize.
Will the REAL Founder of the Mac PLEASE Stand up?
On Wednesday, January 8th, BMUG and MacHome Journal will co-sponsor a
delightful, informative reception featuring the true father of the Mac,
Jef Raskin. Come listen to Mr. Raskin explain the actual start of the
machine we've all come to know and love.
Mr. Raskin begins speaking at 6:30 at the Cartoon Art Museum located at
814 Mission Street. Mini refreshments will be served. Following the
reception will be the BMUG/Microsoft Party (look below).
Microsoft and BMUG!!! Whod'a thunk it?
Come to the co-sponsored BMUG/Microsoft Bay Party. On Wednesday, January
8th, following the Jef Raskin reception, we'll be having a joint bash
beginning at 7:30 at the Cartoon Art Museum, located at 814 Mission,
between 4th and 5th streets. This party will provide music, food, the
great art work of the Cartoon Museum, and did we mention a FREE CPU to be
raffled off by MS Bay? Trust us - it's worth the trip!!!!
____
_
_
_____
____
_
| _ \ __ ___
_(_) __| | |_
_| / ___|_ __ __ _(_) __ _
| | | |/ _` \ \ / / |/ _` |
| |
| |
| '__/ _` | |/ _` |
| |_| | (_| |\ V /| | (_| |
| |
| |___| | | (_| | | (_| |

|____/ \__,_| \_/ |_|\__,_|

|_|

\____|_|

David T. Craig
941 Calle Mejia # 1006
Santa Fe, NM 87501 USA
home 505/820-0358
email 71533.606@compuserve.com
Distribution:
Doug McKenna internet:resorcerer@aol.com

\__,_|_|\__, |
|___/

From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: Joe Stewart, internet:infoneer@aol.com
Date: Wed, Jan 1, 1997, 06:18 PM
RE: SwyftCard
Hi Joe:
Nice talking to you earlier this evening about your SwyftCard activities. Thanks
for saying you would send some SwyftCard Apple ][ disks my way. I plan to contact
Jim Strauss, the Cat/SwyftCard head of software, and see if he can send me a copy
of his s/w dev notes.
I came across a Raskin reference the other day and thought you may find it of some
interest.
Best of luck with your internet work.
Date: Sun, 29 Dec 1996 03:19:09 -0500
From: MacWay@aol.com
Subject: BMUG at MacWorld
Message-ID: <961229031909_36109619@emout08.mail.aol.com>
This tidbit is from:
<Hoai-An_Truong@bmug.org> (Hoai-An Truong)
Come to the Annual BMUG Main Meeting at MacWorld on Thursday, January 9th
. This year will be the best yet with Adobe, Corel, MS Bay and other
great vendors demoing their hot, new products. It starts at 6:30 and goes
until the raffle is over!!!!
This year's Meeting will be held in Room 304 of the Moscone Center. So
come on down and win a raffle prize.
Will the REAL Founder of the Mac PLEASE Stand up?
On Wednesday, January 8th, BMUG and MacHome Journal will co-sponsor a
delightful, informative reception featuring the true father of the Mac,
Jef Raskin. Come listen to Mr. Raskin explain the actual start of the
machine we've all come to know and love.
Mr. Raskin begins speaking at 6:30 at the Cartoon Art Museum located at
814 Mission Street. Mini refreshments will be served. Following the
reception will be the BMUG/Microsoft Party (look below).
Microsoft and BMUG!!! Whod'a thunk it?
Come to the co-sponsored BMUG/Microsoft Bay Party. On Wednesday, January
8th, following the Jef Raskin reception, we'll be having a joint bash
beginning at 7:30 at the Cartoon Art Museum, located at 814 Mission,
between 4th and 5th streets. This party will provide music, food, the
great art work of the Cartoon Museum, and did we mention a FREE CPU to be
raffled off by MS Bay? Trust us - it's worth the trip!!!!
____
_
_
_____
____
_
| _ \ __ ___
_(_) __| | |_
_| / ___|_ __ __ _(_) __ _
| | | |/ _` \ \ / / |/ _` |
| |
| |
| '__/ _` | |/ _` |
| |_| | (_| |\ V /| | (_| |
| |
| |___| | | (_| | | (_| |

|____/ \__,_| \_/ |_|\__,_|

|_|

\____|_|

David T. Craig
941 Calle Mejia # 1006
Santa Fe, NM 87501 USA
home 505/820-0358
email 71533.606@compuserve.com
Distribution:
Joe Stewart internet:infoneer@aol.com

\__,_|_|\__, |
|___/

David T. Craig
941 Calle Mejia # 1006, Santa Fe, NM 87501 USA
home phone: (505) 820-0358 Email: 71533.606@compuserve.com
____________________________________________________________________

JIM STRAUS
140 HUCKLEBERRY TRAIL
WOODSIDE, CA 94062
Re:

CANON CAT / SWYFTCARD SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

Hi Jim:
You may recall that you sent me a Cat a while back and that I have spoken to you about the Cat’s
development.
I’m writing to see if you still have your Cat (or Swyftcard) development notes. If so, could I obtain a
copy? I will gladly pay for the copying costs and postage.
Best of luck with 97. Are you still with Global Village?

Sincerely,

________________________
David T. Craig
P.S.: I came across the following info relating to Jef Raskin and thought it may interest you ...
Date : Sun, 29 Dec 1996 03:19:09 -0500
From : MacWay@aol.com
Subject
: BMUG at MacWorld
This tidbit is from:

<Hoai-An_Truong@bmug.org> (Hoai-An Truong)

Come to the Annual BMUG Main Meeting at MacWorld on Thursday, January 9th. This year will
be the best yet with Adobe, Corel, MS Bay and other great vendors demoing their hot, new
products. It starts at 6:30 and goes until the raffle is over!!!!
This year's Meeting will be held in Room 304 of the Moscone Center. So come on down and win a
raffle prize.
Will the REAL Founder of the Mac PLEASE Stand up? On Wednesday, January 8th, BMUG and
MacHome Journal will co-sponsor a delightful, informative reception featuring the true father of
the Mac, Jef Raskin. Come listen to Mr. Raskin explain the actual start of the machine we've all
come to know and love. Mr. Raskin begins speaking at 6:30 at the Cartoon Art Museum located at
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814 Mission Street. Mini refreshments will be served. Following the reception will be the
BMUG/Microsoft Party (look below).
Microsoft and BMUG!!! Whod'a thunk it?
Come to the co-sponsored BMUG/Microsoft Bay Party. On Wednesday, January 8th, following the
Jef Raskin reception, we'll be having a joint bash beginning at 7:30 at the Cartoon Art Museum,
located at 814 Mission, between 4th and 5th streets. This party will provide music, food, the great art
work of the Cartoon Museum, and did we mention a FREE CPU to be raffled off by MS Bay? Trust
us - it's worth the trip!!!!
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From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: Erick Wagner, internet:wagnere@netcom.com
Date: Sun, Jan 12, 1997, 11:19 AM
RE: Apple //e 80 column card?
Hi Erick:
I would like to obtain an APPLE 80-COLUMN CARD (standard or extended)
for my Apple //e computer. I need this for my SwyftCard.
If you know of someone with such a card that I could buy for a fairly
cheap price that would be great.
-David
Distribution:
Erick Wagner internet:wagnere@netcom.com

From: Erick Wagner, INTERNET:wagnere@netcom.com
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Sun, Jan 12, 1997, 11:24 PM
RE: Re: Apple //e 80 column card?
Sender: wagnere@netcom.com
Received: from netcom21.netcom.com (netcom21.netcom.com [192.100.81.135]) by arlimg-1.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id BAA00794; Mon, 13 Jan 1997 01:10:38 -0500
Received: (from wagnere@localhost) by netcom21.netcom.com (8.6.13/Netcom)
id WAA24597; Sun, 12 Jan 1997 22:10:37 -0800
From: wagnere@netcom.com (Erick Wagner)
Message-Id: <199701130610.WAA24597@netcom21.netcom.com>
Subject: Re: Apple //e 80 column card?
To: 71533.606@CompuServe.COM (David T Craig)
Date: Sun, 12 Jan 1997 22:10:37 -0800 (PST)
In-Reply-To: <970112182818_71533.606_EHL52-1@CompuServe.COM> from "David T Craig"
at Jan 12, 97 01:28:18 pm
X-Mailer: ELM [version 2.4 PL23]
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Content-Length: 511
Sometime this week (weather permitting) I'll make a trip down to the
local consignment store and see what they have. I'm fairly sure that
they will have card in stock for a reasonable price.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hi Erick:
I would like to obtain an APPLE 80-COLUMN CARD (standard or extended) for my
Apple //e computer. I need this for my SwyftCard.
If you know of someone with such a card that I could buy for a fairly cheap
price that would be great.
-David

-Erick Wagner
wagnere@netcom.com
Distribution:
71533,606
From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: Erick Wagner, INTERNET:wagnere@netcom.com
Date: Mon, Jan 13, 1997, 07:03 PM
RE: Re: Apple //e 80 column card?
Hi Erick:

Thanks for the Apple //e 80-column card info.
find such a critter.
-David

I appreciate you taking the time to

From: INTERNET:JefRaskin@aol.com, INTERNET:JefRaskin@aol.com
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Wed, Mar 5, 1997, 11:55 AM
RE: dragging and modes
Sender: JefRaskin@aol.com
Received: from emout15.mail.aol.com (emout15.mx.aol.com [198.81.11.41]) by hilimg-4.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id NAA10790; Wed, 5 Mar 1997 13:29:57 -0500
From: <JefRaskin@aol.com>
Received: (from root@localhost)
by emout15.mail.aol.com (8.7.6/8.7.3/AOL-2.0.0)
id NAA26037;
Wed, 5 Mar 1997 13:29:55 -0500 (EST)
Date: Wed, 5 Mar 1997 13:29:55 -0500 (EST)
Message-ID: <970305132924_1914364682@emout15.mail.aol.com>
To: bruce.horn@alumni.cs.cmu.edu, tesler@apple.com
cc: 71533.606@compuserve.com
Subject: dragging and modes
to: Bruce Horn bruce.horn@alumni.cs.cmu.edu
cc: Larry Tesler tesler@apple.com
cc: David Craig 71533.606@compuserve.com
Bruce,
With the generous help of Larry Tesler, I now have some primary sources with
regard to the matter of the priority of use of dragging for selection, at
least in a word processor. I am grateful for the lead to Gypsy you gave me
(and to David Craig for pointing me at you in this regard). Gypsy had a
feature whereby "If the top button is pressed while the mouse symbol is
pointing at text, but not released immediately, the operator can draw to the
right and/or down to black out [today we would say, "select"] a passage of
text..." That predates my reinvention of the idea by at at least four years,
and gives me a very useful citation in future work. Larry: Could the user
also drag upwards or backwards?
Now I will try to find precursors to my invention (reinvention?) of click
and-drag for drawing (as opposed to click-move-click), making selections not
in text, dragging objects and the like. I used click-and-drag as a unifying
technique across a broad range of interface needs (and in a discussion we
were having on the topic, in fact as I was explaining how widely it could be
applied, Bill Atkinson extended it to pull-down menus.)
Was there much other use of click-and-drag at PARC or elsewhere that you know
of?
The still-persisting design error (IMHO) of having typing always replace the
current selection, I see, also dates back to Gypsy. The papers by Tesler,
and Tesler and Mott give interesting insights in other regards, some of the
critique of NLS for example.
Reading the papers feels eerie at times, there are many parallels to the work
I was doing at UCSD from 1969 through 1975 (the editor I developed there and
the FLOW language) and there were many shared experiences in introducing
concepts--such as RETURN being a character to people who had only seen it as
a typewriter manipulation. I had already run into some of these concerns at
Penn State. I suspect dozens of groups around the country had similar

experiences with early word processors. Especially poignant was the reaction
of a secretary to the Append Paragraph command in CGEDIT; I, too, fought the
battle to not treat appending as anything different than any other insertion
on a number of occasions (one, I think, had to do with an early version of
the UCSD Pascal editor). Larry quotes the secretary as saying "Having both
Append and Insert is redundant."
Our present systems are severely redundant, but nobody is listening to the
secretary anymore.
----To Larry, (cc Bruce and David)
With regard to interesting documents on the old modes debate you included,
for me the question of modes is now subsumed in the larger question of humans
having a single locus of conscious attention and the problems this causes and
cures in interface design.
In my current view, modes are interface states not at a user's locus of
attention which, solely because they are interface states not at the locus of
attention, can cause unexpected results to a user action.
The work of Buxton et al in Toronto having to do with the effect of a
continuing muscular effort on attention showed why click-and-drag is not, in
this sense, a mode.
I still think the Canon Cat (and, even moreso, the prototype Swyft Portable)
were the least modal systems I've seen given the relatively wide span of
applications covered. But modality per se is not the issue, productivity is.
We just note that avoiding modes tends to be helpful in this regard.
-- jef
Distribution:
INTERNET:BRUCE.HORN@ALUMNI.CS.CMU.EDU
INTERNET:TESLER@APPLE.COM

Cc:
71533,606
From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: INTERNET:JefRaskin@aol.com, INTERNET:JefRaskin@aol.com
Date: Wed, Mar 5, 1997, 09:13 PM
RE: dragging and modes
Jef,
Thanks for the CC of the drag and mode info.
-David

Very interesting.

From: Larry Tesler, INTERNET:cs@apple.com
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Wed, Mar 5, 1997, 08:06 PM
RE: Re: dragging and modes
Sender: cs@apple.com
Received: from mail-out1.apple.com (mail-out1.apple.com [17.254.0.52]) by dub-img2.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id VAA00965; Wed, 5 Mar 1997 21:45:56 -0500
Received: from scv2.apple.com (A17-128-100-120.apple.com [17.128.100.120])
by mail-out1.apple.com (8.8.5/8.8.5) with ESMTP id SAA25746;
Wed, 5 Mar 1997 18:43:18 -0800
Received: from [17.205.42.114] (teslla.apple.com [17.205.42.114])
by scv2.apple.com (8.8.5/8.8.4) with ESMTP
id SAA19454; Wed, 5 Mar 1997 18:45:47 -0800
X-Sender: cs@mail.apple.com
Message-Id: <v0300780aaf43cad66dd6@[17.205.42.114]>
In-Reply-To: <970305132924_1914364682@emout15.mail.aol.com>
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
Date: Wed, 5 Mar 1997 18:39:56 -0800
To: JefRaskin@aol.com
From: Larry Tesler <cs@apple.com>
Subject: Re: dragging and modes
Cc: 71533.606@compuserve.com, bruce.horn@alumni.cs.cmu.edu
>Larry: Could the user also drag upwards or backwards?
I don't think so in Gypsy, but definitely in the Smalltalk editor Dan
Ingalls implemented shortly afterward (1976?). [In that editor, Dan also
introduced the small rectangular popup menu with a column of text commands.
There were iconic popup menus before that.]
>Now I will try to find precursors to my invention (reinvention?) of click
>and-drag for drawing (as opposed to click-move-click),
I believe you could drag out lines and shapes in Smalltalk painting
programs circa 1973-4; in a painting program called Markup by William
Newman around 1975, and maybe in an object drawing program ("Draw") by
Patrick Beaudelaire around 1976, all at PARC. At SRI, the mice were too
erratic to drag reliably, so they used click-move-click, but at PARC, our
mice were better, so we experimented with click-drag.
>making selections not in text
I think that in Draw, Patrick allowed drag-select of objects, but am, not sure.
>dragging objects and the like.
>Was there much other use of click-and-drag at PARC or elsewhere that you
>know of?
You could invoke a Move command in Smalltalk for, say, a window, and then
drag it around, but I can't recall a modeless Lisa-like action of
click-drag without first issuing a command.
I remember when I arrived to work on Lisa that down-drag-up was one of the
differentiators that impressed me. But my memory is faint right now of
what might have come before.

I may have a PARC-published book of short manuals for Markup, Draw, etc.
somewhere.
>The still-persisting design error (IMHO) of having typing always replace
>the current selection, I see, also dates back to Gypsy.
I think it's clear from the Gypsy documents that Tim Mott and I had mixed
feelings about this issue. Because of our ambivalence, we compromised on
having typing replace one character at a time--as on a typewriter, except
that the overtyped character was replaced. In user tests, users considered
it a tossup whether to do it that way or whether it should immediately
delete and replace. I can't recall users' opinions of having typing mean
insert, except for one person who had previously used an editors that
inserted--she expected the same behavior in Gypsy.
>In my current view, modes are interface states not at a user's locus of
>attention which, solely because they are interface states not at the
>locus of attention, can cause unexpected results to a user action.
I like that. I don't think it's a definition, but rather a classification.
A very good one.
>But modality per se is not the issue, productivity is.
>
>We just note that avoiding modes tends to be helpful in this regard.
Productivity or comfort?

Probably both, because they are mutually reinforcing.

Larry

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Larry Tesler, Vice President & Chief Scientist, Apple Computer, Inc.
1 Infinite Loop, M/S 305-4LT, Cupertino, CA, 95014
Voice...(408) 974-2219, Fax: (408) 974-1794
tesler@apple.com: checked twice a day M-F by someone in my office
cs@apple.com: read -only by me- at intervals from minutes to days

Distribution:
INTERNET:JEFRASKIN@AOL.COM

Cc:
INTERNET:BRUCE.HORN@ALUMNI.CS.CMU.EDU
71533,606

From: Larry Tesler, INTERNET:cs@apple.com
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Wed, Mar 5, 1997, 11:46 PM
RE: Re: dragging and modes
Sender: cs@apple.com
Received: from mail-out2.apple.com (mail-out2.apple.com [17.254.0.51]) by dub-img6.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id BAA04890; Thu, 6 Mar 1997 01:45:33 -0500
Received: from scv3.apple.com (A17-128-100-121.apple.com [17.128.100.121])
by mail-out2.apple.com (8.8.5/8.8.5) with ESMTP id WAA62966;
Wed, 5 Mar 1997 22:43:42 -0800
Received: from [17.219.102.58] (macip-ara-58.apple.com [17.219.102.58])
by scv3.apple.com (8.8.5/8.8.4) with ESMTP
id WAA25106; Wed, 5 Mar 1997 22:47:17 -0800
X-Sender: cs@mail.apple.com
Message-Id: <v03007803af440e1f3d00@[17.205.42.114]>
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
Date: Wed, 5 Mar 1997 22:15:35 -0800
To: David T Craig <71533.606@compuserve.com>
From: Larry Tesler <cs@apple.com>
Subject: Re: dragging and modes
Cc: bruce.horn@alumni.cs.cmu.edu, JefRaskin@aol.com
David,
Most, if not all, of your Alto citations were of interfaces that were in
the click-move-click style.
At SRI, and later at PARC (for the most part), "click" meant: "press and
hold the mouse button, see what character is marked, move the mouse around
until the right character is marked, then release the button". You did
that whole sequence once for each end of the selection.
This seems ridiculous today--if the first and only click is wrong, we just
release and start over, and if it is correct, we keep the button down and
drag. The reason was partly flaky mice, and partly the heritage of the
Engelbart user interface, which was heavily modal.
It always seemed ridiculous to me. I changed it as soon as I could get my
hands on an Alto. By that time the mice were only somewhat better. I
wrote tracking software that compensated for the flakiness of the mice and
for the shaky hands of the users.
The Star folks did not use implement compensation algorithms in their
tracking software. Of course, their users tests showed that dragging was
too hard, and they reverted to two click selects.
Larry
>Tesler says that Patrick Beaudelaire was the author of Draw.
>name is spelled Baudelaire in the Alto manual.

His last

that was a teypo
>I also recall reading long ago a BYTE article that compared various text
>editors. I believe this article was from the late 70s and contained

>comparisons
>of Gypsy and Bravo and about a dozen other WPs. I know I have a copy, but
>where? I can find it if anyone really wants to see it.
I don't recall one in Byte, but Meyrowitz and Van Dam wrote two surveys in
Computing Surveys. I think I cited one in a document I sent you, Jef.
Larry
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Larry Tesler, Vice President & Chief Scientist, Apple Computer, Inc.
1 Infinite Loop, M/S 305-4LT, Cupertino, CA, 95014
Voice...(408) 974-2219, Fax: (408) 974-1794
tesler@apple.com: checked twice a day M-F by someone in my office
cs@apple.com: read -only by me- at intervals from minutes to days

Distribution:
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Cc:
INTERNET:JEFRASKIN@AOL.COM
INTERNET:BRUCE.HORN@ALUMNI.CS.CMU.EDU
From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: Larry Tesler, INTERNET:cs@apple.com
Date: Thu, Mar 6, 1997, 08:22 PM
RE: Re: dragging and modes
Larry,
Thanks for the clarification.
-David

From: "Bruce Horn", INTERNET:Bruce.Horn@alumni.cs.cmu.edu
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Tue, Mar 11, 1997, 09:49 PM
RE: Re: dragging and modes -- my 2 bits
Sender: Bruce.Horn@alumni.cs.cmu.edu
Received: from cello.qnet.com (cello.qnet.com [207.155.38.12]) by hil-img4.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id XAA27584; Tue, 11 Mar 1997 23:44:10 -0500
Received: from ml00-26.ca.qnet.com (ml00-26.ca.qnet.com [207.155.44.96]) by
cello.qnet.com (8.7.5/8.7.3) with SMTP id UAA15661 for <71533.606@CompuServe.COM>;
Tue, 11 Mar 1997 20:44:09 -0800 (PST)
Message-ID: <Bruce.Horn.1208529564C@pop3.mm.qnet.com>
Date: Tue, 11 Mar 97 20:45:24 PST
From: "Bruce Horn" <Bruce.Horn@alumni.cs.cmu.edu>
Subject: Re: dragging and modes -- my 2 bits
To: "David T Craig" <71533.606@CompuServe.COM>
X-Mailer: VersaTerm Link v1.1.5
Hi David,
Thanks for the interesting info on click-and-drag. I do remember Markup and
the other systems you mentioned, though mostly I spent my time in Bravo and
various Smalltalks (which, by the way, still intrigue me the most, and are
the systems about which I have the best feelings/memories...)
I'm just crushed with work so haven't gotten any docs to you.
Remind me again in a bit...

Sorry.

Bruce

-Bruce Horn
Distribution:
71533,606

Informatics Consulting

Bruce.Horn@alumni.cs.cmu.edu

From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: John 'Sandy' Bumgarner, INTERNET:job@garlic.com
Date: Tue, Apr 1, 1997, 06:32 PM
RE: Cats
Hi John:
>>>
Keep in touch re your visit Apr13-17. I will try to set up a meeting
with
Dick and Charlie (cc above) both CCat lovers. What say we all have
lunch
and then visit the 'Catacombs'.
<<<
Will do so, meeting you and other Cat people should be great.
FYI, I will be in Cupertino from around 1pm on 13 April (Sunday) and the
other days will be busy during the day but evenings should be free.
____
_
_
_____
____
_
| _ \ __ ___
_(_) __| | |_
_| / ___|_ __ __ _(_) __ _
| | | |/ _` \ \ / / |/ _` |
| |
| |
| '__/ _` | |/ _` |
| |_| | (_| |\ V /| | (_| |
| |
| |___| | | (_| | | (_| |
|____/ \__,_| \_/ |_|\__,_|
|_|
\____|_| \__,_|_|\__, |
|___/
David T. Craig
941 Calle Mejia # 1006
Santa Fe, NM 87501 USA
home 505/820-0358
email 71533.606@compuserve.com
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From: John 'Sandy' Bumgarner, INTERNET:job@garlic.com
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Tue, Apr 1, 1997, 10:41 AM
RE: Cats
Sender: job@garlic.com
Received: from garlic.com (garlic.com [165.227.35.130]) by arl-img1.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id MAA03833; Tue, 1 Apr 1997 12:02:29 -0500
Received: from d.sm2.garlic.net by garlic.com (8.8.5/4.03)
id RAA171054; Tue, 1 Apr 1997 17:02:23 GMT
Date: Tue, 1 Apr 1997 17:02:23 GMT
Message-Id: <199704011702.RAA171054@garlic.com>
X-Sender: job@garlic.com
X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Version 1.4.4
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
To: 71533.606@compuserve.com
From: job@garlic.com (John 'Sandy' Bumgarner)
Subject: Cats
Cc: dick@cfcl.com (Dick Karpinski), ccrummer@cats.ucsc.edu (Charles
Crummer)
Keep in touch re your visit Apr13-17. I will try to set up a meeting
with
Dick and Charlie (cc above) both CCat lovers. What say we all have
lunch
and then visit the 'Catacombs'.
job
John 'Sandy' Bumgarner
POB 38, Morgan Hill, CA 95038
job@garlic.com
TANSTAAFL
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Cc:
Charles Crummer INTERNET:CCRUMMER@CATS.UCSC.EDU
Dick Karpinski INTERNET:DICK@CFCL.COM

From: Charles Crummer, INTERNET:ccrummer@cats.ucsc.edu
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Wed, Apr 2, 1997, 12:28 PM
RE: Re: Cats
Sender: ccrummer@cats.ucsc.edu
Received: from cats.ucsc.edu (rumpleteazer.UCSC.EDU [128.114.129.45]) by
arl-img-3.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id OAA18933; Wed, 2 Apr 1997 14:05:51 -0500
Received: from cats-po-1 (root@cats-po-1.UCSC.EDU [128.114.129.22])
by cats.ucsc.edu (8.8.5/8.8.4.cats-athena) with SMTP
id LAA26934; Wed, 2 Apr 1997 11:05:52 -0800 (PST)
Received: from [128.114.41.233] by cats-po-1 (8.6.13/4.8) id LAA01860;
Wed, 2 Apr 1997 11:05:29 -0800
Message-Id: <v0153050caf685d12a1b5@[128.114.41.233]>
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
Date: Wed, 2 Apr 1997 11:01:59 -0800
To: dick@cfcl.com (Dick Karpinski)
From: ccrummer@cats.ucsc.edu (Charles Crummer)
Subject: Re: Cats
Cc: 71533.606@compuserve.com, job@garlic.com
I'd like to meet you all after hearing so much about the project and
using
the wee feline. Sunday is best for me but there is an outside chance I
could come to Asilomar for the morning and early afternoon.
Charlie
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - There is no time; only clocks. -- A. Einstein
Relativity is the study of things that aren't.
there.

There *is* something out

New ideas come when one sees the not-new with a child's innocence.
Charles Crummer, LD physics lab mgr
Physics Board, Th 111D
University of California
Santa Cruz, CA 95064
(408)459-4154o
(408)464-8237h

Distribution:
Dick Karpinski INTERNET:DICK@CFCL.COM

Cc:
INTERNET:JOB@GARLIC.COM
71533,606

From: Dick Karpinski, INTERNET:dick@cfcl.com
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Tue, Apr 1, 1997, 11:33 PM
RE: Re: Cats
Sender: dick@cfcl.com
Received: from cygnus.com (cygnus.com [205.180.230.20]) by hil-img1.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id BAA05654; Wed, 2 Apr 1997 01:30:44 -0500
Received: from cfcl.com (cfcl.com [140.174.42.20])
by cygnus.com (8.8.5/8.8.5) with SMTP id WAA20408;
Tue, 1 Apr 1997 22:29:55 -0800 (PST)
Received: by cfcl.com (4.1/SMI-4.1)
id AA09727; Tue, 1 Apr 97 22:26:01 PST
Date: Tue, 1 Apr 97 22:26:01 PST
From: dick@cfcl.com (Dick Karpinski)
Message-Id: <9704020626.AA09727@cfcl.com>
To: 71533.606@compuserve.com, job@garlic.com
Subject: Re: Cats
Cc: ccrummer@cats.ucsc.edu, dick@cfcl.com
Thank you for the (potential) invitation. I would very much like to
spend some time with you all. I can handle any time on the 13th
(Sunday), any time except 5-10pm on the 14th, and all day on the 15th.
But come noon on the 16th I shall be in Pacific Grove at the annual
IEEE Asilomar Workshop. I hope to take a Cat and to have the old
sources up on my Web site by then. I'll take one or two five minute
slots to tell them that humans' single focus of attention demands
modeless computing, and there is a constructive proof available.
It is conceivable that we could meet at Asilomar for a few hours to
talk with interested people there, so I shall direct a few inquiries
in that direction and see if anybody salutes.
Does Jef get an invitation to join?
May I suggest planning an early get together in case we want to extend
it for some reason?
Dick
Richard Karpinski
dick@cfcl.com
http://www.best.com/~karpinsk
6521 Raymond Street, Suite 77, Oakland, CA 94609-1126
(510) 658-3797
ps Is tForth still around? Is it known to anyone whether any Forth
on modern hardware would be a suitable starting point for reviving
the Cat/Swyft software in some useful form?
Distribution:
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Cc:
INTERNET:DICK@CFCL.COM
INTERNET:CCRUMMER@CATS.UCSC.EDU

From: Dick Karpinski, INTERNET:dick@cfcl.com
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Thu, Apr 3, 1997, 03:42 PM
RE: Asilomar anyone?
Sender: dick@cfcl.com
Received: from cygnus.com (cygnus.com [205.180.230.20]) by hil-img6.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id RAA08707; Thu, 3 Apr 1997 17:34:49 -0500
Received: from cfcl.com (cfcl.com [140.174.42.20])
by cygnus.com (8.8.5/8.8.5) with SMTP id OAA11322;
Thu, 3 Apr 1997 14:34:17 -0800 (PST)
Received: by cfcl.com (4.1/SMI-4.1)
id AA12859; Thu, 3 Apr 97 14:30:24 PST
Date: Thu, 3 Apr 97 14:30:24 PST
From: dick@cfcl.com (Dick Karpinski)
Message-Id: <9704032230.AA12859@cfcl.com>
To: ccrummer@cats.ucsc.edu, dick@cfcl.com, jefraskin@aol.com
Subject: Asilomar anyone?
Cc: 71533.606@compuserve.com, job@garlic.com
I got this back from the meister of the IEEE uProcessor Workshop:
Date: Thu, 3 Apr 1997 10:33:24 -0800
From: jwharton@netcom.com (John Wharton)
To: dick@cfcl.com, jwharton@netcom.com
Subject: Re: Canon Cat for Asilomar
> I plan to intro the Canon Cat, from 1987, at least at the RAT, ...
Sounds like the perfect place for it; otherwise, the program is overfull.
> Several Cat experts and enthusiasts just happen to be meeting here in
> the four days preceeding the Asilomar workshop. Shall I try to entice
> some of them to show up for a few hours to be available for questions?
If that's all they did, it sounds like gross overkill.
doesn't
leave mych time for questions.

10 minutes

Would they really be interested in staying longer than just to answer
questions? A couple of targetes speakers just cancelled this week, and
a couple more may not be able to stay past their own sessions; if these
Cat-people wanted to register and attend we might be able to accommodate
them (or at least one or two, assuming they're "good Asilomar people").
Point them to www.catalog.com/amw, and have them contact me ASAP if
interested.
--john wharton

415/856-8051

I'll be happy to cover the ~$400 registration fee for any of you who
would
like to attend my favorite conference of the year. Act promptly. But
be
prepared to drink from the firehose. This is an intense 48-49 hours
with

a bunch of sharp folks in a beautiful setting only a couple of hours
away
by car.
Dick
Richard Karpinski
dick@cfcl.com
http://www.best.com/~karpinsk
6521 Raymond Street, Suite 77, Oakland, CA 94609-1126
(510) 658-3797
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Cc:
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From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: John Bumgarner, INTERNET:job@garlic.com
Date: Fri, Apr 4, 1997, 09:48 PM
RE: Canon Cat
Hi John:
Touching base to say that I'm looking forward to meeting you and other
Cat people if time permits during my 13-17 April silicon valley trip.
I just found out that I will be staying in Sunnyvale at the Sunnyvale
Hilton. I will have a little free time on Sunday afternoon (April 13)
and evenings (April 14-17). If you're available during any of those
times that would be great.
I just copied the Cat repair manual for you and hope that it will be of
some use for your broken Cats. It seems fairly straight forward in
terms of telling you what to do for specific malfunctions. It is around
100 pages or so long and has lots of flowcharts and diagrams.
Cat questions:
Q1: The repair manual states that the dictionary ROM contains the
American Heritage dictionary. Did AH provide access routines for this
dictionary or did AH provide info on how to extract words from this
dictionary? I'm guessing that AH provided a 68000 assembly code module
that the Cat s/w would call since I assume that AH would not want others
to know the details of its dictionary compression.
Q2: Do you have an e-mail address for JIM STRAUS? I wanted to contact
him since he was the s/w project leader for the Cat and he told me that
he had a notebook of s/w dev notes that sound interesting. I would like
to contact him and see if he can copy his notes. FYI, he used to work
for Global Village but he no longer does (I called his old number at GV
the other day and another person answered).
Cheers.
____
_
_
_____
____
_
| _ \ __ ___
_(_) __| | |_
_| / ___|_ __ __ _(_) __ _
| | | |/ _` \ \ / / |/ _` |
| |
| |
| '__/ _` | |/ _` |
| |_| | (_| |\ V /| | (_| |
| |
| |___| | | (_| | | (_| |
|____/ \__,_| \_/ |_|\__,_|
|_|
\____|_| \__,_|_|\__, |
|___/
David T. Craig
941 Calle Mejia # 1006
Santa Fe, NM 87501 USA
home 505/820-0358
email 71533.606@compuserve.com
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From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: John Bumgarner, internet:job@garlic.com
Date: Fri, Apr 4, 1997, 09:55 PM
RE: Cat and Raskin docs owned by DCraig
John,
FYI, here's a list of Cat and Raskin-related documents that I have. I
thought this list may be of some use ot you or others with an interest
in swyft technology and Raskin's Macintosh work.
-David
Jef Raskin, Early Macintosh Computer, Apple //e SwyftCard, and Canon Cat
Computer Documents as owned by David Craig
Updated:

12 July 1996

David T. Craig
941 Calle Mejia # 1006
Santa Fe, NM 87501 USA
voice: (505) 820-0358
email: 71533.606@compuserve.com
TITLE
PAGES
------------------------------------------------------------------ ----Canon Cat: A Spiritual Heir to the Macintosh (BYTE Oct 1987)
3
Canon Cat Comments by Bruce Tognazzini (Apple UI expert 1992)
1
Canon Cat Comments by Owen Linzmayer (1994)
1
Canon Cat Comments by Ezra Shapiro (1994)
1
Canon Cat repair manual
196
Letter from Jef Raskin (July 1987) comparing Mac to Cat
1
Information Appliances: A New Industry (Raskin 1986)
7
Jef Raskin interview (Programmers at Work, 1989)
20
Information Appliance Inc. patent list
1
Canon's Cat Computer: The Real Macintosh (David Craig 1994)
11
Cat Leap description (Raskin 1989)
4
Down with GUIs (Wired magazine, Raskin Dec 1993)
2
Needed: A GUI Revolution (Ezra Shapiro BYTE magazine Feb 1995)
1
Sketch by Raskin of founding concepts for IAI (1987)
1
Information Appliance Inc. Trade Secrets (Raskin)
3
More on the Canon Cat (Analytical Engine 2.2 Oct-Dec 1994)
1
Canon Cat How-To Guide
159
Canon Cat Reference Guide
159
Canon Cat User's Notes (Bob Wing)
14
About the Canon Cat (sales literature by Micro-Chem)
3
Canon Cat application software info: CatForm
17
Cat ad: Introducing the Canon Cat
2
Cat ad: There's a new cat in the office jungle
12
Disks with GIF files of Cat pictures
18
SwyftCard user's guide
SwyftCard user's guide: Theory of Operation section
The Race goes to the Swyft (A+ magazine)
Review of the Apple //e SwyftCard (Ezra Shapiro BYTE Sep 1985)
SwyftCard BYTE ad (Nov 1985)

143
7
4
2
1

The Macintosh Project: Selected Papers (Raskin Apple memos)
171
Macintosh's Other Designers (BYTE Aug 1984)
7
The Quick-Draw Graphics System (Raskin's thesis, 1967)
115
The Etymology of QuickDraw (Macintosh)
3
Macintosh Research Project: Progress Report of July 1980 (Raskin)
10
Genesis and History of the Macintosh Project (Raskin 1981)
6
The Mac and Me: 15 Years of Life with the Macintosh (Raskin 1994)
42
The BASIC Environment and Editor (Raskin Apple memo 1979)
2
------------------------------------------------------------------ ----### END ###
Distribution:
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From: David T Craig, 71533,606
To: Jef Raskin, INTERNET:JefRaskin@aol.com
Date: Fri, Apr 4, 1997, 09:59 PM
RE: Cat, Raskin docs owned by DCraig
Jef,
FYI, here's a list of Cat and Raskin-related documents that I have. I
thought this list may be of some use to you or others (e.g. the Stanford
archivist) with an interest in swyft technology and your Macintosh work.
Concerning my silicon valley trip I will be staying at the Sunnyvale
Hilton and hope to meet you sometime during the week of 13-17 April.
You had indicated that Monday April 14 evening may be open. I could
meet you at your place in Pacifica. Let me know if the 14th is OK or I
could call you on Sunday or Monday when I'm in CA and see what your
schedule is like at that time.
-David
Jef Raskin, Early Macintosh Computer, Apple //e SwyftCard, and Canon Cat
Computer Documents as owned by David Craig
Updated:

12 July 1996

David T. Craig
941 Calle Mejia # 1006
Santa Fe, NM 87501 USA
voice: (505) 820-0358
email: 71533.606@compuserve.com
TITLE
PAGES
------------------------------------------------------------------ ----Canon Cat: A Spiritual Heir to the Macintosh (BYTE Oct 1987)
3
Canon Cat Comments by Bruce Tognazzini (Apple UI expert 1992)
1
Canon Cat Comments by Owen Linzmayer (1994)
1
Canon Cat Comments by Ezra Shapiro (1994)
1
Canon Cat repair manual
196
Letter from Jef Raskin (July 1987) comparing Mac to Cat
1
Information Appliances: A New Industry (Raskin 1986)
7
Jef Raskin interview (Programmers at Work, 1989)
20
Information Appliance Inc. patent list
1
Canon's Cat Computer: The Real Macintosh (David Craig 1994)
11
Cat Leap description (Raskin 1989)
4
Down with GUIs (Wired magazine, Raskin Dec 1993)
2
Needed: A GUI Revolution (Ezra Shapiro BYTE magazine Feb 1995)
1
Sketch by Raskin of founding concepts for IAI (1987)
1
Information Appliance Inc. Trade Secrets (Raskin)
3
More on the Canon Cat (Analytical Engine 2.2 Oct-Dec 1994)
1
Canon Cat How-To Guide
159
Canon Cat Reference Guide
159
Canon Cat User's Notes (Bob Wing)
14
About the Canon Cat (sales literature by Micro-Chem)
3
Canon Cat application software info: CatForm
17
Cat ad: Introducing the Canon Cat
2
Cat ad: There's a new cat in the office jungle
12
Disks with GIF files of Cat pictures
18

SwyftCard user's guide
SwyftCard user's guide: Theory of Operation section
The Race goes to the Swyft (A+ magazine)
Review of the Apple //e SwyftCard (Ezra Shapiro BYTE Sep 1985)
SwyftCard BYTE ad (Nov 1985)

143
7
4
2
1

The Macintosh Project: Selected Papers (Raskin Apple memos)
171
Macintosh's Other Designers (BYTE Aug 1984)
7
The Quick-Draw Graphics System (Raskin's thesis, 1967)
115
The Etymology of QuickDraw (Macintosh)
3
Macintosh Research Project: Progress Report of July 1980 (Raskin)
10
Genesis and History of the Macintosh Project (Raskin 1981)
6
The Mac and Me: 15 Years of Life with the Macintosh (Raskin 1994)
42
The BASIC Environment and Editor (Raskin Apple memo 1979)
2
------------------------------------------------------------------ ----### END ###
Distribution:
Jef Raskin INTERNET:JefRaskin@aol.com

From: John 'Sandy' Bumgarner, INTERNET:job@garlic.com
To: David T Craig, 71533,606
Date: Sat, Apr 5, 1997, 11:59 AM
RE: Re: Cat and Raskin docs owned by DCraig
Sender: job@garlic.com
Received: from garlic.com (garlic.com [165.227.35.130]) by arl-img5.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
id NAA22315; Sat, 5 Apr 1997 13:50:37 -0500
Received: from z.sm1.garlic.net by garlic.com (8.8.5/4.03)
id SAA229228; Sat, 5 Apr 1997 18:50:28 GMT
Date: Sat, 5 Apr 1997 18:50:28 GMT
Message-Id: <199704051850.SAA229228@garlic.com>
X-Sender: job@garlic.com
X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Version 1.4.4
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
To: David T Craig <71533.606@CompuServe.COM>
From: job@garlic.com (John 'Sandy' Bumgarner)
Subject: Re: Cat and Raskin docs owned by DCraig
Dave
Thanks for the list.
project.

This is taking on the aura of a real restoration

Sandy
>John,
>
>FYI, here's a list of Cat and Raskin-related documents that I have. I
thought
>this list may be of some use ot you or others with an interest in swyft
>technology and Raskin's Macintosh work.
>
>-David
John 'Sandy' Bumgarner
POB 38, Morgan Hill, CA 95038
job@garlic.com
TANSTAAFL
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